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CHAPTER 4

Trajectories and meanings of the in-between spaces of the 
Metropolitan Area of Caracas

Introduction
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In Venezuela, grand social and physical transformations of the urban space have been closely connected with 
changing political conditions. The early phases of ‘modernisation’ took place during the late 1800s, a period of 
increasing secularisation that produced small-scale alterations to the predominantly agrarian society. But it was 
not until 1920s that these influences manifested themselves on a larger physical scale as oil revenue began to 
transform the whole country, including the urban form and functioning of its cities. 

Many scholars sustain that Caracas is morphologically composed by a superposition of layers, units or fragments 
that impede the visualisation and recognition of the city as a sole entity (Herrera Napoleón, 2006, 2014, Marcano 
Requena, 1994, Imbesi et al., 1995). Whilst ones associate the juxtaposition of layers to the fragmentation of 
the city, others such as José Javier Gómez Álvarez (2001) associate fragmentation to self-sufficiency assuring 
that the more self-sufficient a unit is, the lesser the interrelation among the parts that conform the city, which 
questions the concept of the city as a whole. This chapter explores the growing phenomenon of urbanisation 
in the Metropolitan Area of Caracas (AMC) and the spatial and temporal dynamics of its urban structure, 
conceiving the city as a resulting addition and juxtaposition of units over time. 

The existence of in-between spaces is based on the notions of space and time and it is key to analyse the type 
of relations amongst all city units that facilitate an approach to recognise these intermediate areas as powerful 
ribbons that are able to articulate the territory through interstitial practice. In order to build an argument capable 
of exploring this issue, this chapter presents a series of theoretical considerations from Venezuelan authors such as 
Arturo Almandoz, Lorenzo González, Juan Pedro Posani, Graciano Gasparini, among others, who have studied the 
urban configuration of cities, particularly Caracas, which is marked by its diversity, heterogeneity and complexity.

The main argument that this research proposes is that in-between spaces can play a fundamental role in intertwining 
the city at multiple scales, that is, to improve the interrelation among different territorial units through a practice 
that promotes and envisions a shared dialogue between its inhabitants. Particularly this investigation is grounded 
on the idea that the in-between spaces of Caracas are a sort of a palimpsest that is non-linear, mouldered by 
intention, progress, accident and failure. This is based on Henri Lefebvre’s vision expressed in The Production 
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of Space (1991), where it is embraced a notion of space that is dynamic 
and interactive, a lived space: a space that develops, grows, declines and 
metamorphoses. 

This thesis has followed three general approaches to study in-between 
spaces which help to structure this chapter: the urban, the social and the 
artistic. In this chapter, the first is addressed essentially to studying the in-
between space according to its historical and spatial configuration, location 
and position, where the space might be associated mainly to what has been 
the remains of urban planning processes, or to what has been the organic 
expansion of the city. Therefore, it is important to concretise and analyse 
in-between spaces from the multiple geographic scales they encompass as 
well as study their ‘pending nature’ (Phelps and Silva, 2017). 
The second is to be regarded as the outcome of relationships and interactions 
among the multiplicity of actors that coexists within a given spatial 
situation (Mubi Brighenti, 2016), referring to the ensemble of inhabitants 
sharing a common space.  This approach looks at the ‘social context’, which 
refers to who inhabits the habitat (Sennett, 1994). Thus, the in-between 
space is comprehended as an interactive and relational space considering 
its power relations, demarcations and inner qualities not always related to 
socio-spatial segregation meanings and practices. The appreciation of social 
distances (Sennett, 2008) will be explored to understand what occurs at 
the melting point between different territorial units, where the exposure of 
differences is magnified. 
And the third approach adds the artistic factor to the understanding of 
the in-between space that shifts from the first and the second perspective. 
Interstitial practice (i.e. site-specific projects, street art, and desires to weave 
socio-spatially the space) are present in specific areas of the contemporary 
city; by pushing the boundaries of art and architecture, this practice 
allows us an open exploration of the in-between spaces and to discover 
manifestations that aim at reclaiming the space towards urban togetherness.

This chapter reviews a series of theoretical discussions in order to address 
these approaches and is organised as follows. The first section revises the 
conformation of the Venezuelan territory prior the foundation of Caracas 
to envision earlier power relations over people and the space as well as other 
forms of domination. The second section explores the emergence of the in-
between spaces of the city by the analysis of patterns of growth, the logics 
of spatial expansion and the urban transformation of the valley of Caracas. 
Each of these topics are analysed through explorative lenses that describe 
the physical urban sphere through large urban plans and projects. Then the 
third section provides a more in depth analysis to understand the threads 
that imped envisioning Caracas as a cohered city. The in-between spaces 
are explored as relational spaces and are analysed particularly focussing 
on the fragmentation phenomena and the representation of the other in 
the everyday life. And finally, the fourth section of this chapter presents 
an analysis that explores the role of interstitial practice in the in-between 
spaces of the AMC. This section introduces a new approach to the urban 
practice and seeks to explore the main argument of this research, which 
is that interstitial practice must be understood as an intra-disciplinary 
process that is multiple in nature, scale and time. This section closes with 
a macro-analysis of the artistic interventions that have been observed from 
2009 to 2016 in the Venezuelan capital.
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spaces at a city-wide scale in relation to space configuration (urban form), 
space production (social relations) and artistic manifestations that will 
then be used as references to explore the impacts and meanings in specific 
in-between spaces of the city (explored in Chapter 5). 
This chapter concludes by understanding that the conceptual approaches 
are always interconnected and linked; that is, in-between spaces are defined 
as either perceivable and intangible moments / spaces for its physical position 
amidst a contrasting dual estate of decadence and sophistication. As a 
platform to the city at multiple scales for social relations, where productivity 
can be a trigger and an asset to activate places, being architecture (and so, 
the interstitial practice) able to accomplish it. And, the in-between space 
can also be considered as the space where multidimensional opportunistic 
processes to territorialise (political) power take place, where architects and 
practitioners might contribute to display it. 
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Since Christopher Columbus first sighted Venezuela during his third 
voyage to the New World between 1498 and 1500, the Venezuelan islands 
of Margarita and Cubagua were the most dynamic enterprises on the coast; 
the discovery of pearl fisheries located in the Caribbean Sea between these 
islands and Tierra Firme –as South America was then known– moved the 
Spanish to establish there rancherías or seasonal settlements during trading 
period.

It was in 1499, when a group of explorers led by the Spanish Alfonso de 
Ojeda together with the Italian Amerigo Vespucci initiated the first ‘minor 
trip’1 to explore Tierra Firme. This group sailed westward along the coast 
until reaching the Guajira Peninsula and later the Maracaibo lake (current 
Venezuela), where native huts were built on piles above the water (known 
as palafitos), moving Vespucci to name the region ‘Little Venice’. In 1501, 
Ojeda capitulated to the Catholic Monarchs in Spain and was named 
governor of Coquibacoa with the right to found a new settlement in the 
Guajira Peninsula. During a second Spanish expedition to Venezuela, 
Alfonso de Ojeda founded the first settlement in Tierra Firme, known as 
Santa Cruz de Coquibacoa in La Guajira2. However, the governance in 
Coquibacoa was considered transitory as it was bestowed upon Ojeda by 
the Catholic Monarchs without the consent of Christopher Columbus, 
viceroy of Indies. Subsequently, years later this settlement was abolished.  

From the 1520s, the depletion of the oyster beds in Margarita and 
Cubagua islands became increasingly acute, a fact that limited the pearl 
production and was rapidly followed by an active slave trade. The natives, 
who had dived for pearls, were sold to Panama and other Caribbean islands 
where gold and silver bullion from Mexico and Peru were transhipped 
(Haggerty, 1993). By that time, Charles V –ruler of the Spanish Empire– 
had a concession to the House of Welser, a German banking firm being 
Coro3 (or Santa Ana de Coro, as it is named nowadays) the headquarters of 
this concession. From this small town, groups of men led by the Germans 
Ambrose Alfinger and Georg von Speyer went south and east on the western 
fringe of the present-day Venezuela in order to exploit the area’s resources 
and raid the lands (Ferry, 1989). Although the Welser’s concession lasted 
until 1540s, Germans showed no interest in settling the territory rather 
they were interested in extracting human and material wealth. Until the 
1550s, ships carrying slaves passed along the coast of the vicinity of the 
future settlement of Santiago de León de Caracas, and as referred by the 
scholar and historian Robert J. Ferry, “it may have been at this time that 
the modest potential of the region, perhaps as a source of natives to enslave, 
attracted the tardy attention of Spanish adventurers” (Ferry, 1989:1). 

In 1558, Francisco Fajardo – mestizo son of a Spaniard and an Indian 
noblewoman from the Isle of Margarita– attempted to establish a settlement 
in Tierra Firme, in a place called Panezillo (ten leagues east of the future 
port of La Guaira). However, in less than a year, Fajardo was driven off 
by indigenous coastal people. In 1560, Fajardo returned to Tierra Firme 
from Margarita with a larger armed force and, with permission of Pablo 

4.1 Historical background overview

1 Literal translation from the Spanish: Viajes 
Menores o andaluces. 

2  Also, referred as Santa Cruz de Bahía Honda 
in the Colombian Guajira. The extension of 
this land is still object of controversies among 
historians, some of which assure that its limits 
were comprised from Cabo de la Vela to Cabo 
de Chichiriviche, whilst others mention that its 
limits were subjected to new discoveries.

3   The city of Coro was founded by the Spaniard 
Juan Martínez de Ampiés, in 1527.
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coastal settlement named Villa Collado (currently Caraballeda) located 
eight or nine leagues from the dismantled Panezillo (Ferry, 1989). This 
settlement also failed but not before the mestizo had already divided the 
subjugated natives of the region in encomiendas: permanent labour systems 
that attempted to regulate interactions between colonists and natives.

Successful Hispanic settlements were established in the Venezuelan territory 
extending eastward from El Tocuyo (1545) following the successive towns 
of Barquisimeto (1552) and Valencia (1555) until finally reaching the 
‘valley of the Toromaymas’ or ‘valley of the Caracas’, where would be later 
founded the city of Caracas (1567). 

By that time, the ‘valley of the Caracas’ was inhabited by indigenous peoples 
known as Mariches and Toromaymas (Arcila Farias et al., 1967, Gasparini 
and Posani, 1998) conforming dispersed hubs and small agglomerations 
near rich streams and ravines. The aboriginal population of the region as 
well as the general belief that the valley was abundant in natural resources 
(such as the gold mines of Los Teques) were positive factors to place a new 
Spanish city.  Spanish conquerors followed the habitual recommendations 
to found new settlements which had to be placed in: 

 
“healthy sites, with one or more rivers that will guarantee water supply 
for the future town, with adequate pastures for raising livestock and safe 
labour” (in Portillo Lugo, 2015:88. Author’s own transaltion)4. 

Prior to the conclusive invasion of the valley, Francisco Fajardo travelled 
from Valencia to Los Valles del Tuy following the course of the water in 
order to occupy the ‘valley of the Toromaymas’. In 1562, it was established 
a small settlement in a place called ‘Valle de la Pascua’ (further explained in 
chapter 5.3.1) although it was destroyed by the natives shortly after. After 
many other unsuccessful attempts to occupy the valley, Alonso Bernáldez 
Quirós, Governor of the Venezuela Province (1564-1566), entrusted 
Diego de Losada with this task. De Losada and his men departed from El 
Tocuyo crossing the Mariara settlement (near Valencia) until reaching the 
territories dominated by Cacique Guaicaipuro5, a native chief and leader 
of the ‘Confederación Indígena’: a powerful coalition of different tribes that 
inhabited the Venezuelan region to fight against the Spanish troupes. 
It was on 25 July 1567, when De Losada and his men reached the ‘valley 
of the Caracas’, later called Valle de San Francisco, and established the most 
eastern settlement on the Venezuelan territory called Santiago de León de 
Caracas. Even though it remains unclear why the city got this name, the 
most applauded version is that the foundational city was called ‘Santiago’ 
– after the patron saint of Spain–, ‘De León’ –after the governor of the 
Province of Venezuela Pedro Ponce de León (1566-1669)–, and ‘Caracas’ 
–after the Indian tribe which inhabited the mountain range– (Haggerty, 
1993). 
After the foundation of the city in 1567, battles between the Spanish and 
natives continued in order to annihilate Cacique Guaicaipuro and ease 
the control of the territory and its people. The desire to discover mines of 
gold and other eastern colonies towards ‘Cordillera de la Costa’ (known 
as Waraira Repano, its indigenous name) was the main ambition for the 
Europeans aiming to connect and control Venezuelan lands from East to 

5 Guaicaipuro commanded, among others, 
Cacique Naiguatá, Guaicamacuto, Chacao, 
Aramaipuro, Paramaconí and his own son Baruta 
(suborned by the Spaniards to capture his father). 
Prior to the invasion of the Europeans, the valley 
was populated by several native groups, each 
with its own cacique. The area occupied by the 
Teques gathered several native groups, being 

Guaicaipuro’s tribe the largest one.  

4 “Sitios salubres, con uno o más ríos que 
garantizaran abastecimiento de agua del futuro 
poblado, con pastos adecuados para la crianza del 

ganado y mano de obra segura”. 
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West. The fact that different aboriginal tribes inhabited the region was 
considered a positive factor although, in the case of Caracas, it became 
difficult due to the aggressiveness of the Caracas’. The Spaniard Francisco 
Infante was appointed to undertake Guaicaipuro’s capture, who was 
defeated in 1568. After Guaicaipuro’s death6, other caciques led the 
‘Confederación Indígena’ –Cacique Terepaima (1568), Tamanaco (1571), 
Yare (1575?), Apacuana (1577) and Chicuramay (1577)–  being this 
confederation dissolved after 1577.

The geographical location and configuration of the valley undoubtedly had 
great influence on subsequent events as it guided migration, contributed to 
the economic life of the region, gathered people and opened [and closed] new 
paths to cultural influences and discoveries. However, during the colonial 
period, the Venezuelan territory lacked a vast and solid infrastructural 
system due to its geographical characteristics. Despite Franciscan and 
Capuchin missionaries Hispanicised and explored the Venezuelan territory 
– such as the area comprised between the Unare river basin to the east of 
Caracas, the Orinoco river, and the Maracaibo basin– the western Llanos 
and the south bank of the Orinoco remained an unknown territory for the 
Spanish, even at the close of the colonial era (Haggerty, 1993). 

The prolonged nature of the conquest of Venezuela was attributable to its 
lack of precious metals and cohesion between native tribes; the territory 
contained no major political force –if compared to other Spanish-conquered 
territories such as the Incas in Peru or Aztecs in Mexico– and the lack of a 
unified government meant that conquerors could not take control of large 
regions by dominating an ethnic group. Rather, the Spaniards encountered 
large numbers of relatively small tribes of widely varying degrees of cultural 
sophistication inhabiting dispersedly in huts nearby riverbeds, ravines and 
mountain ranges. Some native tribes were nomadic hunters and others 
practised advanced agricultural techniques such as irrigation or terracing; 
coastal tribes were cannibalistic and the Timoto-Cuica, from the Andean 
region, already had built roads and traded with other groups inhabiting 
Los Llanos and the Maracaibo regions (Haggerty, 1993). 

For the first two and a half centuries of colonial rule, Venezuela lacked 
still of political unity; the territory was divided into provinces governed 
independently of one another. Cocoa became Venezuela’s principal 
export in the 1620s and, for the first time, its profits attracted significant 
immigration of Spaniards –including poor Canary Islanders- and a great 
demand of African slaves for its plantation. These two population groups 
would complete a social hierarchy that became a caste system, being on 
top a small elite of white peninsulares (born in Spain) and Criollos (born 
in the American continent of Spanish parentage); white Canary islanders 
working as wage labourers were next in the ladder followed by a large group 
of racially mixed pardos; and the lower caste was the group of African slaves 
and the indigenous peoples (native population).

The cocoa was shipped from the Venezuelan port across the Caribbean 
and New Mexico, a fact that attracted Dutch and British merchants. In 
1728, the Spanish crown granted exclusive trading rights in Venezuela 
to a Basque corporation, the ‘Guipuzcoana Company’ (also known as 
The Caracas Company), which monopolised the coffee and cocoa trade 

6  Amidst the new policies ordered by former 
president Hugo Chávez of reassessing and valuing 
the role of Indigenous peoples in the historical 
narrative of Venezuela, Guaicaipuro’s remains 
were symbolically moved under a ceremonial 
pomp to the National Pantheon in Caracas in 
2001, despite never being founded. Currently, 
Guaicaipuro and other native chiefs are often 
mentioned in political speeches with the purpose 
of inspiring Venezuelans to resist what is called 
‘the Empire’. Most notably, in 2002 Hugo 
Chávez renamed the American’s Discovery day 
– celebrated since 1921 as Día de la Raza (set 
under President Juan Vicente Gómez) – by Día 
de la Resistencia Indígena (Indigenous Resistance 
day) to commemorate the Indigenous people’s 
resistance to Europeans. In 2003, the former 
president initiated one of the Bolivarian Missions 
called ‘Misión Guaicaipuro’, carried out by 
the Venezuelan Ministry of Environment and 
Natural Resources in order to restore communal 
land titles and human rights to Venezuelan 
indigenous communities.
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earlier seats, towns, cities, indigenous 
settlements and haciendas near the 
valley of the Caracas in 1567, as 
referred in Portillo Lugo (2015:158-

162). Author’s own representation.

Seats: 1. La Villa del Rosario (1555), now La Guaira; 2. Villa del Collado (1560), 
now Caraballeda. 
Towns: 3. Los Teques (1561).
Cities: 4. Santiago de León de Caracas (1567).
Indigenous settlements: 5. Baruta (before 1568); 6. Chacao (before 1567); 7. 
Macarao (before 1567); 8. La Vega (before 1568); 9. Naiguatá (1568).
Haciendas: 10. Caricuao (after 1567).

Figure 4.2: Map of Venezuela in 1635 
by Hondius Hendrik. Source: Vegas et 

al. (2015).
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between Venezuela and Spain. But in 1749, an insurrectionary effort led by 
Juan Francisco de León, a cocoa grower from the Canary Islands, generated 
a revolt that helped to centralise the Venezuelan economy around the city 
of Caracas. It was in 1777, when Caracas achieved a political-military 
authority as the seat of the Captaincy General of Venezuela, marking the 
first instance the recognition of Venezuela as a political entity (Haggerty, 
1993). The distribution of the city was adhered to rules laid down by the 
Spanish government in accordance to the ‘Law of the Indies’ (1573) for the 
creation of the capitals of the New World.

In 1808, the French invasion of Spain led the collapse of the Spanish 
Monarchy that created, for a few years, further political uncertainty. This 
fact moved Simon Bolivar –known as El Libertador- to lead a revolt in the 
war for independence from the Spanish Empire (1810-1821), liberating 
what are now the Republics of Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Panama 
and Venezuela, becoming the latter a republic on July 5, 1811. In this 
regard, the situation became increasingly aggravated in 1812 as the young 
republic of Venezuela was short on funds and a violent earthquake hit the 
city of Caracas, turning into ruins most of its buildings. 
In 1819, the territory of the Viceroyalty of New Granada and the Captaincy 
General of Venezuela became Gran Colombia but it was not until 1829-
1830 when José Antonio Páez, a Venezuelan leader and soldier who fought 
against the Spanish crown for Simon Bolivar, formally declared Venezuela 
an independent country from Gran Colombia.

This chapter begins at this point in history, precisely when Santiago de León 
de Caracas became the capital city of the Republic and a great scenario 
in which the territorialisation of power and hierarchical patterns of use 
and production of the urban space continued taking place. Nonetheless, 
the exploration of the colonial period will serve in the first section of this 
chapter as a precedence to further comprehend the urban form, social 
structure, morphological configuration, function and vision of the valley 
of Caracas. 

4.1.1 Land and labour domination: the encomienda as a socio-
territorial system

The foundation of Latin-American cities was a fundamental part of the 
Spanish and, to a lesser extent, the Portuguese colonising strategy. Seizure 
and control over land and labour were the two pillars of the Venezuelan 
colonialist strategy. According to historical registers, “between 1492 and 
1700, more than 440 new cities were established in Spanish and Portuguese 
territories” (Hernández et al., 2010:3) becoming clear that conquering 
new lands was synonymous of the foundation of cities, nodes of power 
and domination. 

One of the most critical factors characterising the concentration of land 
ownership and the atomisation of the labour force was the asymmetrical 
nature of the relationship between natives and the landed elites. That 
is, socioeconomic and political power was tied to land ownership while 
socioeconomic and political weakness was tied to labour (Powell, 1971:5). 
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century in Spain and its empires; a form of communal slavery which 
evolved into the introduction of a new legal system that attempted to 
regulate the interactions between natives and colonists. In the encomienda, 
the Spanish Crown granted a specified number of natives to either a 
conquistador or a loyal person. However, these grants were considered 
to be a monopoly on the labour of particular groups of natives held in 
perpetuity by the grant holder, called encomendero, and his descendants. 
That is, natives were forced to work in the construction of buildings, mines 
or plantations and in turn, the encomendero was in charge to ensure that 
the encomienda workers were protected and trained in the Christian faith 
and the Spanish language and culture. Assigned leaders were appointed to 
dictate which natives would have to provide labour and to mobilise the 
assessed tribute and work. Overall, the encomienda was a total hierarchical 
system of control and domination.

Within the social sphere, the only practical way for Caraqueños to 
improve their economic condition to any significant degree was to acquire 
an encomienda or, if they were already encomenderos, to add native labourers 
to the one they held (Ferry, 1989:13), a fact that moved many to sail out in 
search of aboriginal people; a sort of slave hunting, which was considered 
illegal. Another possible source of local influence was to become cabildo, 
who was a person in charge of the administration, formation and execution 
of rules concerning the use of finite wealth such as setting food and meat 
provision for the town (Ferry, 1989:14).

The Indian legislation established a formal separation between indigenous 
lands and those granted to the conquistadores in which natives were obliged 
to work (Landa, 2008:12); so until the seventeenth century, natives that 
were subjected to the encomienda regime were allowed to remain in their 
original lands, called resguardos. 
As decreed in the Real Cédula of 1545 (Perera, 1964), resguardos were kept 
to collect taxes, manpower and increase the control and acculturation 
of the native population. Resguardos (also referred as aboriginal villages, 
pueblos de Índios, cabeceras de doctrina or asentamientos indígenas) were 
usually located afar from foundational cities and belonged to the crown. 
Thus, these lands were conditioned by the institution of the repartimiento, 
which was a system by which the crown allowed colonialists to recruit 
natives for forced labour: 

“(…) a labour tribute that the new landowning class could extract 
from the Indians living on them. The resguardo holdings were gradually 
encroached upon through a systematic policy of attrition by landowners, 
in collaboration with local officials” (Powell, 1971:5). 

Like the encomienda, the repartimiento did not include the attribution of 
land to anyone, rather only the allotment of native workers. Nonetheless, 
natives were directly allotted through a local crown official, who would 
assign them to work for colonialists temporally, usually several weeks. In 
1573, it was established that each resguardo would have one league7 of 
communal land for plantations and pasture however, subsequent Royal 
Decrees moulded the conformation of these lands determining water 
services, crops, administrator figures and limits. 

7 Traditional unit of distance derived from an 
ancient Celtic unit and adopted by the Romans; 
this unit intends to represent the distance that 
a person could walk in an hour. The traditional 
legua (as named in Spanish) is equal to 5000 varas 

(paces), close to 2,6 miles or 4180 metres.
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As appointed by the architect Izaskun Landa in her investigations on the 
ejidos of Caracas, this pattern was altered in 1594 when the Spanish Crown 
expropriated part of the resguardos and communal land in order to group 
them as ejidos, pastos and baldíos (Landa, 2010). Besides, the Governor of 
the Province of Venezuela, Don Diego de Osorio, decreed that the lands 
that were not granted to colonists would be regimented as communal land 
for the city of Santiago de León de Caracas; a fact that radically changed 
the socio-spatial organisation and distribution of the valley.

According to Robert Ferry (1989), the possession of lands in the encomienda 
system was the basis of a private property system in 1578: 

“there were some 4000 Indian tributaries divided into forty encomiendas [in 
Caracas], more native labour than was available in any other Venezuelan 
town at that time” (Ferry, 1989:13) 

The encomienda was strongly based on the encomendado’s tribal identity, and 
mixed-race individuals could not by law be subjected to the encomienda. 
This fact moved many natives to deliberately seek to dilute their tribal 
identity and that of their descendants as a way to escape the service, by 
seeking intermarriage with people from different  ethnicities, especially 
Spaniards or Creoles, originating a process of “creolisation”, as in 
Homi Bhabha’s words. In this way, the  encomienda  somehow weakened 
indigenous’ tribal identification and ethnicity, which in turn diminished 
the number of encomendados. 

In 1633, the Spanish Crown ordered a study of the Caracas encomiendas due 
to a previous royal order that demanded conversion to tribute collection 
was not acted upon (Ferry, 1989:49). The compiled data provided some 
clues mainly on the relationship between encomienda labour and cacao 
cultivation in the region:

“This document (…) presents four series of facts: the names of the 
encomenderos and the titles of social distinction (don  or  doña, maestre 
de campo, capitán, and so forth) of those who were so identified; the 
geographical location of the encomiendas; the number of Indian tributaries 
in each grant; and a specific value in pesos defined only as the renta of each 
encomienda” (Ferry, 1989:49).

As displayed in Figure 4.3, Venezuela was divided into four regions of 
agricultural production being Caracas between Region 1 and Region 2. The 
former included the coastal line, good for cacao cultivation accumulating 
one-fourth of the encomiendas counted in 1635; the latter included the 
interior Caracas, good for sugar mill (trapiches in Spanish) on the banks of 
the Guarenas and Guaire Rivers. 

During the seventeenth century, the combined impact of the earthquakes 
that hit the valley, crop blights and the reorganisation of the economy 
in New Spain caused a slump in the Venezuelan economy: the number 
of natives declined and mining activities were replaced by agricultural 
activities. As a consequence, the hacienda emerged as a new form of land 
ownership that consisted of large landed estates in which labourers were 
directly employed by hacienda owners, called hacendados, becoming 
more profitable than the acquisition of forced labour. Even though the 
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encomiendas of the Venezuela region in 
1635. Source: Ferry (1989:50).

Figure 4.4: Fanegas of  cacao in the 
Caracas Province, 1720 and 1744. 

Source: Ferry (1989:50).

Figure 4.5: Map of the provinces and 
I.H.S missions of the Nuevo Reino de 
Granada, 1741. Drawing: José Gumilla. 

Source: del Rey Fajardo, J. (2007).  
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concentration [of power] also occurred in the hacienda model, this was 
limited by the frequent changes in land ownership:

“Concentration [of power] in traditional hacienda patterns also occurred 
but was limited by the frequent changes in ownership that resulted from 
elite involvements in the unending struggle from power (...) Concentration 
into classical latifundia on a grand scale occurred only after the struggles 
among the white, aristocratic, landed elites had run their course through 
the nineteenth century” (Powell, 1971:15).

The encomienda system produced a new territorial organisation in Spanish 
colonies; and particularly, in the valley of Caracas this system distributed 
a hierarchy of settlements and land uses alongside the territory according 
to social statuses. First, the introduction of the foundational city model 
addressed to governors and bourgeois as a central dominant power, leaving 
other types of settlements and modes of inhabitancy to middle and lower 
classes. Second, the designation of private lands in the north, south and 
east of the valley to powerful and influential people, being acknowledged 
the importance of land ownership and social disparities amongst the 
population; and third, the allowance and preservation of the resguardos or 
aboriginal settlements to natives and slaves until the seventeenth century, 
before the relocation of these natives to different doctrinal towns in the 
1620s. 

4.1.2 The spatial configuration of the valley of the Caracas 

Prior the foundation of the city, the valley of [the] Caracas was inhabited 
by groups of natives ranging between 10,000 and 25,000 individuals, 
recognised as Mariches and Toromaymas (Arcila Farias et al., 1967:920). 
These tribes lived in huts (or bohios) near streams and ravines conforming 
small and dispersed settlements separated from each other at distances 
between one and three leagues. Social relations among tribes were cordial 
as each group owed communal territories used for hunting, fishing and 
farming (Arcila Farias et al., 1967:921). 

The city of Santiago de León de Caracas, founded in 1567, was located 
in the west of a long and narrow valley near the route towards the 
Caribbean Sea situated 920 metres above the sea level. It was framed by 
hydrographical and orographic landmarks: the Ávila mountain range –also 
Waraira Repano, a term evoking the indigenous name of the mountain– 
was considered a natural and evident geographical barrier that separated 
the valley from the sea to the north; the Catuche stream limited the city 
to the east; El Calvario hill and the Caroata stream to the west; and the 
Guaire river served to frame the city in the south (von Humboldt, 1833, 
Gasparini and Posani, 1998, Vegas et al., 2015, de Armas Chitty, 1966, 
Capra-Ribeiro, 2014b). The value of selecting the valley of the Caracas to 
emplace the city lays not only in its temperate climate and the fertile lands 
in its vicinity but in its accessibility to the seaport, its subsistence through 
the streams, ravines and the Guaire river, and its protection and shelter 
through El Ávila mountain range. 
Santiago de León de Caracas (also, Caracas) became the permanent 
residence of the provincial governor, responsible for defending and 
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as beneficial for Caraqueños who had better opportunities than neighbours 
of outer towns to participate in raids. 

Governor Don Juan Pimentel drew the first plan of the foundational 
city in 1578; an illustration that evidences the importance of natural 
features where the city is displayed as an object immersed in vast natural 
surroundings (Fig. 4.6). 
The city is illustrated as a layout of twenty-four blocks of one hundred by one 
hundred meters limited by the orographic and hydrographical conditions 
of the territory forming an orthogonal grid. A main open space (plaza) is 
emplaced in the centre surrounded by two types of buildings: the religious 
(churches and convents) and the ordinary (houses). The main church, 
later converted into cathedral, was placed across the central plaza where 
all public functions took place. Beside this church, four other ecclesiastic 
buildings appear. Only one block is designated for governmental activities. 
Aside from the ecclesiastic and government buildings, the subdivision of 
blocks conformed sixty-five lots (one quarter of a block) of houses, and 
twenty-three were considered empty plots. 

As referred in the book ‘Caracas del valle al mar: guía de arquitectura y 
paisaje’ (Vegas et al., 2015), Pimentel’s illustration clearly represents the 
intention to erect a planned and ordered city. Nonetheless, the Venezuelan 
architect Lorenzo González (2002) states:

“the scale of [this] plan was altered to combine the interest in the details 
of the lots with the most complete reference to the natural environment 
possible. (…) The plan tried to put together two spatial realities: that of the 
ocean like immensity and omnipresent nature (…) and that of everyday 
life” (González Casas, 2002:216). 

The regular form of the grid –what Vegas et al. (2015) consider as order–, 
was perhaps the most visible way to display the human presence in the 
territory. In several descriptions of the city (amongst those found in 1578, 
written by the Governor Don Juan de Pimentel), the hydrography of the 
territory is emphasised as a natural limit of the city, also understood as a 
base to sustain urban life: 

“son 24 manzanas… 16 de éstas parcialmente pobladas dentro de los límites 
arcifinios del Catuche, del Caroata y del Guaire. El Plano, en cuadrilátero, 
respondía al espíritu de las Ordenanzas de poblamiento de Felipe II… Al 
extremo sur, cerca del Guaire, el Convento de San Francisco que erigiera Alonso 
de Vidal… Catuche quebrada que cruza de norte a sur la ciudad y que fue 
el límite por el este de la ciudad por cerca de dos siglos… Catuchecuao, como 
asiento de la ciudad… Guaire como denominación de los naturales” (in de 
Armas Chitty, 1966:50).  

The presence of the Guaire river classifies the valley in two main areas: the 
city, which encompasses an area confined by the river, the Caroata stream, 
El Ávila mountain range, and the Catuche ravine; and the non-city, which 
encompasses the lands of the east, from the Catuche and Chacao ravines 
until the lands where nowadays stands Petare. Additionally, a sort of limit 
from where infinite possibilities and configurations can emerge in time is 
displayed on the eastern side of the map, where one reads: “in this way, the 
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Figure 4.6: First plan of Santiago de 
León de Caracas, 1578. This is a copy 
drawn by Antonio Muñoz Ruiz from 
the original document kept in the 
Archivo General de Indias, in Sevilla 
(Spain) next to the description of 
the Province of Caracas done by the 
Governor Don Juan Pimentel. Source: 
Vegas et al. (2015).

Figure 4.7: Demarcation line of the 
ejidos of Caracas in 1594. Author’s own 
map adapted from Landa (2010:44).
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distinguishes what it was considered the city and the outside. 

By that time, the ravines of Chacao8, Tácume and Guarimare were 
considered fertile and productive areas in the outskirts of the city 
(Clemente, 2007, Almarza, 2008, Planchart Licea, 2003). Furthermore, 
the Guaire river also served as a limit to establish a sort of a reservoir, a vast 
area that served to protect the city from floods:

“El Plano de la ciudad respondía a las disposiciones de las Leyes de Indias. 
Los ríos o quebradas de Catuche y Caroata flaqueaban la nueva localidad por 
el este y el oeste. Un amplio espacio (…) separaba la ciudad del Río Guaire. 
Este espacio tenía una anchura entre 1000 metros y 1400 según el lugar, ya 
que el Guaire al sur de la ciudad, formaba un meandro” (de Armas Chitty, 
1966:52-53).

The role of paths is also essential to understand movements and flows 
from and to the city. Despite many routes were not illustrated in this first 
drawing, a few paths departed from the littoral Caribe to the valley. But 
since 1555, governors and other conquerors started the construction of 
new routes across the Ávila mountain range such as Ruta del Palmar de 
Cariaco, El Infiernito and Boca de Tigre. 

According to Articles 129 and 130 of the Ordinances of 1573 (in Landa, 
2010), the city of Santiago de León de Caracas was surrounded by ejidos 
and dehesas comunales (communal meadows). The Royal Spanish Academy 
(RAE, 1992) defines ejido as: 

“the borderland of a town, which is communal and not allowed for tilling, 
where cattle are usually gathered or the threshing floors established” 
(Author’s own translation)9. 

However, in legislative terms, an ejido is: 

“the field or land which is located at the exit of a place and where it is not 
allowed to plant or till, and is common to all neighbours. It comes from 
the Latin word ‘exitus’ which means exit” (Valladares, 1918. Author’s 
own translation)10. 

Both meanings represent similitudes to the chôra for being an area that 
represents the outskirts of a dominant core. 

As explored in previous sections of this chapter, the ejidos of Caracas 
were formally established in 1594 by Governor Don Diego de Osorio, 
who decreed that the remaining lands –the ones that were not granted to 
colonisers– would be regimented by decree as ejidos of the foundational 
city (Landa, 2010). This is, the ejidos were established twenty-seven years 
after the foundation of the city, which meant that many of these areas 
were already occupied by small settlements, isolated haciendas, hatos and 
resguardos; a fact that generated confusion and also awoke interest by those 
in power to acquire and manage part of the land.

The description of the limits of the reservation of land of the city of Caracas 
found in the ‘Real Cédula de Diego de Osorio, 14 June of 1594’ (Pinto, 

9  “Campo común de un pueblo, lindante con él, 
que no se labra, y donde suelen reunirse los ganados 
o establecerse las eras”. RAE 1992. Diccionario de la 
lengua española, Madrid, Editorial Espasa Calpe, 

S.A. 

10  “El campo o tierra que está a la salida del lugar y 
donde no se planta ni se labra, y es común para todos 
los vecinos. Viene de la palabra latina exitus que 
significa salida”. Diccionario de Legislación. 1889 
in VALLADARES, R. M. 1918. Estudios sobre la 
naturaleza Jurídica de los ejidos y demás tierras 
concejiles en la legislación española y en la legislación 
venezolana: aplicación de esas legislaciones a los 
ejidos de Caracas, Caracas, Tipografía Americana. 

8  Particularly, the area of Chacao was renowned 
for its idyllic landscape and, in some occasions, 
it was considered as the perfect place to build 
a city as emphasised by Baron Alexander von 
Humboldt in his joined expedition with Aimé 
Bonpland to Venezuela between 1799 and 1800. 
VON HUMBOLDT, A. 1833. The Travels and 
Researchs of Alexander Von Humboldt, Mexico, 

J&J Harper.
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1968) and the analysis developed by Izaskun Landa (2010:43-46) served 
to outline the limits of the ejidos of Caracas in 1594 (Fig. 4.7):

“ (…) yendo de esta ciudad hacia la provincia de los Mariches por el camino 
de los haros hasta la quebrada que llaman de las Barrancas y la quebrada 
de Chacao hasta donde entre en el río Guayre así a diestra como a siniestra 
hasta la sierra y el río Guayre las tierras que de la otra banda están en el 
Ancón donde está la calera de Sancho del Villar, de una banda y de otra hasta 
entrar al río Guayre... así mismo señalaba y señaló por Ejidos del valle que 
llaman de Francisca Maldonado, todo de una banda y otra, reservando las 
tierras prevenidas a la dicha Francisca Rojas y al Alférez Real Diego de los Ríos 
y a Juan de Villegas Maldonado, y el Ancón que se dio a Juan de Rivero, que 
es, yendo al Valle de la Pascua a mano derecha (…)” (in Pinto, 1968:45).

The ejidos of Caracas covered four leagues of extension, approximately 
3,150 hectares, from the Chacaíto ravine towards the west occupying large 
areas of El Ávila hillsides and land corresponding to Catia, Antímano, 
Santa Rosalía, El Junquito, La Vega, El Paraíso, Macarao, El Valle among 
others.
 
Despite ejidos have been described and envisioned as vast fields of land to 
be used communally, cabildos were in charge of their administration; that 
is, a municipal figure was established to determine the use of the ejido 
either as a communal land for pasture or as a rented land to individuals for 
the benefit of the municipal treasury (Ferry, 1989:29). So, the institutional 
authority of the cabildo gained importance in the administration and 
changes of ejidal demarcations to favour the most powerful. This is, not 
only governors (or cabildos) were the ones in charge of the administration 
of ejidal lands but those in power to decide and establish uses and limits. 
In this sense, despite the ejido had the attribute of a meanwhile space –as 
it functioned as a reserved land for the city–, it also served as a scenario 
where the most powerful were able to occupy and distribute progressively 
the territory in order to dominate it (Landa, 2010). 

The figure of the ejido –as an imprecise borderland surrounding a 
settlement– serves not only to display a demarcation limit of the city but 
to further comprehend the power of the territory since colonial times. The 
establishment of a borderland, or bordering space, indicates all sort of 
differences either of use, meaning, management, ownership, and functions 
of the land. Therefore, the importance of ejidal land allows to further 
comprehend how relevant was the act to demarcate and assign land uses, 
which served as a useful resource for governors to display their power and 
control over people and the territory. 

4.1.3 Forms and occupations in the valley: the foundation of towns in 
the vicinities of Caracas 

The present form of many Latin American cities can be traced back 
directly to the foundation of the Spanish colonial settlements that after 
1573 followed the Ordenanzas of Philipe II (Laws of the Indies)11; official 
means used to endow the Spanish orthogonal city plan with authority to 
undermine the architecture and layout of indigenous settlements. 

11  ‘The gridiron used in the Law of the Indies is 
a milestone precedent of the concept of ‘partially 
ordered sets’ (possets) of relationships also known 
as the semi-lattice system.  This system helped 
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land settlements throughout the Americas in 
such a way that all its components have to be 
determined by an open ordering system that 
has a central core as the departing place/space 
from where all functions and activities depart’. 
RODRIGUEZ, R. 2009. The law of Indies as 
a foundation of urban design in the Americas. 
ARCC 2009- Leadership in Architectural Research, 
between academia and the profession. San Antonio, 

TX.

As referred in the Doctoral thesis of Isabel Portillo, ‘Transformaciones 
urbanas en Latinoamérica. De la ciudad colonial a la metrópoli contemporánea. 
El Caso de Caracas’ (Portillo Lugo, 2015:154-156), twenty-two cities were 
founded in Venezuela after 157312. Moreover, the work of Álvaro García 
Castro (1997:363-451) –cited in Portillo Lugo (2015)– serves to identify 
a variety of Venezuelan settlements that followed the existing typologies 
repeated in other Spanish colonies: 

“Pueblos de españoles, pueblos de indios, pueblos de doctrina, parroquias, 
asientos, traslados, embarcaderos, puertos, fortines, asientos/fortines, fuertes, 
castillos/puertos, capellanías rurales, minas, minas/asiento, reales de minas, 
pasos de ríos, guarniciones, guarniciones/villa, haciendas, haciendas/caseríos, 
hatos, oratorios, hatos/oratorios, hatos/pueblo de indios, hatos/pueblos mixtos, 
puertos/pueblo de indios, aldeas indígenas, aldeas indígenas/asientos, aldeas 
indígenas/ embarcaderos, misiones, pueblos de doctrina, conventos/misiones” 
(in Portillo Lugo, 2015:30-31).

As mentioned in section 4.1.2, Don Diego de Osorio, Governor of the 
Province of Venezuela, formally established the limits of the city in 1594 
through ejidos; lands that would work as reservoirs to be used communally 
either as natural reserves (forest, water and pasture) or as lands to be rented 
to individuals for the benefit of the municipal treasury. According to Izaskun 
Landa, during the colonial period ejidos were considered “inalienable and 
imprescriptible” (Landa, 2010) and in spite of being administrated by the 
cabildo, city dwellers were its owners. By 1594, twenty-seven years had 
passed since the foundation of the city and many lands were already in 
concession or assigned as private lands so the governor Osorio had to pay 
landowners in order to recuperate them. As referred in several historical 
studies (Landa, 2010, Ferry, 1989, Mendoza et al., 1918, Pinto, 1968, 
Vidal, 2009), disputes and conflicts involving ejidal lands were very 
common. 

Amongst the vast foundational process developed in the Venezuelan 
territory, the foundation of doctrinal towns13 was established as a result 
of a set of metropolitan policies –the Real Cédula de 1619– which aimed 
to introduce a new economic, political and religious regime in order 
to dismantle aboriginal villages (resguardos) as well as to expand private 
ownership in the great detriment of the ejidos. For the Spanish, existing 
aboriginal villages impeded the spatial implantation of new settlements 
in the territory hence acted as a barrier to catechise natives. That is, the 
foundational process of doctrinal towns achieved the subjugation of natives 
and their culture. This decision would generate a severe conflict between 
the Church, the State and the encomenderos because power would have to 
be redistributed over the territory. 

Subsequently, from 1621, Governor Francisco de la Hoz Berrío and bishop  
Gonzalo de Angulo named ‘juezes pobladores’ and commissioners to build 
doctrinal towns in several jurisdictions of the province of Venezuela, 
occupying ejidal lands (Carrasco, 2009). In the Caracas region, the 
foundational process of doctrinal towns was made through Pedro Gutiérrez 
de Lugo (juez poblador) and Gabriel Mendoza (commissioner and vicar of 
Caracas). Subsequently, between 1620 and 1622, six doctrinal towns were 
formally established in the valley of Caracas, named: San Pedro and San 

12  “Espíritu Santo de La Grita (1576), Estado 
Mérida; Altamira de Cáceres (1577). Primer 
asiento de la actual ciudad de Barinas, Capital 
del Estado Barinas; San Francisco de Nuestra 
Señora de los Ángeles (1583). Desaparecida. Estuvo 
localizada en la ciudad de Barcelona, capital del 
Estado Anzoátegui; San Juan de la Paz (1585). Hoy 
Parroquia del Estado Miranda (Estado adyacente a 
Caracas); Nuestra Señora de La Victoria (1588). 
En Chacopata, población al norte de la Península 
de Araya. Estado Sucre; Nuestra Señora de Pedraza 
(1591). Hoy día, Municipio autónomo en el Estado 
Barinas; Nuestra Señora de Pedraza (1592), en 
la localidad de Pedraza La Vieja. Hoy, Vecindario 
en el Estado Barinas; San Juan de la Laguna 
de Uchire (1594), en la localidad de San Juan. 
Hoy, Vecindario en el Estado Anzoátegui; Nuestra 
Señora de la O de Clarines (1594). Hoy Caserío 
del Municipio de Clarines. Estado Anzoátegui; San 
Tomé (1595). Ciudad Bolívar. Estado Bolívar; San 
Felipe de Austria (1605). En Cachipo, población del 
Estado Monagas; Nueva Trujillo de Barinas (1628). 
Localizada en Moromoy, donde se encuentra 
actualmente la ciudad de Barinitas, capital del 
Municipio Bolívar. (Estado Barinas); San Tomé de 
Guayana (1632). En la Localidad de Los Castillos 
en el Territorio Federal del Delta Amacuro. Hoy, 
Vecindario en el mismo Territorio Federal del Delta 
Amacuro; San Baltasar de los Arias (1637). Se 
encontraba en la localidad de Cumanacoa. Estado 
Sucre; Nueva Tarragona (1638). Desaparecida. 
Estuvo localizada en Boca de Uriche. Estado 
Anzoátegui; Triunfo de la Cruz y la Nueva 
Cantabria (1643). Desaparecida. Se encontraba en 
Cabruta. Parroquia del Municipio Las Mercedes, 
Estado Guárico; San Miguel de la Nueva Tarragona 
del Batey (1645), en la localidad de Zaraza. Hoy, 
Municipio autónomo del Estado Guárico; San 
Miguel del Castillo (1651), en la localidad de 
Puerto Nutrias. Hoy, Municipio foráneo del Estado 
Barinas; San Juan de la Tornera Sota (1722). Hoy 
en día un Caserío de la ciudad de Maturín. Estado 
Monagas; San Felipe el Fuerte (1729). Fue fundado 
como pueblo en 1725 y elevado a la categoría de 
ciudad en 1729 por Real Cédula. Hoy, la ciudad 
de San Felipe, capital del Estado Yaracuy; San 
Fernando de Maturín (1735). Hoy, la ciudad de 
Maturín, capital del Estado Monagas; Altamira de 
Cáceres (1759). Localizada en San Antonio de los 
Cerritos, donde actualmente se encuentra la ciudad 
de Barinas, capital del Estado Barinas; Ciudad Real 
del Orinoco (1759). En la localidad de Las Bonitas. 
Estado Bolívar”. PORTILLO LUGO, I. 2015. 
Transformaciones urbanas en Latinoamérica. De la 
ciudad colonial a la metrópoli contemporánea. El 
Caso de Caracas. PhD, Escuela Técnica Superior 

de Arquitectura. Universidad de Sevilla.

13  From a canonical point of view, doctrines 
were parishes for Indians.
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Figure 4.8: Illustration of the six 
doctrinal towns established in the 
valley of Caracas in 1622. Author’s own 
representation.

Figure 4.9: Possible configuration of 
the doctrinal town of Baruta in 1772. 
Drawn by Vanessa Severeyn. Source: 
Landa (2011).

1. San Pedro and San Pablo de Antímano; 2. San Roque de El Valle de la Pascua; 3. Nuestra Señora del 
Rosario de Chiquinquirá de la Vega; 4. Señora del Rosario de Curucay de Macarao; 5. Buen Jesús de 
Petare; 6. Nuestra Señora del Rosario. 
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in chapter 5.3), Nuestra Señora del Rosario de Chiquinquirá de la Vega (also 
Santo Cristo de la Vega), Señora del Rosario de Curucay de Macarao, Buen 
Jesús de Petare and Nuestra Señora del Rosario, respectively corresponding 
to the present towns of Antímano, El Valle, La Vega, Macarao, Petare and 
Baruta (Fig. 4.8).

These doctrinal towns were erected in existing aboriginal settlements or in 
areas located near Spanish towns and main cities, grouping natives that, 
before the sixteenth century, were living in its original villages under the 
encomienda regime (Landa, 2011, Carrasco, 2009, Perera, 1964). Doctrinal 
towns maintained lower ranks within the hierarchy of political, economic 
and ecclesiastic functions dictated by the Indian Legal System, and were 
subordinated to the capital city occupying second order administrative 
seats (Landa, 2011). 
In typological terms, the geometry of each doctrinal town followed the 
classic model of the Spanish city, which consisted in a monocentric layout 
formed by the concentration of institutions around an open square, where 
the religious temple sat on one side. The religious complex, which was the 
essence of the village and the centre of acculturation of the natives, was 
constituted by the church and the house of the priest (cura doctrinero), 
preferably located in the highest side of the square. The temple had to be 
built using durable materials such as stone foundations, whitewashed walls 
and tile roofs, keeping its dimensions and proportions in accordance to the 
population of the doctrinal town (Landa, 2011). Civil institutions were 
established through ‘Cacicazgos’ –houses of the caciques and cabildos– and 
were materialised with the occupation of a plot on the other side of the 
square, opposed to the religious complex. In some cases, the square also 
accommodated a prison and a communal barn so that weekly markets 
consolidated the functional centrality of the plaza. Nonetheless, the six 
doctrinal towns of Caracas had to adapt to the demographic, socio-cultural 
and topographical conditions of the area (Landa, 2011). 
Aside from the implementations of civil and religious institutions, both 
the governor and the bishop established the aggrupation of different 
encomiendas in the adjacencies of these doctrinal towns in order to expand 
them towards the outskirts, a strategy that would improve control from 
endomenderos over workers.
Legally, the highest authority of these new founded settlements was the 
figure of ‘corregidor de indios’, in charge of managing all doctrinal towns, 
whereas the permanent Spanish representative of each town was the ‘cura 
doctrinero’ being the ‘cacique and his cabildo’ his collaborators. 

During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Santiago de León 
de Caracas was a small city if compared in size and wealth with vice-
regal capitals. It is relevant to mention that since the formation of the 
Guipuzcoana Company in 1728, cocoa and coffee exports improved the 
economic growth of the province of Caracas hence, the later liberalisation 
of the commerce led an economic boom from the 1780s onwards. 
Subsequently, new populations settled within its perimeter14 and city 
blocks were subdivided  into smaller units that created a break-up of the 
city fabric (González Casas, 2002). Minor open spaces appeared among 
buildings but these small open areas never occupied the totality of a block 
and “held second place to the Plaza Mayor” (González Casas, 2002:218). 

14 “The stratification of the population, 
established at the time of the first settlements, 
tended to be reproduced as the city grew. The 
urban elite, made up of an aristocracy or a high 
class of white landholders, most of them Creoles 
(also called the ‘grandes cacaos’ or ‘mantuanos’) 
clustered around the Plaza Mayor. Meanwhile, 
less wealthy people –such as the newcomers from 
Spain, ‘pardos’, Indians, and blacks- lived in areas 
more distant from the centre” GONZÁLEZ 
CASAS, L. 2002. Caracas: Territory, Architecture 
and Urban space. In: ALMANDOZ, A. (ed.) 
Planning Latin America’s Capital Cities,  1850-

1950. UK: Routledge.
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Figure 4.10: ‘Exacto’ map of the city 
of Caracas, drawn by Juan Vicente 
Bolivar, 1772. Source: de Sola Ricardo, 
(1967).

Figure 4.11: Map that illustrates the 
project of “Camino de la Guaira”. 
Source: Vegas et al. (2015).
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by twenty vicariates (the Province of Venezuela and Maracaibo) that were 
supported by twelve cities, nine villas and 189 towns. Particularly, twelve 
towns were found in the vicariate of the city of Caracas (also encompassing 
outer towns) clearly establishing a distinction between Spanish towns and 
the rest: 

“Comprendía la ciudad de Caracas (18.669 h.) y 12 pueblos, de los cuales 
3 eran de españoles y otras castas: Chacao (1.401 h.), Macarao (1.440 h.), 
Guatire (1.042 h.), y 9 pueblos de doctrina de indios: Petare (2  .833  h.), 
Baruta (1.984 h.), Pasqua (1.077 h.), S. Diego (1.449 h.), Antimano (513 
h.), Vega (904 h.), La Guaira de Paracotos (1.847 h.), Charayave (818 h.) y 
Guarenas (2.532 h.). En total, 37.469 habitantes”. (Cierbide, 1997:483-
484)   

 
Spanish towns originated in the outskirts of the foundational city, being 
settlements well connected to the main city. Most of these towns emerged 
due to the petition from powerful landowners to the bishopric who offered 
to donate part of their lands to be used as a common property; that is, they 
asked the religious authority to erect a catholic temple in their lands in 
order to consolidate the area as an ecclesiastic parish. This fact would allow 
and facilitate workers, slaves, and others to attend mass services within the 
area and avoid walking long distances to the nearest church. In typological 
terms, the urban configuration of Spanish towns was very similar to 
other Spanish settlements (or even doctrinal towns) as they consisted of a 
concentric orthogonal layout around an open square and a catholic temple 
placed in one side, as indicated by the Law of the Indies.

Even though during the colonial period the notion of a unified territory 
was absent and Spanish towns and villages were independent from each 
other, all settlements across the valley were depending on Santiago de León 
de Caracas to exchange goods and services. This fact is manifested in the 
‘Exact map of the city of Caracas’ drawn by Juan Vicente Bolivar in 1772, 
two hundred years after Pimentel’s first plan (Fig. 4.10). 
Vicente Bolivar’s drawing evidences that the city grid spread out in every 
direction until its growth to the west was impeded by El Calvario hill. It 
also highlights:  first, the hydrography of the land that is related to the 
economic activity of the city and the outer towns; second, the importance 
of five rural paths15 to connect the city with other villages;  third, the 
presence of military check-points (alcabalas) at the city entrances to collect 
taxes; and fourth, the existence of isolated churches placed alongside the 
rural paths, which emphasise not only the power of the Church on the 
territory but the understanding of these buildings as strategic16  elements 
to enhance the urban-rural continuum. 

This is, the presence of five footpaths altogether with isolated chapels 
alongside their length, as well as the incorporation of alcabalas at city 
entrances reinforced the relationship between centre and suburbs, city and 
outer villages, inside and outside, urban and rural, capital and country. 
Hence, this associative relation might indicate a specific purpose [of 
control] evidencing a clear distinction of class, position and power. These 
five paths became active elements of the urban landscape and an essential 
part of the in-between city (Sieverts, 2003), or what functioned as the 
Khôra (Derrida, 1993), an area between two different entities through 

15  Camino de la Vega, Camino del Valle, 
Camino de Catia, Camino de la Guaira, and 
La Candelaria appear as the main routes that 

connected the city with outer towns.

16  The only access to the city from the Caribbean 
Sea was across The Ávila mountain range passing 

through the church of La Pastora.
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which everything passes but in which nothing is retained. These paths not 
only connected the city and non-city but also crossed other territories used 
for plantations (in the south) and pasture (in the north and east). 
As further explored, some of these paths will transform to accommodate 
change, others will be given the status of Caminos Reales (Royal Roads) 
and others will serve to feed the rail line towards La Guaira, the seaport. 
Even though paths and water systems were used to move and connect 
people and goods in different directions, these elements also contributed 
to the enhancement of trade activities, growth of production, exchange, 
knowledge transfer as well as social interactions associated to people’s 
movement. 

4.1.4 The suburbs of the colonial city

In typological and functional terms, the foundational city layout-type 
scheme expressed a hierarchical order through its open spaces: The Plaza 
Mayor was considered the main open square of the city where formal 
activities took place whereas minor parish squares emerged aside from this 
central plaza, becoming quotidian spaces. Thus, the ejidal lands placed 
outside the concentric pattern of the city inevitably achieved a pending 
condition becoming meanwhile spaces. Ejidos were either considered the 
no-man’s land or everybody’s land awaiting to be occupied. 

This disparate spatial arrangement pattern is of vital importance to 
understand the urban structure of towns and cities, the sense of inhabiting 
the colonial city, and to help conceiving the ejidos as essential means for 
the city to survive, as it was the Khôra; the territory described by Plato to 
define the territory of the Ancient Greek polis outside the proper city, a 
sort of a ‘third space’, a place of places. 

Although Bolivar’s representation plan suggests a progressive and 
homogeneous city growth, the urban space suffers material and symbolic 
transformations that question the structural order of the city and the 
way to intercede in the public sphere because socio-cultural relations and 
spatial elements altered relationships between spatial forms, social activities 
and cultural meanings. In other words, two different sectors coexisted 
across the city: the foundational centre, where the main civil and religious 
institutions together with the residences of the Creole elite were located; 
and the suburbs, known as arrabales, inhabited by white islanders and 
mestizo workers. 

The term arrabal appears formally in the local cartography in 1775, when 
it is published the ‘Plan de la ciudad de Caracas, con división de sus Barrios’, 
precisely to designate peripheral areas (non-central areas) of the city (Fig. 
4.12). The words ‘justice’ and ‘surveillance’ –displayed on the title of 
the map– were introduced by Governor Joseph Carlos de Agüero, who 
suggested the creation of an administrative figure called ‘Alcalde Celador de 
Barrios’ to control the suburbs. 
For this governor, arrabales were considered areas where “vices find 
comfortable refuge; and runaway slaves and vagrants find acceptance” (in 
de Sola Ricardo, 1967:44. Author’s own translation)17. 17  “Hallan cómodo refugio los vicios; los esclavos 

fugitivos y vagabundos, acogida”. 
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Caracas, con división de sus Barrios”, 
Joseph Carlos de Agüero, 1775. Archivo 
General de Indias. Source: Vegas et al. 

(2015).
    

Figure 4.13: Detail of San Pablo parish 
(left) and La Candelaria parish (right). 

Source: Vegas et al. (2015).
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The orthogonal street pattern of the city served as a base to split socio-
spatially the city; streets and squares became (in)tangible administrative 
lines traced to classify residents according to status and class –being the 
urban elite (aristocracy and high class of white landowners) clustered 
around Plaza Mayor and the less wealthy individuals in the inner 
periphery–. Therefore, urban planning became a sort of political instrument 
to segregate city dwellers. Subsequently, the parishes of San Pablo, Santa 
Rosalía, La Candelaria and Altagracia incorporated a main square and a 
church within its demarcation limits, maintaining the proportions and 
functions established by law. Thus, it is in this map where the intervention 
of the city can be understood as a topology of diversity rather than an 
ordered and unified structure, as earlier suggested by Vegas et al. (2015). 

At this point, the continuity of the public space is explained through the 
notion of centrality (State, religion and civil institutions) as a core that 
imposes order, power and justice. This centrality is expressed in physical 
elements (squares, buildings, check-points), which embed strong symbolic 
connotations. This is, architecture [and urban planning] is used by the most 
powerful to organise urban spaces by generating a hierarchy of meanings 
that favour social identification processes. But, this notion of continuity, 
based on the concept of centrality, debilitates itself to the same extend 
that it is intensified the phenomenology of discontinuity, where public 
spaces become a process rather than a precise category because other forms, 
activities and meanings are not understood by its imposed structural bonds 
rather, a transformation of events. 

As observed, from 1772 (Fig. 4.10) to 1775 (Fig. 4.12) the perimeter of 
the city only had grown ninety blocks, remaining almost the same as in 
1806 (Fig. 4.14) even though the population rose from 19,000 to more 
than 40,000 inhabitants (González Casas, 2002:217). 

In 1777, a Royal Decree-Law declared Caracas the capital of the General 
Captaincy of Venezuela (Mago de Chópite and Hernández Palomo, 
2002:16) and the main institutions were established in the foundational 
centre such as the colonial administration known as the Royal Audience 
(1786), the Royal consulate (1793), the seat of the Archbishop (1803), 
residences of powerful landowners, the university, offices of legal advisors, 
religious orders, among others. It was then, when eight mayors (Alcaldes 
Celadores de Barrios) were designated to control the suburbs of La Pastora, 
Las Mercedes, La Trinidad, Candelaria, San Pablo, San Felipe de Neri, Santa 
Rosalía and San Lázaro (de Sola Ricardo, 1967).

Prior the War of Independence in 1810, Caracas was still divided into 
five ecclesiastic parishes: Catedral, San Pablo, Altagracia, Candelaria, and 
Santa Rosalía, each with its correspondent religious temples and squares. 
The Plaza Mayor was still the main open space of the city functioning as 
a religious, political and social node where military parades, recreational 
activities, markets and the administration of justice took place. Despite 
minor open spaces within the inner parishes emerged, these spaces did not 
occupy entire blocks and functioned as secondary squares for neighbours.

Entered the nineteenth century, the decrease of the ejidos of Caracas 
was caused by direct transfers of land as a lease or census from concejales 
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demarcation limits of the ejidos and the usurpation of the meadows (in 
Spanish, dehesas) favouring influential neighbours within the hierarchy of 
the Caracas society were the main causes that contributed to benefit both 
the cabildo (the town hall) and the interest of the elites (Landa, 2010:53-
54). In 1825, the laws dictated by the Gran Colombia defined that ejidos 
could prescript (Landa, 2010); that is, neighbours who were occupying 
the land could own it, a fact that promoted the rapid disappearance of 
communal land. 

The colonial rule ended when the fight between the Creole families and 
peninsular businessmen authorities led to the War of Independence, 
being Venezuela separated from Gran Colombia and becoming Caracas 
the capital of an independent country in 1830. Although the war left a 
period of instability, the colonial structure remained the base for social 
and economic organisation of Venezuela for the subsequent years. The 
fight for power among old leaders of the Wars of Independence and the 
Balkanization of the country was one of the main obstacles to consolidate 
the State, which was also followed by internal civil wars between regional 
caudillos (political and military leaders) and rural regional leaders.
 
An important event that marked and evidenced the ending of an era was 
the earthquake of 1812, which destroyed two-thirds of the buildings of 
Caracas (González Casas, 2002); the colonial order was broken and it was 
needed to find a replacement. 

In the next pages, several illustration maps show the urban growth of the 
city of Caracas during the colonial times and the following timeline (Table 
4.1) serves as a referential point to complement next sections. This table 
features the beginning of the post-colonial era and indicates the different 
names given to the country, its presidents and political parties, as well as 
significant events that have occurred since Venezuela became a sole entity 
in 1830.
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Figure 4.15: Santiago de León de 
Caracas plan, 1810. Source: Gasparini 
and Posani (1998).

Figure 4.14: “Plan de la Ville de Caracas, 
Dans L’Amerique Meridionale, Capitale 
des Provinces de Venezuela, Maracaibo, 
Varinas, la Guianne et de l’Isle de 
la Margeritte”, drawn by François 
R. Depons, diplomat and foreign 
correspondent of the Government 
of France in Caracas. This plan was 
published in Paris, in 1806. Source: 
Gasparini and Posani (1998).

Figure 4.16: Urban growth of the 
city of Caracas during the colonial 
time. Caracas in 1578 approximately.  
Author’s own representation taken 
from Gasparini and Posani (1998).

1578 aprox

1690 aprox

1772
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Figure 4.19: Urban growth of the 
city of Caracas during the colonial 
time. Caracas in 1806. Author’s own 
representation taken from Gasparini 

and Posani (1998).

Table 4.1 (next pages): Referential 
political timeline of Venezuela (1830- 
2016) displaying the different names of 
the country, its presidents, the politial 
parties and the most relevant events 
that have occurred from 1830. Author’s 

own summary. 1806

1852

1897

Figure 4.17: Urban growth of the 
city of Caracas during the colonial 
time. Caracas in 1690 approximately. 
Author’s own representation taken 

from Gasparini and Posani (1998).

Figure 4.18: Urban growth of the 
city of Caracas during the colonial 
time. Caracas in 1772. Author’s own 
representation taken from Gasparini 

and Posani (1998).

1578 aprox

1690 aprox

1772

1578 aprox

1690 aprox

1772
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1908-1935 - Venezuela 
becomes one of the world’s 
largest oil exporters under the 
dictatorship of Juan Vicente 
Gómez

1858-1863 
Venezuela Federal 
War

Maracay is capital of Venezuela

1830 - Venezuela separates 
from Gran Colombia to become 
an independent country with 
Caracas as its capital.

1874 - Ministry 
of Public Works 
(MOP) 

1880- Federal 
District is created

1854
Slavery is 
abolished

1900
Earthquake

1908 Coup d’état

Revolución 
Liberal 
Restauradora
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1989 Caracazo
Carlos Andres Pérez (CAP) elected president amid 
economic depression, launches austerity programme 
with IMF loan. Riots, martial law and general strike follow 
with hundreds killed in street violence.

1958 - Leftist Rómulo Betancourt is elected 
president. He oversees the 1963 elections, the 
country’s first democratic civilian-to-civilian transfer 
of power.

RETURN OF DEMOCRACYTACHIERENSE              HEGEMONY DICTATORSHIP         BOLIVARIAN REVOLUTION

1928 - Creation 
of the Banco 
Obrero (BO)

1938- 39 
‘Plan Monumental 

de Caracas’. 
Plan Rotival

1951
Plan Regulador de 

Caracas  

1972
Plan Caracas 

1970-1990 
elaborated by 

OMPU

1979
Plan Caracas 

2000 
elaborated by 

MOP

1946 -1957 Comisión 
Nacional de Urbanismo 
(CNU) 

1990 - Consejo 
Nacional de 
la Vivienda 
(CONAVI) 

2000 - 2017
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4.2.1 Trajectories and metamorphism of the periphery of the 
foundational city

“Tales of metamorphosis often arise in spaces (temporal, geographical, and 
mental) that were crossroads, cross-cultural zones, points of interchange 
on the intricate connective tissue of communications between cultures… 
in transitional places and at the confluence of traditions and civilisations” 
(Warner, 2004:17-18).

Since the beginning of the nineteenth century, Venezuela encountered 
many obstacles due to the Wars of Independence and natural catastrophes, 
which drastically affected the population growth of Caracas. More than fifty 
years after the devastating earthquake of 1812, the city had a population of 
40,0000 inhabitants, 10,000 less than 1812 (Gasparini and Posani, 1998). 

For more than 300 years, the Spanish Crown had established in Venezuela 
three forms of land ownership: the land that belong to the crown, the 
absolute private land, and the communal land –ejidal lands of cities and 
other settlements– (Landa, 2017:8). However, the decrease of the ejidos 
of Caracas was caused by direct transfers of land as a lease or census from 
concejales to private individuals which, as seen in the previous section, 
contributed to benefit both the cabildo and the interest of the elites (Landa, 
2010:53-54). This fact is attributed to the last phase of the colonial city, 
when part of the ejidos surrounding doctrinal towns and Spanish towns 
disappeared as a consequence of land concessions to privates, who acquired 
these communal lands as an ‘absolute property’ as it was established by the 
Spanish Crown. In 1825, the laws dictated by Gran Colombia established 
that ejidos could prescript; that is, neighbours who were occupying the land 
could own it. Therefore, the inability of municipal authorities to control 
ejidal lands favoured the elites both during colonial and early republican 
periods (Landa, 2010). 

In 1830, the population growth of Caracas was slow and so it was the tax 
collection for public funds to expand and occupy new lands; and this fact 
was directly attributed to land use and ownership.
The liberation of communal lands established by the ‘Asamblea 
Constituyente de la nueva República de Venezuela’ decreed that ejidos would 
be alienable and prescribed. Consequently, between 1830 and 1858, 
‘Diputaciones Provinciales’ were appointed as institutions to formulate 
the juridical measures to favour what it was decreed; that is, new urban 
elites established an institutional and jurisdictional framework in order 
to acquire ejidal lands (first, from the doctrinal towns and Spanish towns) 
aiming to increment control and power over the territory (Landa, 2010). 
In the particular case of Caracas, this fact generated a confrontation 
between the ‘Consejo Municipal de Caracas’ –eager to keep the lands as 
patrimonial goods for the municipality– the ‘Diputación Provincial de 
Caracas’ and the ‘Legislatura Provincial’, institutions that were eager to 
privatise the land (Landa, 2010). Nonetheless, the lack of political will 
from provincial authorities generated a gradual extinction of communal 

4.2 The emergence of the in-between spaces in the 
Metropolitan Area of Caracas (1830-2016) 
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republic (Landa, 2017:10).

The ‘Plano topográfico de la ciudad de Caracas’ (Fig. 4.20), drawn by Ángel 
Jacob de Moisés Jesurun in 1843, is the first detailed survey developed by an 
inhabitant of the city, where the image of the new republic is noticeable in 
the nomenclature of city streets. This plan evidences that the city expansion 
grew in four directions, being more notorious in the south towards Camino 
de la Vega and towards the western part of Quebrada de Caruata, in an 
area called ‘San Juan parish’ where city blocks almost reached the Guaire 
riverbeds. In this regard, in ‘Los suburbios caraqueños del siglo XIX. Estudios, 
Monografías y Ensayos’ (López Maya, 1986), Margarita López introduces 
the idea of a “transitorial landscape” when signs of expansion appear:

“El repunte de población favorece la consolidación de un paisaje de transición 
hacia el norte y noroeste, casos como San José, La Pastora, El Manicomio y 
Catia, y hacia el oeste y suroeste, casos de Catedral y San Juan” (López Maya, 
1986:118). 

As illustrated on the map, ‘Cantón del Teque’, in the north-west side, 
and ‘Cantón Ñaraulí’ in the north-east expressed the desire to surpass the 
Caroata stream and the Catuche stream respectively. So, those areas could 
be regarded as inter-urban spaces of the city, part of the scale of interstices 
of transition announced by Phelps and Silva (2017), which become the 
scenario of these new transitorial landscapes (López Maya, 1986).

New settlements occupied former ejidal land (or municipal land) that once 
served as economic means for the city, used for crop and livestock production. 
According to Izaskun Landa (2010:161), these new agglomerations were 
erected within the limits established in the ordinances of 1820, with the 
exception of ‘Quebrada Lazarinos’ in the west that had already surpassed 
the city limits and grew alongside Camino de la Vega. It is at this point, 
where it is manifested on the ground the differences between the means 
established by the Spanish Crown during colonial times and the initial 
phase of the New Republic of Venezuela in terms of the establishment 
of new settlements and the occupation of municipal land. Whereas ejidal 
lands were once conceived as a reservoir to accommodate the expansion 
of the city, after the colonial period the land –once occupied–was leased 
according to emphyteutic tenure18.  

The urban structure of the colonial city continued being the base for social 
and spatial organisation emphasising the magnitude of the Plaza Mayor, 
the existence of religious buildings, streams, bridges, landmarks and street 
corners. The city was organised in six ecclesiastic parishes: Catedral, San 
Pablo, Altagracia, Candelaria, Santa Rosalía and San Juan. The publication 
of De Moisés’ topographical map nearly coincides with the aperture in 
1845 of the first formal road of the country, the ‘Carretera Caracas-La 
Guaira’, where small buildings would gradually appear alongside its first 
stretch, a process that will be repeated in the road towards Catia years later.

In 1848, the Province of Caracas was divided into three provinces: 
Guárico, Aragua and Caracas, being Caracas covered by the current limits 
of the Miranda State, Vargas and Libertador municipality. This fact caused 

18   An emphyteutic tenure is a long-term or 
perpetual lease in return for a small annual 
payment (FREEDMAN, P. 2004. The origins 
of peasant servitude in Medieval Catalonia, UK, 

Cambridge University Press:146). 
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Figure 4.20: Topographic map of the 
city of Caracas, 1843. Lithograph by 
Müller & Stupler. Source: Vegas et al. 
(2015).

Figure 4.21: “Plano topográfico de 
la ciudad de Caracas, capital de la 
República de Venezuela” of 1852 drawn 
by Gregorio Fidel Méndez and Lino 
Revenga in 1852. Source: de Sola 
Ricardo (1967:67).
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moved Diputación Provincial de Caracas to elaborate a new ordinance 
for communal lands in 1852, giving authority to ‘Legislativo Provincial’ 
to organise and discover new ejidal lands. A new decree was approved 
nationwide in 1853 “asignando ejidos a cada una de las parroquias establecidad 
o que en adelante se establezcan”(Landa, 2010:174-175), comprising either 
four leagues of vacant land or one league, in case of bordering another 
town; however, this law did not apply to Caracas because communal land 
was already occupied within the limits established by this law.  

According to Landa (2010), discrepancies between municipal and provincial 
authorities in relation to ownerships and occupation of communal lands 
caused the disappearance of ejidos in the subsequent years:

“es el final de un largo capítulo de argumentaciones entre los concejos 
municipales y las diputaciones provinciales sobre el descubrimiento de los ejidos 
de Caracas. En este momento, no parece haber intención, por parte de ninguna 
institución interesada, de hurgar los archivos municipales para continuar el 
descubrimiento de los desconocidos ejidos de Caracas” (Landa, 2010:170).

The “Plano topográfico de la ciudad de Caracas, capital de la República de 
Venezuela” (Fig. 4.21), drawn by Gregorio Fidel Méndez and Lino Revenga 
in 1852, shows ‘Cantón El Teque’ and ‘Cantón Ñaraulí’ as areas that have 
organically surpassed the historical limits of the colonial city extending its 
urban fabric. The desire to expand the city towards the south and east is 
illustrated by a dotted grid on the background representing the insertion 
of future blocks in former municipal land.

What it was once determined as ejidal land and later part of a transitorial 
landscape, it was now considered part of the inner city. That is, the former 
ejidal land that once belonged to the interstices of transition –considered 
dynamic and in evolution– abandoned its peripheral and pending 
condition to become part of the intra-space of the city. This indicates that 
the temporal nature and use of the space is what define the connotations 
and classifications we give to it. In relation to this statement, the arrabales 
of Caracas were conceived as problematic spaces where inequality and 
safety issues were intensified. And, the incorporation of new settlements 
in what has been termed ‘interstices of transition’ might have altered the 
conceptualisation of the city. 
Now, the most macroscopic outcome of the social and spatial trajectories 
of transformation of these urban areas in cities are evident in the narratives 
dominating the political arena. It is therefore necessary to strengthen 
this approach in architectural and urban studies in order to understand 
relational systems between natural networks, built structures, the political 
context and social encounters, among others. And, it is precisely in these 
peripheral areas that dynamism and transformation is noticeable on a 
social and spatial level.  

During the José Gregorio Monagas term as president, slavery was abolished 
(1854) and the insurrection movements of pardos aggravated the social 
situation, claiming the end of the white oligarchy and the fair distribution 
of land to peasants and pisatarios. It was a long battle that ended up into 
a civil war in order to install a Federal State and to claim equal rights to 
the land. 
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Political and economic liberalism arrived in Venezuela after the ending 
of the Federal War in 186319, and a year later, a new Federal Republic 
divided the country into twenty federal states; however republican ideals 
of centralisation of power, inept administration of the State and corruption 
remained in the country. Racial and social prejudices never disappeared 
in Venezuela and despite the fact land ownerships changed, peasants and 
farmers kept working at large estates (latifundium) of powerful families 
being still excluded from education, political or economic decisions.

Antonio Guzmán Blanco reached power in 1870 and, with some 
interruptions, ruled the country until 1888. As a member of the Masonic 
lodges, Guzmán met Napoleon III in Paris and was acquainted with the 
work of Baron Haussmann, a relevant fact to comprehend the urban 
transformation of Caracas during his mandate. 

[This liberal caudillo wanted to introduce] “a novel form through 
which the city could express its representational role as a capital, at the same 
time obtaining lucrative personal benefits from the financial and business 
arrangements tied to the construction” (González Casas, 2002:220). 

The ‘Plano Topográfico de la ciudad de Caracas, Capital de los E.E.U.U de 
Venezuela’ (Fig. 4.22), drawn by Esteban Ricard in 1874-5, gives more 
precise information on the topography and the public buildings erected 
during this period such as the Legislative palace, the Masonic temple, the 
Venezuelan museum or the University. The governor introduced large 
architectonic and urban changes into the city in order to envision a new 
urban model, leaving behind the colonial grid. The incidence of political 
powers was displayed on the urban structure of the city where the territory 
had to be developed. The Venezuelan architect Lorenzo González in 
‘Caracas: Territory, Architecture and Urban space’ (2002) states:

“the moral was clear: the land should be put into production; nature, seen 
as an opportunity, would be changed into a ‘civilised land’, in the kingdom 
of calculation and abstraction whose pinnacle would be the metropolis” 
(González Casas, 2002:221).

The outskirts gradually transformed and represented new dynamics of 
territorial development; what in the past was considered communal land for 
pasture and city survival, it was now considered “civilised land” (González 
Casas, 2002). In order to occupy the land, newcomers (pobladores) had to 
request its occupation to either private landowners or to the municipality 
(Landa, 2010). The city expanded in the north and north-east side of La 
Candelaria parish, towards Coticita ravine; San Juan parish also expanded 
alongside Camino de la Vega; San Pablo parish expanded by the occupation 
of adjacent plots near Caroata ravine; and Santa Rosalía parish expanded 
towards the east. Moreover, the extinction of the ejidos of La Pastora 
contributed to expand and eventually integrate ‘Cantón del Teque’ into 
the urban pattern of the city. 

The new social order of the republic under the Guzmanato was secular and 
despite the fact the religious cult was not eliminated, it was replaced by the 
“cult of the hero” (González Casas, 2002:222). This secular stratum was 
emplaced in the old quarter area of Caracas, where anticlerical movements 
led to the demolition of several religious buildings, especially convents and 

19  The ending of the war is manifested with the 
‘Tratado de Coche’ signed in May 1863.
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 4Figure 4.22: Topographic map of the 

city of Caracas, 1875. Source: de Sola 
Ricardo (1967).

Figure 4.23: Detail of El Calvario hill, 
as illustrated in the topographic map of 
the city of Caracas, 1875.  Source: de 

Sola Ricardo (1967).

Figure 4.24: Façade of the University 
of Venezuela in 1875. Source: Vegas et 

al. (2015).
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monasteries, and the church was obliged to release power and lands. As a 
consequence, most religious buildings were converted into public edifices: 
the ‘Convento de las Reverendas Madres de la Inmaculada Concepción’ was 
replaced by the Capitolio, the old church of La Trinidad was converted 
into a National Pantheon honouring the heroes of the Independence, and 
the church of San Pablo was demolished to build the ‘Guzmán Blanco 
Theatre’, nowadays called Municipal Theatre20. An important fact is that 
new civic monuments and haciendas –mostly located in the periphery such 
as Hacienda San Bernardino or Hacienda La Guairita– are highlighted in 
the map over religious temples. 

Notions and imageries of sovereignty, nationality and citizenship were 
introduced through physical manifestations and actions using architecture 
and urban design as instruments to impose clear marks on the territory 
able to spread a ‘common’ history and unite a fragmented society that 
still suffered the consequences of the Venezuelan Federal war. The most 
representative example is the transformation of the Plaza Mayor designed 
by the French engineer Alfred Roudier, who prefigured the overall 
physiognomy that the square still preserves. Roudier envisioned the 
plaza as a diagonal walkway in order to emplace in its centre a statue of 
Simón Bolivar, known as Libertador. This main square was renamed ‘Plaza 
Bolivar’ from where a new Cartesian system renamed the adjacent avenues. 
This renewed urban space became a symbolic epicentre of the republic and 
was conceived as a park, a place of elegance, abandoning its function as a 
market. 
Apart from using patriotic and nationalist rhetoric, Guzmán’s project 
brought an adjustment in priorities and values of Venezuela’s traditional 
liberalism; hence, the government introduced a European agenda to 
transform Caracas through progress and civilization being education, 
transport and infrastructure its main priorities. The first indicator of this 
transformation was the creation of the Ministry of Public Works (MOP) 
and its correspondent offices for “Building and Embellishment of Towns” 
and “Roads and Aqueducts” in 1874. Therefore, the state became the 
supplier (or promoter) to implement an extensive inventory of large-scale 
infrastructures, public buildings –that used to belong to the Catholic 
Church–, civic monuments, military and defence edifices, government, 
educational and cultural complexes, health facilities, food centres and 
recreational sites.

Despite the fact that the Caracas-La Guaira highway (1845) represented 
the first large urban infrastructure of the Republic followed by Los Teques 
highway (1858) during Carlos Soublette’s mandate, other formal roads 
such as the Charallave (1872) and the Guatire (1875) roads towards the 
east were implemented later by Guzmán Blanco. Thus, the network of 
roadways was joined in 1883 by several railway lines mostly contracted 
to German, English and other national firms. The railway of La Guaira 
was laid down in 188321 to connect the city with the port, the same year 
as the railways of El Valle and Antímano. The Central Venezuelan railway 
reached Petare in 1886, later extended towards Santa Lucía; the train to 
Los Teques (1891) was also extended towards Valencia, a city separated 
170 km from Caracas (González Casas, 2002).

20  More detailed works of the Guzmán era can 
be found in GASPARINI, G. & POSANI, J. P. 
1998. Caracas a través de su arquitectura, Caracas, 
Armitano editores.

21  From 1883, the outskirts of the city would 
appear in several maps dedicated to networks 
and infrastructures: “Plano del Ferrocarril de La 
Guaira a Caracas” (1883), “Plano del Ferrocarril 
de Caracas a El Valle (1883), “Plano de Caracas 
de la Compañía de Gas” (1884), “Plano General 
de las Aguas de Caracas” (1895), “The Venezuela 
Telephone and Electrical Appliances” (1902).
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Guaira a Caracas, siglo XIX’. Source: 
Vegas et al. (2015).

Figure 4.26: ‘Plano de la ciudad de 
Caracas’ of 1884. Source: de Sola 

Ricardo (1967). 
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In ‘The Shaping of Venezuelan Urbanism in the Hygiene Debate of Caracas, 
1880-1910’ (Almandoz, 2000), the Venezuelan architect Arturo Almandoz 
exposes that during the nineteenth century, Caracas had a high mortality 
rate, a fact that Almandoz attributes to the measures inspired by Europe’s 
sanitary reforms adopted by the government. Aside from the embellishing 
works, less obvious yet more fundamental works moved to build the 
‘Guzmán Blanco aqueduct’ in 1873 from the Macarao river to the new 
park of El Calvario, which became part of the urban pattern through 
nature. Small cemeteries of Caracas were eliminated and gathered into 
the General Cemetery of the South, opened in 1876 in the lands located 
between the former doctrinal town of El Valle and the city. As argued by 
Almandoz, the city and its peripheries underwent major urban changes 
whereby public hygiene reforms were incorporated into the public agenda, 
which contributed to shape Venezuela’s modern urbanism (Almandoz, 
2000). 

By 1875, ‘Puente de la Constitución’ (now Puente Hierro) was the first 
bridge over the Guaire river, considered the first attempt to connect the 
city with the outskirts by rail. By that time, there were already fourteen 
bridges within the city (Vegas et al., 2015). 

The ‘Plano de la ciudad de Caracas’ of 1884 (Fig. 4.26) and ‘Plano de 
Caracas’ of 1887 both drawn by Jacobo de León, clearly illustrate the 
new scale and vision established by Guzmán Blanco which modified the 
dimensional system of the city. In addition to that, other network route 
maps were drawn such as the gas network (1884); the water and sewer 
network (1985) and the electricity network route (1911). It is in the ‘Plano 
de Caracas’ of 1887 where a path and two isolated haciendas towards the 
south of San Juan and the Guaire river would indicate the emergence of a 
new area: El Paraíso urbanisation. 

By the end of the nineteenth century, former ejidal lands were perceived 
as potential spaces for new urban developments, where the transitional 
landscape not only had a productive role but an aesthetic value as nature 
acquired predominance in moulding the outskirts of the city. Therefore, the 
periphery was gradually perceived by the bourgeois as a place of elegance, 
conceived as “areas for leisure and play” (Boyer, 1996:34). The urban space 
of the periphery was designed as a ‘vista’ –creating a panoramic outlook of 
and from the city– (González Casas, 2002:225). 
Outer villages became the scenario to place recreational sites22 (rivers, 
parks, thermal spots, sea bathing spots, hotels) accessible through rural 
paths, formal roads or rail. Subsequently, functional buildings emerged 
alongside these routes such as slaughterhouses, train stations as well as 
factories and manufactories such as the five potteries in the Agua Salud 
area or the carriages’ factory in Caño Amarillo (López Maya, 1986:101). 
It was precisely in these locations of the in-between city where these 
incursions physically establish a city-periphery relationship, and became 
part of the “transitional landscape” (Molina, 2010, López Maya, 1986) 
which is associated to areas of impermanence [or temporary nature] that 
are gradually changing either their use, function or status. 
In this regard, some scholars (Molina, 2010, López Maya, 1986:63-
65) associate transitional landscapes to either isolated hamlets that were 
gradually turned into poor neighbourhoods  (i.e. Caroata Arriba, Caroata 

22  Some locations correspond to ‘La Palomera’ 
near Roca Tarpeya; ‘La Estancia de los Tovar’ in 
Coticita; the picturesque forest of ‘Los Mecedores’ 
surrounded by Catuche waters; the lagoon in ‘El 
Rincón’ in El Valle; the acequia of Don Guillermo 
Espino between sugar-cane plantations, the hill 
of ‘El Calvario’, the small lagoons in ‘Gamboa’ 
and ‘San Bernardino’, the lagoon of Catia, and 
the appearance of suburban villas and hatos such 
as the residence of Guzmán Blanco in Antímano, 
hacienda Gamboa, hacienda Ibarra, among 
others.
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north parts of the city) or inner city areas that became well-off residential 
neighbourhoods such as La Catedral parish (Molina, 2010). Therefore, the 
term transitional can be used to define the spatial and social distribution 
of people that inhabited the in-between city (in Sieverts’ terms) involving 
processes of occupation and urban transformation. 

During Guzmán Blanco’s mandate, architecture represented a suitable 
instrument to impose ideals and power over the space as well as to show 
the modernisation of the country. Hence, the acceptance and usage of 
imported European styles evidenced a distancing from the Spanish taste 
and introduced a new urban scene [for the elite]:

“The different appearance of the space was probably an expression of 
modern European ideas of urban recreation, or the notions of leisure and 
flânerie among the emerging social classes, who were fond of the new 
manuals on courtesy and good manners” (González Casas, 2002:226).

After the Guzmanato, subsequent regimes represented the continuity 
of the legacy of Guzmán Blanco although a very few public works were 
carried out in Caracas. Some examples are the Military Academy building 
in El Valle, the completion of the National Theatre and the Exchequer 
building. Despite the fact that the commercialism of the bourgeoisie was 
consolidated, Lorenzo González affirms that there was “an intense increase 
of foreign pressure to pay external public debt, which substantially reduced 
the amount of funds allocated to public works, and resulted in no large-
scale changes occurring in the city at the fin-de siècle” (González Casas, 
2002:227). 

The plan ‘Caracas, Plano de la Ciudad. Situación and parroquias foráneas’ 
(Fig. 4.29), drawn by Ricardo Razzetti in 1897, is the first of a series of 
several plans that show “a detailed display of the history of the city as well 
as a record of its progress”23 (Irma de Sola Ricardo, 1967:818 t3 in Silva et 
al., 2015:21. Author’s own translation). 

This plan highlights transport routes and train schedules towards Valencia, 
La Guaira, Petare, El Valle, and El Cementerio and it also shows the 
tramway systems (Tranvía Bolívar and Tranvía Caracas), cars on demand 
and other municipal services such as the post and the telegraph. The city 
of Caracas was not understood anymore as a static but an active entity 
that had extended its area of influence on a wider city scale in which the 
role of infrastructure became essential to determine its urban growth 
and transformation. Furthermore, former rural paths and new roads 
became an indicator to identify new transitional landscapes because they 
would subsequently accommodate new urban dynamics moved by the 
emplacement of functional buildings across their length, which rapidly 
would unfold change. 

By the end of the nineteenth century, garden cities [supposedly] arrived 
in Caracas. Some scholars state that this concept “was never transported 
to Latin America and instead, was attracted to the ideas of a garden 
suburb and a dormitory garden suburb for the middle and working classes 
respectively” (Hardoy and Morse, 1988, Almandoz, 2014:59). 

23 “Una detallada muestra de la historia y registro 
del progreso de la ciudad”. 
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Figure 4.27: Urban growth of the 
city of Caracas during the colonial 
time. Caracas in 1852. Author’s own 
representation taken from Gasparini 
and Posani (1998).

Figure 4.28: Urban growth of the 
city of Caracas during the colonial 
time. Caracas in 1897. Author’s own 
representation taken from Gasparini 
and Posani (1998).

Figure 4.29: Plan of Caracas and its 
foreign parishes. Drawn by Ricardo 
Razzetti, Caracas, 1897. Source: Vegas 
et al. (2015).
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urbanisation built in the early 1900s, already appreciated in the plan of 
1897. 

In order to comprehend the formalisation of El Paraíso urbanisation, first 
it is necessary to explain that in 1890, the company ‘Tranvía de Caracas’ 
bought the lands of Hacienda El Paraíso, located in the southwest of the 
capital, to interconnect the inner city with the outer towns of the south via 
Antímano. What moved Tranvía de Caracas to acquire these lands might had 
been the commercial pressure from other tramway companies in Caracas, 
the proximity of the ‘hacienda El Paraíso’ to the city centre, the immediacy 
with El Rincón del Valle railway station, the urge to interconnect the city 
with the economic enclave of Antímano, or the possibility to extend the 
hacienda alongside the river. 
Despite the fact the municipal government authorised the change of land 
use in order to develop a new railway line together with a residential area, 
the importance of the acequias (irrigation canals) in the edges of El Guaire 
river played an important role in the preservation of the northern fringe of 
the hacienda for agricultural uses:  

“Por esta hacienda pasan las acequias de los señores Guillermo Espino, Vicente 
Ibarra y Emilio Conde que atraviesan la posesión de Poniente a Naciente, y 
la de la Comunidad que marca en parte el lindero del norte. En esta última 
acequia, El paraíso tiene un derecho de uso, por el cual paga pensión semestral 
de veinte bolívares” (in Leal, 2010:270-271).

Acequias were both privately and communally owned and, as referred 
in “Orígenes de la urbanización El Paraíso 1891-1895” (Leal, 2010), the 
presence of lagoons and natural springs in the adjacencies of the city was 
essential to understand the urban landscape of the outskirts of Caracas 
prior the urbanisation process. 

The new owners of Hacienda El Paraíso together with ‘El Paraíso syndicate’ 
decided to develop a high-standing residential area, originally called 
‘Ciudad Nueva’ with a network of services such as electricity, water supply, 
sewers and a layout of green spaces and squares connected to the city by 
an avenue. In 1891, it was opened the Avenida Principal from El Paraíso 
bridge to the main building of the Hacienda El Paraíso. However, building 
works stopped for four years due to the ‘Revolución Liberal Restauradora’ 
(Legalist revolution). Additionally, in 1892, a swollen river burst its banks 
after floods, which demolished first ‘Puente El Paraíso’, and later in 1897, 
‘Puente Hierro’. Subsequently, these natural disasters generated the first 
debates to channel El Guaire river. Nevertheless, the urban development 
of El Paraíso urbanisation was speeded up by the 1900 earthquake, when 
upper-class families opted to build prefabricated houses imported from 
England and the United States (Almandoz Marte, 1996:148).

At this point, four interrelated components are key to comprehend the 
way outskirts developed: the position of the land; land availability and 
market (between landowners, private developers, State); the governance 
dimension where the ability of public action to regulate and control land 
is crucial in counteracting forms of spatial and social segregation; and the 
infrastructure, which has a clear consequence for the spatial structure of 
the territory. 
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The ‘Plano de Caracas’ of 1906 (Fig. 4.30) drawn by Razetti evidences 
that infrastructure is a determinant factor in the incorporation of new 
settlements in the periphery, becoming areas connected to the city centre 
by tramway systems and other additional routes. In the particular case of 
El Paraíso, the main avenue served as the axis around which bourgeois 
families could buy land and settle under the promise to live comfortably 
and interconnected24. 

Since the beginning of the twentieth century, the upper-class yearned to 
live in isolation surrounded by gardens; if the house with a patio inserted 
within a grid near the Plaza Mayor was conceived as a micro-cosmos years 
before, the quinta would be now the desire and aspiration to go back to 
nature, the “negation to the city” (Vegas et al., 2015). In this regard, this 
new territorial unit of El Paraíso is not understood as a continuation of the 
urban scene but a completely separate fragment outside the traditional city 
which indicates the immediate appearance of a solidified transitional place, 
“where one might detect a new urbanism, politics and aesthetics emerging” 
(King and Dovey, 2013:183). It is at this point when it is strengthened 
the condition of the in-between, or what Ernst Bloch coined as ‘non-
synchronism’ to identify:
 

“the phenomenon of living in a range of different times at once and in 
the same place; where the montage of new and old held potential for 
the emergence of new hybrid meanings” (Bloch, 1997 in King and 
Dovey 2013:183) [producing a] “coexistence of realities from different 
moments of history” (Jameson, 1994:307). 

That is, two separate entities characterised by a very complex phenomenon 
already in place intertwining both traditional and new visions of the 
city; therefore, the city of Caracas was read as a compact and old unit 
(developed around a central core) and a new unit (far from the city chore) 
that displayed different values, functions and densities. 
These processes of urban concentration in transitorial landscapes –also 
referred as ‘areas of expanding economies’ or areas to become ‘civilised 
land’ (González Casas, 2002)– let the emergence of a new modern or 
bourgeois city, where the presence of Europeanism was evident in “the 
physical transformations and the cultural ethos sponsored by economic 
groups, social elites and political leaders representing the new interests of 
commercial and industrial capitalism” (Almandoz Marte, 1996:10). 

Entered the twentieth century, these ‘transitorial landscapes’ not only 
accommodated a ‘bourgeois city’ but other organic settlements for 
the working class. As appointed by Juan José Martín Frechilla in ‘La 
construcción de una ciudad. Del primer proyecto moderno a la metrópoli 
desquiciada’, between 1906 and 1916 many vacant lots of El Guarataro and 
Caserío Sucre were leased and sold by the Municipality of Caracas (Martín 
Frechilla, 1995:191). This means that, aside from the urbanisation scheme, 
other territorial units appeared in the transitorial landscape of Caracas, or 
what the scholar Luc Lévesque (2013) refers as ‘interstitial territories’: 

“regions bordering certain linear infrastructures (along railroad tracks, 
canals, streams, business streets, etc.) can also be considered as interstitial 
territories infiltrating well-organised neighbourhoods” (Lévesque, 
2013:25).

24  “The new quintas [in the urbanisation of El 
Paraíso] offered Chataing and other architects 
the opportunity to display their architecture 
“ostentosa pero nunca frívola”, epitomized by 
Castro’s “Villa Zoila” - with a touch of Chinese 
pagoda and ample gardens where the First Lady 
hosted the aforementioned parties for her friends. 
Once his villa was finished in 1904, Castro was 
driven every day from El Paraíso to Miraflores by 
his French chauffeur in Doña Zoila’s car imported 
from Paris - the first automobile to traverse 
Caraquenian streets”. Source: GASPARINI, G. 
& POSANI, J. P. 1998. Caracas a través de su 
arquitectura, Caracas, Armitano editores: 267-71.
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original del ingeniero R. Razetti”, 1906. 
Source: Vegas et al. (2015).

Figure 4.31: Detail of “Plano de 
Caracas, of 1906 where it can be seen 
El Paraíso urbanisation. Source: Vegas 

et al. (2015).

Figure 4.32: ‘Plano de Caracas’, 1927. 
Source: de Sola Ricardo (1967).
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In this regard, the areas of Canarias, Colombia and Agua Salud originated 
alongside the road towards Catia in the north side of El Calvario hill. 
The areas of El Guarataro and Luzón also expanded alongside the railway 
towards Valencia, in the south of El Calvario hill.  In the east side of the 
city following Avenida Este, the Quebrada Honda, Estado Sarría and Santa 
Rosa de Lima expanded in the adjacencies of functional buildings (train 
stations) forming linear settlements alongside the railway tracks. And, in 
the south, already crossing the other side of El Guaire river, the Buenos 
Aires settlement was growing organically in an area called El Portachuelo. 

On the evidence of history, “interstitial territories” (Lévesque, 2013) 
generated new socio-spatial dynamics that emerged by the combination 
of experiencing the crossing-phenomena (from the city centre into other 
municipal areas) and new conceptions of inhabitancy, where different 
cultures would collide and the ideas of immutable identity would fall 
apart (King and Dovey, 2013:183). These interstitial territories, as referred 
by Lévesque, were spatially moulded by a variable geometry such as the 
linear settlements originated alongside roads and railway, the orthogonal 
settlements that followed the city grid or the isolated urbanisations on the 
other side of the river. 

In 1908, Juan Vicente Gómez seized power from Cipriano Castro and ruled 
the country for a period of twenty-six years. In contrast to what occurred 
during the Guzmanato and after its immediate successors, the urban 
development of Caracas decreased during the first decades of the twentieth 
century. The main explanation is that Gómez established political powers 
in Maracay, a city located about 100 kilometres from Caracas, introducing 
there an important amount of capital and public works. That is, Caracas 
was no longer the capital of the country. The dictator was in favour to 
concentrate power in the centre of Venezuela, and internal connections 
within the territory were implemented through the construction of roads 
and a more complete network of communication systems such as the 
supply of potable water in urban centres, the network of aqueducts and 
sewers, and cordless telegraph. The construction of Carretera del Este in 
Caracas begun in 1910 as well as other highways and formal roads across 
the country:

“Caracas- Tuy, La Guaira and Barlovento, highways in Táchira, and the 
one from Maracay to Ocumare de la Costa. The construction of the ‘Gran 
Carretera Occidental’ from Caracas to Táchira (…) began in 1919, and 
was to be the main artery for the first national roadway system” (González 
Casas, 2002:227). 

The early decade of the Gómez era saw the commencement of the 
petroleum boom that changed the destiny of Venezuela. From the 1920s, 
the beginning of oil exports allowed Venezuela to become part of the 
worldwide market and by 1926, after passing several hydrocarbons laws, 
the country transformed itself into an oil export economy, being the value 
of oil exceeding coffee. 

In the ‘Plano de Caracas’ (Fig. 4.32) of 1927, known as the ‘Urban 
indicator’ (Vegas et al., 2015, González Casas, 2002, AA.VV, 2002), the 
city appears enclosed in a circle and surrounded by texts, upcoming events 
and advertisements of cars, liquor, radios, car registers, cigarettes and other 
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Caracas on the right side of the plan reads:

“Caracas, capital de Venezuela, está situada en los montes ramales de la 
Cordillera de los Andes. Su clima templado y agradable; se comunica con el 
puerto de la Guaira por medio de Ferrocarril que atraviesa parajes lindísimos 
y de una escena panorámica sin igual (…) Posee Caracas muy buenas calles 
bien pavimentadas con el asfalto producto del país y lindísimos paseos, (…) 
se encuentran bellos chalets y villas ocupadas por aristocracia caraqueña 
(…) Sus edificios públicos son muy atractivos, y entre ellos se destaca por su 
hermosura la Universidad Central de Venezuela (…) El Progreso de Venezuela 
y el engrandecimiento de la capital se debe al esfuerzo del Benemérito General 
Juan Vicente Gómez. (…) La vida venezolana se halla todavía tan poco 
contaminada por las empresas industriales y comerciales extranjeras, y de 
emigración un veinte por ciento, el cosmopolitismo es muy poco, casi ni se nota, 
todo el mundo se encuentra satisfecho y orgulloso del engrandecimiento de la 
patria” (in de Sola Ricardo, 1967:134)

Caracas is sold as a destination where ideals of progress and expansion 
were the product of the great leader, Juan Vicente Gómez, though the 
cosmopolitan life is seen as a threat (“casi ni se nota”, an expression which 
refers to the small impact of international companies and migration onto 
the urban life).

In 1928, the Banco Obrero (Worker’s Bank) is created and established 
in Maracay as a government initiative in housing development, whose 
purpose was to make mortgage-secure loans to low-income workers for the 
purchase of adequate housing. Despite the Banco Obrero (BO) was the first 
public housing agency in Latin America to offer economic and hygienic 
houses, this bank was using private contractors for the actual constructions 
and “functioned as an official moneylender” (Almandoz, 2006:261). 
Therefore, the involvement of privates in government initiatives would 
contribute to expand Venezuelan cities where “its operations tended to 
show little evidence of planning or attention to local community needs for 
housing” (Ural and Krapfenbauer, 1981:364). By the end of the 1920s, the 
BO had already financed more than 200 housing units in San Agustín Sur, 
35 units in Catia, 95 units in Agua Salud and 72 units in Los Jardines del 
Valle (Almandoz, 2006:261).

In 1929, Ricardo Razetti drew his last plan for Caracas, ‘Plano de Caracas’ 
(Fig. 4.33), and he incorporated an additional illustration on the bottom-
right entitled “Caracas and its neighbouring parishes”, which evidenced that 
the city extended its area of influence on a regional scale enhancing the role 
of infrastructure, the territory and political administration. 
This plan introduces the urbanisation Nueva Caracas in the west (near 
Catia rail station) represented as an orthogonal grid that simulates a 
satellite city at the entrance of Caracas, framed by the current ‘Avenida 
Sucre’ and ‘Avenida Simón Bolivar’. Nueva Caracas urbanisation covers the 
equivalent to eighty blocks of the foundational city, a vast area where most 
migrants would find their home. The street and the enclosed block were 
still envisioned as the basic elements to expand the city as the existing 
urban legislation referred to the street grid as the predominant urban form.
According to the ‘The Urban and Rural Police Ordinances’ adopted in 1910 
and 1926, civil architectural rules read:
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[new constructions should] “respect the legal alignment of streets” 
[and, in comparison to other buildings on the street should avoid] 
“producing a deformity of the public aspect” (Ordinances of 1910 in 
Vegas et al (2005:43)).
“Any building will not be raised, be it public or otherwise, if the front 
of such building is not positioned so that the streets from end to end are 
connected by a straight line” (Ordinances of 1926, Art. nº 106 in 
Vegas et al. (2015:43)). 

The incorporation of the automobile into the urban sphere was key to 
comprehend future changes into the urban design and city structure. The 
streets of the city centre were widened being detrimental for pedestrians; 
the new cult for the private car contributed to changes in employment 
distribution, urban and social patterns, social interactions as well as city 
planning, rapidly reducing the roles of railroads and walking. In relation 
to this, the original grid of San Agustín Norte was divided into four smaller 
blocks in order to give continuity to the existing streets and inner streets 
were widened to incorporate the automobile and still preserve the urban 
fabric of the area. The successful works done in San Agustín Norte, initiated 
by private investors, moved the BO to build San Agustín Sur on the other 
side of the river; an urbanisation that adapted itself into the topography 
despite being morphologically disconnected from the city. San Agustín 
Sur was an area where 200 dwellings were leased for the first time in the 
country (González Casas, 2002).

As appointed in ‘Caracas, del Valle al mar’ (Vegas et al., 2015:47-50), 
Razetti’s plans anticipated the city growth by projecting neighbourhood 
units before these were built25. Back in 1911, Ricardo Razetti had already 
written a document to the Municipal Council of Caracas exposing the 
need to establish new administrative demarcations in the city; that is, 
tracing new borderlines due to city expansion:

“Today’s boundaries are the same as to when the city, low on population, 
was naturally divided by crossing brooks… Constructions today cover 
most of these brooks, making these boundaries neither visible nor precise”  
(in Vegas et al., 2015:49).

Furthermore, Razetti suggested that it was needed: 

“a new denomination of boundary lines through streets and avenues” (in 
Vegas et al., 2015:49). 

By 1928, Caracas was formally divided into eight parishes although new 
territorial units appeared on Razetti’s map such as El Paraíso, Estado Sarría, 
Nueva Caracas and El Guarataro, which manifest that the city, despite its 
parochial division, lacked a common nomenclature that gives a sense of 
unity, coherence and spatial organisation (Vegas et al., 2015). 

The work of Ricardo Razetti from 1897 to 1929 illustrates a city that still 
preserves the urban legacy of colonial times but starts expanding across 
the natural limits towards El Calvario hill, El Guaire river and the Anauco 
stream, reaching outer villages located in the immediate periphery such as 
Catia, El Valle, Sabana Grande and Chacao. Razetti’s maps represent that 
the temporal nature of the territory and the ways of using the urban space 

25  The proposal of San Agustín –developed 
by the private developers Luis Roche and Juan 
Bernardo Arismendi– is included in the plan of 
1911 even though it was built almost ten years 
later.
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1929 drawn by Ricardo Razetti 
engineer. Comercio, Lithography and 
typography. Source: Vegas et al. (2015).

Figure 4.34: ‘Caracas and its 
surroundings plan’, of 1934. Drawn by 
Eduardo Röhl. Comercio, Lithography 
and typography. Source: Vegas et al. 

(2015).

Figure 4.35:  Detail of the ‘Plan of 
Caracas’ of 1936 edited by ‘Dirección 
de Cartografía Nacional - MOP’. Detail 
of San Agustín del Sur area. Source: 

Vicente et al. (2015).
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by various social groups are not only articulated by the effects of social, 
economic or political policies but also by the stratification of infrastructural 
and urban planning choices. Moreover, Razetti’s maps evidence that 
‘transitional territories’ could no longer be conceived as precise spaces but a 
temporal condition in an emerging process in which consolidated realities 
take place. 

The Venezuelan naturalist and surveyor Eduardo Röhl substituted Ricardo 
Razetti in representing the city during the subsequent years. From 1930, 
the abandonment of the city centre was magnified by the incorporation 
of private cars as well as the promotion of new territorial units in the 
outskirts. Real estate developers such as Luis Roche, Eugenio Mendoza 
Cobeña or Juan Bernardo Arismendi as well as government institutions 
envisioned an opportunity to transform rural land into urbanised land; 
subsequently, the conversion of haciendas located in natural settings into 
large residential urbanisations for the upper-classes became an urban trend 
amongst the most powerful26. 

Eduardo Röhl drew the plan ‘Caracas and its surroundings’ (Fig. 4.34) 
in 1934 which captures the importance of the natural context into the 
urban scene, the vast geography and topography of the valley, and an early 
prediction of what it would be the future Metropolitan Area of Caracas 
(AMC). 
On a regional scale, it is noticed a distinction and relation between urban 
form, land uses and city networks27 as this plan differentiates old quarter 
areas and the new urbanisations, urban and rural lands as well as the 
transport routes where La Guaira and Macuto appear as influential areas 
outside the capital city.

As appointed in Vicente et al. (2015), the ‘Plan of Caracas’ of 1936 edited 
by ‘Dirección de Cartografía Nacional - MOP’ illustrates for the first time 
areas of barrios in the hillsides of the city near the area of San Agustín 
(south), in the hills of El Calvario (west), and in the slopes of El Ávila 
(north) (Fig. 4.35). 

The urban effects of the oil boom became increasingly latent in Caracas 
because internal and foreign migration were an important factor of the 
city growth. This demographic increase was accompanied by different 
forms of inhabiting the city, which reflected “the continuation of the 
positivist discourse which prolonged the antimony between civilisation 
and barbarism” (González Casas, 2002:231), a dichotomy of terms used to 
generalise the urban structure of the valley, and so, its inhabitants. Hence, 
it is during this period when it is formally manifested the trend already 
predicted by Lewis Mumford in 1925 to describe the great migration of 
American cities, ‘the fourth migration’28, which defines the new growth of 
cities where people move to the suburbs from the central areas.

The boom of the automobile and its dependency generated new modes of 
inhabitancy in the periphery that caused serious traffic problems in the city 
centre, which urged the need to formulate new measures to control urban 
sprawl while keeping the empowerment of the use of the automobile. 

In Venezuela, the lack of local expertise in urban planning and urban 

28 The ‘First migration’ occurs when European 
settlers venture to the Americas; the ‘Second 
migration’ when people from farms moved into 
factory towns; the ‘Third migration’ refers when 
people move to larger cities, understood as 
powerful economic nodes.

26 As further explained in Chapter 5, the  
Country Club in Chacao and La Lagunita 
Country Club in El Hatillo became exclusive 
units following the parameters of the Modern 
City around golf courses and natural landscapes.

27 Eduardo Röhl utilises colour to make a 
distinction between historical areas (in red), new 
neighbourhood units (in yellow) and isolated 
buildings such as haciendas and dispersed 
settlements (in black); thus, he uses pale yellow to 
capture the agrarian land, blue precisely to mark 
the lagoon of Catia and orange tones to define the 
orography. Altogether, the drawing superposes 
the hydrographic network as well as the road 
and railway system infrastructures to envision a 
regional scale.
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methodologies from Europe (González Casas, 2002, Vallmitjana et al., 
1991, AA.VV, 2002), which explains the involvement of international 
teams to prepare an economic and public works programme as well as 
urban plans for Caracas and other Venezuelan cities. 

In 1936, it was launched the ‘February programme’, the “first social and 
economic programme undertaken by the government in Venezuelan 
history” (Hellinger, 1991:52) that contained a number of initiatives 
related to education, immigration, modernisation of the armed forces, 
public works, agricultural and political reforms (López Contreras, 1988). 
This programme was followed by ‘The Triennial plan’ –from 1938 until 
1941- aimed at fulfilling basic government objectives to “rationalise, 
educate, and populate” (González Casas, 2002:232); the Triennial plan 
leaned towards the notion of national planning as “an important resource 
and an expression of the progressive modernisation of the State” (Tinoco, 
1991:76). Furthermore, a series of urban plans for Venezuelan cities 
initiated from the 1930s to 1950s.

Urban plans were introduced under the democratic administration of 
Eleazar López Contreras, as revealed in the design of the first urban plan 
of the city in 1939. After the death of Juan Vicente Gómez, Caracas was 
consolidated as a commercial and governmental node and regained its 
honours as the capital city. Nonetheless, the image of the traditional city 
was devaluated: 

[Caracas presentaba] “abigarramiento del tráfico, denso y congestionado, 
las calles llenas de baches, plagadas de desperfectos, y la presencia de casuchas 
y edificios ruinosos hasta en el centro mismo de la urbe, es un espectáculo 
deprimente que hemos presenciado hasta ahora” (Revista Elite, 1939:12-
15). 

The insertion of new territorial units outside the city core debilitated social 
distances as referred in the words of president Eleázar López: 

“quizá las distancias, la falta de comunicación y de intercambio, crearon 
pasiones y formaron cierto espíritu de escisión y alejamiento de los hombres de 
las diversas latitudes venezolanas…” (as cited in Delfín, 2009). 

Since 1936, the city of Caracas experienced a demographic increase of 
almost 300% in less than fifteen years; whereas the west was dominated by 
working-class districts and the centre became a deteriorated administrative 
and commercial area, the east represented the modernisation of oil-
exporting Venezuela by the insertion of new neighbourhood units (NU) 
and shopping centres. These new eastern territorial units grew alongside 
a longitudinal axis across the valley29 and the sprawl in the east found 
itself reinforced by the urban planning measures later exposed in 1939 and 
1951. 

Caracas was envisioned as a city open to civilisation and progress. In order 
to recover the aesthetic value of the city centre, old houses, run-down 
buildings and narrow streets of the colonial city had to be demolished. 
By that time, the ‘traditional city’ was still understood as the main solid 
core where the geographical peculiarities of the valley were avoided. A new 

29 Former Carretera del Este.
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phenomenon of transformation was associated with the impact of mobility 
and communications in the territorial occupation of the valley which 
moved to envision solutions to refocus the city centre in relation to the 
outskirts while real estate explosions (not necessarily connected between 
them) and ‘invisible’ low-income settlements in the suburbs were rapidly 
developing. 

Amongst municipal and national governors, local investors, foreign 
companies and architects it was clear that the city needed a comprehensive 
plan. The society of engineers had already determined that a coherent street 
system was the solution to be built between the valleys that limited Caracas. 
Several proposals were suggested by Ramiro Nava and the developer Luis 
Roche, who proposed an axis to cross the valley longitudinally which 
assured financial gains to the investors by improving the urban status of 
the city and the amendment of traffic problems (Vallmitjana et al., 1991). 

In 1937, the Comisión Municipal de Urbanismo (CMU) was created in 
order to regulate urban developments and find “logical solutions to 
the fundamental problems of the city” (Villanueva, 1950:21). And, 
in 1938, after a change in the political leadership, the new governor of 
the Federal District, General Elbano Mibelli, created the ‘Dirección de 
Urbanismo’ conformed by Venezuelan architects and experts –most of 
whom were trained in France30– in order to represent a new establishment 
of Venezuelan urban planning that was previously dominated by civil 
engineers (Almandoz, 1999:79-94). The orientation of this group towards 
France might justify the invitation of French architects to work together 
with local planners in a new masterplan for the metropolis.

The ‘Plan Rotival’ or ‘Plan Monumental’ was drawn by the Directorate of 
Urbanism of the capital’s Federal District and advised by the Paris based 
office of Henri Prost together with Jacques Lambert, Maurice Rotival 
and Wegenstein. The incidence of Maurice Rotival in Caracas –the 
most relevant foreign advisor in the programmes to renovate the city– is 
especially important in understanding the transition of the city scale and 
the city approach because this plan questioned the concentric pattern of 
the city and formalised the idea of a metropolitan and regional area. 
The French advisor aimed at building a Greater Caracas (GC) where 
the territorial outline was conceived as a separation between centre and 
periphery under the conceptualisation of open spaces and aesthetic works 
associated with green and mobility:

“The great city, with its lovely boulevards, parks, theatres, clubs, etc. The 
outskirts, with the beautiful garden-cities and their sports clubs linked to 
the city through comfortable and beautiful arteries for rapid circulation” 
(Gobierno del Distrito Federal, 1939:23). Author’s own translation.

The plan imported Haussmann’s ideas and Rotival opted for a notorious 
urban renewal aimed at solving the traffic problems and requirements with 
the creation of an eastward corridor (or boulevard) intended to symbolise 
the country’s new wealth. The Avenida Principal (later Avenida Bolívar) was 
envisioned as a 30-metre-wide road that would combine monumental and 
functional needs by demolishing an area of ten linear blocks of low-income 
tenement houses. This avenue would connect El Calvario hill (west) and 
Los Caobos park (east), two main open spaces. Other city interventions 

30  Culturally, Venezuela still retained its colonial 
orientation towards Europe as the élite had 
studied in Paris and accepted French planning 
concepts although technically and financially, 
the country was increasingly depending on 
the United States. Among this team were 
several young architects including Carlos Raúl 
Villanueva, Carlos Guinand and Gustavo Wallis.
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1939. The proposed avenue finishes 
in Quebrada Catuche. Source: 

Vallmitjana, M (1991).

Figure 4.37: Caracas new avenues, 
streets and highways plan, 1938. 
Ministerio de Obras Públicas. Source: 

Vegas et al. (2015).

Figure 4.38: El Silencio urbanisation.  
Source: De Sola Ricardo (1967), in 

Llanos, D. (2014).
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would consist of widening streets and creating new main roads to absorb 
most of the traffic in order to complement the main axis31. 

Rotival’s proposal represented the conception of an imported European 
urbanism manifested in the land use, social differentiation and the 
homogenisation of residential areas. As referred by Martín Frechilla 
(1994:34-35), the Plan Rotival associated the place of residence to status 
and class, differentiating housing by working-class residences, large 
residences for the upper-class, and a small sector for vertical edifications.
In terms of its execution, the plan suggested that the public sector would 
be in charge of building the main avenue whereas the private sector, 
following the ideas of laissez-faire politics, would intervene in the widening 
of secondary roads; that is, the public administration could not control 
its implementation or completion. Nevertheless, the Second World War 
initiated and the idea of implementing a long-term project integrating 
public and private designs was no longer realistic, nor were the expectations 
to regulate urban growth for the next hundred years (Mibelli, 1939:20). 

The Plan Rotival –never implemented in its totality– provided a general 
outline for future urban developments. In 1942, the ‘Ordenanza de 
Arquitectura, Urbanismo y Construcciones en General’ was approved to 
modify the legislation, generate a new financing system, and incorporate 
new ordinances aligned with mobility proposals. The first phase of the 
execution of Rotival’s plan served to launch a new national modernity 
led by the Venezuelan architect Carlos Raúl Villanueva as his projects 
represented a renovated vision for the city placing housing at the centre 
of urban planning efforts (González Casas, 2002). The most noteworthy 
urban development derived from this was the urban renewal of El Silencio 
urbanisation next to the old quarter area of Caracas, finished in 1945 
under Isaías Medina’s mandate.

‘El Silencio’, designed by Villanueva and promoted by the BO, adapted 
itself into the traditional pattern of the traditional city, where commercial 
areas and multi-family blocks conformed a continuous façade that was 
defined by large archways that marked its perimeter around a central open 
space, Plaza O’Leary, which generated a permeable and porous area where 
urban planning took into account the urban context (Fig. 4.38). This 
open plaza was envisioned to be the entrance to the city, a monumental 
centre located in one of the extremes of the new ‘Monumental Avenue’ (or 
Avenida Bolivar) envisioned by Rotival, which was inaugurated in 1949. 
However, it is relevant to explain that the urban renewal of ‘El Silencio’ 
encompassed the demolition of many housing blocks, old taverns and 
other services and did not contemplate the provision of housing units for 
the evicted residents, who probably moved to ‘El Guarataro’ area (Vicente 
et al., 2015), in the hillsides of El Calvario. 

The urban planning measures left by the Plan Rotival determined the 
‘sectorisation’ of the city: the upper class inhabited the new isolated 
urbanisations of El Paraíso, La Florida and The Country Club, directly 
connected to the city centre by formal roads; the middle class occupied the 
urbanisations of San Agustín (1926), Los Caobos (1924) and El Conde 
(1926), which represented the natural tendency of the city growth towards 
the south and east; and lower classes inhabited [mainly] the west side of the 

31 For a more detailed information read 
VALLMITJANA, M., NEGRÓN, M., 
CARABALLO, C., MARTIN FRECHILLA, 
J. J., JAUA, M. F., DE LASALA, S. H., 
PEDEMONTE, M. & SANOJA H, J. 1991. 
El Plan Rotival. La Caracas que no fue Caracas, 
Ediciones Instituto de Urbanismo, Universidad 
Central de Venezuela. 
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riverbeds in self-built homes (Vallmitjana et al., 1991). 
By that time, the existence of “unhealthy and undesirable slums”32 (in 
CNU-MOP, 1951:nc Vicente et al., 2015. Author’s own translation) 
was considered an urban hazard and, together with the rapid population 
growth, city officials urged to elaborate a regulatory instrument to solve 
this city problem. 

In 1946, the Comisión Nacional de Urbanismo33 (National Commission 
of Urbanism, CNU) was created as a platform to implement modern 
principles in housing projects and public works; this commission was led 
by Carlos Raúl Villanueva (Almandoz, 2002:37). 
The CNU in conjunction with the Venezuelan government (Ministerio 
de Obras Públicas, MOP) relied again on foreign advisors to develop a 
masterplan for the city. Maurice Rotival was hired once again as a consultant 
together with other international figures such as Francis Violich, Josep Lluís 
Sert and Robert Moses. The team revised the plan of 1939 and expanded 
the area of study, as the city had already surpassed the original municipal 
limits (Llanos M., 2012:67). 
Despite the fact many ideas of the previous plan were kept –such as the 
incorporation of boulevards, avenues and the display of the city under an 
image of monumentality–, this new masterplan proposal was inspired by 
CIAM’s Athens Charter following functionalist ideals and the separation 
of decisive city planning principles: living, working, recreation and 
circulation:

“The organisation of housing, its protection and development, ensuring 
the efficiency of its communications with workplaces, and locating 
workplaces in such way that they develop, grow and function adequately 
and conveniently separated from housing areas”34 (Vallmitjana et al., 
1991:99. Author’s own translation).

As established in other masterplans developed by the CNU across the 
country35, a study of the evolution and distribution of the land was made 
in order to ponder over how Caracas should be conceived. Amongst the 
problems detected were: the ‘effective’ urban planning tools adopted in 
the 1939 (including zoning and the vial system), the extension of the 
city, urban mobility and traffic congestion, demographic increase, the 
compactness (high-density) of the west and central Caracas, the 34,000 
registered ‘ranchos’, disorganisation of commercial uses, the emplacement 
of industrial complexes and services, lack of leisure, and the dispersion of 
public administrations (Vallmitjana et al., 1991). 

The vision of Moses was manifested by the promotion of the automobile 
and express roads, propitiating a hierarchical system of roads with multilevel 
distributors instead of traditional roundabouts. Rotival introduced changes 
in the scale and spatial organisation of the territory, no longer conceived 
as a monumental axis but the vertebration of a linear east-west structure 
in the main and secondary valleys where the central activity would be 
concentrated. Rotival and Moses proposals would serve as a basis for a set 
of regulatory plans developed by Francis Violich, corroborating a linear 
organisation and a predominance of the scale of the territory over the 
municipalities. As stated by Martín Frechilla (1994):

33  The CNU (1946-1957) elaborated regulatory 
plans for the main cities of the country -under 
the advice of Maurice Rotival-, namely: Cumaná 
and Puerto la Cruz (1950), Caracas, Maracaibo 
and Barquisimeto (1951), Ciudad Bolívar and 
San Cristóbal (1952), Valencia and Los Teques 
(1953), Litoral (1954) and those of Maracay, 
Puerto Cabello and Puerto Ayacucho (1955). 
The closure of the National Commission of 
Urbanism happened due to the strong conflicts 
with national and municipal organisms. Their 
functions were directly performed by the 
Department of Urban Planning of the Ministry 
of Public Works (MOP), being urbanism part 
of its competences since 1950, as a result of the 
enactment of the Organic Statute of Ministries 

(Decree no. 40 of 12/13/1950).

32    “Barriadas insalubres e indeseadas”.

35 Cumaná and Puerto la Cruz (1950), Caracas, 
Maracaibo and Barquisimeto (1951), Ciudad 
Bolívar and San Cristóbal (1952), Valencia and 
Los Teques (1953), Litoral (1954) and those of 
Maracay, Puerto Cabello and Puerto Ayacucho 

(1955).

34 “La organización de la vivienda, su protección 
y desarrollo, (el) asegurar la eficiencia de las 
comunicaciones de aquella con los centros de trabajo 
y (el) ubicar los centros de trabajo de tal manera, que 
éstos se desarrollen, crezcan y funcionen adecuada y 
convenientemente separados de las áreas propias de 

la vivienda”. 
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Figure 4.39: Plan Regulador de 
Caracas de 1951. Land use proposal. 
Comisión Nacional de Urbanismo 
(CNU). Source: Vegas et al. (2015).

Figure 4.40: Plan Regulador de 
Caracas de 1951. Source: Acción sobre 
Caracas. Centro Simón Bolívar C.A. in 
Vallmitjana et al. (1991:152).

Figure 4.41: Plan Regulador de Caracas, 
Plan de Zonificación.Comunidad 
3-12. 1953. Source: Vallmitjana et al. 
(1991:100).
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concentrated green areas will be the elements of the composition of the 
Caracas of 1951” (Martín Frechilla, 1994:378)

This Plan Regulador envisioned the existence of a future Metropolitan Area 
–exclusively recognised for statistic and census data, with non-political nor 
administrative implication– (Negrón, 1995:126). 
This area encompassed almost the totality of the valley and different 
administrative demarcations between parishes, urbanisations and 
municipalities were drawn, which meant that the urban structure of the city 
did not follow anymore a sole criterion; on the contrary, it strengthened 
the idea of fragmentation between units that worked autonomously from 
each other. As referred by Nancy Dembo and José Rosas Vera in Vegas et al. 
(2015), these divisions weakened the notion of the citizen over the holistic 
image of the city.
In this regard, the city was occupying a territory that was managed by two 
different bodies: the Miranda State and the Federal District, each governed 
by a different governor appointed by the President of the Republic. Even 
though each entity had a Municipal Council (Departamento Libertador 
del Distrito Capital and Distrito Sucre del Estado Miranda) elected by 
neighbours, both lacked executive power and depended on the central 
government, which evidences an inevitable preponderance of central 
policies.

This plan was presented in 1951 but approved in different periods. In 
1952, Gerardo Sansón, ministry of the MOP, and Guillermo Pacanins, 
Governor of the Federal District, presented the “Plano Regulador de la zona 
Metropolitana” to the CNU in order to complement possible tendencies 
related to population growth, functional character of the city, physical 
extension of urban growth, housing facilities for marginal population, 
and circulation systems (Fossi Belloso, 1969:22). And in the same year, 
the plan for Sucre district was also approved. The understanding of the 
city and its regulations would be finalised in 1953 with the publication of 
the Regulatory plan and its respective ordinances, summarised in “many 
schemes and eight plans of one or several zones each” (de Sola Ricardo, 
1967:89)

The ‘Plan Regulador de Caracas’ envisioned a clear delimitation of the city, 
which was divided into twelve zones (or Unidades Vecinales, as referred in 
the study) each of which was designed according to modes of inhabitancy, 
its land value and density populations. The form and geometry of these 
unidades vecinales was based on the occupation of rustic land, and each 
was conceived to be provided with squares, boulevards, promenades and 
roundabouts around which modern architecture would define a new way 
of habitation. The conception of this plan was strongly based on the figure 
of the automobile, which generated the appearance of leftover and inert 
spaces alongside large urban network systems; spaces that are often the 
most significant yet dominant form of contemporary urban spaces –what 
can be associated with “cracks” (Loukaitou‐Sideris, 1996), interstices, or 
simply empty plots that were left behind after planning–. The Guaire 
riverbeds, underpasses or vacant plots amidst developments could be an 
example.
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In order to implement this plan, the ‘Ordenanza de zonificiación’ was 
approved in 1953 to incorporate new land uses, densities, and the 
architectural specifications that would define each Unidad Vecinal. 
The incorporation of these twelve units allowed the application of zoning 
tools in certain parts of the city, particularly in the areas occupied by 
ranchos, so that large urban renewal projects36 could replace areas of barrios 
with parks and green spaces in the occupied streams, ravines and hillsides 
of the city. These zoning ordinances were applied by the authorities of 
the Federal District and the Sucre District of the Miranda State. This 
process is what some scholars refer to as “Guerra al rancho” (Bolivar, 1995, 
Baldó et al., 1996, Bolívar Barreto and Pedrazzini, 2008, Briceño-León, 
2016, Valencia, 2015), which is associated to the ‘Batalla contra el Rancho’ 
campaign originated in 194637 by the Banco Obrero. 
Moreover, the regional issue was already mentioned as a viable solution 
to increment city’s interurban relations. The vial system –classified by 
highways, avenues, roads, and inner streets– was based on mobility, 
efficiency and rapidity, following the line marked by El Guaire river, the 
Carretera de El Valle, and Caracas-La Guaira highway (Vallmitjana et al., 
1991).

Nonetheless, dictator Marcos Pérez Jiménez came to power in 1953, and the 
city was envisioned under the ‘Nuevo Ideal Nacional’ (New National Ideal): 
a new scheme for transforming Caracas into a modern city empowering 
its monumentality and functionality. Therefore, aggressive development 
processes –promoted by industrial corporations and multinationals– were 
built within the city in order to pioneer the entrance of modernisation in 
Latin America. The ‘Sistema Urbano de la Nacionalidad’, the new educational 
complex of Universidad Central de Venezuela (UCV), the Helicoide of the 
Roca Tarpeya, and La Rinconada racetrack are a few examples. Additionally, 
other monumental and iconic works were erected such as the Tamanaco 
Hotel, Plaza Venezuela, Club Táchira, the Concha Acústica of Bello Monte, 
the cable car system, and the Humboldt Hotel understood as “profitable 
and yet of ornament for the republic’s capital” (Vegas et al., 2015:64-65). 
In this regard, the dictator denied the geographical aspects of the territory, 
and architecture and engineering works were seen as powerful tools able to 
reach even the most remote spaces of the city:

“The symbol of this new possibility will be the Humboldt Hotel, a lonely 
tower located on the top of the Ávila, announcing the presence of the city 
even in the most unreachable places” (Vegas and González, 2000, Vegas 
et al., 2015:61-63).

Future urban developments were outlined in the south-east of the city, in 
sites devoid of official function. As Vegas and González (2000) explain in 
the chapter “Una ciudad en sus redes y en sus tramas”,  the incorporation 
of new road systems in empty plots defined the future urban form and 
structure of new territorial units. This is the case of the road network 
system designed from Las Mercedes to the town of Baruta, which years 
later expanded towards El Hatillo, incorporating new residential areas 
such as Chuao, Prados del Este, Cafetal, Charallavito, Club Hípico and La 
Trinidad (Fig. 4.42). 

In the 1954, the MOP developed the ‘Plano de Caracas y sus alrededores’ 

36  Paradoxically, the areas considered as non-
developed areas –due to its location or low profit 
for investors– were occupied by settlers who were 
later evicted due to new urban renewal plans and 
projects, what some academics called “Guerra 
contra el rancho” as represented in further maps 
of 1954 and 1956. SILVA, E., SACCHINI, M. 
& CARADONNA, V. 2015. CABA Cartografía 
de los barrios de Caracas 1966-2014, Caracas, 
Fundación Espacio.

37 More detailed studies of ‘La batalla del 
rancho’ can be found in MEZA SUINAGA, 
B. 2008. Contra el rancho en Venezuela: de 
la “campaña” de 1946 a la “batalla” de 1951. 
Semana Internacional de Investigación Facultad de 
Arquitectura y Urbanismo. Universidad Central 
de Venezuela.
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 4Figure 4.42: Road network vs. urban 

form, as represented in the plan 1954. 
Source: Vegas and González (2000).

Figure 4.43: Plan of Caracas and 
its surroundings, 1954, drawn by 
Walter Troiani and Gustavo Pastorelli. 
Ministerio de Obras Públicas (MOP)

Source: Vegas et al. (2015).

Figure 4.44: Plan of Caracas 1567-
1967, drawn in 1967 to commemorate 

the 400th. anniversary of the city.
Source: Vegas et al. (2015).
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drawn by Walter Troiani and Gustavo Pastorelli (Fig. 4.43) that focussed 
on the metropolitan scale and was highly influenced by the political image 
of the dictator. This plan illustrated the areas of uncontrolled development, 
particularly those located in the hillsides in the north and west of El Valle, 
as well as those in Petare and Campo Rico, in the east of the city. However, 
these areas are showed in dots, a fact that indicates the absence of accuracy, 
interest and analysis from public administrations38 to improve, study and 
map these areas (Vicente et al., 2015).

The notion of centrality in the valley of Caracas unfolded along different 
nodes related to its functions: the old quarter area was understood as a 
civic area; Plaza Venezuela as an area of corporate skyscrapers; Chacaíto 
was conceived as a commercial and public transport node zone; and the 
Parque Central complex –alongside Avenida Bolívar– was the ministerial 
zone. Further in the 1970s, Centro Simon Bolívar –in the old quarter area 
of the city– would become the headquarters of the public administration, 
and the area of Chuao a corporate [oil] district. 
This zonification of the city, which obeys the modern movement principles, 
moved many scholars to associate these zones to ‘cities within the city’ 
(Vegas et al., 2015, Silva et al., 2015, Klumpner et al., 2007, Vegas and 
González, 2000:295) relating specific zones to particular functions such as 
the financial, habitational, educational, military, commercial and gambling 
cities (Vegas and González, 2000). 
In this sense, a new trend to agglomerate and concentrate large mono-
functional units (empowered by the use of the automobile) generated 
ambiguous spaces amidst different city units that were in or out of these 
ongoing processes of territorialisation and city transformation; these 
spaces in-between spaces are defined in terms of how to relate adjacent 
or overlapping territorial situations that generate new associations, 
appropriations and visions, as well as challenge the hierarchy of existent 
dominating territorial productions.

From 1956 onwards, it was established a decongestion policy39 managed 
by the CNU and approved by the national government, which envisioned 
the cities of Maracay and Valencia as possible nodes to attract urban 
development. However, the plan failed and in 1957, the CNU sought to 
expand the limits of Caracas by incorporating potential adjacent regions 
in the periphery, willing to accommodate industry and large populations 
by conforming a conurbation known as “Región Metropolitana de Caracas” 
composed by the areas of El Litoral Central, Valle de Guarenas, Valles del 
Tuy medio, and Los Teques (Fossi Belloso, 1969). 

At the beginning of the democratic era, academics sustained the strong 
hypothesis that it was needed a deceleration of the urban growth of Caracas 
because the valley was fully occupied:

“this idea was intellectually endorsed in academic circles which sustained 
that the so-called centre-periphery theory or internal colonialism, 
according to which the main agglomeration would grow and develop at 
the expense of the rest of the country, would constitute its periphery”40 
(Negrón, 2001:46. Author’s own translation).

In 1950, the valley already contained 676,000 inhabitants, 14% of the 
national total; but it was from 1966 to 1975 when the occupation of the 

39 An earlier formalisation of this interpretation 
is manifested in the ‘Ley de la Reforma Agraria’ 
of 1960, which aimed at reducing rural 
migration –although it generated a contrary 
effect– and subsequent Planes de la Nación V 
and VI. (in NEGRÓN, M. 1995. El crecimiento 
metropolitano vergonzante: la expansión en la 
segunda mitad del siglo XX. In: IMBESI, G. & 
VILA, E. (eds.) Caracas. Memorias para el Futuro. 
Roma: Gangemi Editore.:124-125).

40 “Esta idea fue avalada intelectualmente por el 
auge en los medios académicos, ya hacia finales de 
la década, de la llamada teoría centro-periferia o del 
colonialismo interno, según la cual la aglomeración 
principal crecería y se desarrollaría a expensas del 
resto del país, que constituiría su periferia”.

38 In the plan of 1956 drawn by the MOP, the 
urbanisation ‘2 de diciembre’ (currently ‘23 de 
Enero’), promoted by the Banco Obrero, appears 
as part of an urban renewal process in the area 
near the old Academia Militar in La Planicie.
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 4hills and natural areas became the usual mode of expansion in the city, 

either by the incorporation of high-income development projects or self-
built housing (OMPU, 1972). For the Venezuelan architect Marco Negrón, 
the urban development model applied after the following years of the ‘Plan 
Regulador’ favoured this population increase and the concentration of 
activities in the capital city (Negrón, 2001:34), which evidenced a failure 
of the plan in terms of urban planning strategy and continuation of the 
proposed actions.

Despite the fact the ‘National Cartographic Directorate’ of the MOP 
elaborated a series of detailed cartographic plans of the city, the image of 
the barrios was still overshadowed. Particularly, the plan of Caracas of 1967 
(Fig. 4.44), developed to commemorate the fourth-hundred anniversary of 
the foundation of the city, reflects their existence by only placing the term 
‘barrios’ in blank spots. 
Other maps elaborated by private companies such as the ‘Guía-Plano de 
calles, inmuebles y comercios de Caracas’(1960) displayed the name ‘ranchos’, 
also in blank spaces in the map which moves to observe and detect that 
barrios have remained invisible in most city plans despite existing since the 
1920s. 

In 1968, the Metropolitan Urban Planning Bureau (OMPU)41 initiated a 
preliminary study for Caracas but, as the city kept expanding towards the 
Sucre Municipality, in 1972 the government restructured this institution 
as an urban association between the two municipalities: Libertador and 
Sucre. Therefore, the OMPU was the organism to coordinate the Municipal 
councils in the Caracas Metropolitan Area and to analyse development 
growth alternatives alongside the metropolitan region. However, this 
preliminary study never prospered. 

During the mid 1970s, the ‘V Plan de Desarrollo de la Nación’ was presented 
in order to incorporate what it was called ‘Industrial Decentralisation 
Policy’42 (Política de Desconcentración Industrial) establishing certain 
specifications regarding urban planning. The country was divided into four 
zones: A (limited expansion), B (self-sustained growth), C (preferential 
incentives) and D (special incentives):

“Zone A (limited expansion): it encompasses the Metropolitan Area of 
Caracas and part of the Vargas Department, where the installation of 
new industries was prohibited, with the exception of small and medium 
enterprises, considered necessary for the supply or regular service of the 
population, encouraging the departure of larger industries to alternative 
locations, making it obligatory to leave establishments or plants considered 
dangerous or contaminating; likewise, the expansion of high education 
services (university) was discouraged in this zone and the installation 
of new universities was prohibited”43  (Geigel Lope-Bello, 1994:28. 
Author’s own translation).

Following the alignments of the ‘V Plan de la Nación’, the OMPU 
elaborated the ‘Plan Caracas 1970-1990’ in 1972, followed by the ‘Plan 
Caracas 2000’ in 1978; both plans empowered the role of urban planning 
as an instrument able to decrease the urban growth and the expansion of 
Caracas. The aim of ‘Plan Urbano General de Caracas: 1970-1990’ (Fig. 
4.45) was to control the spatial development of the city, inspired by the 

41  The Metropolitan Urban Planning Bureau 
(OMPU) was created in 1959 to control the 
urban growth of the city (still considering the city 
within the limits of the Libertador municipality).

42 Decreto 1454, Gaceta Oficial, núm. 1860 
Extraordinario, 11 marzo de 1976.

43 “La Zona A de expansión limitada: [estaba] 
conformada por el Área Metropolitana de Caracas 
y el resto del [entonces] Departamento Vargas, donde 
se prohibió la instalación de nuevas industrias, 
con excepción de la pequeña y mediana empresa, 
considerada necesaria para el abastecimiento o 
servicio regular de la población, alentándose la 
salida de las industrias mayores hacia lugares 
alternativos, haciéndose obligatoria la salida de los 
establecimientos o plantas consideradas peligrosas o 
contaminantes; igualmente se desalentó en esta zona 
la expansión de servicios de educación universitaria 
y se prohibió la instalación de nuevas universidades”. 
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Figure 4.45: Urban Area of Caracas 
as delimited in the ‘Plan General de 
Caracas 1970-1990’. Source: OMPU, 
(1972).

Figure 4.46: Map of Caracas, 1982 
drawn by Dr. Ramiro Nava. Source: 
http://www.cervezazulia.com/el-plan-
de-ramiro-nava-para-una-caracas-bajo-
el-agua/

Figure 4.47: Strategic plan of 
Metropolitan Caracas 2020. Land use 
proposal of the Metropolitan Area of 
Caracas. Source: IMUTC.
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the twentieth century, which helped to envision a regional scale (Llanos M. 
and Martínez Bellorín, 2014). The ‘Zona Protectora del Área Metropolitana 
de Caracas’ 44 (ZPAMC) was created to impede the expansion of the city. 
This ZPAMC was envisioned as part of the ‘interstice of transition scale’ 
(Phelps and Silva, 2017) comprising green spaces that worked as a natural 
containment. 

The ‘Plan Caracas 2000’ upgraded and reformulated the objectives of the 
previous ‘Plan Urbano General de Caracas’ of 1972. This study suggested 
a global area called ‘Total Metropolitan Area’45 in order to preserve the 
natural intra-borders of the city such as the National Parks of Maracao and 
El Ávila, and establish new urban poles in other locations such as Maracay, 
Valencia or Puerto Cabello. In both plans, barrios were represented in 
abstract forms even though these were areas that had already surpassed 
the limits of the city in almost all directions: expanding towards the 
Littoral by Tacagua, towards the east by the former ‘Carretera de Oriente’, 
from Petare to Guarenas and Guatire, towards the south by Los Valles 
del Tuy, and towards the West by Los Altos Mirandinos and los Valles de 
Aragua, crossing the ‘Zona Protectora del Área Metropolitana’ (Vicente et 
al., 2015:25).

At this point in time, subsequent plans46 attempted to bring ‘order’ as well 
as to humanise the city but, one after another, these plans were abandoned 
as an alternate government came to power. Since the Plan Regulador of 
1951, urban planning in Caracas has acquired an abstract character so 
much so that politics become mandatory in designing and controlling the 
city. Entered the twenty-first century, Caracas still lacks an efficient agency 
focussed on urban planning (Bolívar, 2010) as all governmental entities –at 
all scales or levels– intervene in urban planning processes which causes an 
overlap in producing functional solutions for all.

There is no doubt that the establishment of the foundational city facilitated 
performances by enabling multiple interactions, promoting accessibility 
to all public spaces and facilitating an exchange between urban actors 
and spaces inside and outside a compact urban form. The appearance 
of new neighbourhood units in the outskirts, surpassing the established 
geographical limits of the foundational city, incorporated a new mode of 
inhabiting and envisioned not only the city but the ‘transitorial landscape’, 
where former ejidal land became part of the active urban scene. 
The ideals of the Modern Movement, characterised by the monolithic 
spatial planning strategies previously favoured by the CIAM and the 
Athens Charter, incorporated the ‘zonification’ and empowered the 
creation of large mono-functional complexes within the urban built 
fostering the use of the automobile, which contributed to segregate and 
sectorise the city and its inhabitants. The appearance of the barrios in what 
is still considered the remnants of Caracas, are areas that are attributed 
with negative connotations such as marginal or peripheral that all together 
exacerbate even more social and cultural distances. 

The contrast in the physical environment, public services and quality of 
life becomes manifested when different macro-territorial units (or macro-
sectors) are juxtaposed or close next to each other formalising an encounter 

44 This term was established under the 
Presidential decree 1046 published on the 
‘Gaceta Oficial, num. 29859 del 20 julio de 
1972’, although in 1978, this term was repealed.

45 This area included Distrito Guaicaipuro 
from the Miranda State (sector Los Teques and 
la Panamericana), Departamento Libertador del 
Distrito Federal and Departamento Sucre del 

Estado Miranda (OMPU, 1978:4).

46 General Plan Caracas 1970-1990 in 1972 
(OMPU), General Urban Plan of Caracas 2000 in 
1978 (OMPU); Strategic Plan Caracas Metrópoli 
2010 in 1998. The most recent attempt to 
create a new plan for the city is the preliminary 
strategy for the ‘Caracas Metropolitan Strategic 
Plan 2020’ IMUTC 2012. Avances del Plan 
Estratégico Caracas Metropolitana 2020. In: 
CARACAS, A. M. D. (ed.). Caracas., developed 
by the Instituto Metropolitano Urbanismo Taller 
Caracas (IMUTC) an agency from the former  

Alcaldía Metropolitana de Caracas.
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in what has been named in-between space.  Should the emphasis be on the 
articulation and connection or, conversely, on exploring the potentials of 
the rupture and the accidental? (Lévesque, 2013). 
Despite the fact the margin, the interstice, the periphery, the leftover or 
the residual are terms that are often viewed negatively, in-between spaces 
can take a more positive view when connected to opening, juxtaposition, 
hybridisation and articulation. 

As exposed in this section, in-between spaces of Caracas correspond 
to specific periods in time and space that are linked to the notions of 
transition, transformation, process and event. As manifested, ‘transitorial 
landscapes’ or former ejidal lands have gradually transformed into active 
inner city areas accommodating new functions and modes of inhabiting. 
And, since earlier times, these areas have been the essence of the city, 
becoming nowadays the scenario that accommodates and still facilitates 
(inter)change. 

4.2.2 Models of urban growth in Latin American cities

The commencement of Urban Sociology as a discipline initiated during the 
1920s in the United States through a group of sociologists and theorists 
at the University of Chicago. Its members placed greater emphasis on the 
combination of sociological and anthropological theory with ethnographic 
fieldwork to understand how individuals interact within urban and social 
environments. Members of the Chicago School believed that the natural 
environment, inhabited by local communities, is a major factor in shaping 
human behaviour where the city functions as a microcosm.  

From 1915 to 1940, schematic models to analyse the internal structure of 
cities were made in order to introduce a line of research based on urban 
ecology –which describes the city by drawing analogies between the urban 
and natural worlds–, the cultural environmental evolutionism –which 
assures that the city is a vivid organism that develops over time–, and 
the regional survey –which is considered the first step to urban analysis– 
(García Vázquez, 2016). 

The sociologist Ernest Burgess based his research on human ecology theory, 
where the city of Chicago served as a base to comprehend the distribution 
of social groups within urban areas. In 1925, together with Robert E. Park 
and Roderick D. McKenzie, it was published ‘The City’ considered “the 
pragmatic manifesto of the Chicago School” (García Vázquez, 2016:27) 
that included a spatial typification of the socio-geographical dynamics, 
a theory of the urban land use and a theory of the social control. For 
Luc Lévesque, the city of Chicago offered the first theoretical applications 
on urban territory, where in-between space notions were first introduced 
(Lévesque, 2013:24). The notion of the in-between served to define the 
spatial distribution of gangs infiltrated in the urban mosaic:

 “[a] mosaic of little worlds which touch but do not interpenetrate” (Park 
1915:608 in Lévesque, 2013:25). 
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Model, also known as Burgess Model. 
Source:  Burgess (1925).

Figure 4.49: Hoyt´s sector model. 
Source: Pacione (2001:101).
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After the analysis of the urban growth and expansion of the city of 
Caracas since colonial times, two classical models that emerged from the 
Chicago School are relevant in the field of urban studies (and particularly 
in this research) because they greatly contribute to understand the urban 
development and urban structure of cities thus comprehend the role 
and production of in-between spaces within urban systems. These two 
classical models will serve as a base to further comprehend contemporary 
models, for instance, the work of Ernest Griffin and Larry Ford in 1980, 
who developed a generalised model that is considered one of the most 
important models to describe the structure of Latin American cities. 

The first model (Fig. 4.48) is ‘the concentric ring model’ developed 
by Ernest W. Burgess (1925), who illustrated the city of Chicago as a 
configuration of spatially defined social units, being relevant because it 
could be applied to many cities. 
This diagram is concerned with the physical growth and expansion of 
cities, related to what is called ‘urban metabolism’ and mobility. Burgess 
understood the urban process of growth as concentric circles divided into 
five zones differing in age and character. The first, the inner central zone or 
Central Business District (CBD) also called the Loop, corresponds to the 
central core of the city; the second, a transition zone of mixed land uses is 
where predominated deteriorated residential properties and workshops are 
placed; the third, a working class residential zone, is where workers and small 
factories are located; the fourth, a zone of better housing, is composed by 
single- family dwellings and exclusive residential buildings; and finally the 
fifth, the fringe zone, is composed by satellite communities or dormitory 
suburbs for the upper-class (Burgess, 1925). 
As illustrated, it is precisely in the ‘zone in transition’ –between the more 
stable and the periphery– were gangs are located, where informal practices 
and the emergence of ‘the other’ is represented by the words ‘slum’, ‘ghetto’, 
‘Chinatown’, ‘Little Sicily’ or ‘under world’ to portray a disorganised 
environment that contrasts with adjacent rings.
The Burgess’ model is considered the first abstract representation of the 
social use of the metropolitan space and, despite it does not explain why 
these zones are in those locations, the concentric ring model served as 
the basis for subsequent theories. For Burgess, the city was regarded as 
a closed system in a continuous process of growth and its expansion was 
comprehended as a dynamic process that grew from the inner core towards 
outer zones in concentric circles. 

The second model was developed by Homer Hoyt (1939), called ‘Sector 
model’ (Fig. 4.49). This diagram is a modification of the ‘concentric 
ring model’ ideated by Burgess, and focuses on the disposition of routes 
radiating outwards the city centre which conditions the internal structure 
of the city. According to Hoyt, particular transport routes contribute to 
the city growth and expansion forming ‘sectors’ of different land uses. 
Hoyt recognises that cities are more complex than simple rings of land use, 
and establishes a relation between industrial land and transport routes, 
which affect the spatial arrangements of the city. Therefore, the location 
of transport and industry would affect the location of residential districts 
which result into ‘sectors’ of different land uses. Nonetheless, this model is 
based on early twentieth-century cities strongly based on rail transport, not 
considering the impact of the private automobile that enables commuting 
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is the Central Business district (CBD), also known as downtown, which 
is placed in the centre where the other sectors of land use and activities 
partially converge. The second, the industrial area which is represented in 
the form of a sector that radiates out from the centre; its configuration 
corresponds to the presence of railway lines, rivers and main roads that 
attract activities alongside its length creating a continuous corridor. The 
third is the lower-class residential, closed to industries, which corresponds to 
the area inhabited by industrial workers in order to reduce travel expenses. 
In this sector, housing is often inadequate due to the proximity to factories. 
The fourth is the middle-class residential that corresponds to an area of 
middle income groups not necessarily related to the industry. Residents 
living in this sector can afford more substantial travel costs and have more 
linkages to the CBD area. And the fifth is the High-class residential which 
is the outermost area from the downtown, inhabited by affluent people, 
having direct access to the CBD. 

In general terms, Burgess and Hoyt’s models are key to understand the 
urban structure of North-American cities, and inspired others to develop 
further diagrams to understand the organisation of many cities. Both 
models suggest that the spaces between sectors and rings are the result of 
urban processes that, in one way or another, compete for the space hence, 
are related to land use and functionality. That is, the space between rings 
and sectors are inseparable from temporality; they correspond to distinct 
phases of urban growth, and can be found either near railways, industrial 
estates or near the urban core of the city. 

In 1980, the geographers Ernst Griffin and Larry Ford developed the 
Latin American City model to comprehend the inner structure of Latin 
American cities, combining elements of these two classical models with 
some alterations, mixing the conceptions of North and South American 
cities (Fig. 4.50). 

As exposed in previous sections, Venezuelan cities felt under the Spanish 
rule during the colonial era and, as such, many settlements were founded 
following the same set of regulations and laws known as the Laws of the 
Indies. 

As in the Burgess model, the first element of Griffin and Ford model is the 
Central Business District, or the inner central zone, which is considered the 
commercial heart of the city, characterised by its compactness. A timid zone 
of transition also appears next to the CBD area, which contains a mixture 
of old colonial buildings along with more modern housing projects. The 
second element is the ‘commercial spine’ along major roads surrounded 
by the elite residential sector. For the authors, this area exists in all Latin 
American cities, which consists of an area that contains housing, amenities 
and urban spaces (boulevards, avenues, golf courses, green areas, among 
others) addressed to professional upper-class and middle-upper class. 

As observed in the diagram, the spine is the dominant morphological 
feature and it only contains a small proportion of the total population.
Outside this spine, the Latin American city –according to this model–
consists of a series of three concentric rings of different socio-economic 
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Figure 4.50: Griffin and Ford´s model 
of Latin American cities. Source: Griffin 
and Ford (1980:406).

Figure 4.51: Ford´s model of Latin 
American cities. Source: Ford, 
(1996:438).

Figure 4.52: Model of urban 
development in Latin American cities 
1500–2000. Source: Borsdorf et al., 
(2002).
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lower-classes near the periphery, catalogued respectively as the zone of 
maturity, the zone of in-situ accretion, and the zone of peripheral squatter 
settlements: 
The zone of maturity is the area of ‘better residences’ outside the spine sector. 
It might include self-built housing, traditional buildings and filtered-down 
houses, having paved streets, sewerage network systems as well as public 
services such as schools and public transportation. 
The zone of in-situ accretion is a residential area that shows a transition 
to a zone of maturity, characterised by a variation of housing in terms of 
typology, styles and size; an interesting feature is that large government-
sponsored housing projects are located in this area. In terms of services, 
only main streets are paved, and there are local shops and schools. 
And the zone of peripheral squatter settlements accommodates the most 
vulnerable population characterised by the poor quality of housing and 
public services. 

In each Latin-American country, the size of these three zones is relative 
as the speed of population growth varies; and this is part of the process of 
growth of Latin American cities (Xavier Barros, 2004:34). As suggested 
by Griffin and Ford, all areas correspond to a specific period in the 
evolutionary process of the city. That is, each area evolves, transforms and 
improves over time. 

In 1996, Larry Ford reviewed the model made in 1980 and incorporated a 
few changes (Fig. 4.51). In the improved  model, Ford (1996) divides the 
centre of the city into two parts: the market and the CBD, establishing 
a clear separation between the commercial area and the business district. 
The figure of the shopping mall appears in the outer ring, and is located 
at the end of the spine establishing a direct connection with the CBD. To 
the other edge, the figure of the industrial park is also incorporated into 
the outer ring; both of these areas, the shopping mall and the industrial 
sector, are connected by an area called periférico, a ring-road that facilitates 
movement around the edge of the city, and is where low-income residents 
inhabit. Both, the spine and the mall are surrounded by a middle-income 
housing area, which appears between the elite sector (in the outer ring) 
and the ‘periférico’ areas, to ensure an easy access to the city centre, 
status and protection (Xavier Barros, 2004:36). A gentrifying area is also 
illustrated near the CBD, considered an area of historical and old buildings 
undergoing refurbishment. 

The urban growth model developed by Ernest Griffin and Larry Ford 
certainly deserves further investigation to comprehend the urban structure 
of Latin American cities. Nonetheless, contemporary models and 
approaches have been developed in order to reflect the newest tendencies of 
the urban structure of Latin American cities, which started in the late 1970s 
by German and North- American authors. Particularly, this investigation 
has considered ‘The new model of urban development in Latin America’ 
(Fig. 4.52) developed by the scholars Axel Borsdorf, Michael Janoschka 
and Jurgen Bähr in 2002 to analyse the spatio-temporal dynamics and 
evolution of the urban structure of Caracas. 
Even though the model suggested by Borsdorf et al. (2002) is based on the 
study of Chilean cities, it describes four phases in the urban development 
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of Latin American cities that can be adjusted to the Venezuelan capital: 
the compact city, the sectorial city, the polarised city and the fragmented 
agglomeration (Borsdorf et al., 2002, 2007; Borsdorf and Hidalgo, 2005-
2009).

The initial phase is the Colonial city or the compact city, founded from 
1550 to 1820, characterised by a CBD in the centre where distances to 
the central plaza indicate the social status of city dwellers. In the case of 
Caracas, this would encompass the twenty-four blocks of the colonial city. 
The second phase is the City at the end of the first urbanization phase or 
the sectorial city, which originated from 1820 to 1920 and is initiated by 
European migration, characterised by linear structures: boulevards, paseos, 
prados, alamedas, or new industrial quarters orientated towards the railway 
lines. The case of El Paraíso urbanisation in Caracas can serve as an example. 
The third phase is named City at the end of the second urbanization phase 
or the Polarized city and appears from 1920 to 1970. This phase initiates 
with the rural exodus and the emerge of the new trend of isolation and 
dual understanding of the city, clearly separating the elites from the 
most vulnerable. As observed, the role of the periphery is represented as 
a void where different housing developments appeared, isolated and not 
connected with other city units. This is manifested, in the case of Caracas, 
with the emergence of new urbanisations as well as barrios across the city.
And the last phase, called actual urban structure or the fragmented 
agglomeration, represents the city from 1970 to 2000 and is characterised 
by neoliberalism and globalisation ideologies. It could encompass the 
spread of large mono-functional estates and complexes as well as isolated 
city units.
According to the authors, this model restructures the urban agglomeration 
and, in a way, reduces polarisation in a minor spatial dimension as all 
units coexist together in a same territory conforming a city of islands 
(Janoschka and Borsdorf, 2005). However, despite the majority of city 
units are integrated into the urban structure, fragmentation appears as a 
condition that dominates the actual urban structure of the Latin American 
city, as it happens in Caracas. In this regard, several issues emerge because 
fragmentation appears as an increasing trend towards the auto-sufficiency 
of each unit, in a sense that the interrelation between them is almost 
inexistent; a fact that questions the conception of the city as a coherent 
whole.

4.2.3 Spatio-temporal dynamics of the urban structure of Caracas

Latin America has seen the fastest urban growth in history (Xavier Barros, 
2004) and the city of Caracas is not an exception. The city expansion, 
urban sprawl, the ideal size city, the limits of growth or the extension of the 
periphery have been themes of debate for the urban studies community and, 
despite cities have changed over time, urban growth is still a contemporary 
issue. As previously explored in section 4.2.1, the urban growth and sprawl 
in Caracas have moulded the notion of urban landscape, which can be an 
evocative concept in itself containing a set of virtuous images that built 
the city or rather, become a representation of the dimensions that the city 
encompasses (Capra-Ribeiro, 2014a). 
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and connotations based on subjective observations, experiences and 
imaginations of the capital. In this regard, the Venezuelan architect Ana 
Lasala exposes in ‘El paisaje de la ciudad de Caracas’ (Lasala, 2007) this dual 
vision between what is seen and what is perceived: 

“From a distance and from above, it could be said that the quality of the 
Caracas landscape is guaranteed. The attractiveness of its geography and 
the important presence of El Ávila mountain, anchoring the north  side 
of the city, shape a seductive panorama in which the main elements that 
constitute the urban landscape act as a series of events that place the 
inhabitants alongside the valley”47 (Lasala, 2007:67. Author’s own 
translation)

On the other hand, the everyday experience at the street level offers a 
different discourse: 

“Is at a shorter distance, where the continuous appearance of walls, 
bars, billboards, automobiles, temporary constructions and a multitude 
of physical and visual obstacles are observed. Here is where the greatest 
conflict can be perceived in relation to the image of our city”48 (Lasala, 
2007:67. Author’s own translation)

Throughout the revision of literature on the Venezuelan capital, Caracas 
has been studied and classified by many scholars according to its spatial 
condition (Silva et al., 2015, Herrera Napoleón, 2006, Klumpner et al., 
2007, DeLisio, 2001, Ferrándiz Martín, 2001, Imbesi et al., 1995) where 
the city is understood as a series of contradictions that are manifested 
in the configuration of public spaces (Rebotier, 2011b, Marcano, 1998-
99), the urban green (Capra-Ribeiro, 2014b), the urban fabric (Herrera 
Napoleón, 2014, Von der Heyde, 2007, Bolivar et al., 1994), the public 
policies (Bolivar et al., 1994, Pacanins, 1986, Barrios, 2001, Delfino, 
2001, Negrón, 2004, Vallmitjana, 1995), the urban structure (González 
Casas, 2003, Imbesi et al., 1995), and so forth. And are precisely these 
contradictions what help nurturing the conceptualisation of the real 
Caracas, not understanding this reality as the universal absolute –as there 
would be no room for contradiction– but addressing multiple views and 
readings of the city. 

The Venezuelan architect Lorenzo González (2003, 2012) understands that 
the urban structure of Caracas has been transformed through a gradual 
build-up of superimposed layers caused by the effect of a struggle between 
imported models and disciplines as well as the specific conditions of the 
place. This superimposition might be related to all political interventions 
and visions exerted over the city, which are the ones that have produced 
the image of Caracas. 

As described in previous sections, throughout time, each governor 
has built a small piece of the city where the collective vision neither is 
explicit nor implicit as a state policy. The concretion of public actions was 
developing the ideology of individualism whilst the conceptualisation of 
the collective role of the city –despite existing during the first years of 
the National Urbanism Commission (CNU)– was overtaken by political 
decisions (Marcano, 1995). In this regard, María Elena Marcano affirms 

47 “Desde lo lejos y desde lo alto se podría decir que 
la calidad del paisaje caraqueño está garantizada. 
El atractivo de la geografía de la ciudad y la 
importante presencia de la gran montaña al norte, 
el Ávila, conforman un seductor panorama en el que 
los elementos protagónicos que lo constituyen actúan 
como una serie de eventos que ubican y sitúan a los 

habitantes a lo largo del valle”. 

48 “Es a una distancia más corta desde donde se 
observa la continua aparición de muros, rejas, 
vallas publicitarias, automóviles, construcciones 
temporales y multitud de obstáculos físicos y visuales. 
Es aquí donde se puede percibir el mayor conflicto en 

relación con la imagen de nuestra ciudad”. 
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that political interventions have produced the image of the city which is 
heterogeneous, dispersed, disordered and constituted by different urban 
patches. For Marcano (1995), the city lacks a holistic vision in part, due 
to modernisation:  

“This way of acting has configured an urban structure particularised by 
concrete public interventions, where the urban collective does not exist. 
Where is the governing body that should guide these actions? What is the 
authority? What is the conception? (...) Although there was a traditional 
nucleus of the conception of the city, with an urban fabric in the form of a 
checkerboard and a concentration of activities around the Plaza Mayor, this 
vision of the city was lost with the advent of modernisation”49 (Marcano, 
1995:248. Author’s own translation)

In the same vein, Carola Herrera Napoleón (2006) assures that the urban 
structure of Caracas has been the result of the incorporation of isolated 
urban settlements on the territory, where the evolutionary process of the 
city has led to the conformation of units [or fragments] that lack spatial 
continuity from their own dynamics of growth. Herrera states that each of 
these units constitutes a specific urban system within the city because each 
has its own spatial and temporal characteristics; therefore, the configuration 
of each unit impels dispersion and isolation to the point of hindering its 
perception as a unified whole.

This section is concerned with the spatial and temporal dynamics of 
the urban structure of Caracas at a city-wide scale, which is presented 
as a phenomenon that is constantly changing both within itself and in 
relationship to the specific units that conform the city. 
Since colonial times, Venezuelan settlements have originated from an 
imposed core which, throughout time, has accumulated additional units or 
fragments in their adjacencies. Hence, the present Caracas could be read as 
a multiplicity of imposed cores and territorial units that all together coexist 
in the same valley, being each associated to a new entity that obeys different 
socio-spatial and temporal logics. Therefore, the urban configuration of the 
city has been accentuated by the diversity, heterogeneity and complexity of 
its territory throughout time (Herrera Napoleón, 2011, Marcano, 1995); 
that is, the urban scenario of the Metropolitan Area of Caracas (from 
now on, AMC) is associated to a multi-temporal heterogeneity of units, 
in which different territorial periods coexists and are projected in spatial 
modes of organisation. 

The theoretical application to comprehend the relation between space 
and time in the city is perceived as a sum of diverse periods, socio-spatial 
transformations, and historical moments because the process of configuring 
the city is unstoppable, always in progress. From here, it is pertinent to 
mention several studies that have analysed the urban transformation of 
Caracas through time, such as the Doctoral thesis developed by Isabel 
Portillo Lugo (2015), where the Venezuelan capital is classified in four 
periods: the colonial city, the republican city, the modern metropolis and 
the contemporary metropolis. 

The work developed by Federico González Viso and Iván Vegas (2015, 
2000) establishes a spatio-temporal classification of Caracas through maps, 
illustrations and urban plans50. 

49 “Este modo de actuar ha ido configurando 
una estructura urbana particularizada por 
intervenciones públicas concretas, donde el colectivo 
ciudad no existe. ¿Dónde está el ente rector que 
debe guiar estas acciones? ¿Cuál es la autoridad? 
¿Cuál es la concepción? (…) Si bien existió un 
núcleo tradicional de la concepción de ciudad, 
con una trama urbana en forma de damero y 
una concentración de actividades alrededor de la 
Plaza Mayor, esta visión de ciudad se perdió con el 
advenimiento de la modernización”. 

50  The first drawing of Caracas (1578 plan), 
The colonial city (1775 plan), The city of 
independence (1873 plan), The city of Guzmán 
Blanco (1874 plan), Razetti’s city (1897 plan), 
In search of El Paraíso (1906 print), Razetti’s last 
plan (1929 plan), The horse city (1934 and 1936 
plans), The Rotival Plan (1938 plan), Caracas at 
the middle of the century (1941 plan), The zone 
city (1951 plan), The conquest of the Southeast 
(1954 plan), The modern city (1956 plan), The 

city in search of a centre (Plan of 2009).
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fragmentation of Caracas by studying the existing differences between 
the urban patterns that conform the city. Herrera includes the work of 
Beatriz Febres-Cordero Nava (2003) to identify four periods related to 
the urban growth of Caracas between 1930 and 1970 in which the urban 
development of the city is supported by the extraordinary backup from the 
oil income, which acted as a determinant factor in the morpho-typological 
conformation of the city. Febres-Cordero Nava defines these periods from 
the parameters established by the architectural modernity assuming that 
architecture, as a form of language, narrates the meanings of what is built 
and how it contributes to the city form and the occupation of the territory. 
That is, Febres-Cordero Nava (2003) establishes the dialectics of a figure-
ground diagram that shows the relationship between built and unbuilt 
spaces considering four periods: the anticipation period from 1930 to 
1935, the emergent period or first modernity from 1936 to 1948, the 
consolidation period or second modernity from 1948 to 1960, and the 
persistent continuity period from 1960 to 1975. 
In all these studies, the urban reality of Caracas deploys solid and deep 
fractures in its social, spatial, formal and functional aspects. 

In order to analyse the spatio-temporal dynamics of the urban structure 
of the city, this thesis has revised the work of the Venezuelan architect 
Frank Marcano (1994), who studied the urban fabric of the city and 
detected four predominant areas that offered an alternative to read the 
city. The categorisation of Marcano has been further complemented by the 
architect Carola Herrera Napoleón (2006, 2011, 2014), who has based 
her studies on the morphology of the city (urban fabric) in order to study 
the urban fragmentation and hybridisation phenomenon. Both scholars 
have identified four areas (also units or fragments) that define the urban 
structure of Caracas: old quarter areas (Cascos Urbanos), areas of growth by 
expansion (Áreas de crecimiento por expansión), areas of empty estates (Áreas 
de polígonos vacíos) and slum areas (Áreas de barrios o de ranchos) (Marcano 
Requena, 1994, Herrera Napoleón, 2006, 2014, 2011). Particularly, 
Carola Herrera associates each unit to a specific time period. 

Taking into account the aforementioned works, the revision in section 
4.2.1 of the urban logics of spatial expansion of Caracas through its plans, 
and the study of classical models of urban growth in American cities in 
section 4.2.2 –particularly the ‘Urban Development Model of Latin American 
cities’ (Borsdorf et al., 2002)– four phases have been identified to study the 
urban structure of Caracas, which correspond to different grades of State 
intervention in urban planning: 

- The colonial city from 1550 to the 1820s
- The sectorial city from 1830 to the 1920s
- The polarised city from 1930 to 1970
- The fragmented agglomeration from 1970 to present

In this investigation, the combination of these four phases –based on 
the four tempos identified by Borsdorf et al. (2002)– together with the 
classification of the city of Caracas established by Marcano (1994) and 
Herrera Napoleón (2006,2011,2014) has facilitated the identification and 
conceptualisation of four macro-territorial units that will contribute to 
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decompose and analyse the Venezuelan capital: 

- Old quarter areas
- Growth-by-expansion areas 
- Areas of estates 
- Areas of uncontrolled development

The particularity that each of these four macro-territorial units represents 
within the configuration process of the city is the manifestation of a 
moment; that is, a specific way of appropriating a certain territory in a 
particular place and time.  

The macro-territorial units of Caracas

Taking into account that this thesis pursues the comprehension of the 
in-between spaces of the city, it is first essential to analyse and study the 
aforementioned macro-territorial units that compose the urban structure 
of the AMC as well as to identify the logics behind their conception, their 
patterns, forms and functions so that in-between spaces could be later 
explored according to their immediate context. 

As discussed, four macro-territorial units are identified in the city of 
Caracas based on the studies developed by Marcano Requena (1994) and 
Herrera Napoleón (2006, 2009 2011) which can be related to the four 
tempos identified by Borsdorf and Hidalgo (2005-2009; 2007) when 
analysing Latin American cities.

Old quarter areas 

In the early phase of the model developed by Borsdorf et al. (2002), 
named the colonial city, the urban core was compact and the social 
status of its inhabitants decreased with the increasing distance from the 
Plaza Mayor, where social and political functions were taking place. This 
phase corresponds to royal instructions from the Spanish Crown for the 
foundation of cities. 

Old quarter areas could be defined as the macro-territorial units that 
constitute the original nucleus of colonial settlements prior the 1820s, 
whose urban configuration is visually recognised by a geometric street 
grid where buildings are aligned on the orthogonal scheme that obeys 
the colonial pattern set forth in the Laws of the Indies. Typologically, old 
quarter areas are characterised by two main elements: the plaza Mayor, 
inserted in the centre of the orthogonal grid, and a catholic temple, placed 
across this square; symbolically, as further explored, these two elements 
altogether meant the consolidation of a settlement. 
Despite the fact the old quarter areas found in the valley of Caracas follow 
similar morphological patterns, Marcano Requena (1994) establishes 
a distinction among them, identifying historical centres, which are 
characterised for the variety and richness of their architectural heritage, 
and traditional quarters, in which urban life prevails over heritage. 



Code Old quarter area  Foundation year  Municipality

OQ1 Macarao   circa 1621 – 1748  Libertador

OQ2 Antímano  1621   Libertador

OQ3 La Vega   1568   Libertador

OQ4 Catia   circa 1560 – 1600  Libertador

OQ5 La Pastora  1769 (formally in 1804) Libertador
     
OQ6 Caracas   1567   Libertador

OQ7 Baruta   1633-1643  Baruta

OQ8 Chacao   (1567) 1768  Chacao

OQ9 El Hatillo  (1594) 1781 – 1784 El Hatillo

OQ10 Petare   1621   Sucre

OQ11 El Valle   (1561)- 1621  Libertador

Table 4.2: Classification of the old 
quarter areas of the Metropolitan 
Area of Caracas. Each old quarter area 
is classified by a code, its name, its 
foundation year, and the municipality 
it currently belongs to. Author’s own 

summary.
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corresponding to the colonial settlements that once inhabited the valley 
and nowadays still remain. Particularly, in this thesis, old quarter areas 
have been grouped as a sole macro-territorial unit without establishing any 
distinction or hierarchical order in regards of size, density, form, function 
or population. This is, old quarter areas can be either foundational cities, 
Spanish towns, doctrinal towns, hatos, aboriginal villages or inner parishes 
of the foundational city.

As displayed in Table 4.2, a coding system has been created to quantify, 
describe and map each unit. The code OQ corresponds to the abbreviation 
of ‘Old Quarter’ followed by a sequence of numbers that will help to 
identify and locate these units in further studies:
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- OQ1 Macarao
Prior the conquest of Venezuela, the south-west of the ‘valley of the Caracas’ 
was controlled by Cacique Macarao. Between 1555 and 1567, after the 
Spanish invasion and the assignation of the first encomiendas in the area, 
it was created an aboriginal village in Macarao’s territory (Moro Castillo, 
ND) inhabited by Taramaina natives (Vegas et al., 2015:231). 

In 1621, the doctrinal town called ‘San Pedro and San Pablo’ was initially 
plotted by Pedro Gutiérrez de Lugo and Gabriel Mendoza although this 
settlement moved shortly after to the lands of Antímano (Dionís Ríos, 
2001). 

“The Town of San Pedro and San Pablo, founded initially in Macarao on 
February 20, 1621 having a very ephemeral duration, of approximately 
two and a half months, when on May 8 it was moved to the sector 
called Antímano, more towards the east and near Caracas, with the same 
evocation, encomenderos, Indians, dimensions of the Church, sacristy, 
house of the priest and ornaments to the encomenderos”51 (Dionís Ríos, 
2001:98. Author’s own translation).

However, it was between 1621 and 1748, when it was formally founded 
the Doctrine of Señora del Rosario de Curucay de Macarao near the river 
Macarao facing the current National Park of Macarao. This old quarter 
area became a small settlement mostly inhabited by creole population of 
‘white Canary Islanders’ (Moro Castillo, ND). 

The present old quarter area of Macarao is the smallest settlement found in 
the valley. It is composed by a semi-regular layout of straight and narrow 
streets and still preserves one of the most precious churches in Caracas: 
Nuestra Señora del Rosario de Curucay. This temple dates from 1740 and 
sits on the west side of Plaza Bolivar de Macarao, the central square, where 
an obsolete small cemetery occupies its eastern lower part. Despite this 
plaza has fallen into decay, it still functions as a weekly market, an area 
of play for children (García Alcaraz, 2018) and a place of encounter for 
neighbours, particularly the ones belonging to Consejo Comunal Los Altos 
La Cruz, Los Angelinos, El Volcán and Consejo Comunal Casco Histórico. In 
1960, the religious complex was declared a National Historic Monument 
(Vegas et al., 2015:231).

- OQ2 Antímano
The term ‘Antímano’ comes from ‘Atamanona’ and ‘Amatima’, two 
indigenous groups that inhabited an area located in the south-west region 
of Caracas prior the conquest. After the invasion, the first encomiendas 
and an aboriginal town were established in 1592, mostly dedicated to 
agricultural works. 
In 1621, the doctrine of ‘San Pedro and San Pablo’ was moved from Macarao 
to the lands of Antímano by Pedro Gutiérrez de Lugo and Gabriel Mendoza 
in order to plot an atypical grid of modest houses clustered around the 
‘Grotto of Lourdes’ (Vegas et al., 2015:228). 
According to Freddy Hurtado, the official chronicler of Antímano, it is 
known that by 1641, there was a church in Antímano that functioned to 
Christianise natives; however, this temple was demolished in 1812 due to 
the earthquake that hit the entire valley that year. By 1772, the town had 
51 houses and a population of 513 people, mostly inhabited by whites, 

51 “El Pueblo de San Pedro y San Pablo, fundado 
inicialmente en Macarao el 20 de febrero de 
1621 teniendo una duración muy efímera, de 
aproximadamente dos meses y medio, cuando el 
8 de mayo fue trasladada hacia el sector llamado 
Antímano, más hacia el este y cercano a Caracas, 
con la misma evocación, encomenderos, indios, 
dimensiones de la Iglesia, sacristía, casa del cura y 
ornamentos a los encomenderos”. 
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an independent ecclesiastic parish. 
During the guzmanato, the governor built his country house in the lands of 
Antímano; Guzmán Blanco ordered the expansion of the town alongside 
the flat terrain between the Guaire river and the hills where two straight 
roads, Calle Real and Calle de Atrás, were opened in order to connect 
Guzmán Blanco’s house –placed in one extreme of the plain– with Nuestra 
Señora del Rosario church, located a few blocks to the east. These two roads 
defined the Plaza Bolívar of Antímano.
As an observation, the temple has some resemblance to ‘L’église de la 
Madeleine’ of Paris, and is considered one of the first neo-colonial works 
in Venezuela, finished in 1882. Hence, as appointed in ‘Caracas del Valle 
al Mar, Guía de Arquitectura y paisaje’, Antímano was also known as Little 
Versailles during the nineteenth century (Vegas et al., 2015:228).

- OQ3 La Vega
Before the conquest, the lands of La Vega were already inhabited by 
natives, who gathered into an aboriginal town in 1568 after the Spanish 
invasion (Portillo Lugo, 2015). According to Landa (2011), the church of 
La Vega as well as other buildings were already built before the constitution 
of the Doctrinal town of Santo Cristo de la Vega, a fact that conditioned the 
implantation of an orthogonal grid. 
The new doctrine Santo Cristo de la Vega preserved the original constructions 
of the aboriginal town, which is why the orthogonal scheme is only 
appreciated in the central area, divided into two rectangular open spaces: 
‘Plaza Bolivar of La Vega’ in the southern part, and a smaller square in 
front of the temple. 
In 1813, the town of La Vega was renamed ‘Nuestra Señora del Rosario 
de Chiquinquirá de la Vega’ (Portillo Lugo, 2015), and by that time, the 
town was surrounded by the fertile lands of Hacienda de Montalbán that 
functioned as a sugar trapiche. The current church of Santo Cristo de La Vega 
was inaugurated in 1970 after being refurbished and rebuilt several times 
(as it collapsed in the earthquake of 1967). Nowadays, several pseudo-
colonial façades aim to recreate the colonial character of the old town.

- OQ4 Catia
The origins of the settlement of Catia date back from 1557, when Francisco 
Fajardo founded ‘Villa de Catia’ prior the foundation of Santiago de León 
de Caracas. In 1568, after the foundation of Santiago de León de Caracas, 
Cacique Catia and Cacique Baruta fought together against the conquerors 
in the Maracapana battle, which took place in the lands where nowadays 
stands Catia. During the seventeenth century, Catia was considered a 
caserío with small hamlets and productive lands. Thus, it might be due to 
its location nearby the city and its agricultural and livestock production 
that a main route ‘Camino de Catia’ connected Caracas to this small caserío. 
Catia became first part of the Altagracia parish in 1750, and later in 1778 
was included into the Catedral parish, an inner area belonging to the 
foundational city. Despite there are no official documents illustrating the 
caserío, or even an area dominated by a square and a church, Catia has been 
considered as an old quarter area as it existed since earlier times.
The area of Catia has been moulded by different mandataries. Nowadays, 
the centre of Catia is placed around Plaza Sucre, one of its main squares. This 
plaza was inaugurated by Juan Vicente Gómez in 1928 and is connected to 
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the plaza Pérez Bonalde –in the Nueva Caracas neighbourhood– through 
the boulevard of Catia, former Avenida España. As displayed in Eduardo 
Razetti’s plan of 1929 (Fig. 4.33), Nueva Caracas consists of a perfect 
orthogonal grid of rectangular blocks where a central plaza stands out as 
a radial roundabout, initially called Plaza Cataluña and later, Plaza Las 
Orquídeas. In 1946, in honour of the Venezuelan poet, a white marble 
bust of Juan Antonio Pérez Bonalde was placed on a pedestal amid the tree-
filled plaza and since then, the plaza is named Pérez Bonalde, considered 
also, the centre of Catia (Vegas et al., 2015:183-184).

- OQ5 La Pastora
The old quarter area of La Pastora was originally founded in 1769, and it 
was in 1889 when this area was incorporated formally as an inner parish 
of Caracas. Its main central element is Plaza La Pastora; a rectangular plaza 
surrounded by low houses on its three sides recreating a continuous façade 
that still preserves the colonial aesthetics. Due to the rough topography of 
the area, a centred crescent-shaped stairway complements the symmetrical 
colonial façade of the church La Divina Pastora which sits on the north 
side of the plaza. 
As referred in ‘Caracas del Valle al Mar: guía de arquitectura y paisaje’ (Vegas 
et al., 2015), from 1970 to 1979, the Venezuelan artist Carlos Cruz Diez 
intervened the ground of the plaza by painting one of his kinetic artworks, 
called “Inducción del Amarillo”. This mural was later replaced by the current 
clay pavement. 

- OQ6 Caracas
The old quarter area of Caracas was originally founded in 1567. The Plaza 
Mayor –now Plaza Bolívar– is considered its neuralgic centre which is 
surrounded by the cathedral, the sacred museum, the archbishop’s palace, 
the city hall, the chapel of Santa Rosa de Lima, the yellow house (cancillería), 
the main theatre, and other government buildings. 
The distinguishing feature of the old quarter area of Caracas relies on the 
toponymical corners (or esquinas) emplaced within the layout of twenty-
four blocks of one hundred by one hundred metres; each corner refers to 
Catholic saints, relevant political and historic figures, and historical and 
cultural events, a unique nomenclature in the Spanish-speaking world, 
which reaffirms the founding grid in linguistic terms and also nurtures a 
collection of anecdotes reminiscent of the foundational city. 

- OQ7 Baruta
Prior the foundation of Santiago de León de Caracas, Cacique Baruta 
(son of Cacique Guaicaipuro) dominated the lands of the south-east of 
the valley. Between 1582 and 1593, after the Spanish invasion, Cacique 
Baruta and his people worked for the encomienda owned by the Captain 
Alonso Andrea de Ledesma (Silva Yrazabal, 2007) and it was in 1594 when 
Governor Diego de Osorio assigned separated lands to the natives working 
in the encomienda. However, in 1609, Governor Sancho de Alquiza 
assigned to Captain Onofre Carrasquel another encomienda in the area, 
generating disputes between encomenderos and natives; quarrels that lasted 
until the eighteenth century (Silva Yrazabal, 2007).
The doctrinal town of Nuestra Señora del Rosario de Baruta was located in 
the southeast of the valley of Caracas and stands where Alonso Andrea de 
Ledesma had its hato. The doctrinal town was founded after 1633, when 
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ecclesiastic jurisdiction. 
Nowadays, the town of Baruta is composed by a layout of sixteen 
foundational blocks, still preserving some of the architectonic features 
that were introduced by the institution (Marín et al., 2003, Gasparini, 
1985) such as the religious temple of Nuestra Señora del Rosario and the 
Plaza Bolivar of Baruta, built simultaneously between 1633 and 1643. In 
1720, bishop Juan José Escalona Calatayud separated Baruta from Petare, 
becoming Baruta an independent ecclesiastic parish. 

- OQ8 Chacao
After the foundation of Santiago de León de Caracas, several encomiendas 
were assigned in the lands of Chacao to Diego de Losada (also called ‘El 
Mozo’) in 1573 and to Francisco Infante in 1574 as Chacao was known for 
being a productive area close to the city. 
After the earthquake of 1641, many inhabitants of Caracas abandoned the 
city and moved to the lands of Chacao, looking for protection. In 1766, 
another earthquake hit the valley, a fact that moved Doña Rosa Pantoja –a 
Spanish landowner– to make a petition to the bishopric to erect a church 
and a plaza in her lands to consolidate a Spanish settlement. Subsequently, 
in 1767, it was plotted an imperfect grid of nine blocks around a central 
square, called Plaza Mayor of Chacao and in 1769, it began the construction 
works of San José de Chacao church, a three-nave catholic temple sitting on 
the north side of the plaza. 
According to the official chronicler of Chacao, after the foundation of this 
Spanish town, the population of tributary natives working in the lands 
of Chacao increased. And, throughout time, Chacao was considered the 
fourth outer parish of Caracas, belonging to the municipality of Sucre 
(Silva Yrazabal, 2007). 
Nowadays, the old quarter area of Chacao still preserves its colonial 
character, and is considered one of the epicentres of the municipality; 
local institutions as well as commercial, healthcare and leisure facilities are 
located across the square which still functions as a place of encounter for 
many residents.

- OQ9 El Hatillo
In 1594, Francisco Infante owned a hato of cattle in the eastern part of the 
valley of San Francisco, far from Santiago de León de Caracas. According to 
the official chronicler of El Hatillo, between 1597 and 1700, those lands 
belonged to Dionisio Galindo and, after his death, it was found –in a 
document dated in 1705– that the area where it was placed Infante’s hato 
was called El Jatico (Silva Yrazabal, 2007). In 1753, the Spaniard Don 
Baltasar de León García settled in the area, and consequently in 1766, 
De León made a petition to the Bishop Diego Antonio Diez Mandroñero 
to formally consolidate El Hatillo as an ecclesiastic town (Silva Yrazabal, 
2007).
Baltasar De León appointed the military engineer Juan Manuel Osés to 
trace an imperfect grid of eleven blocks on a terrain with a moderate slope 
to erect Santa Rosalía de Palermo church and Plaza Bolivar de El Hatillo, 
which date back from the foundation of El Hatillo, circa 1784-6. In 1809, 
the Spaniard Manuel de Escalona achieved the division of El Hatillo from 
Petare, becoming a ‘Tenientazgo de Justicia’. Nowadays the old quarter area 
of El Hatillo is considered the central area of the parish still preserving the 

52 As stated in Silva (2007): “Para ello juntaron 
los indios de las encomiendas de Su Majestad 
en Charallave; de Alonso Rodríguez Santos en 
Caipuro; de San Vicente Ferrer en Las Lagunillas; 
del capitán Nofre Carrasquel y Sebastián García 
del sitio de Baquiracotos; de Bartolomé Rodríguez 
Espejo, en Corocorumo; las de Damián del Barrio 
y Hernando Serrada, de la provincia de Cara; la 
de Diego de Alfaro del Tuy y la de Marcos Castro”. 
SILVA YRAZABAL, J. A. 2007. Municipios 
del Este de Caracas: Chacao, Sucre, El Hatillo, 

Baruta. Oficina del Cronista Municipal.
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aesthetics and functions established during the colonial period. 

- OQ10 Petare
Prior de foundation of Santiago de León de Caracas, the area of Petare was 
first discovered by Francisco Fajardo in 1545, and later in 1568 by Diego 
de Losada who established the encomienda system; Cristóbal Gil, Francisco 
Infante, Juan Rangel, Diego Ladrón de Guevara, Gabriel de Ibarra, Alonso 
González Urbania and Pedro Alonso Gales were some of the encomenderos 
(Silva Yrazabal, 2007) that controlled the lands near the aboriginal town 
of Petare.
In 1621, it was founded the doctrine of Buen Jesús de Petare by Pedro 
Gutiérrez de Lugo and Gabriel Mendoza and consequently, a temple was 
placed in the south-east side of Plaza Sucre, the central square of the town. 
In 1632, Franciscans –owners of this doctrinal town– were involved in 
litigation with other laypersons over some lands, a quarrel that ended with 
the separation of the doctrines of Buen Jesús de Petare and Nuestra Señora 
del Rosario de Baruta (Silva Yrazabal, 2007).
The original foundational temple of the doctrinal town was substituted by 
the church ‘Dulce Nombre de Jesús’, which dates back from the eighteenth 
century (Gasparini, 1985). Nowadays, the street layout of the old quarter 
area of Petare follows a semi-irregular pattern composed by Plaza Sucre, 
located in the centre, surrounded by the Priest house, the temple, the town 
hall (1867) and the house-museum of the Bigott Foundation, working as 
a library and a civic centre, preserving the character of the colonial period.

- OQ11 El Valle
In 1561, prior the foundation of Caracas, Francisco Fajardo –in one of 
his attempts to conquer the valley– founded a settlement in the lands of 
El Valle, called ‘Valle de Cortés Richo’, which disappeared shortly after. 
After the Spanish conquest, Fray Gabriel de Mendoza together with Pedro 
Gutiérrez founded in 1621 the doctrine of San Roque de El Valle de la 
Pascua, gathering natives from different encomiendas in an area limited by 
the ‘Carangano’ mountain and El Valle river, in a small and narrow valley 
in the south of the foundational city. 
This doctrinal town envisioned Plaza Bolivar of El Valle as the central core 
of the town together with La Anunciación de Nuestra Señora church, which 
was rebuilt years later due to several earthquakes, being renamed Nuestra 
Señora de la Encarnación. Two main roads, Calle Real and Calle de Atrás, 
were traced alongside the plain constraining the dimensions of the plaza 
and moulding the orthogonal grid of the doctrinal town. According to 
Barreto et al. (1986), the original temple was not erected immediately after 
the foundation of the town so its inhabitants had to attend mass services 
to neighbouring towns. 
In the 1960s, the BO initiated an urban renewal plan in the area and 
demolished the totality of the old town; Nuestra Señora de la Encarnación de 
El Valle church and Plaza Bolivar of El Valle were the only colonial elements 
preserved, still considered the most visual remaining architectonical 
treasures of the colonial era.
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Figure 4.63: OQ11 Plaza Bolivar of El 
Valle. Source: (Vegas et al., 2015)

Figure 4.62: OQ10 Plaza Bolivar of 
Petare. Source: (Vegas et al., 2015)

Figure 4.53: OQ1 Ntra. Sra. del Rosario 
de Curucay church in Macarao. Author

Figure 4.54: OQ2 Plaza Bolivar of 
Antímano. Source: (Vegas et al., 2015)

Figure 4.55: OQ3 Old quarter area of 
La Vega. Source: (Vegas et al., 2015)

Figure 4.56: OQ4 Plaza Sucre of Catia. 
Source: (Vegas et al., 2015)

Figure 4.57: OQ5 Plaza La Pastora. 
Source: (Tamayo, G., 2006)

Figure 4.58: OQ6 Plaza Bolivar of 
Caracas. Author’s own imagery.

Figure 4.59: OQ7 Plaza Bolivar of 
Baruta. Source: (IAMVenezuela) 

Figure 4.60: OQ8 Plaza Bolívar of 
Chacao. Source: (Tamayo, G., 2006)

Figure 4.61: OQ9 Plaza Bolívar of El 
Hatillo. Source: (Tamayo, G., 2006)



Figure 4.64: Map of the old quarter 
areas of the Metropolitan Area of 
Caracas. Author’s own summary.
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Figure 4.65: Satelital view of the old 
quarter areas of the Metropolitan Area 
of Caracas. Author’s own summary.
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The growth-by-expansion areas 

The establishment of the Republic of Venezuela starts in 1830, initiating 
a secular period that represented the abandonment of the colonial era. By 
that time, Venezuela was known for its agrarian economy and the country 
consolidated its system of coastal ports as well as hinterland administrative 
cities; transport infrastructures were built –railways, tramways, and formal 
roads– as well as new technologies such as the telegraph and telephone. 
However, endemic diseases, internal wars and several natural disasters hit 
the country during this period, which explains the slow population growth 
in both rural and urban areas, attracting only few migrants.

As illustrated in the political timeline (Table 4.1), the conservative party 
dominated Venezuelan politics from 1830 to 1847. José Antonio Páez 
subdued provincial caudillos and ruled in cooperation with landowners 
and powerful merchants of the same party achieving the supremacy of 
the state. President Páez envisioned a centralised state where the church 
lost privileges –such as tax immunity or the monopoly in the education 
system–, the army became an autonomous entity, and domestic commerce 
was promoted by the construction of new roads to facilitate cacao and coffee 
exports. Troubled times preceded this conservative period, considered as an 
era of political stability; during the 1840s, the demand for cacao and coffee 
declined on the world market which produced high economic difficulties 
and, in turn, facilitated the triumph of the liberal party. 

The first Constitution of Venezuela introduced that ejidos could prescript 
and be sold. That is, new economic principles allowed the acquisition of 
municipal land to become privately owned53. According to Gasparini and 
Posani (1998) in ‘Caracas a través de la Arquitectura’, the city still followed 
the Spanish principles of urban planning which consisted of expanding the 
perimeter of the colonial city:

“from the colonial period until 1848, (...) the norm is the absolute perfection 
of the orthogonal layout, the perfect parallelism of the longitudinal and 
transversal streets, and the perfect square demarcation of all the blocks”54 
(in Perna, 1981:78. Author’s own translation).

A revolutionary turmoil between the Liberals and the Conservatives took 
place between 1858 and 1863, what is known as the Venezuela Federal 
war; democracy, federalism and a social reform were defended by the 
former whereas centralism and the preservation of the political and social 
status-quo was supported by the latter. After an instable period of political 
chaos and economic stagnation, Antonio Guzmán Blanco, member of the 
liberal movement, reached power in 1870 (Heckel et al., 2018). 

By that time, slavery was already abolished, a new constitution was 
approved and economic reforms allowed general concessions to foreign 
investors. Guzmán Blanco promoted an ambitious transformation of the 
old quarter area of Caracas (OQ6), where European colonial concepts of 
urban planning influenced the spatial organisation and physical structure 
of the city. Therefore, the incorporation of wider roads necessitated a 
retro-fitting degree to incorporate avenues and boulevards as well as 
transforming rural paths into ‘modern’ infrastructures. From the 1900s, 

53  For a more detailed study on the ejidos of 
Caracas, see work of LANDA, I. 2010. Los 
ejidos de la ciudad de Caracas entre 1594 y 1864, 
Caracas, Ediciones FAU UCV.

54  “Desde la época colonial hasta 1848, (…) 
se tiene como norma la perfección absoluta del 
trazado ortogonal, el paralelismo perfecto de las 
calles longitudinales y de las transversales, y la 
demarcación en cuadrado perfecto de todas las 
manzanas”. 
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part due to an improvement of road infrastructures as members of the 
bourgeois sought a new mode of inhabiting the periphery, surpassing the 
pre-established colonial limits of the city.

In 1899, Cipriano Castro, a caudillo from the Andean state of Táchira, 
seized the presidency and successive military men from Táchira controlled 
the nation for almost sixty years. Castro’s government was known for 
its tyranny, financial responsibility and frequent foreign interventions, 
suffering blockade of its coast from the British, German, Italian and 
Dutch (Heckel et al., 2018). Nonetheless, it was between 1906 and 
1936, coinciding with the prolonged dictatorships of Cipriano Castro 
(1899-1908) and Juan Vicente Gómez (1908-1935), when the city faced 
important changes in its growth patterns and urban planning developments, 
for instance, incorporating European models such as the Garden city 
model55 –originated in Britain– and imported from French planners as “les 
cités jardins or villes nouvelles”. Therefore, the central colonial quarter was 
no longer the focal point of growth around which the city had expanded 
in concentric rings since 1567. In Caracas, one of the places to which 
this term (Garden City) was loosely applied includes the Urbanización 
El Paraíso (1891-1904), where the patterns for Caracas’ expansion were 
established in the form of the city’s first urbanisations that began with the 
conversion of rural land (haciendas) to be used as residential (real state). 

Furthermore, linear structures intersected the compact city; upper classes 
moved into new sectors along main avenues, and farmers and artisans 
settled along main roads towards the outskirts. Factories and functional 
buildings were established alongside these main routes, what has been 
previously identified as ‘interstitial territories’ (Lévesque, 2013) as part of 
the ‘transitorial landscape’ (González Casas, 2002, Phelps and Silva, 2017), 
creating a sectoral pattern that did not dissolve the concentric ring but 
strongly transformed the functioning of the city. By 1920, the old quarter 
area of Caracas dominated almost the totality of the valley keeping the 
political, administrative, commercial, financial and productive activities in 
the west side; thus, the capital was already well-connected with outer towns 
through a solid road system from Antímano, La Vega, El Valle, Chacao, the 
area of Los Dos Caminos until later reaching Baruta, Petare and El Hatillo 
(Marcano Requena, 1994).

The perimeter of the old quarter areas expanded either by the extension 
of the urban grid –lengthening the streets and adding enclosed blocks 
continuing the orthogonal pattern– or by the incorporation of isolated 
residential schemes in former rural lands, which represented a radical 
change in the urban and social configuration of the city.

After the commencement of the oil boom around the 1920s, private 
investors and urban developers –with strong nexuses with the state– played 
an important role in the expansion of the city: neighbourhood units (NU) 
(also named urbanisations) were conceived as an exclusive mode of living 
in the outskirts based on the glorification of the automobile as a means of 
transportation. 
From the 1920s, Venezuela became the world’s leading exporter of oil 
and isolated urbanisations rapidly spread across the valley, each displaying 

55  However, there is a noteworthy distinction 
between the British and French in the 
incorporation of this model in foreign lands: for 
the former, garden cities had an ostensibly racial 
spatial segregation objective whereas for the latter, 
the model was slightly modified to take the form 
of what was known as ‘garden suburb’. HOME, 
R. 2013. Of Planting and Planning. The Making 

of British Colonial Cities, London, Routledge. 
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Figure 4.67 (left) and 4.68 (right): 
Details of the map of Caracas in 1929. 
Source: Vegas et al. (2015).

Left: New units appear near the old 
quarter areas. 
Right: Quebrada Honda, Santa Rosa 
de Lima, Sarría and Parque de Los 
Caobos.

Figure 4.69: San Agustín Housing 
promotion. Source: Vegas et al. (2015).

Figure 4.66: El Paraíso urbanisation, 
Caracas. Source: Alejandro Lara.
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composition principles such as the urbanisations of Los Chorros, La 
Castellana, Altamira, Los Palos Grandes, Plaza Morelos, Los Chaguaramos, 
Los Caobos, Las Mercedes or San Bernardino (Vegas et al., 2015:56-57). 
This proliferation of these city units had several implications: first, they 
represented a unique and autonomous form across the valley that totally 
contrasted with the colonial model; and second, their street network was 
the one that defined their urban form, not the central square. This is, this 
new pattern was exempt from the past as it differed from the traditional 
grid and envisioned a new mode of inhabitancy.  

Moreover, the establishment of the BO in 1928 as an autonomous 
governmental agency, under the dictator Juan Vicente Gómez, became a 
pivotal institution in the generation of thousands of housing units built for 
the increasing number of working-class residents and migrants arriving to 
Venezuelan cities. The areas of San Agustín, Santa Teresa, Quina Crespo, El 
Conde, Prado de María (1928), the expansion of La Candelaria (1924) or 
Nueva Caracas (1928) were some of the residential additions that responded 
to the urban patterns conceived during this period. Nevertheless, as Judith 
Ewell states in her book ‘Venezuela: A century of Change’ (Ewell, 1984):

“critics alleged that the [Worker’s] Bank simply provided one more means 
for Gómez’s cronies to enrich themselves” (Ewell, 1984:72-73). 

In fact, the dictator Juan Vicente Gómez became the nation’s wealthiest 
citizen until his death in 1935 as “he counted on support from the army, 
the emerging economic elite, the Church, the foreign oil companies, and 
his family and other loyal Tachirenses” (Ewell, 1984:59).
Even though oil brought to the nation multiple benefits, oil prosperity 
was unevenly distributed alongside the territory as most Venezuelans lived 
in poverty: basic needs such as education, health and shelter were mostly 
ignored by the state. 

Growth-by-expansion areas are understood as the macro-territorial units 
that increased the perimeter of the colonial city since the 1830s, either 
by the expansion of the orthogonal grid of old quarter areas or by the 
incorporation of the neighbourhood unit scheme, where the inner street 
network system determines and defines its own urban form. Despite the 
fact areas of growth-by-expansion encompass a multiplicity of forms 
and meanings, the role of the automobile is key to conceive their urban 
configuration and functioning.
Within the growth-by-expansion areas, Herrera Napoleón (2011) identifies 
two typologies that arise as private responses to designing the city under 
the parameters imposed by modernity: ‘multi-family blocks’ [or high-
rise buildings], built as part of large-scale urban projects, and ‘housing 
developments’ understood as variants of the Garden city movement. 
However, this thesis understands growth-by-expansion areas very diverse in 
terms of urban forms and building typologies encompassing from zones of 
isolated quintas, traditional family blocks, multi-family blocks or high-rise 
buildings, some enclosed in large condominiums or gated communities, 
and others emplaced in areas that have organically contributed to extend 
the perimeter of the colonial city.
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Nowadays, the ‘Gran Misión Vivienda Venezuela’ (Venezuela Great Housing 
Mission, GMVV), created in 2011 by Hugo Chávez to solve the continuing 
housing problem of the country, is a grandiose top-down strategy that 
bored similarities to the earlier superblocks solution to eradicate poverty. 
Vast multi-family towers and blocks are built en masse over the territory 
–even creating isolated housing estates inside and outside the city– such 
as the case of Ciudad Caribia, located between Caracas and La Guaira. To 
expose the case of GMVV is relevant at this point because, even though 
architecture is presented in this work as a tool for social betterment and 
urban transformation, the incorporation of GMVV units –understood 
as areas of growth-by-expansion–  exacerbates differences of class and 
status, where urban planning is the most palpable tool used by the state 
to territorialise power. In this case, the idea of inhabiting the city is being 
forced upon large vulnerable groups by governmental (institutionalised) 
planning, at national level.

Areas of growth-by-expansion, compared to other macro-territorial units, 
comprise the vast majority of the AMC and constitute more than the half-
built form of the city, as illustrated in Fig. 4.79. Due to its magnitude and 
complexity, it has been pertinent to group one solid area that encompasses 
all growth-by-expansion areas of the AMC to facilitate its visualisation and 
analysis. The initials of Growth-By-Expansion (GBE) have been used as a 
unique code system to locate and identify this macro territorial unit. 
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Figure 4.70: Family block in Chacao. 
Author’s own imagery.

Figure 4.71: GMVV development in 
Avenida Bolivar. Author’s own imagery.

Figure 4.72: Quinta in Colinas de 
Bello Monte. Author’s own imagery.

Figure 4.73: Gated urbanisation in 
Alto Prado. Author’s own imagery.

Figure 4.74: ‘Cerro Grande’ superblock 
in El Valle. Author’s own imagery.

Figure 4.75: Condominiums in Bello 
Monte. Author’s own imagery.

Figure 4.76: Housing units in Caracas 
centro. Author’s own imagery.

Figure 4.77: GMVV developments in 
Macarao. Author’s own imagery.

Figure 4.78: Isolated quintas in Caracas 
Country Club. Author’s own imagery.
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Figure 4.79: Map of the growth-by-
expansion areas of the Metropolitan 
Area of Caracas. Author’s own 
summary.
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Figure 4.80: Satelital view of the 
growth-by-expansion areas of the 
Metropolitan Area of Caracas. Author’s 
own summary.
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Areas of estates 

During the 1930s and 1940s, the oil boom attracted national and foreign 
migration in Venezuela. The majority of newcomers settled in urban 
centres, a fact that gradually caused a strong increase in the population 
which ensued an agglomeration process that was accompanied by the 
polarisation between low and high income areas, a typical phenomenon of 
the modern industrial city (Borsdorf and Hidalgo, 2005-2009, Marcuse, 
1989). In the next few decades, isolation and exclusivity would be used as 
a growth strategy producing a peripheral ordering based in segregation. 
This growth pattern incorporated the concept of ‘zoning’, which is put into 
practice with the Plan Regulador of 1951 oriented towards the application 
of quantitative controls assigned to the development of the booming 
Caracas. As previously explained, this plan involved the construction of a 
solid road system, the segregation of land uses, and it also incorporated the 
concept of self-sufficient units as key elements of the new urban structure. 

The pace of urbanisation in Venezuela between 1940 and 1970 was the 
most rapid in Latin America (Levine, 1975). Because of the World War II, 
petroleum revenues declined but President Isaías Medina Angarita, a fellow 
Táchira general, used the 1943 oil law to raise the nation’s share of profits 
from the oil industry generating new concessions and a new petroleum boom 
(Heckel et al., 2018). In 1945, Medina’s administration was overthrown by 
a coalition of military officers and civilian political leaders, which marked 
the first assumption of power of a political party, Democratic Action (AD), 
which had the support of the majority of Venezuelan population. During 
subsequent years, a new constitution was approved as well as the launch 
of different reforms: tax decrees, organisation of labour units, support of 
health, housing, industrial, agricultural and education development. These 
reforms culminated in 1948 with a military coup by conservative forces 
which led the nation to be governed by a Táchira military dictator, Marcos 
Pérez Jiménez (Heckel et al., 2018). 

Democratic Action’s reform programs were abandoned in favour of building 
a modern city and enriching the governors’ cupula. This new formal and 
functional vision of the city is manifested by the incorporation of large 
urban complexes that differed in form, aesthetic and function from the rest 
of units. These vast mono-functional areas modified existing networks and 
established its own limits within the city being interconnected by modern 
highways and interchanges. 
By the 1950s, the valley was already occupied and it is during this period 
when Caracas becomes a centrifugal city: growing towards dispersion 
incorporating large mono-functional estates. This is, upper-classes moved 
to suburban areas such as El Hatillo whilst low-income classes occupied 
the available lands near nodes of activity and urban centres. The growing 
polarisation across the valley was the main characteristic of the urban 
development of Caracas. Moreover, the rise of the car industry brought 
spatial and social changes of the urban fabric, particularly in the city centre, 
where new routes required the demolition of run-down areas; thus, the 
demolition of old quarter areas inhabited by residents with lower income 
levels was not coincidental. 
The supremacy of the road network system defined the urban scene of 
Caracas during the 1950s, being ‘Espacio en Movimiento’ (Space in 
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highway network system along with large housing programmes were 
executed directly by the state. Thus, the pavement, the boulevard and 
the plaza were replaced by large and massive avenues and highways56, a 
process that continued during the 1960s with the incorporation of iconic 
interchanges such as La Araña, Cienpiés or El Pulpo. 
Urban planning responded to the urban influences of this period, which 
consisted of the use of zoning tools, plot divisions, and the incorporation 
of mono-functional complexes within the city such as business districts, 
educational, commercial, leisure and military estates based on the model 
of creating separated areas in search of a maximum economic performance. 
Noteworthy examples are Centro Simón Bolívar, Ciudad Universitaria, 
Círculo Militar and Paseo Los Próceres, El Helicoide or La Rinconada (Vegas 
and González, 2000).

In 1958, popular opposition together with the navy and air forces united 
in order to overthrow Pérez Jiménez; for a year, a civilian-military junta 
run the country until Rómulo Betancourt was elected president, who re-
installed democracy. During 1960 and 1963, prosperity returned due to the 
booming of oil but despite a broad development process (modernisation 
of agriculture, health, industry, education…) Betancourt administration 
suffered political unrest and a sharp economic crisis (Heckel et al., 2018). 
The iron ore industries and the launching of a new petrochemical industry 
created popular dissatisfaction, which subsequently moved Rafael Caldera, 
member of the Christian Democrats, to win the elections in 1968. By 
the end of this period, Venezuela improved relations with Latin America 
dictatorships, the Soviet Union and Cuba establishing the control of the 
natural gas industry, achieving the major ownership of foreign banks, and 
declaring a moratorium on the grants of oil concessions. Meanwhile, the 
emerging Caracas kept attracting newcomers in search of employment 
opportunities and better living (Heckel et al., 2018). 

Areas of estates are understood as the macro-territorial unit built from 
the 1940s; these areas correspond to large mono-functional complexes 
that exert enormous influence and impact on its adjacencies differing in 
proportions, uses, densities and urban dynamics. This thesis considers 
that areas of estates can be either recognised as isolated complexes that 
are directly interconnected into the vast highway system or large areas 
that have evolved into specific functional zones and are already integrated 
within the urban fabric such as industrial estates or large facility areas.  

Areas of estates are associated to the functional vision of the city introduced 
by Marcos Pérez Jiménez during the 1950s in order to build a modern city. 
Also, these macro-territorial units can be related to what many scholars 
name ‘inner cities’ or ‘cities within the city’ (Vegas et al., 2015, Klumpner et 
al., 2007, Silva et al., 2015), which correspond to specific mono-functional 
zones of the city, namely:  

“The financial city: Centro Simón Bolívar; The habitational city: Bloques del 
23 de Enero; The educational city: Ciudad universitaria; The military city: 
Círculo Militar y paseo Los Próceres; The commercial city: El Helicoide; The 
gambling city: El Hipódromo La Rinconada” (Vegas and González, 2000, 
Dembo et al., 2004:73-95).

56  Caracas-La Guaira (1950-1953), Caracas-
Valles del Tuy (1958-1967), Autopista de El 
Este or Franscisco Fajardo (1951-1956), El Valle 
(1956-1958), Avenida Miranda (1952-1958) 
crossing the city longitudinally; other avenues 
were built affecting without contemplations 
the central quarter of Caracas: Bolívar (1953), 
México (1954), Fuerzas Armadas (1956-1959), 
Andrés Bello (1956), Libertador (1957-1959) 
and Sucre (1953-1956). Ten years later, the 
highway network system would be completed: 
Autopista del Este, Cota Mil, Prados del Este, 
Avenida Rómulo Gallegos, Intercomunal de El 
Hatillo and Antímano and the Avenida Río de 
Janeiro. IMBESI, G., VILA, E., ALVAREZ, 
R., BALDÓ, J., BLANCO, H., BOLÍVAR 
BARRETO, T., FOLEY, J., LAVEGAS, G., 
LÓPEZ, E., MARCANO, E. E., MARCANO 
REQUENA, F., MARIETTI, P., MARTÍN 
FRECHILLA, J. J., MORAIS, A. L., NAJUL, M. 
V., NEGRÓN, M., PERRI, G., PICCINATO, 
G., RINCONES, M. E., SÁNCHEZ, R. M., 
SEMECO MORA, A., VALLMITJANA, M., 
VILA, M. A. & VILLANUEVA BRANDT, F. 
1995. Caracas. Memorias para el futuro, Italia, 

Gangemi Editore.
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Figure 4.81: Plano Conjunto Ciudad 
Universitaria de Caracas, 1944. 
Drawing by Sandra Fishman. Source: 
Vegas et al. (2015).

Figure 4.82: Aerial view of ‘Ciudad 
Universitaria de Caracas’ in 1954. 
(AE26) Photo: Paolo Gasparini via 
http://www.redfundamentos.com/
blog/es/obras/detalle-135/

Figure 4.83: Caracas Coliseo in La 
Urbina. Currently, it works as PoliSucre 
headquarters (AE50). Source: El 
Estímulo.
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despite its access is not restricted by walls, some still exclude certain groups 
by their position within the city that sometimes can be only reached by 
private transportation. 

Frank Marcano Requena (1994) refers to these areas as ‘empty estates’ 
(polígonos vacíos, in Spanish) which could be associated (from an 
anthropological perspective) to Augé’s non-places:

“the non-place designates two complementary but distinct realities: spaces 
formed in relation to certain ends (transport, transit, commerce, leisure), 
and the relations that individuals have with these spaces” (Augé, 2008:94) 

However, the morphology of the urban structure of Caracas does not show 
empty gaps but areas with an important participation of the void (Herrera 
Napoleón, 2006), what Bauman refers –particularly addressing the 
shopping mall– as areas that emanate ‘action’ not ‘inter-action’ (Bauman, 
2000:97). Concurring with Herrera and Bauman, this is precisely why the 
terminology ‘empty estates’ has not been considered because ‘empty’ could 
be associated to concepts related to invisibility, insignificance or absence.
 
In order to categorise areas of estates, a coding system has been created 
to quantify, name, describe and map these macro-territorial units. The 
initials AE correspond to the abbreviation of ‘Area of Estates’ followed by 
numerals to quantify and locate them on a map. 
As referred in Chapter 3, the aim of this categorisation is not to provide 
a detailed study of the territorial units of the AMC rather to initiate an 
exploratory analysis that will further contribute to identify the in-between 
spaces of the city:

Table 4.3: Classification of the areas 
of estates of the Metropolitan Area of 
Caracas. Each area is classified by a 
code, its name, its function, and the 
municipality it currently belongs to. 

Author’s own summary.

Code  Name   Function Municipality

AE1  Industrial Macarao Industry  Libertador

AE2  Reserva MetroCaracas Transport Libertador

AE3   SEFAR   Industry  Libertador

AE4  Telares de Palo Grande Industry  Libertador

AE5  UD-1 Caricuao  Facilities/ Health Libertador

AE6  Zoológico Caricuao Leisure  Libertador

AE7  La Rinconada  Leisure  Libertador

AE7*  Coche Market  Facility  Libertador

AE8  Fuerte Tiuna   Military  Libertador

AE8*  Industrial Panamericana Industry  Libertador

AE9  La Bandera   Transport Libertador



AE10   Cementerio del Sur  Facility  Libertador

AE11  Instituto Nacional de Deporte  Facility  Libertador

AE11*  Clínica Padre Machado Health  Libertador

AE12  U.C Andrés Bello         Educational/ Health Libertador

AE13   La Yaguara  Industry  Libertador

AE13*  Valle de El Algodonal Health  Libertador

AE14  Hospital Militar  Health  Libertador

AE15  Propatria   Industry  Libertador

AE16  Rafael Vega  Educational Libertador

AE17  Hospital General del Oeste Health  Libertador

AE18  Parque del Oeste  Leisure  Libertador

AE18*  Zona Industrial 23 Enero Industry  Libertador

AE19  NDE Fabricio Ojeda Health  Libertador

AE20   PlantaCantinas PDVAL Facility  Libertador

AE21  Manicomio  Health  Libertador

AE22  El Calvario  Leisure  Libertador

AE23   Monumental Centro Military  Libertador

AE23*  Universidad Católica Santa Rosa Educational Libertador

AE24  Hospital José María Vargas Health  Libertador

AE25  Comando General GNB Military  Libertador

AE26  Universidad Central de Venezuela Educational Libertador

AE27  Los Caobos  Leisure  Libertador

AE28  El Helicoide  Military  Libertador

AE29  Av. Bolívar  Financial  Libertador

AE30  La Salle –La Colina Educational Libertador

AE31  Universidad Simón Bolívar Educational Baruta

AE32  Industrial Baruta  Industry  Baruta

AE33  Centro Empresarial Torre HumboldtFinancial Baruta

AE34  Social Clubs Ítalo-venezolano y asturianoLeisure Baruta
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AE35  Lagunita Country Club Leisure  El Hatillo

AE36  Paseo El Hatillo  Leisure  El Hatillo

AE36*  Cementerio El Hatillo Facility  El Hatillo

AE37  Cementerio del Este Facility  El Hatillo

AE38  CCCT   Financial  Chacao

AE38*  Corpoelec  Industry  Chacao

AE39  La Carlota  Military  Chacao/Sucre

AE40   Parque del Este  Leisure  Sucre

AE40*  La Casona  Government Sucre

AE41  Los Ruices  Industry  Sucre 

AE42  Los Chorros  Leisure  Sucre

AE43   Hospital Dr. Domingo LucianiHealth  Sucre

AE44  Lebrun Industrial  Industry  Sucre

AE45  Palo Verde Industrial Industry  Sucre

AE46  La Bombilla  Industry  Sucre

AE47  Universidad Metropolitana  Educational Sucre

AE48  Terminal de Oriente Transport Sucre

AE49  La Urbina  Industry  Sucre

AE50   Parque Rómulos Gallegos Leisure/Govern. Sucre

AE51  Zona industrial Rincón Largo Industry  Sucre
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Figure 4.84: AE8 Fuerte Tiuna. 
Source: AlbaCiudad

Figure 4.85: AE18 Parque del Oeste. 
Photograph: Jovito Villalba

Figure 4.86: AE50 Rómulos Gallegos 
Park. JoaoAbel Goncalves. Mappio

Figure 4.87: AE2 Industrial area in 
Ruiz Pineda in Macarao. Author.

Figure 4.88: AE7 La Rinconada 
hippodrome. Author’s own imagery.

Figure 4.89: AE28 El Helicoide. 
Cristóbal Alvarado. Source: Getty imagees

Figure 4.90: AE41 Avenida Principal 
de los Cortijos. Source: CCS450

Figure 4.91: AE38 Centro Comercial 
Ciudad Tamanaco (CCCT). Source: 
Noticias24

Figure 4.92: AE26 View of the UCV 
from Plaza Las Tres Gracias. Source: 
CCS450

Figure 4.93 (next pages): Map of the 
areas of estates of the Metropolitan Area 
of Caracas. Author’s own summary.
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Figure 4.94: Satelital view of the areas 
of estates of the Metropolitan Area of 
Caracas. Author’s own summary.
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Areas of uncontrolled development 

Carlos Andrés Pérez, leader of Democratic Action, became president of 
Venezuela in 1973. Following the Yom Kippur war (Arab-Israeli war) in 
1973, Pérez nationalised the iron ore industry in 1975 and the petroleum 
industry in 1976; events that benefitted the country by trebling oil prices. 
This windfall attracted more migration, an increase of imports of food 
and luxury items, a growth of waste and corruption, and the creation of 
a privileged economic elite. Nonetheless, this administration did little 
to alleviate poverty. The stagnation of the economy in the late 1970s 
until the late 1980s was reflected in the city by an increase in inflation, 
unemployment, declination of exports… The government was unable to 
repay foreign debt and this fact caused a loss of confidence in the Venezuelan 
economy moving investors to shift their capital to foreign markets (Heckel 
et al., 2018). 

By the beginning of 1980, there was an urgent need to decelerate the pace 
of urbanisation. As argued by Marco Aurelio Vila in the book ‘Caracas y sus 
cercanías’, the population of Caracas in the 1940s was recorded at 359,225 
inhabitants and the national population at 3,850,771 inhabitants whereas 
in 1990, the urban population of the AMC reached 2,784,042 people 
and the Venezuelan population was estimated at 19,405,429 inhabitants. 
For Marco Aurelio Vila, this data depicts one of the biggest failures of all 
time as the constant growth of the population of the metropolitan area 
is contrary to any urban “humanly functional” planning project (Vila, 
1995:37).

The construction of intra-urban highways across the city brought important 
modifications of socio-spatial patterns; this is, infrastructure played a key 
role as an element of intervention, transformation and rupture of the socio-
spatial equilibrium of the city because its incursion into the urban fabric 
caused evictions, radical changes of the urban landscape, new perceptions 
towards certain areas and the transformation of cultural schemes. 
During this period, the incorporation of large infrastructural projects in 
the west side of the valley affected fundamentally low-income areas whilst 
in the east side, highways were designed to minimise its impact on high-
income areas (Imbesi et al., 1995). Public and natural spaces were vastly 
occupied defining areas that not only differed in social status and class but 
in building typology, basic services, opportunities and accessibility from 
the rest of the city. Despite several attempts were made by the OMPU 
to control the urbanisation process by developing different plans for the 
city in 1972 and 1978 as well as creating several public institutions, the 
city still lacked the fundamental: an urban policy to control and preserve 
public spaces for common uses. 

In 1983, coinciding with the election as president of Jaime Lusinchi, the 
underground mass transportation system was incorporated in Caracas, 
which prevented city paralysis from vehicular congestion fostering mixed-
use corridors and boulevards such as the boulevards of Catia, Sabana Grande 
and Caricuao; new plazas in Chacaíto, Altamira and Petare; fountains and 
gardens in Plaza Venezuela; and the insertion of urban art pieces in the 
public realm which contributed to the beautification of the city. Lusinchi’s 
political party adopted limited austerity measures in order to slow capital 
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oil prices complicated the measures and subsequently, the former president 
Carlos Andrés Pérez returned to power implementing neoliberal economic 
reforms –contrary to statements made during Pérez’s populist campaign–. 
As part of a package of austerity measures announced by Pérez in 1989, 
the most controversial was the elimination of oil subsidies, which had 
long kept domestic prices far beneath international levels and even the 
production costs (Heckel et al., 2018). This measure was manifested with 
an increase in the price of gasoline and transportation which provoked a 
massive wave of protests, looting, riots and massacres that began on 27 
February, known as The Caracazo (further explored). 

In addition to that, the incapability of the state to decrease the urban 
growth brought the decision to split the city into five municipalities, 
already divided in two states. Hence, the OMPU was eliminated in 1990 
and it was substituted by the OLPU (Oficina Local de Planeamiento 
Urbano), annexed to each municipal council (alcaldía), further explained 
in section 4.3.1. Therefore, Caracas not only was divided in two states 
but five municipalities ruled by political will (Marcano, 1995) where five 
mayors and five OLPUs would decide on a city that had to function as one. 
The repartition of the city was institutionalised and, instead of conforming 
an office to control the urban growth for each municipality, it was the 
private sector who delivered sectorial plans (or Planes Especiales) for the 
city. The political ambition re-divided the urban space of Caracas, where 
the city was not managed as a sole entity but by separated municipalities 
demarcated by administrative lines. That is, Caracas was delimited spatially 
and institutionalised municipally. For Marcano, this fact questioned the 
reason of “being a citizen in Caracas” (ciudadano en Caracas): 

“If you live in the Chacao municipality, your behaviour is different, your 
police are different, your city is different, your housing and income are 
different. Here your problems are solved. This could have a psychological 
component of rejection of those citizens who live in a different municipality 
by taking it as a model of urban management”57 (Marcano, 1995:256. 
Author’s own translation).

In 1991, the academics Josefina Baldó and Federico Villanueva approached 
the Ministry of Urban Development in search to financially support the 
international conference “Encuentro Internacional:  Rehabilitación de los 
barrios del Tercer Mundo”58. Finally, the event was held in Caracas in 1991 
and concluded with ‘The Caracas Manifesto’ gathered in the book La 
Cuestión de los Barrios (Baldó et al., 1996). After the celebration of this 
international conference, the Ministry of Urban Development financed the 
program ‘Plan Sectorial de Incorporación a la Estructura Urbana de las Zonas 
de Barrios del Área Metropolitana de Caracas y de la Región Capital’59, later 
called ‘El Plan de Barrios de Caracas’ or ‘The Caracas Barrio plan’, designed 
to be the first comprehensive planning instrument for the improvement of 
areas of uncontrolled development in the country. 

In 1992, Lieutenant Colonel Hugo Rafael Chávez Frías attempted a coup 
d’état against President Pérez, followed by another second attempt led by 
air force officers the same year. In 1994, former President Caldera reached 
power running as an independent, and released the coup leader Hugo 
Chávez from jail before his trial had ended, which made Chávez eligible 

57 “Si vives en el Municipio Chacao, tu 
comportamiento es otro, tu policía es otra, tu 
ciudad es otra, tu vivienda e ingresos son otros. 
Aquí sí se resuelven tus problemas. Esto podría tener 
un componente psicológico de rechazo a aquellos 
ciudadanos que viven en un municipio distinto al 

tomarlo como modelo de gestión urbana”. 

58 The outcome of this conference continues to 
impact the field in Venezuela in terms of policy.

59 In 1995, this Plan received the National 
Research Award in Housing and was published 
in 1998 by the National Housing Council 
(CONAVI). It was led by Baldó and Villanueva 
together with experts in different fields providing 
a framework for the coordinated implementation 

of action plans on different scales.
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to run for president. Meanwhile, ‘The Caracas Barrio plan’ was close to 
70% completion and a summary was prepared to be presented for federal 
funding (one billion US dollars) however, due to the complexity of its 
operation, financing would be released over a fifteen-year period. Thus, ‘the 
Caracas Barrio plan’ required combined efforts from National, Regional, 
and Municipal authorities, including the five municipalities of the AMC; 
a statement that was presented on several occasions to the national 
government with the participation of Rafael Caldera, who was elected on 
a strong socially based agenda. However, as architect David Gouverneur 
states, “the government did not even coordinate efforts to define courses 
of action” (Gouverneur, 2014:57) and despite the Ministry published the 
Caracas Barrio Plan, it did not receive presidential approval, which meant 
the negation of its legal status, federal funding, and institutional support. 

By 1998, Venezuelan population was below the poverty line and Hugo 
Chávez created a coalition party called ‘Movement of the Fifth Republic’ 
(Movimiento V República o MVR) winning the vote in the 1998 election 
becoming president. MVR promised a social revolution by redistributing 
the country’s wealth, rid Venezuela of corruption, support the poor, and 
reduce the power of the elites and upper classes. 
During his first week in office, Chávez named Professor Josefina Baldó as 
the head of the National Housing Council (CONAVI) in order to include, 
for the first time, barrio improvement plans at the highest national priority. 
Josefina Baldó presented ‘The Caracas barrio plan’ and organised a series of 
competitions on barrio rehabilitations even though only a few professionals 
had had experience working in barrios –existing since the 1920s–. Specific 
locations were assigned along with ‘flash courses’ to architects and 
professionals to understand and comprehend the barrio scheme. However, 
the ‘Caracas Barrio Plan’ focused on the internal conditions of barrios and 
was not conceived as a holistic vision for improving the performance of the 
entire city (Gouverneur, 2014:49-60).
In parallel to this plan, military trained personnel –with no experience in 
urban planning– were given the responsibility to manage the programs 
that would receive funding from Baldó’s CONAVI for the construction of 
new social housing projects, which confronted two positions: new housing 
construction for a few versus the improvement of the existing barrios for 
the majority (Gouverneur, 2014:58). In December 1999 –amidst these 
two opposing forces– a disastrous climatic event affected the Venezuelan 
coastline, leaving more than 25,000 casualties, as entire urban areas were 
destroyed. This is, this tragedy meant the end of a visionary program for 
barrio improvements envisioned by Baldó. Consequently, Josefina Baldó 
left CONAVI and public-housing projects (carried out by the Federal 
Government) pushed aside private developers for being “elements contrary 
to revolutionary ideals” (Gouverneur, 2014:59). Under the promise of 
remaking Venezuelan democracy, the Constitution of the Bolivarian 
Republic of Venezuela (CRBV) in 1999 was voted and approved, affecting 
the politico-territorial distribution of the city. 

Chávez’s radical programs for his spending on education, food coupons and 
social services as well as his economic reforms prompted millions to take 
the streets in 2002, causing a clash between protesters and the military, and 
the immediate arrest of Chávez by his own soldiers. Pedro Carmona was 
appointed as interim president but in 36 hours Hugo Chávez was restored 
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gain asylum in the Colombian embassy. 

During this period, Venezuelan economy was severely damaged; oil income 
was used to fund social programs as well as to supply petroleum to Cuba 
and other nations at cut-rate prices. According to the Venezuelan architect 
David Gouverneur, during the fourteen years of President Chávez’s 
mandate:

“the number of new formal homes that were delivered was close to the 
same as those constructed during the 1969-1978 period of the first 
presidencies of Rafael Caldera and Carlos Andrés Pérez combined, when 
the country had a smaller population and oil prices were five times lower” 
(Gouverneur, 2014:59).

As observed in this section, the discovery of oil and its exploitation 
transformed the structure of the city and the state since the late 1920s, 
being Caracas the centre of a capitalist modernisation process. With the 
relatively recent rise to economic power, rural Venezuelans and international 
migrants began to move to the capital in an accelerating trend of rural-
urban migration, occupying the vacant lands that were left out from the 
private market and public initiatives, and started self-building their own 
dwellings to survive into the booming city.

Areas of uncontrolled development (also barrios) represent the sprawl 
and extension of the city from the 1920s that don’t follow any ‘official’ 
urban regulation. The urban pattern of these macro-territorial units is 
characterised by its discontinuity (with respect to the regulated pattern of 
the city), the absence of adequate open spaces, its density, and its difficulty 
to be well-connected to other parts of the city (mainly due to its rugged 
topography). 
Nowadays, two urban patterns can be distinguished within this macro-
territorial unit: one, mature areas which are already consolidated, well-
organised and difficult to differentiate from other city units as they have 
access to opportunities and services and are well-integrated into the city; 
and two, non-consolidated areas, which are instable and still built in very 
poor materials, conformed by disperse social groups and without access 
to basic services and infrastructure. In both cases, however, the scarcity of 
open spaces persists being inner streets and passageways highly valued and 
appreciated by its residents as it is there where community life develops 
(Marcano Requena, 1994).

Despite the fact barrios have existed in Caracas since the beginning of the 
nineteenth century60, it was not until the 1950s, under the dictatorship of 
Marcos Pérez Jiménez, when the first policy of the Venezuelan government 
was undertaken aiming to bulldoze barrios and relocate its inhabitants in 
high-rise superblocks (Ramirez et al., 1991) what it is known as the Batalla 
contra el Rancho campaign promoted by the Banco Obrero (BO). 

Nowadays, the existence of the barrios is already recognised in policy 
making and urban planning although there is still a large gap between 
policy and implementation; and this gap can be explained by the absence 
of an effective urban planning project. In Caracas, barrios have contributed 
to magnify the ghetto effect, sometimes romanticised and some others 

60 Venezuelan scholars such as Henry Vicente, 
Lorenzo González Casas, Orlando Marín and 
Liliana Mundaraín in the article “Visto y no visto: 
el barrio en la cartografía caraqueña” observe that 
by 1887, ‘Sector Las Tinajitas’ already appears 
near the Caracas-La Guaira highway, next to 
the railway station of Caño Amarillo. Jacobo De 
León’s plan (Fig. 4.26. page 149) indicates the 
first public housing interventions in the former 
‘El Teque’ area: a complex of houses for the 
popular class developed during Guzmán Blanco 
regime by Mr. Pedro Vallenilla, who built the 
complex under the executive power in municipal 
land. Although this housing complex –first called 
‘Estado Vallenilla’ and later ‘Caserío Sucre’– was 
located in an area with severe topographical 
obstacles that impeded its connection with the 
rest of the city, it was designed following the 
urban colonial grid. This complex was later 
incorporated as part of La Pastora parish in 1890. 
Other areas such as “Sector El Guarataro” in 
San Juan parish near the railway station in Palo 
Grande, “Quebrada Honda” nearby the station of 
the Ferrocarril Central, and “El Mamón” nearby 
El Portachuelo in an area between the tramway 
station and Carretera de El Valle, evidence a 
new dynamic of growth that is associated to the 
incorporation of new services, infrastructures 
and new modes of massive transportation.  
VICENTE, H., GONZÁLEZ CASAS, L., 
MARÍN, O. & MUNDARÍN, L. 2015. Visto 
y no visto: El barrio en la cartografía caraqueña. 
CABA, Cartografía de los Barrios de Caracas 

1966-2014. Caracas, Venezuela.
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associated to severe nodes of criminality. This is, areas of uncontrolled 
development represent a relevant social scene that might also provoke the 
delimitation, enclosure, lack of transversality, and restriction of access from 
and to immediate territorial units.

In 1962, the Venezuelan government opened Fundacomun, an agency 
to deal with what it was considered an urban problem: the barrios. 
Subsequently, in 1969 it was created the ‘Departamento de Urbanización y 
Equipamiento de Barrios’ associated to the Christian Democratic (political) 
programme in 1969-1974. According to fundacomun, a barrio is:

“any identified settlement located either in the centre or in the periphery of 
a city of more than 20,000 inhabitants, which is the result of the invasion 
of vacant land and has been developed by the initiative and direct effort 
of its dwellers, this expressed in the self-help construction of their houses 
with cheap and waste materials and their subsequent improvement. 
The consequence of this form of development is the absence of basic 
infrastructure, or its insufficiency both in quantity and quality, and a 
disorganized layout. The population in the barrios generally belongs to the 
lowest income and less educated social groups” (Fundacomun, 1978 in 
Ramirez et al., 1991:3). 

The BO became later the INAVI61 (National Housing Institute) that was 
“concentrated on the conventional side of the public housing effort of the 
government” (Ramirez et al., 1991:53). From the 1960s to the 1980s, 
governmental actions concerning the barrios were channelled through 
municipal councils either by using the institutions of the municipalities 
or supporting them by new agencies created for that purpose; Instituto 
Nacional de Obras Sanitarias, the Áreas Marginales group in 1983 with 
the participation of the Ministry of Urban Development (MINDUR), 
Fundacomun, OMPU and the Oficina Regional de Coordinación y 
Planificación were part of an incomplete list of an administrative framework 
linking barrios to the State. 

In 1987, it was approved the Planning Law of 1987 (LOOU) which was 
one of the first instruments in Latin America to give legal status to the areas 
of uncontrolled development. 

[The LOOU was a] “legal instrument that defined the contents of 
different planning mechanisms, and assigned responsibilities that the 
federal and the municipal governments shared” (Gouverneur, 2014:49). 

In 1990, CONAVI was created by the central government and during 
the following years, the state developed an inventory of the areas of 
barrios across the country; nonetheless, the area of Caracas was not 
included (Gouverneur, 2014:49)62. Years later, the Ministry of Urban 
Development unveiled an urban poverty strategy for the city of Caracas, 
which was detailed in the Plan Sectorial de Incorporación a la Estructura 
Urbana de las Zonas de Barrios del Area Metropolitana de Caracas (Baldó 
and Villanueva, 1998). In order to study the impact of the barrios of the 
city and establish a programme of action, architects Josefina Baldó and 
Federico Villanueva established a demarcation system to classify areas of 
uncontrolled development: The Physical Planning Units (UPF) and Urban 
Development Units (UDU). The former consisted of a relatively continuous 

61  In 2005, under Hugo Chávez presidency, 
it is created the Ministerio del Poder Popular 
para Vivienda y Hábitat (MinVH), adjoining 
in 2009 the Ministerio del Poder Popular para 
la infraestructura to conform the Ministerio del 
Poder popular para las obras públicas y Vivienda, 
supressed in 2010. In 2014, under Nicolás 
Maduro regime, the MinVH is fused with the 
Ministerio del Poder Popular para el Ambiente, 
conforming the Ministerio del Poder Popular para 
Vivienda, Hábtiat y Ecosocialismo. Nonetheless, 
seven months later, Maduro reestablish the 
Ministerio del Poder Popular para Vivienda y 
Hábitat and the Ministerio del Poder Popular de 
Ecosocialismo y Aguas. 

62  Among other specific programs formulated 
after the enactment of the LOOU were: 
The Organisation and Incorporation for the 
Strengthening Communities Barrios Program 
(OICCB), initiated in 1992, the National 
Program for the Enhancement of the Barrios 
in 1994 and the Urban Improvement Program 
in the barrios of Caracas, headed by Promueva 
organisation, as an agreement between the 
Venezuelan Government and the World Bank in 
1997.
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inner metropolitan area. These barrios presented urban planning problems 
at large scale related to infrastructure, geological risks, sanitation, services; 
the latter intended to influence localised urban problems at a lower scale. 

Thirty years have passed and the coding system and demarcation lines 
developed by the aforementioned architects is still used by many local 
authorities, institutions and practices across the city to address to these 
macro-territorial units. It is important to take into account that Caracas 
has grown since 1990 and new barrios have appeared within the AMC. 
Moreover, accurate data and cartographic digital information regarding the 
barrios of the city is still difficult to find as each public body, professional 
or urban practitioner uses its own methods to trace demarcation lines, 
codes and rules to intervene into the barrios of the city63. 

This study uses the data provided by the IMUTC as well as data from 
‘CABA, Cartografía de los barrios de Caracas’ (Silva et al., 2015) to map 
areas of uncontrolled development, being the latter a joint effort from 
private companies to detail the urban form, population and growth of the 
barrios of Caracas from 1966 to 2014. 

Following the first logic established by Baldó and Villanueva, this study 
takes the delimitation lines and codes identified by the two architects 
to give continuity to the classification established by CONAVI, as 
well as incorporates other areas identified in the works of  Silva et al. 
(2015). Therefore, in order to map and categorise areas of uncontrolled 
development, a coding system has been used to name and locate these 
units on the map: Physical Planning Units (UPF), Isolated Units (UA), 
Urban Development Isolated Units (UDUA) and Special Units (UE).  

63 As experienced and noticed while working 
as an architect in Caracas, the fact of owning 
an upgraded map of the barrios of the AMC 
is considered a privilege among professionals 
working in the field. Not only because  a few have 
it but data and information are not shared, which 
complicates even more the fact of having a shared 
system accessible to all, exchange information 
between practices,  and promote solidarity 
between professionals and institutions. 
In Caracas, each practice or institutional body has 
its own codes, lines and strategies to map the city. 
As a mode of example, the IMUTC subdivides 
the city by UPFs and UDUs units, sectors and 
macro-sectors; hence, it uses the information 
published on Official Gazettes to map the city; 
the Alcaldía de Caracas has its own methods 
and techniques to map each barrio; or, there are 
architects who work in conjunction with privates 
to map the city and keep their own data for their 
projects. 

Table 4.4: Classification of the 
Plysical Planning Units (UPF) of the 
Metropolitan Area of Caracas. Each 
area is classified by a code, its name, its 
foundation year, and the municipality 
it currently belongs to. Author’s own 

summary.

Code UPF Name  Foundation year  Municipality

UPF1  Ojo de Agua  1921              Libertador
 
UPF2  Catia Noreste  1927  Libertador

UPF3  Cotiza   1937  Libertador

UPF4  Petare Norte  1960  Sucre

UPF5  Catia Oeste  1952  Libertador

UPF6  23 de Enero  1917  Libertador

UPF7  Cementerio Cota905 1923  Libertador

UPF8  Petare Sur  1932  Sucre

UPF9  Antímano  1947  Libertador

UPF10  La Vega   1917  Libertador

UPF11  Valle-Coche  1929  Libertador
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Table 4.5: Classification of the Isolated 
Units (UA) of the Metropolitan Area 
of Caracas. Each area is classified by a 
code, its name, its foundation year, and 
the municipality it currently belongs 
to. Author’s own summary.

UPF12  Las Minas  1947  Baruta

UPF13  Macarao   1947  Libertador

UPF14  Caricuao   1949  Libertador

UPF15  Carretera Vieja Los Teques  1947  Libertador

UPF16*     1915

UPF17*     1935

UPF18*     1927

UPF19*     1907

* UPF outside the Metropolitan Area of Caracas

UPF20*     1939

UPF21  Turumito  1959  Sucre

UPF22  El Carmen  1957  Sucre

UPF23  La Dolorita  1949  Sucre

Code UA Name     Municipality

UA1  Cútira     Libertador

UA2  El Cardón    Libertador

UA3  Providencia    Libertador

UA4  Terraplén    Libertador

UA5  Los Erazos    Libertador

UA6  La Sarría     Libertador

UA7  Pinto Salinas    Libertador

UA8  Santa Rosa    Libertador

UA9  Los Manolos    Libertador

UA10  Chapellín    Libertador

UA11  Quebrada Chacaíto   Libertador

UA12  El Pedregal Norte    Chacao

UA13  El Pedregal    Chacao

UA14  La Manguera    Chacao

UA15  El Bucaral    Chacao

UA16  Bello Campo    Chacao
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* Isolated units built after the legal conformation 
of the UPF

UA25  Capitolio    Sucre

UA26  Barrio Sucre    Libertador

UA27  La Coromoto    Libertador

UA28  El Túnel     Libertador

UA29  El Molino-La Línea   Libertador

UA30  Los Símbolos (León Droz Blanco)  Libertador

UA31  Barrio Los Chaguaramos (under the bridge) Libertador

UA32  Las Brisas de Petare   Sucre

UA33  Kilómetro 12    Libertador

UA34  Bicentenario    Libertador

UA35  Cerro la Cruz    Libertador

UA36  Ecuador     Libertador

UA37  Las Mayas    Libertador

UA38  El Güire- Santa Fe    Baruta

UA39  Naya- Las Minitas    Baruta

UA40  El Placer de María    Baruta

UA41  La Palomera    Baruta

UA42  El Calvario    El Hatillo

UA NF*  La Nueva Fuente    Libertador

UA TO*  Next to Terminal de Oriente  Sucre

UA LT*  La Toma     El Hatillo

UA17  La Cruz     Chacao

UA18  Los Palos Grandes (Pajaritos)  Chacao 
 
UA19  San José     Chacao

UA20  Agua de Maíz    Sucre

UA21  Décima Transversal   Sucre

UA22  La Carlota    Sucre

UA23  Quebrada Tocomé    Sucre

UA24  La Lucha     Sucre
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Figure 4.104 (next pages): Map of 
the areas of uncontrolled development 
of the Metropolitan Area of Caracas. 
Author’s own summary.

Code UE Name  Foundation year  Municipality

UE2  Hoyo de la Puerta  1954  Baruta

Code UDUA Name  Foundation year  Municipality

UDUA-A El Cafetal  1961  Libertador

UDUA-B San Miguel- Campo Rico 1931  Sucre

UDUA-C San Pablito  1947  Libertador

UDUA-D El Onoto  1957  Libertador

UDUA-E La Arenera- Ojo de Agua 1962  Baruta

Table 4.7: Classification of the Urban 
Development Isolated Units (UDUA) 
of the Metropolitan Area of Caracas. 
Each area is classified by a code, its 
name, its foundation year, and the 
municipality it currently belongs to. 
Author’s own summary.

Table 4.6: Special Unit (UE) of the 
Metropolitan Area of Caracas classified 
by a code, name, its foundation year, 
and the municipality it currently 
belongs to. Author’s own summary.
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Figure 4.95: UPF04 Barrio Julián 
Blanco, Petare. Author’s own imagery.

Figure 4.96: UPF07 Barrio La Ceiba, 
San Agustín. Author’s own imagery.

Figure 4.97: UA35 Barrio Altos de La 
Cruz, Macarao. Author’s own imagery.

Figure 4.98: UPF06 Barrio La Silsa, 
Catia. Author’s own imagery.

Figure 4.99: UA17 Barrio La Cruz, 
Altamira. Author’s own imagery.

Figure 4.100: UPF04 Palo Verde, 
Petare. Author’s own imagery.

Figure 4.101: UPF13 Barrio in Las 
Adjuntas, Macarao. Author’s own 
imagery.

Figure 4.102: UA42 Barrio El Calvario 
(medio), El Hatillo. Author’s own 
imagery.

Figure 4.103: UA15 Barrio Bucaral, La 
Castellana. Author’s own imagery.
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Figure 4.105: Satelital view of the areas 
of uncontrolled development of the 
Metropolitan Area of Caracas. Author’s 
own summary.
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4.2.4 Towards the Edge: In-between spaces as a juxtaposition of 
different macro-territorial units

The Plan Regulador of 1951 marked a decisive episode in the conception 
of the city as a whole entity because demarcation lines where formally 
traced between municipalities, parishes, urbanisations, and residential 
units in order to establish norms and areas of action that nowadays still 
confront the urban legacy of the Venezuelan capital. From there, Caracas 
projected an expansive growth across the valley dominated mainly by the 
aggregation of new territorial units that rapidly became new centralities, 
all determined by their own economical production and social structure. 
Undoubtedly, these new incorporations had an impact on the functioning 
and conception of the present city as a whole entity. 

Taking the idea of Foucault’s heterotopia, the Venezuelan scholar Pablo 
Caraballo Correa (2019) conceives Caracas as a heterotopic space and 
identifies ‘symbolic frontiers’ that limit spaces of identity. Caraballo argues 
that the city is formed by different units that are ruled by its own practice 
of use as well as the narratives associated to it, which are materialised by a 
sense of belonging and common memory “differentiated by symbolic and 
political systems of social control” (Herrera Usagre, 2010:113). Caraballo 
assures that even though these ‘symbolic frontiers’ might be permeable, 
their properties still keep the ‘other’ –or the one that does not belong– 
outside; that is, their apparent aperture also focuses on their powers of 
exclusion (Caraballo Correa, 2019:39). 

Heterotopias are often linked to slices in time, called by Foucault as 
heterochronies (Foucault, 1984:6); as Foucault exposes, in the city “there are 
heterotopias of indefinitely accumulating time” (Foucault, 1984a:7) and in 
opposition to these heterotopias, there are those more transitory, precarious 
spaces of time. For Foucault, many sites exist in the modern world to 
record these crossroads of space and time. To explain the heterotopic 
representation of Caracas produced by spaces of incompatible bodies, 
Caraballo (2019) resorts to exposing a dual vision of the city to exemplify 
the socio-temporal understandings of places and people confined within 
these symbolic frontiers such as East and West, malandro (delinquent) 
and sifrino (opulent) or barrio and urbanisation. In this regard, many 
Venezuelan scholars (Herrera Napoleón, 2011, Caraballo Correa, 2019) 
concur that the barrio tends to be represented as a space that belongs to the 
past, to tradition and rurality (associated to the rural-urban migration of 
first settlers) whereas the urbanisation concentrates the ideal of modernity 
and progress (associated to the contemporary citizen); whilst the former 
remains in the past, the latter advances into the future. 

As referred alongside this work, this thesis leaves behind the dual approach 
to understand the city. For this reason, this investigation takes as a 
reference the vision of Giandomenico Amendola (2000) in ‘La Ciudad 
Posmoderna’, where Caracas is understood as a system of fragments, where 
there is no present nor past, but a series of presents, from different ages, 
all autonomous but interrelated, so that, they address to a fractioned and 
changeable audience (Amendola, 2000:78). Therefore, Caracas evidences 
[in its constitution] a map of heterogeneous territorial units (or fragments) 
–each with its own logic and functioning– that all together conform a 
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dominant position in the city’s fragmentation process. The particularity of 
each fragment is that each is manifested in a specific tempo (rhythm) within 
the process of urban configuration of the city. Thereby, the encounter of 
two (or more) different units might cause a tension towards their edges, 
precisely where they both meet. That is, the juxtaposition of different 
macro-territorial units is translated into a spatial and temporal rupture: 
an in-between space. A sort of eventful anachronism, a chronological 
inconsistency that emerges when the encounter with the ‘other’ occurs.
It is precisely in the in-between space where an ‘apparent’ incompatibility 
amongst city fragments is manifested; an apparent incompatibility that is 
led by their visual discontinuity where several logics of spatial organisation 
converge, which occur in tension due to the discernible contrast of their 
compositional elements (Herrera Napoleón, 2006). 

The Venezuelan architect Carola Herrera argues that discontinuity is 
the main characteristic of modern metropolises being manifested in the 
intermediate spaces of the city as a consequence of a drastic change in 
the planning discourse (Herrera Napoleón, 2009:74). Herrera assures 
that the application of masterplans in Caracas developed from the 1930s 
caused discontinuous urban spaces, spatial ruptures or in-between spaces 
“confined amidst two different temporal and spatial fragments” (Herrera 
Napoleón, 2009:74, translated by the author).  

“this confluence [of fragments] defines a new reality that unveils ‘being 
in-between’, an indisputable interstitial condition” (Herrera Napoleón, 
2009:74, translated by the author). 

That is, in-between-ness corresponds to the absence of articulation 
between different fragments; a spatial rupture manifested by unconnected 
loose ends. Thereof, city-built images translate this apparent chaos –
discontinuity, incompatibility and indifference– onto the in-between 
spaces. Similarly, for the Venezuelan scholar Fernando Ferrándiz, Caracas 
is an urban conglomerate that is in a constant process of disfigurement, 
where people’s perceptions draw fragmented realities that are occasionally 
totally unintelligible (Ferrándiz Martín, 2001:63).

The present work argues that contemporary cities are gradually becoming 
the black and white of one world that has difficulties for the admittance 
of its greys; and Caracas serves as the perfect scenario to represent this 
dilemma which relates to polarised and fragmented cities. As illustrated 
in Fig. 4.106, each macro-territorial unit of the AMC has been depicted 
in a solid-grey colour; and, the confluence of the four identified macro-
territorial units generates a greyscale map of solid colours that illustrates 
unresolved blank spaces between fragments. In this regard, Carola 
Herrera’s work focusses on urban hybridisation, seen as a possible solution 
to resolve the unconventional spaces of Caracas under a new system of 
relationships that trigger new socio-spatial dynamics. Herrera proposes a 
combination of formal characteristics at the edges of urban fragments in 
order to contextualise and redesign the intermediate areas. For Herrera, 
these ‘intermediate areas’ are hybrid spaces that not only are understood as 
an evocative fragment of a coherent whole but specific, autonomous and 
significant urban elements within the fragmentation of the city. 
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Figure 4.106: Greyscale map of the 
four macro-territorial units of the 
Metropolitan Area of Caracas. Author’s 

own summary.
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OQ         GBE     

OQ         GBE     

AE             UD

AE             UD

Table 4.9: Modified matrix scheme 
that eliminates the matching pairs. 
Author’s own representation.

OQ         GBE     

OQ         GBE     

AE             UD

AE             UD

Table 4.8: Matrix scheme that  
combines the four macro-territorial 
situations of Caracas. Author’s own 
representation.
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According to the formulations developed in this thesis, in-between spaces 
are understood as innate and inhered city spaces that become manifested 
when different macro-territorial units juxtapose or encounter; so, the in-
between space is the unresolved space amidst different states or situations; 
the borderland that belongs to everyone and no-one. It is key in this work 
to understand that in-between spaces are not conceived as additional units 
or isolated areas because they are already inhered in the urban structure 
of the city. Therefore, in-between spaces are seen as areas of confluence, 
juxtaposition and occurrence, not necessarily delimited and concretised, 
which is what Sandra Pinardi (2006) names ‘espacio de ceguera’ (blind 
space):

[El espacio de ceguera] “es el acontecimiento mismo del espacio, es el espacio-
acontecimiento, el tener lugar de algo (que no es ni el algo, ni el lugar –sitio- 
donde está ubicado). Un espacio originario (acontecimiento fundador de 
nuestros espacios, momento primero de sus posibles transformaciones) que es un 
evento espacial, un momento en el que existir -ser y estar de todos y de todo- se 
espacializa” (Pinardi, 2006:23) 

Pinardi refers to ‘espacio de ceguera’ as the occurrence of the space itself; 
an eventual space where the existence of something is a mode of ‘being 
present’ far from forms and figures. In this regard, it is in the in-between 
spaces where the juxtaposition and the event are spatialized; the in-between 
is not the place where an ‘object’ or an ‘image’ is produced but a flux of 
connections, exchanges and encounters (Pinardi, 2006:23-24). 

What occurs within the in-between spaces, in the occurrence of the 
space, is not structural nor foundational yet original, powerful, dynamic 
and fluid, infinitely modifiable: not rigid nor determined. In-betweens’ 
are spaces that transform, move and change their contexture, thus they 
are open towards new spaces, new orders and organisations. In this sense, 
the heterotopic character of Caracas stems from its formation through 
its heterogeneous fragments that obey different “logics of organisation” 
(Herrera Napoleón, 2011:26). 

According to Ferrándiz Martín (2001), Caracas is understood as an urban 
agglomeration that is in a constant process of disfiguration, where people’s 
imaginaries draw fragmented and unequal worlds (Ferrándiz Martín, 
2001:63 translation and emphasis by the author); others, such as Caraballo 
Correa (2019:40) sustain that Caracas is the real space where incompatible 
realities coexist in tension and conflict. For the architect Frank Marcano 
(2005), the trajectory from what is incomprehensible or chaotic to what is 
formalised or normalised has been historically the instrument to organise 
new realities. Therefore, it is possible to formulate an unconventional 
framework in order to generate a new relational system that encourages 
cohesion amongst city fragments and identifies these transitorily processes. 

Taking as a reference the hybridisation analysis method used by Herrera 
Napoleón (2006) to understand the “unresolved spaces of modern 
cities” (Herrera Napoleón, 2009:75), also referred as unintelligible and 
discontinuous,  it has been designed a framework to identify the in-
between spaces of the AMC through the juxtaposition of two different 
macro-territorial units in order to indicate where different realities merge 
and coexist, losing the assignation of proper meanings of the units they 



OQ         GBE     

OQ         GBE     

AE             UD

AE             UD

Table 4.10: Types of crossings as 
a result of the combination of two 
different territorial units. Author’s own 

representation.

64  Old quarter areas + Old quarter areas, 
Growth-by-expansion areas + Growth-by-
expansion areas, Areas of estates + Areas of 
estates and Uncontrolled development areas + 
Uncontrolled development areas, marked in grey 

in Table 4.8.

65    In this regard, the space amongst two or 
more homogeneous territorial units is understood 

as an interstice, not an in-between space.
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colours but in gradients being in-between spaces of Caracas illustrated 
in multiple shades and variations of grey to understand the city far from 
polarised concepts (Fig. 4.107).  

As discussed, each macro-territorial unit is constituted by multiple inner 
relations, spatial forms and other multiple factors that could give rise to 
infinite in-between conditions. Nonetheless, it is feasible to identify the in-
between spaces of the city of Caracas by creating a matrix scheme combining 
the four macro-territorial units identified, described and mapped earlier 
in this chapter: old quarter areas, areas of growth-by-expansion, areas of 
estates and areas of uncontrolled development. 

Table 4.8 indicates ten alternatives that emerge from combining the four 
macro-territorial units that compose the urban structure of Caracas. 
However, this framework generates four matching combinations64 that 
cannot be considered in-between spaces because their juxtaposition does 
not produce any spatio-temporal rupture; that is, both entities are spatially 
and temporary homogeneous65, which rather indicate the existence of 
an interstice. Therefore, by eliminating the four matching pairs from the 
initial matrix scheme, six combinations have been identified as depicted in 
Table 4.9. 

This conceptual framework represents a standing point for academics 
and urban practitioners in order to (i) identify the in-between spaces of 
any city, (ii) better understand the importance of the in-between spaces 
for the planning and design towards urban togetherness and to (iii) help 
characterise key aspects that either should or should not be considered to 
study the articulation of the city. 

This research sustains that in-between spaces play a vital role within 
the articulation of the city; but articulation can only be achieved if in-
between spaces are traversed or passed across because these areas aim at 
reconcile polarities, hence offer the opportunity to experiment and test 
with new forms, functions and uses. Their spatiality might represent a 
spatio-temporal experience, a sort of liminality, the in-between-ness, 
which becomes the operating system of the articulation process of the city. 
Therefore, the in-between space is not only understood as an evocative 
space of the coherent ‘whole’ but a significant merger that needs to be 
crossed towards the achievement of urban togetherness.

This framework allows the possibility to localise and identify six types of 
crossings alongside the in-between spaces of Caracas that overall, instead 
of division, offer the possibility of connection between two different 
adjoining macro-territorial units (Table 4.10).  That is, it is possible to 
identify spaces that are willing to stitch the territory together, diversify and 
enrich the urban structure of the city, as well as to help conceiving Caracas 
as an urban continuum (Fig. 4.108). 

The recognition of in-between spaces and the acceptance of the importance 
of their crossings implies an alterative culture of the barrier. Even 
though in many cases, in-between spaces are envisioned as loose spaces 
between two different fragments, in some others there could be a clear 



Figure 4.107: Greyscale map of the 
Metropolitan Area of Caracas. Author’s 
own summary.
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crossings of the Metropolitan Area of 
Caracas. Author’s own summary.
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Figure 4.111: Crossing type 1: OQ 
+ GBE. La Pastora. Author’s own 
representation.

Figure 4.110: Photomap of La Pastora. 
Maps application. Author’s own 
representation.

Figure 4.113: Photomap of Petare. 
Maps application. Author’s own 
representation.

Figure 4.116: Photomap of El Hatillo. 
Maps Application. Author’s own 
representation.

Figure 4.109: Iglesia de la Pastora. 
Nicola Rocco.

Figure 4.112: Redoma de Petare. 
Nicola Rocco.

Figure 4.115: El Hatillo aéreo. Alcaldía 
de El Hatillo.

Figure 4.114: Crossing type 2: 
OQ + AE. Petare. Author’s own 
representation.

Figure 4.117: Crossing type 3: 
OQ + UD. El Hatillo.Author’s own 
representation.
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Figure 4.118: Crossing type 4: 
GBE + AE. Chuao. Author’s own 

representation.

Figure 4.119: Photomap of Chuao. 
Maps application. Author’s own 

representation.

Figure 4.122: Photomap of El Valle. 
Maps application. Author’s own 

representation.

Figure 4.125: Photomap of Macarao. 
Maps application. Author’s own 

representation.

Figure 4.120: Urbanización Santa 
Cecilia, La Carlota. Nicola Rocco.

Figure 4.123: Cerro Grande and 
Avenida Intercomunal de El Valle. 

Aérea Estudio.

Figure 4.126: Las Adjuntas. Patio de 
trenes del Metro.  Nicola Rocco.

Figure 4.121: Crossing type 5: 
GBE + UD. El Valle. Author’s own 

representation.

Figure 4.124: Crossing type 6: 
AE + UD: Macarao. Author’s own 

representation.
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and defined element that distinguishes the two units (a wall, a fence, an 
infrastructure…); tangible artefacts that clearly separate two entities that 
are part of the in-between space. 

In relation to this, this thesis sustains that in-between spaces must not be 
associated with the image of the borderline rather, with the image of the 
borderland where the tangible element is an active part of it. This is, the in-
between space must be seen and comprehended as a sort of a Möbius strip 
(Boano and Martén, 2013, Agamben, 1998, 2000) because it solidifies an 
otherwise fluid barrier, which is actually its strongest characteristic. 
In ‘Beyond Human rights’, Giorgio Agamben (2000) studies the status 
of the European space, which incorporates citizens and non-citizens, and 
also exemplifies the case of many Palestinians expelled by the state of Israel 
that find themselves in a sort of no-man’s land (Agamben, 2000:95). The 
Möbius strip concept is used in an attempt to represent a state “in which 
not only the exception and the rule but also the state of nature and law, 
outside and inside, pass through one another” (Agamben, 1998:37), “where 
exterior and interior in-determine each other” (Agamben, 2000:95). 

In this regard, in-between spaces – understood as on a Möbius strip that 
one has to move along and across the strip to discover the ‘other’– create 
dynamic situations of temporary spatiality (between inside and outside), 
and in juridical terms they create a temporary lawless (between law and 
anomie), a term that may imply hostility; an act of mutual awareness in a 
transitory territory that ‘belongs’ to both adjacent parts. In- between spaces 
are a sort of ambiguous zones of indeterminacy “where inside and outside 
do not exclude each other but rather blur with each other” (Agamben, 
2005:23).

In a similar attitude, in-between spaces could be associated to the ‘spaces 
of the threshold’ announced by Stravros Stravrides because, according 
to the author, those spaces exemplify otherness –understanding this 
concept as an act of mutual awareness that can only be assimilated by 
“dwelling on the threshold” (Stavrides, 2016:24)–. Nevertheless, Stavrides 
conceives thresholds as ‘transitory territories’ that belong to neither of 
the neighbouring parts, which indicates that a threshold is an additional 
element of the city, a “spatiotemporal artefact” (Stavrides, 2010:56), close 
to the idea of “urban hybrids” (Herrera Napoleón, 2006, 2014, 2011). 
Even though this work sustains that in-between spaces are inherited parts 
of the city and are not isolated nor additional city units, the vision of 
Stravrides is important in this work because he sustains that the act to 
recognise an in-between space as a division and overcome it without its 
elimination might imply an attitude of negotiation and the acceptance of 
interdependence between both states or fragments, which directly involves 
a relational act. That is what the author defines as “an attitude towards 
emancipation” (Stavrides, 2016) where there is not a new collective identity 
but rather the establishment of the means to negotiate freely between 
existing identities (Stavrides, 2005).

Based on the historical analysis and formation of the macro-territorial units 
analysed in this chapter, in-between spaces represent fluid spaces during 
which crucial differences are suspended when traversed because those 
spaces offer the opportunity to hybridisation, juxtaposition and mixture in 
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The conceptualisation of heterotopia applied to the city of Caracas presents 
a critical groundwork for developing interdisciplinary understandings of 
the in-between spaces as spaces of complex nature. For Foucault, the city 
is a fragmented realm of opportunities and freedoms, in which ‘otherness’ 
becomes a real possibility. In this regard, Caracas can be a city composed 
by many heterotopias not only being a space with several places of/for 
the acceptance of difference but as a means of escape from these other 
meanings. Nowadays, fifty years after Foucault’s text ‘Of Other spaces’ 
(1984), the AMC has become a network of networks configured by 
different macro-territorial units that are inhabited by people with different 
lifestyles and subcultures. In this sense, in-between spaces become the 
common ground where space is used and produced in a different manner 
suffering modifications and alterations of use and function that directly 
affect its urban perception.  

Similarly to what it was argued by Thomas Sieverts (2003) when 
conceptualising the Zwischenstadt, in-between spaces of Caracas have 
remained invisible and unattended for centuries as traditional planning 
methods have not been able to validate those realities in their discourses, 
being absorbed by masterplans and urban visions from the past, representing 
the city as an agglomeration of permanent solid colours separated by lines. 
However, in-between spaces have always existed –in one way or another– 
being in constant mutation and transcending through time, adding 
valuable attributes that may contribute to understand the city-making 
process. This is precisely why in-between spaces offer the possibility to 
accomodate change, where new readings and visions of the city ocurr, thus 
contributing actively into the process of articulation. 
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The analysis of the existing relation of the in-between spaces with urban 
togetherness provides fascinating insights with references to different 
theoretical backgrounds (Caldeira, 2000, Sennett, 2008, Simmel et al., 
1997, Marcuse, 2003, Sabatini, 2006, Sabatini et al., 2001); hence drawing 
on the metaphor of the Möbius strip (Boano and Martén, 2013, Agamben, 
2005) facilitates the understanding of social and spatial relations in the 
edges of city fragments in a fluid manner. 
Fragmentation, oppositely related to urban togetherness, is used in this 
section as a theoretical framework to explore the reciprocal relationship 
between the territory and social exchange, which is named in this thesis as 
people-and-place relationships. 

In Latin America, particularly in Caracas, socio-spatial segregation is 
associated to issues related to cultural, political, spatial or economic 
differences found in the (in)tangible elements of the urban landscape which 
might include isolation, enclosure, fear, clash of ideas and behaviours, 
environmental risks, mistrust, among many others. Therefore, the 
discourse to approach this concept might include terms such as hybridity, 
commonality, inclusion, and memoires of a shared history. As stated by 
Peter Marcuse:

“the post-modern condition has left a new partitioned city where urban 
chaos goes along with the fragmentation of the city that is far from 
random” (Marcuse, 2004:84). 

As analysed in section 4.2, the AMC is understood as a fragmented 
agglomeration that has been built according to specific requirements from 
those in power which has rapidly led into an apparent incompatibility 
of its parts; a sort of conglomerate of different macro-territorial units 
that are separated by both physical, perceived and ‘symbolic frontiers’ 
(Caraballo Correa, 2019). Therefore, the urban life is ordered and defined 
by tangible and intangible divisors that can be man-made (walls, fences, 
infrastructures...), natural (water elements, orography…) or symbolic 
(related to imaginary and perceivable associations). 

The presence of both physical and invisible lines separating different [social] 
groups carries the idea of what is termed as a “bounded solidarity” (Portes 
and Sensenbrenner, 1993) between people who develop an inner bond, 
which can be also understood as a ‘communal unsociability’ (Zubillaga, 
2013) in opposition to what is outside, sharing the same social, territorial, 
or ethnic status. The outcomes of this urban and social process of separation 
from the other result into partitions that break previous forms of order and 
coexistence, together with well-established urban structures. Hence, this 
fact makes citizens feel either comfortable or constrained in the city.

The interest of this thesis lies particularly in the comprehension of this 
effect in the urban environment, the consequences on the social life and the 
entanglement of the situation that is produced when a macro-territorial unit 
encounters with another, particularly in relation to space production and 

4.3 Fragmentation as a threat to urban togetherness
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contributes to build an articulated city or on the contrary, to increase 
‘social distances’? How the common ground is produced, transformed 
and conceived? What aspects have contributed to assign barriers, secured 
territories and symbolic frontiers?   

“The mixture of difference and indifference can be treated as a sign of 
malaise, or as a positive. Viewed negatively, the evidence of my walk is of 
fragmentation; viewed positively, as a gathering of information. On the 
negative side, I suffered from the lack of social cohesion; on the positive 
side, I was stimulated by places where I do not belong and people who 
were not like me. In sociological jargon, “social distance” was my negative 
problem, while this same social distance provided me, positively, a sense 
of freedom and comfort in the midst of strangers; I was attentive but not 
involved. In planning terms, here are two different goals for what should 
happen at the membrane/border between communities in the city: on 
the one hand, the effort would be to diminish differences at these edges 
through social exchange; on the other, the goal would be exposure to 
difference, awareness of it” (Sennett, 2008:15, 2017).

By exploring the AMC, this section delves into the early antecedents 
that have participated in tracing lines across the territory, which will help 
to explain the current Caracas governance framework and understand 
not only how the city is managed but also how power is distributed 
alongside the valley. This section explores the territories of the AMC 
that deploy some sort of difference and distinction such as natural lands, 
administrative delimitations, (in)secured zones, or spaces that have 
accommodated infrastructures of movement. By analysing these territories 
and overlapping them with the in-between spaces identified in Fig. 4.108, 
it will be showed that territories that deploy division and separation not 
necessarily are in-between spaces although all in-between spaces denote 
some sort of division. Moreover, in this section it is exposed the idea that 
each in-between space is different in a sense that each has its own specific 
attributes, connotations and functions that depend on how its adjacent 
parts interact. This interaction and exchange will play an essential role in 
the definition and comprehension of each in-between space. 

4.3.1 Early antecedents to territorialise power

Administrative demarcations

Prior to the Federal War, Venezuela was divided into provinces but it was 
between 1863 and the early 1900s, when the country suffered numerous 
territorial changes including the merger and division of states. The most 
significant event was the creation of the Federal District in 1864 originally 
formed by three cantons: Caracas, Maiquetía and La Guaira. Later in 1881, 
cantons were renamed ‘Departamentos’ so that Departamento Libertador 
encompassed the area of Caracas; Departamento Aguado had its capital in 
Maiquetía, and Departamento Vargas in La Guaira. 
After the ‘Constitución de los Estados Unidos de Venezuela’ of 1909, 
the country was constituted by twenty states66, two federal territories 
(Amazonas and Delta Amacuro) and one federal district. As a result, 

66   Anzoátegui, Apure, Aragua, Bolívar, 
Carabobo, Cojedes, Falcón, Guárico, Lara, 
Mérida, Miranda, Monagas, Nueva Esparta, 
Portuguesa, Sucre, Táchira, Trujillo, Yaracuy, 

Zamora y Zulia.
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entered the twentieth century, the valley of Caracas was crosscut by several 
administrative divisions broadly separated into two entities: The Federal 
District67 (FD) to the west and north, and the Miranda State to the east 
and south. This territorial arrangement meant the creation of an intangible 
line that divided the valley in half not only differentiating two separate 
political and administrative entities but generating symbolic meanings 
towards the territory and its people.  

Further constitutions and reforms were approved in the country but it 
was in 1964 when Venezuelan Departamentos were renamed Municipios 
(municipalities); therefore, the FD was constituted by the Libertador 
municipality and Vargas municipality (Bolívar, 2010). 

The Reforma de la Ley Orgánica de Régimen Municipal of 1989 (Law of 
Municipal Regime, LORM) introduced political decentralisation and 
fiscal federalism in order to change the institutional structure of local 
governance. This reform established the direct election of governors 
(with the exception of the Federal District), the increase of municipal 
autonomy, and the creation of the Mayor figure –by direct election– as 
an executive instance of the municipal power. Nevertheless, the LORM 
deployed immediate consequences that affected the metropolitan area such 
as the fragmentation and proliferation of municipalities which exacerbated 
urban problems in regards of metropolitan responsibilities, coordination 
and political tensions. 
The process of direct election of mayors and governors initiated in the 
area that comprised the city of Caracas; subsequently, the figure of the 
Sucre District was eliminated (INE, 2013, Negrón, 1995) as well as the 
Metropolitan Urban Planning Bureau (OMPU) and the Metropolitan 
Police, which was sustained by the former. As a result, independent Local 
Offices of Urban Planning (OLPU) were created in each municipality of 
the metropolitan area without any formal coordination amongst them 
(Negrón, 1995:127, Paiva, 2001, Marcano, 1995). This is, five mayors and 
five OLPU’s would decide on a city that had to function as one. This fact 
generated a lack of cohesion and cooperation between city entities where 
the metropolitan vision of Caracas disappeared. 
Even though the LORM might indicate a more direct participation towards 
city interests in its municipalities, this reform was seen as incomplete 
because it only pursued to resolve the accountability of the government 
(Paiva, 2001).

According to the Venezuelan architect Marco Negrón, the metropolitan 
Caracas was considered an area with diffuse and imprecise limits as 
two governors and nine mayors ruled within its jurisdiction in 1989 
(Negrón, 1995:126-127). By 1989, the area included the municipalities of 
Carrizal, Cecilio Acosta and Los Salias of the Miranda State and partially, 
the municipality of Vargas of the Federal District (Negrón, 1995:126). 
Furthermore, the Departamento Libertador of the Federal District became 
a municipality and the Sucre District of the Miranda State subdivided into 
four municipalities that also requested their autonomy: Baruta (1989), El 
Hatillo (1992), Sucre (1989) and Chacao (1992) (see Fig. 4.127). 

As exposed by Elena Marcano (1995:251-252), the urban authority 
dissolved itself into politics. Similarly, Marta Vallmitjana (1995) argues 

67 The Federal District was composed by 
two departamentos: Departamento Libertador 
(including the city of Caracas and its foreign 
parishes: El Valle, El Recreo, Antímano, 
Macarao, La Guaira, Maiquetía and Macuto) and 
Departamento Vargas.
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delegation of the national power in a specific area of the valley, which 
implied a decrease of autonomy for the inhabitants confined within its 
administrative demarcation. That is, according to Vallmitjana, the FD is 
justified only by capital demands. 
It is relevant to mention that the Venezuelan state system is federal, which 
means that supreme governing bodies of national power seats cannot be 
placed in other jurisdictions but in the Federal District; a sort of a no-
man’s land where the national power exerts total domination (Vallmitjana, 
1995:138).

After the Constitution of 1999, Venezuela was organised into twenty-three 
states (divided in 335 municipalities), a Capital District (former Federal 
District) and a small group of islands known as the Federal Dependencies.
 
In a regional scale, a new politico-territorial organisation defined a 
Metropolitan Region of Caracas (RMC) –also named Greater Caracas 
(GC)– which included three different entities: Vargas state, Capital 
District and part of Miranda state (Fig. 4.128). The term Greater Caracas 
(GC) was introduced to refer to the urban agglomeration that covers the 
Metropolitan District of Caracas and the adjacent municipalities over 
Miranda and Vargas states. However, the Greater Caracas figure is neither 
limited by any political demarcations nor officially represented in the 
government although, conceptually, it is still used to refer to an area that 
surpasses the Metropolitan Area of Caracas (Vila, 1995, Barrios, 2001, 
Caraballo Correa, 2019). 
In a metropolitan scale, the city of Caracas was comprised within the 
Metropolitan Area of Caracas (AMC) defined by five municipalities: El 
Hatillo, Baruta, Chacao, Sucre and Libertador; whilst the first four belong 
to the Miranda State, the latter belongs to the Capital District. That is, the 
metropolitan area was divided into five municipalities and two different 
states (Fig. 4.129). 
In a local scale, the AMC was divided into local parishes (parroquias) 
understood as politico-administrative municipal areas (IMUTC, 2012). 
(Fig. 4.130). Thereby, the city can be defined by its two states, five 
municipalities and thirty-two local parishes, each of which is also divided 
by additional administrative demarcations (Fig. 4.131).  

Whereas the administrative lines that divide states, municipalities and 
local parishes of the AMC are formally and officially defined, additional 
partitions are traced by other metropolitan institutions such as the recently 
abolished Instituto Metropolitano Urbanismo Taller Caracas (IMUTC, 
2012). This institution, part of the former Alcaldía Metropolitana, sub-
divided the AMC into ‘macro sectors’ and ‘sectors’. These demarcations are 
neither accurate nor regimented among the five municipal local authorities, 
which evidence a certain lack of interdependence between entities. Hence, 
the need to split and sub-divide local parishes into sectors demonstrates 
not only the desire from public authorities and institutions to demarcate 
the city but to classify city areas in order to exert some sort of control and 
power over specific territories68.

The administrative demarcations of Caracas are not aleatory as these 
intangible lines are traced over the space throughout time to territorialise 

68  It is relevant to mention that IMUTC data 
does not match with other municipal sources 
(for instance, Alcaldía de El Hatillo, Alcaldía de 
Chacao and Alcaldía de Caracas). As facilitated 
while visiting the IMUTC office in Caracas in 
2016, this institution had its own geographic 
information system (GIS) that is rarely shared 
with all municipal authorities of the AMC. As 
explained to me while my visit, this institution 
upgrades their city maps by checking the 
coordinates published in Official Gazettes, which 
demonstrates again the lack of coordination 
and communication between city entities. 
Furthermore, it is important to mention that 
each institution works with different cartographic 
versions of the city, and the majority of which 
have not been upgraded since the 2000. As this 
chapter pursues the compendium of the city in a 
Metropolitan scale, this study has taken the data 
provided by the IMUTC being aware that some 

data might differ from other municipal sources.
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Figure 4.127: The limits of the 
metropolitan area of Caracas in 1989. 
Drawing by Negrón (1995:127).

Figure 4.128: Metropolitan Region of 
Caracas. Author’s own representation. 

Figure 4.129: Area Metropolitana 
de Caracas (AMC). Author’s own 
representation.
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lines: States, Municipalities and 
parishes. Author’s own representation.

Figure 4.131: Parish sub-divisions 
based on data provided by the IMUTC. 

Author’s own representation.
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[political] power. In this regard, authorities intervene in the territory 
to establish a different set of rules and interpretations that generate 
a multiplicity of layers and ambiguous dynamics that contribute to 
distort the reality of the city in itself. Particular examples are the cases 
of Chacao and El Hatillo municipalities, where “many residents consider 
Chavista politics at the national level a threat to citizens’ rights, and these 
communities employed local democratic practices to determine the terms 
of local Caraqueño citizenship” (Harrison-Conwill, 2011:175). 
In ‘Caracas. Memorias para el futuro’ (Imbesi et al., 1995), many authors 
argue that the heterogeneity of the agglomeration of the metropolitan area 
is yet another problem of Caracas, exemplified in the two aforementioned 
municipalities, which are relatively small and wealthy in comparison 
with Libertador and Sucre municipalities, larger and poorer. Hence, the 
lack of coordination between municipalities is translated into evident 
fractures towards inequality, distributed across the valley. Despite Caracas 
is considered (in terms of size) as an intermediate metropolis –if compared 
with other Latin American cities– the Venezuelan architect Marco Negrón 
(1995) argues that the common discourse from Caracas’ inhabitants refers 
to the monstrosity and lack of governance in its metropolitan area.

As further discussed in this thesis, the assignation of administrative 
demarcations has also reinforced the empowerment of local identities 
–what has been termed ‘bounded solidarity’–, a factor that somehow 
contributes to reinforce fragmentation. Referring to fragmented cities, 
Peter Marcuse (2004) states: 

“some divisions, in part, are functional, (…) but other partitions of the 
city only reflect (and strengthen) the social relations that produce the 
functioning of the city” (Marcuse, 2004:59). 

In this sense, the partition of the city depends on multiple phenomena 
related to the physical, functional and social aspects of the space. The 
comprehension of the spatial and social effects of the administrative 
demarcations of Caracas encompasses the formation of imaginaries that, 
in one way or another, offer different connotations and classify people and 
territories by class, status, political beliefs and behaviours. Particularly, 
the ‘east’ and ‘west’ differentiation appears in the collective imaginary of 
Caraqueños, who identify themselves by events, causes as well as one’s place 
of residence. 

As exposed by many graffiti writers featured in the book ‘Mural y Luces’ 
(Ejército Comunicacional de Liberación, 2011), the geographic ‘West’ of 
Caracas is associated with exploitation and chaos whereas the geographic 
‘East’ with wealth and order; this is, the condition of the West is to be 
oppressed, always brave and contestant in defence of its rights whereas the 
condition of the East is to be oppressive, always brave and contested in 
defence of its privileges (Ejército Comunicacional de Liberación, 2011:15). 
That is, East and West is not only about geographical limits but cultural 
and political imaginaries: 

“the easterner demographic unit of the city is Petare, and Petare is West” 
(Ejército Comunicacional de Liberación, 2011:15, translated by the 
author). 
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extended in the imagination across the valley as it is a status that locates 
ones above others (i.e. rich vs. poor or oppressive vs. oppressed) through 
connotations of class, in symbolic contraposition of the ‘west’: 

“En la medida que el “Este” y el “Oeste” se restituyen como espacios heterotópicos, 
mutuamente ininteligibles, sus identidades proyectan posicionamientos 
radicales frente a los otros como enemigos” (Caraballo Correa, 2019:45).

Even though there is not a physical demarcation that clearly distinguishes 
east and west, many authors detect a ‘meridian line’ –coinciding with the 
politico-administrative demarcation traced to differentiate the Capital 
District and the Miranda State– that serves as a borderline to differentiate 
both entities. This meridian line works as a north-south axis that is 
associated to political, cultural and socio-economic factors that impede an 
organic functioning and comprehension of the city as a whole, deploying 
nothing but differentiation. 

The Venezuelan critic Mariano Picón already envisioned the existence of 
‘meridian lines’ traced over the territory when pursuing to find the core of 
the polis, impermanent over time:  

“El movimiento y color de la ciudad se reparte en varios meridianos. Hay 
todavía lo que queda de ciudad vieja en las calles adyacentes a la Plaza Bolívar. 
El límite de las dos Caracas se fijaba hasta hace pocos años en el añoso parque 
de la Misericordia más allá del cual comenzaban las calzadas más amplias, que 
se empezaron a edificar por 1930. Entre la Caracas tradicional y el “Country 
Club” o los Palos Grandes –lejanas urbanizaciones en la década del 30 al 40– 
mediaban haciendas y trapiches (...) Ahora las avenidas de Sabana Grande 
y la Miranda enlazan ya los extremos (...) El prolongamiento oriental de la 
ciudad invade el Estado Miranda; se tragó los antiguos burgos mirandinos 
como Sabana Grande, Chacao y Petare, donde los caraqueños de hace apenas 
dos décadas iban a “temperar”; ocupa otros pueblos laterales como Baruta y El 
Hatillo (...) Quizás el mayor problema de la gran urbe en proceso es la falta de 
un eje central (...) ¿Cuál es el verdadero centro de Caracas? Hasta 1930 ó 1935 
parecía la Plaza Bolívar (...) Después se pensó que iba a ser el parque de Los 
Caobos (...) En 1945 otro núcleo quiso establecerse en la plaza de “El Silencio” 
desde donde partiría la Avenida Bolívar. Cinco años después había surgido 
un nuevo meridiano en la Plaza Venezuela (...) Quizás para 1960 el eje 
imaginario habrá que correrlo hasta la Plaza de Altamira. Y por el momento 
Caracas es como una confederación de burgos y urbanizaciones separadas por 
árboles, túneles, quebradas y colinas” (Picón Salas, 1987:138-139).

Additionally, the existence of ‘parallel lines’ are also identified in the city, 
which are materialised as physical axes that cross Caracas from east to west, 
represented by the Francisco Fajardo highway (man-made infrastructure) 
and the Guaire river (natural infrastructure). Nonetheless, many scholars 
(Rebotier, 2011b, Ferrándiz Martín, 2001, Caraballo Correa, 2019) 
appoint ‘Avenida Francisco de Miranda’ and the subway line (both, man-
made infrastructures) as an east-west axis that connects both ends of the 
valley. 

Particularly, the scholar Julien Rebotier refers to an east-west axis, called 
‘parallel line’, that structures both ends of the city in relation to urban 
functions, densities, population and socio-economic statuses69. As Rebotier 

69   For a more detailed information: 
REBOTIER, J. 2011. Security practices and 
inequalities in Caracas. New drivers for an old 
logic?  [Online]. justice spatiale | spatial justice. 

Available: http://www.jssj.org



70  INE distributes population over 5 categories 
from A (richest) to E (poorest).
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(2011) points out in his analysis of Caracas based on the data provided 
by the National Census (INE, 2013, Rebotier, 2011b, IMUTC, 2012), 
high-density over-representation of poor populations are located in the 
western part70 of this segment whereas in the eastern part densities are 
lower and populations are richer. The centre-west area of this ‘parallel line’ 
presents a greater socio-economic heterogeneity (residential, infrastructure, 
industry, transportation) precisely where the foundational city and the first 
expansions occurred. Conversely, in the eastern segment (excluding the 
area of Petare), the socio-economic homogeneity of the population appears 
much greater, predominating among other functions, the residential 
(IMUTC, 2012). This is, according to Rebotier, the socio-economic 
distinction of the city is emphasised by this parallel line that differentiates 
territorial urban functions. 

The current legal framework of Caracas governance 

After the revision of administrative demarcations and the myriad of 
meanings, imaginaries and layers deployed on the territory, it is important 
to further comprehend the current form of governance framed under the 
present Bolivarian Revolution ideology, introduced by Hugo Chávez after 
1999.

Despite Caracas is the capital of Venezuela and the seat of government, the 
Venezuelan architect Penélope Plaza states that “there exists long standing 
discrepancies in the relationship between Caracas legal institutional 
framework and its territorial organisation” (Plaza, 2016:66-67). In a 
similar vein, Venezuelan urbanist María de los Ángeles Delfino exposes that 
Caracas is a city with a structural deficiency in institutional organisation, 
with a complex, disperse and vague legal political framework  (2001:36). 

As previously mentioned, the new Constitution of the Bolivarian Republic 
of Venezuela (CRBV) of 1999 promoted by that time by the recently elected 
president Hugo Chávez, substituted the figure of the Federal District (now 
Capital District) and stipulated the creation and definition of seventeen 
juridical political-territorial entities to define Greater Caracas (GC).

The Metropolitan District was outlined by the ‘Law of the Metropolitan 
District of Caracas’ (LEDIMCA) encompassing the geographical 
space of the valley of Caracas; thus, the Alcaldía Metropolitana –with 
a Metropolitan Mayor as its elected authority– was created to ensure a 
more coherent confrontation of common problems and to provide a more 
efficient provision of services within the AMC. Nonetheless, the CRBV 
of 1999 did not define explicitly the political boundaries of the capital 
city, whether the space of the Capital District occupied the totality of the 
valley, if it was limited to the colonial grid of the old quarter of Caracas or 
by the boundaries of the former Federal District (Delfino, 2001:81, Plaza, 
2016). In fact, as stated by Delfino, “for ten years, the Capital District 
only existed on paper” (Delfino, 2001:42) and it was not until 2009 when 
it was created the ‘Special Law for the Organisation and Regime of the 
Capital District’ and was put into effect (in Plaza, 2016:68). 



State  Area   Municipality Capital

Capital District Distrito Capital  Libertador Caracas

Miranda  Distrito Metropolitano Baruta  Baruta
  de Caracas
     Chacao  Chacao

     El Hatillo El Hatillo

     Sucre  Petare

  Conurbación Altos Carrizal  Carrizal
  Mirandinos
     Guaicaipuro Los Teques

     Los Salias          San Antonio Los Altos

  Conurbación  Plaza  Guarenas
  Guatire-Guarenas
     Zamora  Guatire

  Conurbación Valles Bolívar  Yare
  del Tuy
     Independencia Sta. Teresa del Tuy

     Lander  Ocumare del Tuy

     Paz Castillo Sta. Lucía del Tuy

     Rojas  Charallave

     Urdaneta  Cúa

Vargas  Litoral Varguense  Vargas  La Guaira
 

During the second mandate of Hugo Chávez (2007-2012), the territorial 
equilibrium in the AMC was outlined in the ‘First Socialist Plan for the 
Economic and Social Development of the Nation 2007-2013’ that included 
the Five Motors of the Bolivarian Revolution, summarised as follows: 

 1. Ley Habilitante; It enables Law to give special powers to the 
President to legislate. It was named ‘the law of the laws’ that granted Hugo 
Chávez all legislative powers to reform laws and create new ones.

 2. Reforma Constitucional; Reform of the Constitution of the 
Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela of 1999 to expand control and power over 
the oil and gas industry to consolidate Hugo Chávez as the embodiment of 
the New Magical State, whilst insisting on creating an alternative model to 
reorganise the territory (Chávez, 2007:65).

 3. Exposición del Poder Comunal; Exposition of the Communal 
Power, which consisted in the implementation of a Socialist State and 
consolidation of the Communal State, a socialist democracy.
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and capitals of the Greater Caracas 
(GC). In colour, it is highlighted the 
Metropolitan Area of Caracas (AMC). 

Author’s own summary.
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 4. Educación Moral y Luces; Lights and Morals Education, which 
is a national plan of moral, political, economic, and social education.

 5. Nueva geometría del Poder; A new geometry of power that 
is associated with the reform of the politico-territorial divisions [in the 
second motor], proposing a way to re-distribute political, social, economic 
and military powers over the spaces of the country, according to the new 
socialist order (Chávez, 2007:67). 

Referring to this fifth motor, Hugo Chávez questioned: 

“¿Cómo lograr una relación simétrica o una ampliación del poder político, del 
poder económico, del poder social, del poder militar, a lo largo y ancho de todo el 
territorio? Ahí tenemos muchas deudas, regiones que están muy apartadas muy 
olvidadas, disminuidas, atrasadas. (…) Hay alcaldías o municipios que tienen 
una extensión de territorio gigantesca, hay otros que tienen poco territorio y 
están súper poblados, (…). Hay que comenzar por los pequeños detalles, por 
desmontar los privilegios, las malas costumbres del estado liberal burgués” 71.

This ‘new geometry of power’ was ideated to associate political, economic, 
social and military powers to the space. That is, instead of the decentralisation 
of powers, this new politico-territorial strategy was imposed over the space 
based on a top-down strategy able to reduce competences, functions and 
resources to governors (of states) and Mayors (of municipalities), stressing 
political differences between chavistas and opositores and directly entangle 
territory with politics.  

A relevant fact that showcased the exacerbation of power from the state, 
was that in the elections of November 2008, opposition mayoral candidates 
won four of five Caracas municipalities, the office of the Metropolitan 
Mayor, and the governorship of the surrounding state of Miranda (Valencia, 
2015:98). And, subsequently, these events moved Hugo Chávez to create 
in 2009 a new figure called ‘Chief of Government of the Capital District’ 
in order to govern primarily over the Libertador Municipality; this figure 
was named directly by the President of the Republic, whose functions were 
carried through the National Assembly. Thereby, the ‘Chief of Government 
of the Capital District’ limited the functions of the Metropolitan Mayor to 
oversee the four municipalities with elected opposition authorities in order 
to guarantee that local government plans are aligned with Hugo Chávez’s 
National Development Plan for the Nation (Plaza, 2016). The creation 
of this new figure (elected directly by the President of the Republic) 
undermined the authority of the Metropolitan Mayor (elected by popular 
vote) since its functions were to coordinate the five municipalities of the 
Metropolitan Area of Caracas. 

In December 2017, both the Metropolitan District of Caracas and the 
office of the Metropolitan Mayor (and so, the IMUTC) were eliminated 
by president Nicolás Maduro through an irregular National Constituent 
Assembly, which makes even more deficient the prospect to coordinate 
metropolitan services. The Venezuelan urbanist Zulma Bolivar, president of 
the former Instituto Metropolitano de Urbanismo Taller Caracas (IMUTC), 
assures that the problems of managing the metropolis are complex and 
severe72 as all powers are generally managed and conditioned by a sole 
entity. In a similar vein, Marta Vallmitjana appointed in an interview to 

71 VENEZUELA, G. B. D. 2007. 5 Motores a 
máxima revolución… ¡rumbo al socialismo! In: I, 
M. P. E. P. P. P. L. I. (ed.) 1 ed. Caracas: Gobierno 
Bolivariano de Venezuela.

72   Notes taken from an interview with Zulma 
Bolívar in August 2016 at former IMUTC offices.
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“there are only comunas that equal to Central government” (Carvajal, 2018 
translation from the author). 

All these actions and events, continually remind and manifest the power of 
the State over the territory and functioning of the city. 

Figure 4.132 illustrates the current administrative demarcations 
encountered in the AMC, which are superposed with the in-between 
spaces previously identified. 
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Figure 4.132: Spatial superposition of 
administrative demarcations and the 
in-between spaces of the Metropolitan 
Area of Caracas. Author’s own 

representation.
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4.3.2 Territorialisation of (in)security 

Coloured zones & Zonas Rojas

During the mid 1980s, a fall in oil prices caused an economic crisis in 
Venezuela, which accrued significant levels of debt. In the elections of 
1988, the Democratic Action party (AD) remained in power and Carlos 
Andrés Pérez (CAP) was elected president of Venezuela for the second time. 
Once president, Pérez announced a major shift by implementing neoliberal 
reforms and measures that were contrarily to the statements made during 
his populist campaign, which included the privatisation of state-own 
companies, tax reforms, reduction of custom duties and decrease the role 
of the state in the economy (Heckel et al., 2018). In a short period of 
time, electricity, telecommunications, water and oil prices rose 100 per 
cent and in turn, public transportation fares officially increased 30 per cent 
overnight, which sparked what it was known as the Caracazo.

Consequently, on February 27 1989, urban riots initiated in the streets 
of Guarenas –about 30 km east of Caracas– where lower classes no longer 
passively accepted price inflation, food shortages and the collapse of social 
services; protests and rioting quickly spread across the capital and other 
cities against the economic adjustment policy. This spontaneous social 
protest is known as the Caracazo, locally known as ‘the day when the cerros 
came down from the hills’ (el día que bajaron los cerros) which translated 
into practices of surreal violence, lootings, shootings and massacres 
epitomised in images of hundreds of dead at the hands of militia and 
police forces. This popular uprising deployed a new social dimension in 
Venezuela because masses entered in direct confrontation with the State 
until having the control of the streets.

The Caracazo became a threshold in the representations and relationships 
towards the city of Caracas (López Maya, 2003) because it marked in the 
public consciousness of Venezuelans that nothing and nobody appears safe 
in the city. 

“The uprising, which turned into a brutal massacre when the police and 
the military intervened, was a turning point in the contest over urban 
boundaries, some assumed, some quite evident, and it changed the 
sociocultural and political dimensions of the control of spaces” (Márquez, 
1999:17).

After this social revolt, the presence of largely marginal groups of young 
people on the public space such as boulevards, plazas, bus terminals or 
even in shopping centres threatened the hegemonic control of major parts 
of the city (Márquez, 1999, Rebotier, 2011a). The anthropologist Patricia 
Márquez (1999) argues that dichotomous oppositions between ‘us’ and 
‘them’ were easily extrapolated into the urban sphere, using the term ‘red 
zone’ to essentialise boundaries and to turn them into physical evidences of 
conflicting encounters. For Márquez, ‘red zones’ –conceived as dangerous 
areas – were not confined anymore to the cerros but to the whole city 
(Márquez, 1999:17). 

Even though these red zones may be abstract and unprecise, they became 
palpable in frictions and traces which are translated into what is perceptible 
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and affective meanings of the public space, being the Caracazo an event 
that contributed to introduce fear in the contemporary narrative of the 
city.

“The decade of the 80s ended with the latent terror that the privileged areas 
of Caracas had always felt becoming tangible: the terror of the day when the 
poor from the hills surrounding the capital, who were exhausted from their 
own destitution, would descent to take the city (…) The slender thread 
that held the social bond together began to fray” (Rotker, 2005:171). 

For the scholars Valença and Gratius (2011:11), the Caracazo represented 
“the beginning of a vicious circle between public insecurity, social inequity 
and political polarisation” manifested on the territory, associated to 
what the geographer Julien Rebotier (2011b) names ‘territorialisation of 
insecurity’. More fundamentally, the events of the late 1980s “confirmed 
and intensified already circulating anxieties around class, race, and violence 
that were increasingly expressed spatially in the segregation of the city 
itself ” (Kingsbury, 2017:780).

Since the social explosion in February 1989, Caracas teeters at the top of 
the most dangerous cities of Latin America (Rebotier, 2011b, Briceño-
León et al., 2009, García Alcaraz, 2017b). Although homicide numbers 
stabilized at around 4,000 per year during mid 1990s, the situation changed 
dramatically in 1999 when Lieutenant Colonel Hugo Chávez was elected 
president as the number of homicides grew nationally, surpassing 13,000 
in 2003 (Briceño-León, 2007:93). In fact, Caracas reached historic records 
under Chávez government due to insufficient responses, being violence a 
major concern for Venezuelans (Valença and Gratius, 2011:11). 
Behind the cold statistics of all sort of violence, including the murder 
rates as well as the predominant “discourse of crime” (Caldeira, 2000), 
the increasingly pervasive fear and insecurity has a paralysing effect on 
the Venezuelan society being its main consequences seclusion, fracturing, 
segregation, and the retreat from public space (Rebotier, 2011b). As a mode 
of example, the increase of armed robberies on some bus routes means that 
people who have an alternative option refuse to take public transportation 
and prefer to use their own vehicle. 

Locations where danger might occur are commonly labelled by media as 
‘red zones’ (Fig. 4.136*) which are represented as areas to avoid after dark, 
kidnap-prone areas (Fig. 4.138), insecure nodes based on assaults in public 
transport (Fig. 4.137), among others. 
Despite there are no permanent marks on the territory that indicate the 
presence or the entrance into any of these ‘red zones’, each Caraqueño 
builds its own imaginary ‘red-zone map’ of the city based on lived and 
heard experiences (as showed in Fig. 4.133 to 4.136). Yet, the events that 
occurred during ‘El Caracazo’ are still used by many opposition leaders, 
who often recur to a speech pronounced by Hugo Chávez, who stated 
that “he too would have stolen if he could not afford to eat” (in Vold, 
2016:303)73,: a message aligned with rioters. Accordingly, the political 
sphere in Caracas has gradually become more polarised.

Nicholas Kasang (2014), in his analysis of the socio-spatial violence 
prevention in Caracas, uses the term ‘political-cultural form of violence’ 

73  It is relevant to mention that Hugo Chávez 
constantly used messages against the oligarchy, a 
fact that moved some to take his statements as a 

call for the poor to steal from the rich.
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Figure 4.133: Av. Este 6 Parroquia 
Catedral. 

(left) 1989: Grupo de manifestantes 
huyen de la represión policial el 27F. 
Frasso. 
(right) 2016: Tráfico regular en la Av. en 
horas del medio día. Moisés Sayet.

Figure 4.134: Av. Intercomunal del 
Valle. 
(left) 1989: una tanqueta del Ejército 
resguarda las inmediaciones de la avenida 
Intercomunal horas después del mediodía. 
Frasso.
(right) 2016: estudiantes salen del 
colegio acompañados de padres, madres y 
representantes en la concurrida avenida. 
Moisés Sayet.

Figure 4.135: Barrio 19 de Abril, 
Petare. 

(left) 1989: manifestantes caen heridos 
ante el ataque de la Policía Metropolitana. 
Frasso.
(right) 2016: Mercado al aire libre 
inicia el día compartiendo espacio con el 
transporte comunitario. Moisés Sayet.

Figure 4.136: Valle Verde, Esq. de la 
bomba Monsón. 

(left) 1989: Policía Metropolitana 
reprime manifestación donde ya se ha 
prendido en llamas un automóvil. Moisés 
Peralta.
(right) 2016: La bomba de Monsón 
recibiendo a sus usuarios regulares. 
Franco Castellucci.
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Caracas. Source: El  Cooperante in 
Fuentes (2018).

Figure 4.137: Red zones in Central 
Caracas based on assaults in public 

transport. Source: Globovisión.

Figure 4.138: Kidnap prone areas 
of Caracas. Source: Observatorio 

Venezolano de Delito Organizado.
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to refer to political tensions from the year 2000 onwards to open 
confrontation between chavismo versus oposición, which led to significant 
events –the 2002 coup, the oil strike in 2004, and constant confrontations 
in the public spaces between government supporters and opponents–. The 
work of Kasang (2014) is relevant in this work because exposes multiple 
attributes and influences to distinguish the term violence which can be 
categorised in direct, structural and cultural forms, all interrelated. 

For Kasang, direct violence is the “direct infliction of physical or 
psychological harm on another individual resulting in intentional fatalities, 
assault, and/or sexual harassment” (Kasang, 2014:203). The occurrence of 
direct violence in the city inevitably generates fear and insecurity when 
transiting the urban space, which moves particular institutions and 
cultural establishments to require protection (Moser, 2004:4). As a mode 
of example, many international companies and organisations construct 
mechanisms of prevention to its workers and citizens by restricting the 
access to pre-established areas of the city. This might be related to the 
concept of structural violence, first introduced by Johan Galtung (1969) 
in the article ‘Violence, Peace, and Peace research’, to address the issue of 
“(…) how various institutions and organisations cause harm to others as 
a normal consequence of the way they are structured and operated” (in 
Kasang, 2014:203, Santa-Barbara, 2007:234). 

The location of areas designated as ‘safe’ or ‘dangerous’ is a way to represent 
a dominant discourse of the city. For instance, in order to regulate the 
movement of employees and family members residing in the capital, 
the U.S embassy’s security office designated three zones for purposes of 
movement: yellow, orange, and red (OSAC, 2013): 

 
- Yellow Zone (personnel has to notify the embassy when traveling to and 
from any of these areas): Baruta (Las Mercedes, Santa Rosa de Lima, San 
Román, Prados del Este, Valle Arriba, Cumbres de Curumo, La Trinidad, 
Cafetal, Santa Paula, San Luis, Caurimare, Cerro Verde and El Peñón).

- Orange Zone (personnel has to notify the embassy when leaving home 
–as many diplomatics reside in this area– and when departing from this 
zone; additionally, an armoured vehicle must be requested if this zone is 
crossed during night time): Northern Chacao (El Bosque, La Castellana, 
El Rosal, Country Club, Chacao, Altamira, Los Palos Grandes, Campo 
Alegre and Chacaíto), Eastern Libertador (Montalbán, El Paraíso, Vista 
Alegre, San Bernardino, Los Chaguaramos, Valle Abajo, Santa Mónica, 
Bello Monte, Coche, El Valle, Sabana Grande, Ciudad Universitaria, 
La Florida), El Hatillo (Las Marías, Oripoto, La Boyera, Los Pinos, Los 
Geranios, Los Naranjos, La Lagunita and El Hatillo), and Western Sucre 
(Sebucán, Los Chorros, Montecristo, Los Dos Caminos, El Marqués, 
Horizonte, La Urbina, Macaracuay, Santa Cecilia, La Carlota, Terrazas del 
Ávila, Urbanización Miranda, Boleíta, and Los Ruices). 
   
- Red Zone (personnel has prohibited unofficial visits into this zone; 
personnel is only authorised to transit these areas on personal travel during 
daylight through one city highway): Western Libertador (El Retiro, 23 
de Enero, Blandín, La Vega, La Rinconada, Las Mayas, Tazón, Oropeza 
Castillo, Lomas de Urdaneta, Propatria, Casalta, Lomas de Propatria, 
Carapita, Antímano, Tacagua, Ruiz Pineda, Caricuao, La Quebradita, El 
Atlántico, Sarría, La Candelaria, San Martin, La Yaguara), Eastern Sucre 
(Barrio Piritu, Barrio La Rubia, Barrio Altavista, Petare, Caucaguita, La 
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Este, Ojo de Agua, La Naya, Las Minitas).
 
Similarly, institutions such as the Foreign and Commonwealth Office 
(FCO) particularly alert British citizens to avoid specific areas of the city or 
develop quotidian practices and activities such as queuing or using public 
transportation:

“In Caracas, Sabana Grande is not a safe area (…) Don’t visit ‘barrios’ 
(heavily populated slums), as these are unsafe. Avoid queues for 
supermarkets, pharmacies and other shops as they can turn violent.
British nationals walking in the Avila National Park have been robbed at 
gunpoint. If you want to visit the Avila, stick to popular trails and times 
and where possible go in a group. Only use pre-booked taxis rather than 
hailing them in the street. Hotels will normally book a taxi from a reputable 
company or supply their own limousine service. Avoid public transport. A 
number of robberies at gunpoint have been reported on the Caracas metro. 
There are regular reports of passengers being robbed on public buses”74.

Kasang (2014:203) argues that these mechanisms [of protection] –as it 
could be the assignation of zones– are structural or institutional which 
restrict movement to certain portions of the population towards a just and 
equitable lifestyle. 

Both direct and structural forms of violence can be aggravated by 
cultural violence, which is the “justification of direct and structural forms 
through nationalism, racism, sexism, and other types of discrimination 
and prejudice” (Fischer, 2007:188). This form of cultural violence could 
be found in the pre-defined secure zones traced over the space, which 
constrain the experience of the city, hence contribute to justify different 
types of discrimination and prejudice towards people and places. As a 
mode of example, the delineation of Chacao boundaries establishing the 
entrance to a ‘secured territory’ indicates a certain discourse of domination 
over other parts of the city introducing disparities that distinguish Chacao 
from the rest of the city, in this case through security practices (see Fig. 
5.154, page 398). 

Aside from the ‘coloured zones’ identified in the urban imaginary of 
Caracas, other type of areas –such as Zonas Rojas (ZR)– can be found 
particularly when social, economic and political violence arises as interests 
of certain individuals or groups confined in specific parts of the city. Kasang 
understands social violence as the one “motivated by the will to achieve 
or maintain social power and control” (Kasang, 2014:204); economic 
violence as the one that is “motivated by material gain, which can take 
the form of street crime, drug-related violence, or kidnapping” (ibid); and 
political violence is associated to the one that is inspired by the will to win 
political power (Fischer, 2007:60). 
The so-called ‘zonas rojas’ (ZR) are generally found in specific locations 
within certain barrios, where either colectivos (criminal gangs)75 or the 
HAMPA impose their own rules in a limited zone where neither the 
police nor the army are able to exercise any control, being dangerous for 
any outsider to even venture into it. These ZR are mostly noticeable and 
known by barrio dwellers because specific signs, behaviours, symbols or 
landmarks are assigned as thresholds not to cross. 

74  FCO, F. A. C. O. 2019. Foreign travel advice 
Venezuela [Online]. Government Digital Service. 
Available: https://www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-

advice/venezuela/safety-and-security 

75 Colectivos emerged from the guerrilla warfare 
in Venezuela during the 1960s. and they made 
their return when Hugo Chávez became 
president of Venezuela; in 2002, colectivos 
established nationwide as Bolivarian Circles. The 
Bolivarian Circles ‘participated in community 
organisation, social activities and some political 
activities’.  These groups have been politically 
active at different times over the past decades, 
being La Piedrita, Montaraz, Simon Bolivar, 
Los Tupamaros, Alexis Vive and the Carapaica 
movement the most heard, linked to violent 
harassment of political dissenters (Stratfor, 
2014). With the creation of the Bolivarian circles, 
Chávez “brought the former outlaws into the 
socialist fold” (Rosati, 2019), where many also 
gained access to weapons through government 
jobs. According to InSight Crime (2018), it 
was in 2002 when Chávez decided to create 
an extra official security force –independently 
from the military– to counteract opposition 
demonstrators. In 2006, colectivos received arms 
and funding from the State brought under the 
government’s consejos comunales (community 

councils).
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Figure 4.139: In 2010, on my way to 
the barrio Julián Blanco, the taxi driver 
and Petare resident mentioned that 
this arch gate meant the entrance of a 
red zone within Petare. Author’s own 
imagery.

Figure 4.140: This painting on the 
wall is assigned as a territory owned 
and controlled by Colectivo La Piedrita 
in the 23 the Enero, West Caracas. 
Photography: Charles Mostoller.

Figure 4.141: Message on the wall 
‘Colectivos take the street in defense of 
the revolution’. Source: Social media.
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Figure 4.143: A public bus passes in 
front of a mural on a road in Caracas, 
Venezuela, on Thursday, Nov. 9, 
2017. Photography: Carlos Becerra 

(Bloomberg). Source: Getty Images.

Figure 4.142: Map of the colectivos 
of the  Libertador municipality in 
Caracas. Source: Insight crime (2018).
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Even though all coloured zones of the city are rather sensed than formally 
visualised, ZR –led by social, economic and political forms of violence– 
may be more permanent, confined and compacted than the other 
subjective and ambiguous coloured zones of the city. Paradoxically, their 
boundaries are usually palpable and localised by those who inhabit them 
and those living nearby, similarly to the boundaries traced by the Chacao 
local authority, both territorialising (in)security.

The territorialisation of (in)security can serve as an example to comprehend 
“the ongoing transformation of metropolitan public spaces, and can thus 
be conceptualised as constructions of a characteristically new social space-
time” (Stavrides, 2010:24). It is pertinent to refer to the words of Stavrides 
who argues that it is needed to integrate time into public space, particularly 
the socially meaningful time of performed practices in the urban sphere. 
In his studies, Stavrides also introduces the term ‘red zones’ as performed 
areas, and it is through their performances that a new model of citizenship 
and governance is enacted. 

More than a simple marker, all coloured zones of Caracas (including ZR) 
exemplify a differentiated status in terms of recognition, which make 
them an important driver for reproducing the socio-spatial order in the 
city.  In this regard, Stavrides (2010) argues that red zones can be easily 
normalised in a sense that they constitute ordinary or quotidian ‘areas of 
exceptionality’: 

“red zones are erected in exceptional cases and represent the ‘state of 
emergency’. Red zones though, are not as exceptional as they seem. Rather, 
they constitute ‘exceptional’ cases of a whole category of urban rhythms 
that tend to define the characteristics of today’s urban public spaces” 
(Stavrides, 2010:37). 

Stavrides (2010:36) considers that red zones tend to become normalised as 
inhabitants learn to adapt to ‘exception’ such as routine control procedures, 
body searches, checkpoints or access to specified areas guarded by potential 
delinquents. However, the fact that inhabitants of Caracas follow the pace 
of the city when using public spaces does not mean the normalisation of a 
situation or the acceptance of the ‘exception’ rather, the normalisation of 
caution and care because exception destroys ‘normality’. 
In Caracas, perpetrators that act in the ‘coloured zones’ displayed by media 
might have the control but not the power over the space; these areas might 
indeed represent “states of emergency” (Stavrides, 2010) because fear 
and insecurity are determinant factors that help understanding people’s 
movements and flows. However, the power of the State to either control 
or own ‘zonas rojas’ (ZR) may be considered exceptional in a sense that its 
members are granted legitimacy and real power in their areas of influence. 

According to the report ‘Venezuela: A Mafia State?’ (2018) developed 
by InSight Crime Foundation, state security forces are obliged to 
coordinate with colectivos to enter into a ZR. This report is followed by 
a few quotes  from barrio residents who state that colectivos have turned 
the neighbourhood into a ‘state within a state’, where criminal gangs or 
paramilitary groups govern a specific territory such as the case of Colectivo 
La Piedrita in the 23 de Enero neighbourhood (Valença and Gratius, 2011, 
Stratfor, 2014). 
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associated to the police– assume a key role within the hierarchy of power 
to dominate the territory. 

Areas of uncontrolled development are associated for many as ‘coloured 
zones’ or nodes of violence (Ayala Alemán, 2008, Briceño-León et al., 2009, 
Klumpner et al., 2007, Kasang, 2014) because “poor spatial allotments 
can further amplify the propensity for conflict” (Kasang, 2014:204) and 
exacerbate a sense of social exclusion, which is itself a driver of violence, 
having the power to convert areas of a city into ‘no-go zones’ (WorldBank, 
2011:26). 

Therefore, the perception of violence is evidenced by a combination of 
stigma, prejudices and real events that are palpable in the urban sphere, 
where the majority of Caraqueños are forced to take protective measures 
that inevitably exacerbate differences between territorial fragments, the 
perpetration of a widespread sense of insecurity and distrust, and an 
unbalanced equilibrium that overall diminishes the quality of urban life. 
It is in this context that the generalisation of danger is associated with the 
barrios, labelled as threatening areas where danger originates. Yet, there is a 
fine line between portrayal and stigma.

The city [of Caracas] is a place of conflicting encounters, an open 
network of discontinuous spaces where a subjective territoriality can be 
fixed everywhere, either in specific sites or rather in abstract lands where 
uncertainty remains as a constant, dynamic and an emergent feature of 
the space. Furthermore, the act of mapping and categorising the city by 
‘coloured zones’ produces a disruptive force which reinforces the dualism 
and difference between the self and the other, the secure and the insecure, 
the known and the unknown, all of which inherently reduce the usage and 
production of social spaces. 

If coloured zones are understood as the dangerous areas in the urban 
imaginary, then the whole city can be tinted in colour. In this context, the 
representations and meanings of coloured zones play a fundamental role 
on the basis of how insecurity ranks the organisation of the space. 

Fig. 4.144 illustrates a superposition between the colourful zones explained 
in this section (and detected by the author) and the in-between spaces of 
the AMC. As illustrated, the whole city can therefore be represented as a 
territory of fear, including its in-between spaces.  

Figure 4.144 (next page): Spatial 
superposition of topographies of fear 
and the in-between spaces of the 
Metropolitan Area of Caracas. Author’s 

own representation.
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Fortified enclaves

During the last decade of the twentieth century, Venezuela faced disruptive 
transformations and socio-political tensions leading to a deep questioning 
and re-articulation of the previous urban order (Rebotier, 2011a:5, López 
Maya, 2003); corruption, political turmoil, and the impeachment of CAP 
in 1993 increased mistrust towards politicians. After the Caracazo, the 
streets became the scenario for demonstrations, common encounters, and 
sites of struggle and confrontation with the different forces of the state 
such as the militia, the HAMPA, and the police. As referred earlier in this 
section, the Caracazo represented a breaking point in the social history of 
the capital city that generated “massive fear in the contemporary narrative 
of urbanity in Caracas” (Rebotier, 2011a:6-7).

“The poor were prone to consider any upper or middle-class neighbourhood 
as a hostile territory; […and] the middle-class sectors are scared that poor 
people invade their community” (in Ellner and Hellinger, 2003:34-
35). 

After the 1990s, the boundaries between different territorial units were 
emotionally strengthened by the discourse of crime; it was then when the 
reproduction of contradictory process of ‘urban togetherness’ started to 
emerge. The growth of fortified enclaves for the elite coincided with the 
30% of the urban population (Azzellini et al., 2013:15) which reiterated 
socio-economic and spatial divisions within the city. This large reception of 
enclaves, however, not only included the wealthy but also the middle and 
lower income populations causing a total fragmentation in the articulation 
of the public space in terms of “rigid separations” (Caldeira, 2000). 

Valença and Gratius (2011:12), in their study on urban violence in Caracas, 
argue that violence is the result of three main political driving factors: one, 
the fragility and inefficiency of the State to mediate social conflicts; two, 
the lack of political will to respond and react; and finally, the high levels of 
polarisation under the Chávez government. These three factors, according 
to the authors, reflect the lack of common ground between government 
and civil actors which have contributed to increasing levels of violence.

For many, the election of Hugo Chávez to the presidency in 1998 
reactivated and intensified the “fears of otherness, of a barbarian threat, 
one that is racially and class-oriented” (García-Guadilla, 2003, Rebotier, 
2011a:10) which affected the politicisation and polarisation of urban 
spaces highlighting territorial practices and representations of the city. It 
is in this context that is relevant to examine the security practices in the 
urban space and the intentionality of enclosure.

In the AMC, current fears of crime and violence are highlighted by 
identifying some structural drivers rooted in closed urban systems such 
as high-rise apartments, gated communities, peripheral office complexes, 
walled and fortified residential neighbourhoods, security booths and high-
tech surveillance buildings. The need to put signs, fences, walls, barriers, 
gates, guards and restrict access to certain parts of the city illustrate the 
deeper and latent socio-spatial fracture in the Venezuelan capital. Entered 
the twenty-first century, defensive responses have led to privatise security 
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Chavista. You are in chavista territory. 
Author’s own imagery.

Figure 4.146: Private security booth at 
the entrance of a street in Cumbres de 
Curumo, 2016.  Author’s own imagery.

Figure 4.147: Walled residences in the 
Country Club urbanisation in Chacao, 

2012. Author’s own imagery.
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in residential complexes with an estimation of 700,000 private security 
agents dispersed across the city (Valença and Gratius, 2011).

Venezuelan sociologist Verónica Zubillaga (2013) affirms that more 
perverse responses to violence are associated with the formulation of 
contradictory social identities, which are restricted to individual areas 
of the city, where violence is validated against “anyone who is not part 
of the more or less homogeneous world of ‘us’” (Zubillaga, 2013:106). 
Nevertheless, according to Roberto Briceño-León et al. (2009), the most 
extreme response to violence has been the increasingly approval of the 
right to kill in order to defend ones’ property. As highlighted in the report 
‘Violencia, Inseguridad, y Polarización Política en Venezuela’ (Járome and 
Gratius, 2011:3), “nearly 50% of the civilian population is armed, either 
with legal and illegal weapons”  which indicates that any citizen can be 
a potential victim of violence. Inevitably, fear and mistrust have eroded 
the social fabric where people have become prone to spend more time 
inside their residences promoting a process of “communal unsociability” 
(Zubillaga, 2013:117) or a “bonded solidarity” (Portes and Sensenbrenner, 
1993). 
Other scholars stress that the influence of mass media –specially television 
and daily chronicles– have also exacerbated the volatility of quotidian 
situations “naturalising the violence that is reported, trivialising other types 
of violence, and increasing fear and insecurity among the population” 
(Adams, 2012:17, in Kasang, 2014:207) which has contributed to 
reproduce and circulate stereotypes, stimulate scapegoating and spur 
increased segregation, negation of citizen’s rights, and further aggression 
(Adams, 2012:27). Nonetheless, fortified enclaves cannot be solely 
attributed to the influence of mass media because violent incidents do 
exist, being Venezuela one of the countries with the highest murder rates 
in the world (VIU, 2018). 

Aside from the political and social factors that drive Caraqueños to live 
enclosed, many others defend that public insecurity is associated with the 
unequal distribution of basic services, lack of recognition, and the urban 
growth rate, which contribute to highlight deficiencies that aggravate the 
everyday pressures that escalate into violence (Kasang, 2014, WorldBank, 
2011, Valença and Gratius, 2011). Since the 1980s, the capital city 
reduced participation in national industrial production which contributed 
to high levels of unemployment. Consequently, informal workers became 
an integral aspect of the Venezuelan economy not only represented by 
buhoneros (street vendors) in the public spaces but by perverse expressions of 
informal economy that migrated towards the use of violence for economic 
gains, including drugs and arm trafficking, or kidnapping (Kasang, 2014). 

“the growth of economic violence generally affects individuals’ capacity 
to improve their living conditions and dissociate from perverse forms of 
informal employment” (Kasang, 2014:209).

In Caracas, the phenomenon of socio-spatial segregation is directly related 
to insecurity which has evolved from a macro-fragmentation of the city 
towards the outskirts to the adoption of micro-fragmentation actions 
within the city. The fragmented model of Borsdorf et al. (2002) explained 
in section 4.2.2 helps to draw attention to the multiple ‘islands’ or ‘units’ of 
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complexes); residential units (condominiums and gated communities); 
commercial units (shopping centres), or units of poverty (low-income 
housing and barrios). That is, everyday encounters with violence have 
created an atmosphere in which closure is understood as a necessary 
characteristic in order to survive in the city rather than moving towards 
the outskirts in search of protection. 
In this regard, one of the main changes in the urban structure is the constant 
privatisation and closure of open spaces; plus, the total abandonment of 
the state in the implementation of urban planning developments and 
strategies to reduce these practices. Old and new housing projects –even 
the ones promoted by the State, such as the Gran Misión Vivienda Venezuela 
(GMVV)– include private mechanisms of protection and security. Also, 
existing vertical complexes, high-rise buildings or isolated quintas meet 
certain elements, services and infrastructures that delimit a perimeter to be 
used exclusively by residents.

The Venezuelan urbanist Fabio Capra-Ribeiro (2014b), in his study 
of the unnoticed limits of Caracas, uses the terms ‘lindero de frente’ or 
‘intermediate space’ to define the limit between the enclave and the city: an 
area that frames the inside and outside, the private and public, the secure 
and insecure. For Capra-Ribeiro, ‘intermediate spaces’ are also known as 
retiros which are the isolated rings that surround buildings that once fenced 
are understood as “residual, no-one’s land, anonymous spaces” (Capra-
Ribeiro, 2014b:34) because they are disconnected from the public sphere.

On an account of defining the resident of a condominium as a pedestrian, 
this ‘intermediate space’ only concerns the pedestrian landscape; thus, this 
space has the quality criteria and decisive power to invite or repel, integrate 
or segregate. Therefore, these ‘intermediate spaces’ work as spatial devises 
of security envisioned as physical and well-defined thresholds because these 
spaces recognise the distance between what is considered of different nature, 
hence consent their spatial confrontation and negotiation of meaning. In 
the words of scholars Azzurra Muzzonigro and Camillo Boano, Capra-
Ribeiro’s intermediate spaces “consent the encounter amongst differences” 
(Muzzonigro and Boano, 2013:12). If we understand ‘retiros’ or ‘linderos 
de frente’ as thresholds, Caracas could yet be defined as ‘a city of thresholds’ 
(Stavrides, 2010). 

Additionally, other socio-spatial phenomena have been identified in the 
already built form of the city, particularly in areas where open spaces 
have been gradually enclosed and privatised by many groups of residents. 
In other words, pavements, green spaces or entire streets are being 
appropriated by neighbours in order to demarcate a secured and safe zone 
that restricts access to outsiders into the newly demarcated premises. This 
voluntary act of micro-segregation –based on the idea of exclusivity to gain 
security– is ideated by well-organised neighbours who plan, coordinate and 
finance themselves the project which usually consists of the insertion of 
architectonical objects (gates, walls, fences…) and services (security guards, 
CCTV…) to secure a demarcated space. The negation of the ‘other’, or the 
one that does not belong, is used as a mechanism of protection even if this 
means the appropriation of common spaces (Fig. 4.149).
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Figure 4.148: Retiro. Residencia Los 
Árboles. Colinas de Bello Monte, 2012. 
Author’s own imagery.

Figure 4.149: These images display 
the process of a voluntarily micro-
segregation action of a group of 
neighbours living in a cul-de-sac in 
Colinas de Bello Monte, particularly in 
Avenida Motatán. 
Under the agreement of all neighbours, 
an entrance gate was erected as a 
secured measure after violent incidents 
took place in the area in 2016. The 
street was privatised in 2017. Imagery 
courtesy of Marianella Mora.
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being placed on the public ground 
outside the condominium located in 
Av. Teresa de la Parra with Calle Agustín 
Codazzi in Santa Mónica, in order to 
restrict the access to the building. Santa 

Mónica, 2016. Author’s own imagery.

Figure 4.151: People queue outside a 
bakery shop next to the metallic fence 
located on what it used to be a street 
pavement. This fence was erected 
outside the condominium and a gate 
is opened certain hours a day. Los 
Chaguaramos, 2016. Author’s own 

imagery.

Figure 4.152: Fences and bars in 
Avenida Victoria, 2016. Author’s own 

imagery.
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All these actions of micro-segregation generate a forced fragmentation of  
the city because the conception of these fortified enclaves leans toward the 
vision that individuals that inhabit inside a specific premise –limited by a 
wall, fence, gate or security booth– are part of a homogeneous group or 
share similar visions with the ones that belong to it, without mattering the 
characteristics of the ‘other’ that might inhabit outside the enclave. Social 
mixture and inter-change processes are limited in favour of safety, security 
and protection.

As Rebotier (2011b) argues, these marks of (in)security practices in the 
urban landscape –associated with the differentiated representations 
of social space– make more sense when they are directly related to the 
socio-spatial segregation than when they are compared to statistics or the 
distribution of crime around the city. In this context, fortified enclaves and 
the territorialisation of (in)security set out a spatial dimension of social 
organisation, and help giving meaning to the space in that it concerns 
a permanent process of space production (Rebotier, 2011b:12) as it 
shapes the urban landscape, forming new identities and areas of control, 
appropriation or belonging.

Fortified enclaves evidence the unequal and fragmented character of the 
urban structure of Caracas as well as the performative dimension of security 
practices that give shape and meaning to the social space. Interaction, social 
mixing and everyday practices in the public sphere have been deliberately 
avoided in the city where traditional places of social encounters such as 
plazas, parks, squares and the street have lost their relational functions, 
are abandoned, or are simply used for transiting (Ayala Alemán, 2008). 
Enclaves manifest that the fear of crime is entangled in many urban, 
social, political and economic factors that involve power relations, social 
hierarchies and cultural statuses (Rebotier, 2011a:8). 

As observed, the Caracazo brought critical changes in an already segregated 
society and it meant a transition towards another way of inhabiting and 
perceiving the city, where insecurity and fear served as an additional social 
order aside from the oil rent or the rivalry between political parties. 

4.3.3 Geographies of distinction

The city of Caracas sits in an eighteen kilometres long valley, known as 
Valle de San Francisco, flanked by the Ávila mountain range: a natural 
barrier between the city and the Caribbean Sea. 

Since earlier times, the presence of rivers, ravines and slopes have played 
an important role not only for being decisive elements in terms of city 
survival but moulding the natural landscape as well as contributing to the 
urban configuration and functioning of the city. As explored in section 4.1, 
the hydrography and topography of the valley of Caracas were key assets 
for settlement allocation during the sixteenth century as the establishment 
of the foundational city responded mainly to the advantages of fertile 
soil, suitable ground for construction works, and the affluence of water 
resources (DeLisio, 2001). 
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water and sanitation became essential elements of survival for low-income 
residents, emerging a distinctive type of settlement erected alongside the 
small urban bodies of water or quebradas (ravines). 
Currently, the lack of regulations to control hazardous developments in 
natural environments of the city makes these settlements more vulnerable 
than others because most of them occupy the rugged mountains where 
“rainfall-induced debris flows are expected to be greatest” (WorldBank, 
2006:138) and, in the event of flooding or landslides, their occupants 
would be the main victims. 

Throughout time, quebradas have lost their natural functions being used or 
replaced by sewage and refuse disposal (Quintero, 2018:11). In this regard, 
many scholars (Quintero, 2018:11, Klumpner et al., 2007, WorldBank, 
2006) sustain that barrios erected on the ravines and hillsides evidence 
the most visual image of the city, which have greatly contributed to the 
degradation of natural water networks and topographic instability; this is, 
according to these scholars, barrios represent a natural threat due to the 
weak housing structures erected both on the hillsides and riverbeds.

Part of the complex topography and geology of the valley is related to the 
fault zones that the Ávila Mountain presents –also prone to landslides– and 
to the constant risks of flooding from the Guaire river. In fact, one of the 
most devastating incidents occurred in December 1999, when a month 
of rain triggered landslides and mudflows killing an estimated 25,000 
residents in the coastal Vargas state, on the north face of El Ávila range.
Despite natural hazards in Venezuela are mainly associated with seismic 
activities76, their incidence is rather attributed “to the disregard to the 
terrain’s instability during urbanisation processes, especially those of 
informal urbanisation” (Quintero, 2018:4, Jimenez Diaz, 1992). 
Nowadays, the main valley floor is fully-covered by an agglomeration of 
heterogeneous territorial units spread unevenly throughout the territory 
yet, nearly half of Caracas population reside in the hills that surround the 
valley, evidencing –in specific parts of the city– blatant contrasts with the 
units located on the valley floor.  

As noticed through conversations and literature review, it exists a natural 
dichotomy –manifested in the language but deployed onto the territory– 
to name the hills that surround the valley which are named depending on 
the type of settlement that covers them. This is, depending on whether 
the hills are occupied by ‘areas of uncontrolled development’ or ‘growth-
by-expansion areas’, hills are respectively called Cerros or Colinas77. In this 
regard, the scholar Ferrándiz Martín (2001) in his paper ‘De la cuadrícula 
al Aleph: perfil histórico y social de Caracas’ establishes a triad between the 
valley, the colina and the cerro. For Ferrándiz, the valley is the place for 
the middle class; the colina is associated to the urbanisations, where the 
upper-class live; and the cerros are “vast popular settlement areas located in 
the same ‘colinas’”(Ferrándiz Martín, 2001:67, author’s own translation). 
These semantic attributions correspond to a classist imaginary that frame 
barrio dwellers as invaders (invasores) more than citizens (Bolivar, 1995); 
therefore, cerros adopt a negative connotation that is directly associated 
with the most vulnerable whilst colinas are associated with the well-off and 
educated Caracas. 

77  Both terms mean ‘hill’ in Spanish. 

76    Major earthquakes have destroyed the city 
three times in the past 400 years being the latest 

the one occurred in 1967.
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Figure 4.153: Quebrada Catuche in 
Barrio El Guanábano, Altagracia parish 
(Caracas). Photography: Angeliana 
Escalona.

Figure 4.154: View of quebrada 
Catuche from Avenida Oeste in Central 
Caracas, 2011. Author’s own imagery.

Figure 4.155: View of Catia (Barrio 
La Silsa and Casalta blocks, on the top 
of the hill) from the Boulevard Pérez 
Bonalde, 2012. Author’s own imagery.
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represented by its inhabitants as the ‘real space’ of the city whereas 
urbanisations constitute an aseptic world of appearances where ‘sifrinos’ 
dwell (Caraballo Correa, 2019). In the barrio, people live “the harshness 
of death, of shootings but also, the effervescence of urban life and the 
encounter” (Zubillaga and García Ponte, 2012:313, Sánchez, 2011), 
which is why its residents assume themselves as the ‘real’ citizens of the city.  
In this sense, Caraballo Correa (2019) argues that the barrio, as the ‘real’ 
Caracas, is the space of heterotopic belonging that typically impugns ‘the 
other spaces’ as illusion and unreality, in Foucauldian terms. In a similar 
vein, Felipe Hernández (2010) associates the slums of the contemporary 
city with Bhabha’s ‘Third Space’: 

“those areas [barrios] where the figure of the Third Space materialises itself 
in seemingly endless neighbourhoods and squatter settlements where 
cultural meaning is most certainly reconstituted constantly. These are 
spaces where the certainties and norms of the contemporary world-order 
are bluntly rendered inadequate” (Hernández, 2010:97).

As gathered and experienced working together with barrio residents from 
different parts of Caracas, the fact of understanding the city from the 
barrio perspective makes precisely the other units of the city the ones that 
could also be seen as the other spaces, the spaces for others and the spaces 
of others: a condition of a mutually exclusionary difference that generates 
complex heterogeneities. 

This is, all territorial units contribute equally in the conformation of the 
urban structure of the city, which is why heterotopias are not identified in 
this work with a particular territorial fragment, specifically to those that 
deploy the realities and complex needs of the most vulnerable, who live 
“on the margins of culture, between economic strata and in many cases, 
completely outside the axis of global capitalism”  (Hernández, 2010:18).  
This thesis sustains that each territorial unit has its own rhythms, functions, 
connotations and pace that surely differ from the rest; yet, there is an 
inherent parallel temporality (a space of convergence), another dimension 
in the urban structure that transcends these geographic and symbolic 
distinctions among units. This imply the existence of an area of exchange, 
which is materialised in an in-between, which is more appropriated to be 
recognised as a third or the other space. 

By looking at the slopes, quebradas and riverbeds of the city of Caracas, 
it will be possible to identify areas of uncontrolled development that 
inevitably imply the existence of an in-between space nearby their edges 
where contrast is usually spatialized through topography. As Julien Rebotier 
exposes, natural elements of the territory evidence “the urban segregation 
process which is fed by morphological and symbolic configuration of 
contrast” (Rebotier, 2011b:5). Thereby, the higher the contrast between 
units, the easier to recognise an in-between space. 
Nonetheless, the fact that contrast between units exists does not necessarily 
mean that each unit is disconnected and separated from the other. On the 
contrary. In terms of spatial proximity, the in-between has always been 
a space to be crossed, where transversal connections between residents 
inhabiting different units exist whether for business purposes, employment, 
or the supply for goods and services. 
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Yet, these flows and movements spatialized in the in-between space cannot 
hide the symbolic social distance and the obvious visual contrast that 
occasionally distinguish one unit from the other (Rebotier, 2011b:4).

As the name of this section suggests, the distinction is also manifested 
in the geography; the natural elements of the territory are interpreted 
symbolically and subjectively, associating the geographical position of 
the place of residence with social class. Hence, there is a clear cognitive 
differentiation that is manifested dialectically between what it means to 
reside in the central valley, on a colina or on a cerro, as these terms –even 
having the same meaning– are not conceived as equal. 

Even though in-between spaces are not necessarily defined by its 
geographical characteristics, geography might indicate the presence of 
an in-between space by looking at small bodies of water, the valleys and 
the hillsides of the city.  Fig. 4.156 illustrates the superposition between 
the topography, hydrography and the identified in-between spaces of the 
AMC.  
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Figure 4.156 (next page): Spatial 
superposition of geographies of 
distinction and the in-between spaces 
of the Metropolitan Area of Caracas. 

Author’s own representation.
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4.3.4 Infrastructures of movement

The highway as an icon of Caracas modern urbanism 

The impact of the automobile in Venezuela can be traced back in 1904 
when first cars arrived in Caracas, coinciding with the insertion of the first 
neighbourhood units outside the traditional city. 
At the turn of the twentieth century, Caracas was considered a small capital 
of 90,000 inhabitants; the elite’s passion for automobiles became a mass 
phenomenon even though the use of cars was limited to specific city areas 
due to the scarcity of paved roads. One of the most noticeable factors before 
the design of large infrastructural systems was the physical restrictions of 
the valley setting, its accidental topography, the reduced size of the city, 
the unequal distribution of its population, and the shortage of space for 
transport uses. Nevertheless, the automobile made its way through the 
valley in 1912 with the construction of ‘Carretera del Este’ reaching the 
outer town of Petare. In this context, the efforts to upgrade the precarious 
transportation networks of the country were significant to only fulfil a few. 

The increase in oil revenues after the 1920s, which originally was reserved 
for groups with greater resources, rapidly allowed the use of the car to an 
ever-widening part of the population due to greater purchase power and 
the support of instruments for instalment sales. Hence, oil became the 
provider of services and materials such as asphalt, lubricant oil or gasoline 
for engines, which greatly contributed in moulding the urban landscape 
of the city. As exposed by Lorenzo González Casas (2017), Standard 
Oil Co. placed the first pumps in garages located at strategic locations 
where gradually automobile service facilities became more sophisticated78 

transforming the functionality and image of urban spaces. 

Since earlier times, the road network [in the valley of Caracas] not only 
has been associated with public works but economic and social factors. 
According to Donald Kingsbury (2017), the role of infrastructure as a social 
project has a well-established history in Venezuela being the arrival of the 
automobile –and the subsequent incorporation of neighbourhood units– 
key in the attempt to modernise the capital where city life was imagined as 
a means that elites could “discipline the barbarity” (in Cartay, 2003:192). 
Even still, the urban growth and city expansion has far outstripped the 
ability to provide basic needs to the majority of the population (López 
Maya, 2011:44, Kingsbury, 2017) evidencing blatant contrast between 
territorial units. 
In Caracas, attempts to reduce congestion by increasing road capacity 
has led to the socio-spatial fragmentation of urban spaces. From the 
late 1930s, a myriad of plans and projects envisioned the incorporation 
of a large network of roads alongside the valley that rapidly changed 
perceptions, functions and ways to transit and inhabit the city. The first 
road plans in Caracas were developed by foreign consultants in order to 
improve accessibility for car users to the detriment of collective transport 
users (González Casas, 1999). As explained in section 4.2.1, the Plan 
Monumental (or Plan Rotival) of 1938 conceived a great metropolis with 
a monumental centre surrounded by peripheral residential developments 

78  The service station ‘Shell - Las Mercedes’ built 
by Carlos Gramcko and José Lino Vahamonde 
from the Shell’s Architecture Department, is 
culturally linked with Alejandro Otero’s artwork 
“Reflecting Mast, Shell Service Station in Las 
Mercedes. Today PDV, Caracas.
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essential axes to accommodate cars as well as to facilitate the east-west 
connection. In fact, the private car became an important symbol of status 
and class with the consequent contempt for pedestrians. 

In the 1940s, Venezuela was rich in oil and at the time of rapid growth, 
railway companies began to experience severe difficulties because electric 
railways and trams could not provide an adequate transportation. After 
the Second World War, the National Road Plan of 1947 (Plan Nacional 
de Vialidad) outlined a national network of roads, airports and ports 
contemplating two main premises: the development of a solid road system 
centred on the capital region, and the selection of the automobile as the 
main mode of transportation. Consequently, railways were gradually 
replaced by buses with combustion engine; electric trams, which had 
been operating since 1908, disappeared in 1947; the train (ferrocarril) La 
Guaira- Caracas stopped functioning in 1952; and the Gran Ferrocarril de 
Venezuela also did it in 1966. 

Behind those decisions, there was a desire to emulate the North American 
urbanism, whose samples in the Venezuela territory were visible in the 
shape of oil camps. The Plan Arterial of 1948 –led by the American planner 
Robert Mosses– placed special emphasis on the layout of the ‘Autopista 
del Este’, the ‘Caracas-La Guaira’ highway and their connections through 
superhighways. It all was materialised in the Plan Regulador of 1951 which 
was based on urban functionalism principles envisioning the division of 
the city into homogeneous nuclei connected by a set of highways. This 
plan introduced the idea of land-use planning implementing the zoning 
system, which induced not only a segregated activity pattern but a 
spatial clustering of the population according to income (Flórez, 2000). 
The ideation of these urban plans not only meant the conquest of new 
territories but the insertion of urban devices (highways, flyovers, exchanges 
and arteries) which became the icons of Caracas modern urbanism.

In Caracas, the automobile fleet jumped from a few units at the beginning 
of the twentieth century to 46,000 units in 1946 and 206,000 in 1955 
(González Casas, 2017). Therefore, placing the growing mass of vehicles 
in the city greatly affected the urban built and the design of urban spaces.
On the one hand, the already urban built suffered an ‘erosion process’ 
because at first, streets were widened and levelled, and chamfers appeared 
in several corners of the traditional city to allow an effective turning radius 
for vehicles. As explained in González Casas (2017), the presidential route 
from El Paraíso to Miraflores was not only paved but adjusted exclusively 
for vehicles being difficult to transit alongside the sidewalks. Additionally, 
urbanisations such as San Bernardino were designed in a curve layout 
following the topography, while others such as Campo Alegre urbanisation 
placed a series of roundabouts (also redomas) adjusting their plots to 
incorporate the automobile. More drastically, in the case of Los Palos 
Grandes or the Country Club urbanisations, developers dispensed with 
sidewalks in order to emphasise the use of the private car. 
On the other hand, the city suffered an ‘intrusion process’ by the insertion 
of new urban elements each with its own image, order and character. For 
instance, the roundabout of Plaza Venezuela functioned as a large road 
network surrounded by high-rise buildings; the Bolívar Avenue, inherited 
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Figure 4.157: The tramways of Caracas. 
Allen Morrison. Source: http://www.
tramz.com/ve/cs/css.html

Figure 4.158: Avenida Urdaneta in the 
1950s. Postal owned by Isabel Aragó. 
Source: Todocolección.

Figure 4.159: La Araña flyover, circa 
1970s. Source: Skyscrapercity.
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such as San Marín, Sucre, Urdaneta79, Fuerzas Armadas, Francisco de 
Miranda, Andrés Bello, Victoria, Roosevelt and Nueva Granada (González 
Casas, 2017); and the Autopista del Este, now Francisco Fajardo highway, 
was traced alongside the valley colonising the riverbeds of the Guaire river. 
Monumental interchanges and arteries made this highway one of the 
most important connections between the traditional centre and the new 
residential units of the east. 

These incursions into the valley also served as opportunities for urban 
renewal projects, a sort of land recycling, either to transform downtown 
areas80 or to build new territorial units in the outskirts. In fact, the 
effects of the oil revolution manifested themselves during Pérez Jiménez’s 
dictatorship that bolstered infrastructural projects such as the 23 de Enero 
neighbourhood, Los Próceres, Centro Simón Bolivar, or the Francisco 
Fajardo highway which stand as emblematic works enacted by the regime. 
Therefore, infrastructures of movement were catalyst for future urban 
planning developments that served to benefit the ones in power and 
displace the most vulnerable.

The Centro Simón Bolívar –envisioned by Maurice Rotival and Cirpiano 
Domínguez– became an example of the functionalist architecture built 
during the time of the presidency of Marcos Pérez Jiménez, open to the 
public in 1954. This large complex was erected in central Caracas as a 
symbol of the ‘Venezuelan National Identity’ being suspended above the 
ground on stilts, allowing cars and people to transit beneath it. Despite 
this complex includes two identical towers of 103 metres in height and 
32-story each, a system of plazas, walkways, commercial areas, porches 
and underground parking, the role of the automobile played a central role 
in its conception and design. The Avenida Bolívar –foreseen in the Plan 
Monumental– was conceived as an urban superhighway passing underneath 
this complex in order to generate a memorable experience while driving 
through illuminated spaces and artistic works that ended once the driver 
emerged in El Silencio complex. 

During the 1950s, the shopping centre81 and the consumerist bohemia 
consolidated “Venezuela’s nouveau riche cult” (Almandoz, 2015:79); 
commercial and residential activities followed a growing process of 
displacement to the peripheries, where the low cost of land was a    
determining factor to further justify the insertion of road infrastructures 
(Dembo et al., 2004:5-6). This fact contributed to increase the fragility 
of the rural, forest and natural soils such as the riverbeds of El Guaire or 
fertile lands on the hillsides. As the city expanded, new mono-functional 
complexes flourished the idea of a one-stop shopping experience 
embodying Venezuela’s wealth and confidence. Referring to the words 
exposed by Venezuelan chronicler Guillermo José Schael, the arrival of the 
automobile “was more than an adventure: it was a message of progress” 
(Schael, 1982:36 translated by the author). 
The Helicoide de la Roca Tarpeya built by German-Venezuelan architect Dirk 
Bornhorst, Jorge Romero and Pedro Neuberger exemplifies the epitome 
of the symbiosis between the automobile culture and the commercial 
building (or shopping centre). This building, known as ‘The Helicoide’ –
named in a nod to the geometry that inspired its form– was built on a hill 

79  Avenida Urdaneta, built in 1953, 
transformed narrow streets into a 26 metres 
wide road of three lanes in each direction (in 
DEMBO, N., ROSAS, J. & GONZÁLEZ, I. 
2004. Caracas,modernidad y escala urbana, una 

aproximación interdisciplinaria. Tharsis, 5, 18.

80  As further explored in Chapter 5, the old 
quarter area of El Valle was demolished to 

accommodate a vast infrastructural project.

81  In 1955, the first shopping centre opened 
its doors in Las Mercedes, known as Centro 
Comercial Las Mercedes (also CADA Las 
Mercedes). It was designed by the North 
American architect Don Hatch, who also 

designed the American Embassy of Caracas.
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in the extension of the Fuerzas Armadas, Presidente Medina Angarita and 
Nueva Granada avenues: 

[The Helicoide was] “a living representation of a booming economy, 
an architectural shrine to commerce inspired by the work of Frank Lloyd 
Wright, yet, aesthetically, wholly Venezuelan, blending strikingly with its 
hilly terrain” (Keller, 2017). 

Despite this brutalist building82 was never completed –interrupted by 
its financial failure–, it is relevant its mention because it would have set 
an unprecedented experience in the city as it was conceived as a drive-in 
mall, where drivers could spiral up and down to access and parking right 
in front of the business of their choice. Today, its presence evidences a 
symbol of national decay (it is the headquarters of Venezuela’s intelligence 
services and a political prison) being characterised as a massive artefact that 
accentuates the great socio-spatial disparities around it. According to the 
cultural historian Celeste Olalquiaga, “El Helicoide is a metaphor for the 
whole modern period in Venezuela and what went wrong” (in Graham-
Harrison, 2017). 

As observed, infrastructure served as the means to conquest and appropriate 
lands in order to accommodate the guidelines derived from modern 
urbanism, which inevitably brought spatial and social fractures into the 
city since the 1930s. These incursions not only aimed at solving the 
congestion problem but to privilege exclusively the movement of drivers in 
detriment of pedestrians, promote the creation and independence of new 
neighbourhood units, and alienate urban functions prevailing isolation 
over inclusion. The fundamental necessity to design open spaces, promote 
public life in plazas, streets and pavements as well as to create pedestrian 
routes and circuits was abandoned in favour of massive infrastructures of 
movement, mainly for private cars. 

The highway network of Caracas was ideated as the masterpiece of the 
International Architecture Movement exemplifying, in most cases, the 
scarce interconnection between territorial units (Dembo et al., 2004:7, 
Flórez, 2000). In fact, the road infrastructure achieved an aesthetic and 
dominant  character in the main valley through which it is possible 
to discern the geography of the city. Most highways and avenues are 
connected with additional arteries that follow the other small valleys. The 
road network overlapped the image of the city in a sense that it imposed its 
own laws, occupied the most privileged lands, and it was envisioned as a 
mono-functional space of movement (Vegas and González, 2000, Dembo 
et al., 2004). Even though the highway (as an artefact) can be understood 
as a fine line within the urban whole, the entire road network dictates the 
rhythm and constitution of the urban structure of the metropolitan area. In 
fact, the highway network has been built on topographies of transformative 
processes, or what has been termed as ‘transitional landscapes’, originating 
new units and functions alongside their stretches. 
As figure 4.163 illustrates, many in-between spaces of the AMC appear 
alongside these infrastructures of movement although not all infrastructures 
of movement can be identified or associated to the in-betweens. The 
highway (as a borderline, or as an artefact in itself ) bears little thickness 
when it crosses an in-between space.

82  The Helicoide was complemented with 
diagonal elevators and escalators, an automobile 
showroom, a gym and swimming pool, a first-rate 
hotel, a heliport to fly passengers to and from the 
airport, a bus station, numerous parking spaces, 
among other services.
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planned interior. Photography: Archivo 
Fotografía Urbana.

Figure 4.161: El Helicoide abandoned 
in 1968. Photography: Paolo Gasparini.

Figure 4.162: Avenida Bolívar in 1953. 
Source: Vegas et al. (2015).
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Figure 4.163: Spatial superposition of 
the road network and the in-between 
spaces of the Metropolitan Area of 

Caracas. Author’s own representation.
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The metro system as a social project

The planning and construction of the Caracas metro was part of 
several attempts to establish certain urban coherence and order into 
the city. The conception of the metro originally followed the path of 
pedagogical developmentalism that stretched from the French-inspired 
Plan Monumental of 1938 (Almandoz, 1999) to another Eurocentric 
architectural vision of the Nuevo Ideal Nacional implemented during Pérez 
Jiménez dictatorship in the 1950s (Kingsbury, 2017). In this regard, it 
is relevant to refer to the statement made from Fernando Coronil, who 
assures that infrastructure projects in Venezuela were not only “concrete 
embodiments of progress… transplanted from metropolitan centres to the 
national soil”; they were also considered endowed with the power “to bring 
progress to Venezuela” (Coronil, 1997:173). That is, the metro system as 
well as many other transport infrastructures focused on monumentality 
and auto-mobility as symbols of progress and power.

The idea of formally incorporating a subterranean transit system in the 
capital city came after the publication of a World Bank position paper in 
1959 which recognised the beneficial role of a massive urban transport 
as key to economic growth, explicitly referring to Caracas (Kingsbury, 
2018:104).  Consequently, it was from 1965 to 1967, when the Oficina 
Ministerial del Transporte (Department for Transport) carried out a study 
that demonstrated that a railway mass transport system would be the most 
effective solution for the city. The oil bonanza of the 1970s facilitated the 
building works of the subway and in 1983, Line 1 of the Metro of Caracas 
began its commercial operation attracting many individuals of high income 
levels (Flórez, 2000). The metro system evidenced that infrastructure could 
be an extraordinary resource able to change the mono-functional tendency 
of the 1950s. 

Aside from the infrastructure itself, it was envisioned the cultural project 
of the Metro that emerged in 1982 and took into account the role of 
architecture and the arts as vital articulators of the space. 
The Architecture division and the Art commission of the Metro launched 
several strategies in order to invite artists to participate and create artworks 
for specific metro stations, which nowadays still preserve important 
artworks such as those from Lya Bermudez in Colegio de Ingenieros 
station, Carlos Cruz-Diez and Alejandro Otero in Plaza Venezuela station, 
Marisol Escobar in Caño Amarillo  station, Jesús Soto in Chacaíto station 
or Gertrude Goldschmidt, Francisco Narváez and Mercedes Pardo in La 
Hoyada station. Therefore, architects, artists and planners foresaw metro 
stations and their surroundings as powerful sites for social and communal 
gathering. Relevant cases were the expansion of Sabana Grande boulevard, 
the incorporation of the water fountain of Plaza Venezuela, or the allocation 
of more than a hundred bi-dimensional and tri-dimensional contemporary 
art pieces inside and outside metro stations, all of which belong now to the 
Metro de Caracas Art collection (IAMV, 2015). 
This cultural project of the Metro was launched together with a massive 
civic and educational campaign ‘La Gran Solución para Caracas’ (The 
Grand Solution of Caracas) in 1983, which brought to users the most 
“radical and beneficial changes to daily life that the city had ever seen” 
(Padrón Toro and Cabrera, 1989:161, Kingsbury, 2017:779) because it 
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(hereafter MetroCCS) elaborated a five-point program for its role in this 
social project: 

“
Urbanism—The MetroCCS is a key element of the modern city for reasons 
both practical (the circulation of people and goods) and symbolic (the 
overcoming of the city’s natural limits, and a means to secure membership 
among the ranks of world class cities).
Urban regeneration—The MetroCCS would open the city for new waves of 
economic growth (construction of the metro itself, but also of secondary 
effects in real estate markets and cross-sector increases in efficiency), and a 
means by which to transform “the cultural life of Caracas”.
Stable source of work—The MetroCCS promises a steady source of income 
for future operators, support staff, and construction workers. It would 
also create new economic hubs around stations that would also stimulate 
employment.
Testimony of progress—The MetroCCS illustrates Venezuela’s national 
development and progress.
Acts of government—The MetroCCS shows the “institutional commitment 
on the part of the state to benefit the collectivity, but especially for the 
popular sectors” (Kingsbury, 2017:779)

This campaign not only was based on civic content –safety advisories, 
instructions, cleanliness, respect– but urban, economic and political factors 
that sought to rationalise traffic congestion by introducing a modern and 
metropolitan mode of navigating the city. 
Associated with the Metro project, a system of surface bus feeders called 
‘Metrobus’ were introduced in 1987 (Flórez, 2000) to run across the city 
in order to extend and expand the service83. It is important to mention that 
MetroCCS is operated by a state-owned company, C.A Metro84, and it was 
originally ruled by its own legal statute ‘Ley de los Sistemas Metropolitanos 
de Transporte’, a fact that nowadays impedes a fluid coordination and 
integration with other transport systems, responsibilities and processes 
(Telford, 1990:229). 

Concretising political visions through massive public works and urban 
development projects is nothing new to Venezuela. Entered the twenty-
first century, several internal reforms in the MetroCCS were initiated with 
the victory of the Bolivarian project. In accord with national reforms to 
the military, metro employees formed a worker militia, it was incorporated 
Bolivarian iconography into the stations, and there was also an investment 
in social and cultural infrastructure around stations related to new political 
ideals and visions linked to the socialism of the twenty-first century 
(Kingsbury, 2017). 
The expansion of the MetroCCS was also part of the reforms introduced 
by Hugo Chávez and nowadays it serves as an example to understand this 
infrastructure not only as a mere transport system but as part of a social(ist) 
project. 

Even though the MetroCCS infrastructure may be considered the 
backbone of the metropolis, national public policies created additional 
transportation systems in order to reach peripheral areas of the city which 
included cable-cars (linking low-income districts along the hillsides), the 
Cable Tren Bolivariano and the BusCaracas (BRT system), all state-owned.

83  The Metrobus started operating provisionally 
in 1987 and it was formally incorporated into the 

city in 1988.

84  The MetroCCS and Metrobus are operated 
by Compañía Anónima Metro de Caracas (CA 
Metro), a company with private status but 
99% owned by the Ministry of Transport and 
Communication FLÓREZ, J. 2000. Attracting 
higher income class to public transport in socially 
clustered cities. The case of Caracas. Revista de 

Urbanismo.
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Figure 4.164:  Ideology on display in a 
Metrobus unit. Author’s own imagery.

Figure 4.165:  Camioneta por puesto in 
Caracas. Photography: Jsg2.

Figure 4.166:  Private Jeeps that 
transport barrio inhabitants from and 
to the top of the hill. Author’s own 
imagery.
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extended the outreach area beyond metro stations into other city spaces 
(where topography allows it), these systems failed to solve Caracas 
transportation problem (IMUTC, 2012) hence contributed to increase 
urban disparities.
In relation to transportation costs, the Metro project is supported by an 
integrated ticket that only allows one changeover between MetroCCS 
operators; yet, the Metrobus and the underground do not cover the totality 
of the valley, having an adverse effect on the hillsides, specifically. This 
means that many barrio residents have to rely on alternative transport 
systems (non-subsidised private operators) such as Jeeps (dual traction 
vehicles of up to 12 seats), minibus vehicles of 18 to 32 seats (known 
as por puesto), taxis, moto-taxis, and standard buses (camionetas) that 
operate under a disorganised concession model and with little oversight 
by authorities to move around the city, paying additional transport fares85. 
Rather than social justice, as sustained by Kingsbury (2017), the ‘Bolivarian’ 
metro system have not solved urban inequalities as the urban poor are still 
the most affected. On the top of that, the aggressive competition among 
bus operators (por puesto) and the lack of a legal framework to co-ordinate 
metropolitan transport services has moved many local authorities to assume 
the same responsibilities and incorporate municipal transport systems 
(generally minibuses) that run exclusively within their administrative 
demarcations. This fact greatly contributes to overlap areas of incidence and 
power, hence to increase disparities (in terms of governance, accessibility or 
resources) within municipalities and metropolitan services86. 
In functional terms, the incorporation of the MetroCCS produced a real 
improvement not only setting higher standards of quality and reliability 
but reducing former traffic congestions and reorganising the surface of 
the valley by the implementation of corridors, boulevards and pedestrian 
connections that all together articulated the urban space. The quality of 
the MetroCCS not only was the result of technical performance and high 
quality standards but the implementation of user-oriented policies through 
educational and civic campaigns, curated imagery, trained staff and an 
adequate guidance and information systems. Nevertheless, what it was 
once envisioned as a high-quality service that offered an alternative to the 
surface public transport system has gradually become a deteriorated and 
deficient infrastructure that has fallen into a state of decadence (García, 
2019). 

The MetroCCS physically shaped and transformed the city as it provided 
access and services to citizens that were previously excluded from city 
life, and most importantly, it was envisioned as a solution to traffic 
and congestion. However, the MetroCCS is nowadays perceived as the 
place of encounters with the ‘other’; a sort of coloured zone, where the 
uncontrollable, the unexpected and the uncertain may occur. This fact 
moves many to avoid its use and to resort to car use as a safe means of 
transport. Despite the current underground transport system is a social 
and political project (Kingsbury, 2017), a social(ist) project, MetroCCS 
is also a site of contestation and antagonism that displays a contradictory 
balance between politics and domination of power from the state over the 
territory. 

As illustrated and exposed, the territorialisation of power over the city is 

85 To contextualise, let’s imagine that an 
‘individual A’ lives in the barrio Julián Blanco 
(Petare, Sucre) on the hillsides and works in La 
Castellana urbanisation (Chacao), in the main 
valley. A possible route for Individual A would 
be: 1. take a private jeep or mototaxi to go down 
the hill (bus fare). 2. take the Metro in Palo Verde 
station and get off in Chacao (integrated ticket), 
and 3. take an additional local bus until reaching 

La Castellana (extra bus fare). 
Now, let’s imagine that an ‘individual B’ lives 
in ‘Colinas de Bello Monte’ (Baruta) also in the 
hillsides, and works in La Castellana urbanisation 
(Chacao). In this case, a possible route for 
individual B would be: 1. take the MetroBus to 
Plaza Venezuela (integrated ticket) 2. take the 
subway and get off in Chacao, (same integrated 
ticket), and 3. take an additional local bus 
until reaching La Castellana (extra bus fare). 
Even though both individuals take three modes 
of transportation, individual B pays less than 

individual A.

86 In Caracas, the transit system consists of either 
subsidised and non-subsidised private operators 
as well as the Metro and Metrobus system, owned 
by the State.  Currently, three levels of government 
manage Caracas urban transport: local, statal 
and national. Local governments are responsible 
for planning, management and control of the 
public transport. The State is responsible for 
highways and intercity bus transports. And at 
a national level, the Ministry of Transport and 
Communication is responsible for applying 
and controlling the transport system through a 
special force. However, local governments have 
their own traffic police force. FLÓREZ, J. 2000. 
Attracting higher income class to public transport 
in socially clustered cities. The case of Caracas. 

Revista de Urbanismo.
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also exerted through the distribution and allocation of transport across the 
AMC. The massive transport system of MetroCCS is illustrated in Fig. 
4.17087 which follows the principal east-west axis of the main valley (Line 
1) with more recent extensions towards the south, along the small adjacent 
valleys. It clearly shows that the metro takes a privileged position within 
the city being supported by the Metrobus routes that provide services to 
specific parts of the city, such as the main valley floor and Colinas. It is 
also important to observe that the Metrobus does not provide service to the 
Chacao municipality; only borders it. 

Fig. 4.171 illustrates the public transport services routes of Caracas 
superposed with the in-between spaces of the AMC with the intention 
to display the incidence of each operator. As evidenced, private operators 
–as alternative transport systems– dominate the AMC interconnecting all 
city units either located on the valley floor or the hillsides. TransChacao 
(the exclusive bus operator of Chacao Municipality) only offers local 
route services within its municipal administrative demarcations whereas 
Transmetropoli (a BTR system promoted by the former Alcaldía 
Metropolitana) hardly operates in the Libertador municipality. 

87 This map has been done using the data 
provided by the IMUTC (based on 2011 data) 
as well as contrasted data from Metro Caracas 
official site. 
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Figure 4.168: Metro Cable San 
Agustín - Parque Central. Photo taken 
inside Parque Central station, 2012. 

Author’s own imagery.

Figure 4.169: Cabletren Bolivariano in 
Petare. Author’s own imagery.

Figure 4.167: Official map of the 
Metro of Caracas. Source: Metro 

Caracas.

Figure 4.170 (next pages): Spatial 
superposition of the massive transport 
system (MetroCCS) and the in-between 
spaces of the Metropolitan Area of 

Caracas. Author’s own representation.
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Figure 4.171: Spatial superposition of 
bus transport routes and the in-between 
spaces of the Metropolitan Area of 

Caracas. Author’s own representation.
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4.3.5 Territories that create and are created through identity

As explained in Chapter 2, city walls have been the most physical and visual 
form of separation throughout history between what it was considered the 
city and the non-city creating an urban landscape defined by a clear divisor 
line. The closure has always been the basis of a reduced [and powerful] 
group to protect themselves from external threats, guaranteeing an inner 
quality security within the demarcated confines (Mumford, 1961); that is, 
the inner government of cities within the walls comprised social, political 
and economic issues that led to the first definition of citizenship (Casaglia, 
2010), a social construct. 

Even though the foundational city of Santiago de León de Caracas was not 
enclosed by city walls, its limits were established first by elements of nature 
(hills, rivers and streams) and later by the ‘ejidos’, understood as a sort of 
Plato’s chôra. Paths crossing ejidal lands were traced in order to connect the 
city core with the outside; alcabalas (checkpoints)88 and peajes (tolls) were 
later established at the ‘entrances’ of the city partly to function as collecting 
tax points for incoming goods, places of control and defence, and as 
symbolic thresholds between the inside and the outside. This exploration 
serves to envision that the confinement inside the city is not just a claim 
about the limits of a sovereign authority or about a jurisdiction over the 
flow of goods, capital or labour; it is also a claim about who is entitled 
to belong, which in a way, reinforces the idea of identity, strengthening 
a bounded solidarity and unity of those who live either inside or outside 
a demarcated limit. So, those city limits were also a claim about who was 
able to claim ownership or belonging in cultural identities and narratives. 

Translating this scenario in current times, the scholar Anna Casaglia (2010), 
in her Doctoral dissertation ‘The Green Line Sea. Space and the consequences 
of a city partition: The case of Nicosia’, argues that after the fall of the Berlin 
Wall in 1989 and the end of the Cold War in 1991, the idea of a borderless 
world was enforced globally; however, an impressive number of political 
entities emerged in the city of Berlin which encompassed the creation of 
new boundaries in the German capital affirming that:

“Territories are still defined by borders and the state continues to represent 
citizens” (Casaglia, 2010:56, Newman, 2001).

Nowadays, the contemporary city is encouraged to be open, borderless and 
secure and, despite many contemporary cities have no physical borders 
surrounding their core, the idea to foster social cohesion, to achieve a 
sort of urban togetherness, and to reinforce citizens’ identity still remains 
present. 

In the case of the city of Caracas, the idea of integration, security and 
openness is continuously reinforced by a multiplicity of city agents that 
pursue to transform the Venezuelan capital into an open city despite the 
fact the majority of Caraqueños live enclosed and confined. City movement 
is not guaranteed for everyone and the fear to the other (or the unknown) 
moves many to unconsciously trace tangible and intangible lines that 
modify flows, movements, and define non-go areas. 

88 The oldest checkpoint in Caracas was the 
Alcabala De Portillo, in La Pastora, which 
operated until the beginning of the twentieth 
century. This checkpoint was the entry point for 
farmers and muleteers from Galipán until it was 
built the San Jacinto market. Similarly, Alcabala 
de Puente Sucre functioned as a market for the 
agricultural and diverse production of the Tuy 
region; corn, beans, vegetables, poultry, eggs and 
many other items were traded there, in addition 
to the basic needs of daily life. 
The Alcalbala de Blandín was erected to control 
people and goods as it was strategically positioned 
to oversee the Carretera La Guaira; the same 
function had the Alcabalas of Chacaíto (East), 
El Valle, Carretera Sur and the one in Puente 
Sucre. In fact, alcabala of El Valle functioned as 
a security and control site until 1940, when the 
exploitation of coal ceased and the use of gas, 
petrol and kerosene stoves became widespread 
among the population. And, Alcabala of 
Mamera had more affluence than the others 
as it concentrated a great volume of vehicles 
coming from different roads. HERNÁNDEZ 
CAMACHO, P. 1967. Los caminos, alcabalas y 
peajes de Caracas. Elite. Caracas.
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they are related to the role acquired by certain areas due to situations of 
enclosure –e.g. gated communities, ghettos–, where the space “undergoes 
a process of territorialisation through which it contributes to define and 
fix relational and identity features” (Casaglia, 2010:130) either ethnic, 
religious, spatial, economic, linguistic, historic, all of which allocate 
imaginaries of all sorts. 

The boundary not only represents the origin of a community but embodies 
in a sense, a collective memory of its development. As exposed in Chapter 
2, in-between spaces can be understood as social, political and discursive 
constructs tight to historical contingencies (Newman, 2001:187). 
Even though in-between spaces expand or decline, they always denote a 
sort of boundary, being part of the production and institutionalisation 
of territories and territoriality. So, the boundary not only represents the 
origin of a community but embodies in a sense, a collective memory of its 
development. 

As a mode of example, former alcabalas –many located at the entrances 
of the city– have given rise to new spaces, which have kept the name of 
the place where they were erected such as [alcabala] ‘De Portillo’ (in La 
Pastora), de Blandín (near plan de Manzano), de Chacaíto (in the east), de 
El Valle (in Carretera del Sur), de Puente Sucre, La Mamera, among others.
This fact indicates that borderlands were referential sites of influence in 
the transformation registered in the AMC (Hernández Camacho, 1967). 
Therefore, those areas function as a palimpsest that carries underneath many 
layers and traces of human use that are constantly removed, transformed, 
imposed or have been eliminated, as further explored in Chapter 5. The 
in-between space –as a borderland– becomes the essence and a container of 
memories which contribute to nurture the historical discourse of the place.

According to Newman (2005), territory is a fundamental dimension of 
identity  so that “territorial boundaries are one of the major elements of 
ethnic and political identity” (Casaglia, 2010:56). As discussed, at the 
absence of entrances, gates or security controls, community groups at 
all levels of society rely on dialogical systems of claim or counterclaim to 
establish certain boundaries. Even though these constructions are mental 
delimitations, they are translated into physical actions over the space and 
this process “highlights the constitutive power of social relations over 
the space” (Casaglia, 2010:130). Once the space is mentally divided, it 
influences both behaviour patterns and relationships. 
In this regard, it is pertinent to go back to post-colonial studies, which have 
underlined these aspects such as how the construction and maintenance 
of social and material boundaries, and the creation of cultural, local and 
national identities such as the recognition of a ‘we’ and the ‘other’, the 
‘coloniser’ and ‘colonised’, the ‘native’ and ‘foreigner’ are in favour of 
intermediate areas of encounter. This is explored more in detail in the 
section 4.4.2.

In this investigation, the in-between space is envisioned as a sort of  
borderland between different territorial units that defines relations  among  
individuals that are strongly bound to a specific territory. But, paradoxically, 
the in-between space is also envisioned as the catalyst area that pursues a 
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sort of de-territorialisation (a detachment from the territory), where the 
articulation of the city can occur. And this might be probably its main 
characteristic: to be an undefined and ambiguous space where contrasting 
and contrary discourses encounter. 

As found, the suturing process of different territorial units of the city 
initiates when the in-between space is crossed or traversed, independently 
of its aesthetics, location or position within the city. It is the experience of 
crossing what encourages users to interact with the ‘other’, to discover new 
territories and territorialities, to initiate new relations with places, and to 
open up the idea of hybridity and the fluidity of identity. 
Therefore, it is essential to comprehend what occurs at the edges of each 
territorial unit, particularly when two or more city units juxtapose, in order 
to decipher the functions and connotations of the resulting in-between 
spaces. It is precisely this encounter what originates and characterises a 
unique area where new logics and behaviours may occur. 

This issue is explained in the next section and is further detailed in the 
specific case studies explored in Chapter 5, being the in-between space the 
scenario where identity and cultural issues become manifested.
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This section attempts to provide a conceptualisation of the in-between 
spaces of the AMC as an instance of territorial formations. Particularly, 
the analysis of these territorial formations is based on an ethnographic 
observation in the in-between spaces of Caracas from 2009 to 2016 of what 
has been termed ‘interstitial practice’ in order to reflect on the territorial 
dimension of this practice and the relationship between people and places.

Rather than being constrained within the Architecture discipline, this 
section focuses on a wide range of works done between disciplines and 
practices, and ponders whether or not interstitial practice –that seek to 
reshape the built environment in a multiplicity of ways– can contribute 
to strengthen socio-spatial relations, that is, reinforce urban togetherness 
through ‘the experience of crossing’. This issue responds to the hypothesis 
which stands that the act of crossing the in-between space reinforces 
processes of urban togetherness. 

Throughout this work, the urban configuration of Caracas has been 
narrated through various time periods and it can be assumed that the urban 
experience is an accumulative fact. As discovered, the total demolition 
of several macro-territorial units or the radical transformation of certain 
parts of the city (particularly from the 1900s) not only meant the loss 
of the urban built and the physical space but it produced a loss in the 
collective memory of its residents. Yet, the memories and traces of these 
transformations always remain latent and are manifested in the intra-spaces 
of the city, which in a way, move to envision the city as a palimpsest hiding 
under its surface successive traces and layers of human use that have been 
either superimposed, removed or transformed.  

In this regard, interstitial practice –as explored in Chapter 2– incorporate 
aesthetic compositions that focus on the experience of urban life in cities 
which aims to promote sites of encounter, of historic relevance, exchange 
and interaction in order to consolidate future actions. However, one of the 
questions raised during this investigation is whether interstitial practice in 
the in-between space can contribute to strengthen socio-spatial relations 
or, on the contrary, serve to expand social distances. 

Interstitial practice always take place on the spaces of public domain 
(which include the public and the private space); and the street is the 
preferred location from artists to expose, perform and influence whole 
neighbourhoods. But, does the implication of the artist contribute to 
strengthen community bonds? Is it the message what agitate the changing 
realities of the contemporary city and urban life? Is it the location? 
This section explores all these issues by analysing the art scene of Caracas 
entered the twentieth century and the impact interstitial practice have in 
the in-between spaces in order to capture the dynamism of these sites and 
the lived experiences across time and space. 

Even though the interstitial practice is constantly legalised against, in some 
cases this prosecution is what provokes and indulges creativity and the 

4.4 The role of interstitial practice in the in-between 
spaces
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desire to act. Seen from the outside, this type of practice may look as a 
pastime for youngsters whereas from the inside, this practice constitutes a 
solid discourse and a determined intention to benefit and nurture socially 
and culturally the population. Yet, as discovered, the interstitial practice 
regard urban space and the discipline between art and architecture not 
as objects but as processes of production, experiences and events; and its 
position in the in-between space can greatly contribute, modify and impact 
behaviours and assumptions of the other in favour of intertwinement.

4.4.1 The art scene of Caracas entered the twentieth century

Background overview

In 1829, General José Antonio Páez created the ‘Sociedad de Amigos del País’ 
(Friends of the Country Society) by means of a decree inspired by Simón 
Bolivar with the purpose of complying with the Organic Law of Public 
Education. This society planned the foundation of several schools with 
their corresponding libraries among which drawing classes were established 
for the craftsmen, directed by Joaquín Sosa. In 1835, this society created 
the ‘Academy of Drawing and Painting’ under the direction of Sosa that 
was later reorganised by the Provincial Council of Caracas (Diputación 
Provincial de Caracas) and the Directorate of Public Instruction (Dirección 
de Instrucción Pública). It was later in 1849, when Diputación de Caracas 
issued a resolution to create the Academy of Fine Arts of Caracas which 
became an important entity that will greatly impact the future metropolis 
(Madriz Nava, 1986).  

In 1908, the Venezuelan painter Antonio Herrera Toro became director 
of the Caracas Fine Arts Academy (Academia de Bellas Artes de Caracas) 
where he introduced important educational reforms; Toro’s arrival rapidly 
generated a massive strike in 1909 by groups of students who demanded 
changes in his teaching methods and traditional techniques. Due to these 
reforms, many pupils decided to abandon the academy and follow their 
artistic training on their own, creating in 1912 the anti-academic ‘Círculo 
de Bellas Artes’’89 (CBA) led by Antonio Edmundo Monsanto, Manuel 
Cabré and Leoncio Martínez together with other musicians, writers and 
intellectuals. Despite the CBA only lasted five years, this group is regarded 
as one of the most important artistic movements in Venezuela as it created 
a non-academic school that marked the rise of the modern visual arts in 
the country. 

After the death of Juan Vicente Gómez in 1935, the scene of the arts in 
Venezuela rapidly changed. Eleazar López Contreras became president of 
Venezuela in 1936 and, in order to promote a cultural modernisation of 
the nation, the novelist Rómulo Gallegos –former member of the CBA– 
became Minister of Education. Gallegos appointed Antonio Edmundo 
Monsanto as director of the Caracas Fine Arts Academy and rapidly, the 
school was renamed ‘Escuela de Artes Plásticas y Artes Aplicadas de Caracas’ 
including the Applied Arts into the academia. Over the years, foreign 
artists were incorporated into the school such as the Spaniards Ricardo 
Arrúe Valle and Ramón Martín Durbán, or the Chileans Armando Lira 

89 The Círculo de Bellas Artes (CBA) originated 
in Caracas in 1909 when a group of painters, 
journalists, writers, musicians and other figures 
related to the arts protested against the teaching 
methods used by Antonio Herrar Toro, director 
of the Academia de Bellas Artes of Caracas. 
The CBA was formally founded in 1912 by 
young artists –amongst which were Leoncio 
Martínez, Armando Reverón, Rómulo Gallego 
and Andrés Eloy Blanco– who aimed to renovate 
the institution. Originally, this group organised 
its meetings in Plaza Bolívar of Caracas but later 
moved to other locations within the old quarter 
area. Despite the Círculo de Bellas Artes only 
lasted until 1916, in general terms, it contributed 
significantly to embrace, value and accept 
Venezuelan art in all its facets and forms.
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During the democratic period of General Isaías Medina Angarita, the 
Venezuelan intellectual Arturo Uslar Pietri was appointed Minister of 
Education, and the Mexican school of painting emerged as a reference 
amongst young Venezuelan artists. Moreover, government grants and 
scholarships allowed many students to continue their studies in Mexico, 
Chile and the United States. By the end of the Second World War, whereas 
many artists decided to move to Europe, particularly to Paris, others 
stayed in Latin America following the footsteps of the Mexican artist 
Diego Rivera, thus ensuring a solid formation in muralism (Esteva-Grillet, 
2000:229, Ejército Comunicacional de Liberación, 2011). By that time, 
the art scene in Venezuela followed historicist and sociologist topics, along 
with indigenes tendencies and other decorative artworks such as sculptural 
friezes, fountains and fresco paintings in vaults, churches and palaces. 
Also, social realism and surrealism moved to the worship of race, which 
was so in vogue in Latin America since the 1920s. However, the political 
and partisan influence of Medina’s government laid the foundations for 
an artistic movement of a social and pedagogical nature, which achieved 
governmental support; that is, in 1943, it was created the Union of Young 
Plastic Artists being some of its members the Venezuelans César Rengifo 
and Gabriel Brancho (Esteva-Grillet, 2000:229-231) who were in charge 
of promoting exhibitions and cultural events tight to the political power.

During the short democratic-populist government of Rómulo Gallegos 
between 1947 and 1948, popular culture was enhanced in the Folklore 
Festival and the Pan-American Exposition, strengthening relations with 
the American avant-garde movement. But with the arrival of a militarist 
decade ruled by Marcos Pérez Jiménez, the political culture remained 
interested in cultivating the ‘popular’ and the ‘avant-garde’ at the service 
of an ideological pragmatism characterised by the Doctrine of National 
Well. As appointed by Esteva-Grillet (2000:230-231), two tendencies 
appeared: one that followed a new academic tradition (deco architecture, 
non-politicised social realism) and another that pursued modernity 
(functionalist architecture, geometric and abstract art).  The regime of 
Marcos Pérez Jiménez expressed its politics in the New Nacional Identity, 
which outlawed partisan struggle for a united Venezuela aiming to 
identify the country by the promotion of a national identity, with large 
urban transformations which integrated artistic works into buildings and 
urban spaces. The basis of this New Nacional Identity was the exaltation 
of tradition, natural resources and the geographic location of the country 
in order to recognise Venezuela as one of the most prosperous, glorious 
and modern countries worldwide. This is, arts and architecture91 became 
essential to promote an imposed national identity. According to the scholar 
Penélope Plaza, it was during 1952 and 1958 when Venezuela became the 
Latin American country with major architectonical achievements in terms 
of quantity and quality (Plaza, 2008). 

It is during this time when the Centro Simón Bolivar complex (see Section 
4.3.4) was built to allocate ministries; a complex designed by Cipriano 
Domínguez that served as a milestone of urban modernism and as a 
symbol of Venezuelan national identity. Paradoxically, the functionalist 
architecture of this complex received the decorative contribution of artists 

90 Chilean artistic collective created in 
1922 by painters influenced by European 

postimpressionism.

91 ‘Plan Cerro Piloto’, the ‘23 de Enero’ and the 
‘Sistema Urbano de la Nacionalidad’ are the most 
relevant urban developments executed during 

this period.
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associated to the left militancy such as the Venezuelan César Rengifo, the 
Spaniard Abel Vallmitjana or the Ecuatorian Oswaldo Guayasamín. As 
cited by Roldán Esteva-Grillet, “pragmatism was imposed over any sort 
of dissidence” (2000:231, author’s own translation) in a sense that when 
decorating any building, there was no discrimination between schools 
or artistic trends. Similarly, another official building erected during this 
period was the Círculo Social de las Fuerzas Armadas, designed by Luis 
Malaussena in Los Próceres area, which combined a functionalist structure 
with a certain art deco monumentality. The artist that decorated the 
gallery of this complex was Pedro Centeno Vallenilla, who used a mixture 
of nationalist symbolism, surrealism, and academic realism to illustrate 
Venezuelan heroes under the protection of their homeland (La Patria) and 
indigenous tutelary gods. That is, Centeno incarnated a supposed official 
style both for its monumentality and for its worship of ethnic and patriotic 
symbols. 

By that time, abstract art was also favoured in other public buildings, 
especially in the new Universidad Central de Venezuela (UCV)92 which 
was under the design direction and curation93 of the Venezuelan architect 
Carlos Raúl Villanueva. Particularly in this case, the functionalist 
architecture of the UCV combined artworks of national and mostly 
international artists according to the idea of artistic integration, modernism 
and prestige amongst which are the works of the Hungarian-French artist 
Victor Vasarely or the Swiss Sophie Henriette Gertrude Taeuber-Arp. 
Overall, more than a hundred artworks were allocated inside the premises 
of this educational complex although, as further explored, other artistic 
manifestations gradually appeared in its adjacencies.

Meanwhile, as an opposition to official muralism and other artworks 
promoted and financed by the state, a group of painters led by the Chilean 
Armando Lira were inspired by the landscape and folklore tradition, 
already promoted by the former CBA, but adding the socio-political 
theme to their works. So, the advent of democracy in 1958 moved this 
group of painters to promote art in provincial cities where murals were 
painted in worker’s clubs and union houses. This group of artists conceived 
the idea of ‘public art’ according to the postulates of the Mexican school; 
they promoted the Taller de Arte Realista (TAR) in 1958-1959, and spread 
their ideas and activities in La Esfera newspaper. This group also opened 
David Alfaro Siqueiro’s first exhibition of engravings in the country and 
invited this Mexican artist to give several lectures at the Museo de Bellas 
Artes, the Ateneo de Caracas and the UCV. The most well-known artists of 
this group were Jose Arteaga and Gabriel Bracho both painting national 
motifs such as heroes of the Venezuela Independence, folklore and the 
country’s wealth.

Aside from this group of painters, there are also relevant examples of 
monumental public art that is not strictly political, not even in terms of 
an exclusive preference for a style or school. In this regard, particularly 
when Pérez Jiménez reached power in the 1950s, the city became a visual 
representation of consumerism where its urban landscape depicted a 
spectacle of progress and modernity; commercial advertisements and 
propaganda conquered the urban space and buildings, what Lisa Blackmore 
refers to as “Spectacular Modernity”. This rise of consumerism became 

92  The Universidad Central de Venezuela (UCV) 
was built between 1940 and 1960 in the lands 
of Hacienda Ibarra. This hacienda belonged to 
Simón Bolivar, who made a donation to the Real 
and Pontificia Universidad de Caracas –by that 
time located in the old quarter area of Caracas–. 
It was in 1942 during the government of Medina, 
when the ‘University City’ was envisioned as an 
educational complex in order to increase the 
number of university students in the country. 
In 1954, during General Marcos Pérez Jiménez 
mandate, the complex was inaugurated and it was 
considered a masterpiece of the twentieth century 
urban planning, declared a Wold Heritage Site by 
UNESCO in 2000.

93  As explained in ESTEVA-GRILLET, 
R. 2000. La decoración mural en Venezuela: 
apuntes para una historia. Anales del Instituto de 
Investigaciones estéticas, 211-250., the Venezuelan 
sculptor Alejandro Colina was entrusted to make 
a sculpture for the Bolivarian Games. Colina 
built a monumental and heroic version of the 
native goddess María Lionza that was refused by 
the architect Carlos Raúl Villanueva and had to 
be allocated outside the complex, particularly in 
the edges of Francisco Fajardo highway.
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and, in Venezuela, the oil culture, foreign investment, and the ruling 
regime contributed to indulge the consumer culture and occupation of 
the city space to place advertisement connected with capitalist ideology. 
Caracas hosted a significant presence of private entities that were interested 
in displaying an image of modernity and economic stability in its buildings 
and branches. 

By that time, it could be argued that public institutions –with enough 
resources to invest in consecrated artists– opted for the incorporation of 
national artworks in their buildings to create a recognised image for their 
enterprises; relevant examples are The Previsora building or The Capriles 
tower which incorporated respectively kinetic artworks made by Carlos 
Cruz-Diez and Jesús Rafael Soto94. In regards of kinetic art, it was the 
construction of the Venezuelan pavilion for the Montreal Exhibition in 
196795 what marked the epitome of Venezuelan kinetic art because the 
image of the country was internationally applauded and identified with the 
installation entitled “Volume Suspendu” by Jesús Rafael Soto (Fig. 4.172-3). 
Therefore, during the 1970s, the capital’s government rapidly sponsored 
massive kinetic artworks across the city including buses, pedestrian 
crossings, façades, pavements, containing walls in highways, silos or urban 
furniture. For the Brazilian critic Federico Morais this act meant a sort of 
displeasure at kinetic art in the city, which was understood as a populist 
excess:

“It is true that, as an international trend, Kinetic art is becoming repetitive 
and mechanical, making trivial effects and sensations. Such negative aspects 
are enormously accentuated when Venezuelan Kinetic art is taken to the 
streets, fading into the city. In this case, it is frankly disappointing, making 
the utopia of architectural and/or urban integration of the plastic arts fail, 
and it also fails to resolve the cherished project of “art in the street,” that 
is, to give the plastic arts the sense of plasticity envisaged by Vasarely. [...] 
Some of these works, despite the sophisticated titles of a technical nature 
given by their authors, border on the ridiculous because of the nullity of 
their function and the absence of aesthetic pleasure” (Morais, 1990 in 
Esteva-Grillet, 2000:242. Author’s own translation)96.

In the 1980s, the incorporation of MetroCCS meant another change in the 
artistic field. Even though in 1947 a feasibility study to incorporate a massive 
transport system begun, it was not until 1979 when the subway was firmly 
built97. The MetroCCS was inaugurated in 1983, the bicentennial year 
of Simón Bolívar’s birth. But unlike Villanueva’s selection of artworks for 
the UCV, there was no need to allocate prestigious foreign representation 
to build a solid imagery of this infrastructure because each metro station, 
both inside and outside its premises, accommodated a wide range of 
artworks –sculptures, reliefs, stained glass windows, mosaics, hanging 
or attached sculptures– the majority of which were made by Venezuelan 
artists in accordance with the architecture and urban transformations of 
the surroundings. Hence, this explains why Caracas is still referred as an 
‘open art museum’ (Esteva-Grillet, 2000, Rivero Urdaneta, 2012, Jaimes 
Quero, 2003).

Aside from these commissioned large installations and mural decorations 
in the public sphere, other types of expression such as graffiti, stencils, 
spray murals and other forms of popular art cannot be ignored as they are 

94 The Venezuelan artists Carlos Cruz-Diez, 
Jesús Rafael Soto and Alejandro Otero, all trained 
in Escuela de Artes Plásticas y Artes Aplicadas of 
Caracas and later in Paris, are considered the 
masters and precursors of kinetic art (cinetismo, 
in Spanish). Those artists specialised in Op Art 
which bends both the mind and the eye of the 
spectator in order to challenge perception; their 
sculptures and pieces emphasise colour, optical 

effects and the illusion of movement.

95 The Venezuelan pavilion was designed by 
Carlos Raúl Villanueva and Eduardo Trujillo 
(architects) together with Erickson/ Massey 

Architects (associated architectural firm).

96 “Es cierto que, como tendencia internacional, el 
cinetismo se vuelve repetitivo y mecánico, haciendo 
triviales efectos y sensaciones. Tales aspectos negativos 
son enormemente acentuados cuando el cinetismo 
venezolano es llevado a la calle, diluyéndose en la 
ciudad. En este caso es francamente decepcionante, 
haciendo fracasar la utopía de la integración 
arquitectónica y/o urbanística de las artes plásticas, 
y tampoco logra resolver el acariciado proyecto de 
“arte en la calle”, o sea, de dar a las artes plásticas 
el sentido de plasticidad previsto por Vasarely. 
[...] Algunas de esas obras, a pesar de los títulos 
sofisticados, de carácter técnico, que les son dados por 
sus autores, rayan en el ridículo por la nulidad de su 

función y por la ausencia de placer estético”. 

97 It is relevant to mention that a century ago, 
that date had also been reserved to inaugurate the 
train that would connect Caracas with La Guaira.
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Figure 4.172:  Venezuelan Pavilion of 
1967 in Montreal, Québec. Source: 
Canadian Centre for Architecture.  
https-//www.cca.qc.ca

Figure 4.173:  Jesús Rafael Soto’s 
installation at the ‘Exposition 
Universelle de Montreal’ inside the 
Pavillon du Venezuela. Montreal, 
1967. Source: Canadian Centre for 
Architecture.  https-//www.cca.qc.ca
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and read hidden stories of everyday life (Jaimes Quero, 2003). The 
decoration of ‘santamarías’, walls and façades also serve as new forms of 
advertising to promote goods and services; even small businesses used neon 
lights, large logos and photography to promote themselves (Esteva-Grillet, 
2000). 
The assumption of other less commercial and more political actions also 
appeared in the city as an urban phenomenon that has its roots in the 
contestation of marginality and social events. Multidisciplinary collectives 
and organisations appeared in the urban sphere marking new territories 
through what is known in Venezuela as ‘pintas’ (graffiti), tags, or slogans 
enriched with figures or scenes either using stickers, sprays or stencils 
(Jaimes Quero, 2003, Ejército Comunicacional de Liberación, 2011). 

According to Humberto Jaimes Quero (2003), the usage of graffiti in 
Venezuela dates back to the end of colonial times. As Jaimes exposes, 
the bishop of Caracas Narciso Coll Pratt collected in ‘Memoriales sobre 
la Indepencencia de Venezuela’ that political graffiti was first noticed in 
the squares and public spaces of the city between 1810 and 1812 reading 
‘Somos católicos’ (We are Catholic) and ‘Viva la religión y muera Burke’ 98 

(Long live religion and Burke must die). 
Nonetheless, it was in the twentieth century when this street practice 
gained importance particularly during the 1930s, when groups of students 
and organisations wrote on street walls against political figures such as 
President Gómez or Félix Galavis, member of Eleazar López Contreras’ 
government. As gathered in Jaimes Quero (2003), during a student protest 
in central Caracas in 1936, security forces killed a protestor; an act that 
rapidly moved to read the message ‘Asesino Galavis’ (Galavis assassin) 
written with blood across the city centre. 
Between 1960s and 1970s, influenced by the events of May 196899 that 
occurred in France, other messages such as ‘Renuncia Rómulo’ (Rómulo 
renounce), ‘Apoya las guerrillas’ (support the guerrillas) or ‘Ser joven es 
un delito’ (To be young is a crime) could be read across Caracas (Jaimes 
Quero, 2003:2). It is relevant to mention that the work from Situationist 
International (SI) proved greatly influential in shaping the ideas behind 
the May 1968 insurrections in France; quotes, phrases and slogans from 
Situationist’s texts and publications were widespread on posters and graffiti 
during protests, later used worldwide.

Entered the 1990s, other graffiti writings were seen in Caracas’ walls such 
as ‘No a la privatización de las Universidades’ (No to the privatisation of 
Universities) when the neoliberalism and the privatisation of many state 
companies occurred. In 1992, Caracas experienced two coup d’ état 
attempts by the Hugo Chávez-led ‘Revolutionary Bolivarian Movement 
200’ (MBR-200): first in February 4, and later in November 27. 
Subsequently, many writings appeared on walls reading ‘Viva Chávez’ 
(Long live Chávez) and ‘Chávez al Poder’ (Chávez to power). However, as 
exposed in Jaimes Quero (2003), messages supporting Hugo Chávez were 
inmediately removed by government officials after the first failed coup 
so that reality contrasted with the official narrative offered by CAP days 
after the insurrection. In fact, CAP published an article in El Nacional 
newspaper negating the existence of those graffiti supporting the coup and 
the figure of Chávez: 

98 William Burke was part of the British army. 
In 1810 he stayed in Venezuela and started 
publishing in the Caracas Gazette supporting 
the independence and a project for the political, 
military, economic and religious organisation of 
new nations. In 1811, Burke published an article 
about the tolerance of religious beliefs which 
generated a huge controversy. PÉREZ VILA, M. 
nc. Burke, William. Diccionario de Historia de 

Venezuela. Venezuela: Fundación Empresas Polar.

99 ‘May 68’ is considered to this day as a 
cultural, social and moral turning point in 
the history of France. The unrest began with 
student occupation protests against capitalism, 
American imperialism, consumerism as well 
as traditional institutions, values and order. 
SITUATIONNISTE, I. 1969. The Beginning of 
an Era. In: #12 (ed.). Situationist international 

online.
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“this is not true. I would say that Venezuelans don’t make ‘fake heroes’, 
much less criminals out of heroes”100 (Mendoza, Mirna, 1992 cited in 
Jaimes Quero, 2003:6. Author’s own translation).

So, graffiti writing is a subversion and a counterculture form of expression; 
in fact, it is one of the most powerful tools to depict collective ideologies 
and thoughts that, as expemplified, can be difficult to delete or censure by 
the media and the ones in power. 

Since 1998, multiple messages shape the public sphere of the AMC such as 
‘Fuera Chávez Neoliberal’ (Neoliberal Chávez out); ‘Chávez Asesino’ (Chávez 
assassin); ‘Chávez qué pasó con tu revolución’ (Chávez, what happened with 
your revolution), ‘Viva Chávez’ (Hurrah Chávez), ‘Hasta la victoria siempre’ 
(Always onward until the victory) as well as other messages that allude to 
the current president of Venezuela, Nicolás Maduro, and the ideals of the 
Bolivarian Revolution. 

Types of murals

The nexus between art and politics is not normally based in the formal 
aesthetics from the academia but in the notions of an effective symbolism 
and communication that passers-by can be identified and associated 
with. As previously mentioned, the art scene in Caracas has been highly 
influenced by the Mexican muralist movement which is manifested in the 
popular murals that nowadays cover many urban spaces of the capital city.

In the book ‘Mural y Luces’ (Ejército Comunicacional de Liberación, 2011), 
José Leonardo Guaglianione pursues to categorise the art scene of Caracas, 
particularly murals, in order to showcase its heterogeneity, interests and 
meanings. Based on Guaglianione’s findings (Ejército Comunicacional 
de Liberación, 2011:147-153), the murals of Caracas from the twentieth 
century can be classified in two general modalities: the academic and the 
popular. 

The academic mural encompasses artists that emerged around 1958 with 
the ‘Taller de Arte Realista’ (TAR) and a trajectory of artists who were 
moved by the social tendency such as Gabriel Bracho and César Rengifo. 
The TAR group pursued the emancipation and education of the country 
through aesthetic content, essentially political. In fact, the official painter 
of the military dictatorship, Pedro Centeno Vallenilla, with a conservative 
and nationalistic view, can be in this category as well as the abstractionist 
experiences of all artists that intervened in the UCV following an abstract-
geometrical tendency including the works of Juvenal Ravelo, as well as 
kinetic artists such as Carlos Cruz-Diez that also had a real effectiveness 
towards the social. For Guaglianione, the academic mural has been 
hybridised in a sense that nowadays, its specificity has been diluted. Several 
examples are the abstract-figurative mural on the façade of Liceo Andrés 
Bello in Avenida México or the dispersed murals alongside the city signed 
by Ángel Parra, reproducing the figure of Francisco de Miranda with a 
realism that is linked to the aesthetics of the north-American and Japanese 
comic. In parallel, and together with the academic mural modality, 
politico-partisan murals as well as politico-ideological murals emerged in 

100  “Esto no es verdad. Yo diría que los venezolanos 
no hacemos héroes de paja, menos aún hacemos de 
delincuentes héroes”. 
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Figure 4.176: Mural found in the 
streets of Caracas in 2018 displaying 
Ernesto Guevara’s famous saying ‘Hasta 
la victoria siempre’ which also became 
a leitmotif in Chávez discourses. 
Photography: Luis Robayo, AFP Photo.

Figure 4.174: Mateo Manaure’s mural 
placed at the Plaza Cubierta” inside the 
premises of the UCV,  Plaza Cubierta 

de la UCV. Source: Esfera Cultural.

Figure 4.175: Blue and Black Virtual 
cube made by Jesús Soto in 1982. This 
artwork is located outside Chacaíto 
Metro station and belongs to Colección 
Metro de Caracas. Photography: Luis 

Chacín, taken in August 2015.
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the 1960s as an alternative mode of communication due to its effective 
symbolism. Politico-partisan murals correspond to all sort of expressions 
in which the propagandistic function is determinant, always referring to 
a specific political group (party, institution, syndicate, organisation…). 
Venezuelan artists such as Jacobo Borges, Régulo Pérez and Pedro León 
Zapata could be emplaced in this category. Yet, these murals have evolved 
from being less partisan and more ideological. 
Politico-ideological murals can be found either in specific locations such 
as the ‘23 de Enero’ neighbourhood and its adjacencies as well as across 
the city, generally next to large state housing projects. As further explored, 
muralist brigades (i.e. Muralistas de la Patria) and other popular groups 
(directly related to social movements) are in charge of the production of 
politico-ideological murals among which are ‘Colectivo Alexis Vive’, ‘Frente 
Francisco Miranda’, ‘Tribu Muralista’ or ‘Tiuna el Fuerte’. Kael Abello, 
member of ‘Comando Creativo’ muralist brigade explains: 

“Comando Creativo committed itself to the collective attempt to build a 
new representation of the Bolivarian struggle. For instance, we participated 
in the construction of the bicentennial imagery [symbolism produced for 
Venezuela’s independence bicentennial], which was a sort of manifesto 
of how Chavismo saw history, with a Bolivar drawn with the sword and 
[the whole project having] a continental sweep” (Kael Abello in Pascual 
Marquina, 2019:nc translated by the author).

As observed, the political muralism (partisan and ideological) has acquired 
a functional sense where identity is reinforced as a cultural community 
practice.

The other modality is popular muralism that constitutes the maximum 
expression of popular art, ephemeral in its use, which is the characteristic 
that gives authenticity to the piece. As exposed in ‘Mural y Luces’ 
(Ejército Comunicacional de Liberación, 2011:147-153), there are many 
associations, projects and emblematic nodes of irradiation of popular 
art in the capital city such as the ‘Asociación Cultural Teatro Alameda’ in 
San Agustín del Sur or the parish of La Pastora, which is a historic and 
fundamental node for urban art that has institutional support. In this 
regard, despite institutional muralism followed in the past a constructivist, 
geometric or kinetic trend from consecrated artists, nowadays it follows 
traditional premises of national iconography in order to promote a historic 
narrative from the ones in power, which allude to shape a collective 
and national identity. This type of muralism is by far, the one that can 
be distinguished from the rest because murals are executed using either 
ceramic or pictorial techniques. 
The institutional ceramic mural emerged as a figurative aspect that 
proliferated alongside the city after the ‘Bicentennial Campaign’, launched 
between 2010 and 2011 by the National government. This campaign 
consisted in creating ceramic murals composed by the assemblage of 
painted tiles using the mosaic technique, displaying allegorical and 
propagandistic images. Even though the ‘Bicentennial Campaign’ and 
‘Plan Caracas Bicentenario’ have spread massively in the public sphere 
under the premise of beautifying the city, these strategies have transformed 
radically the urban landscape. On the one hand, the imposition of these 
murals caused the elimination of artworks on walls in order to incorporate 
ceramic murals that commemorated the bicentennial; and on the other 
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were paradoxically convoked to participate in this campaign. This type of 
muralism is nothing less than an imposition from the ones in power which 
generated a radical transformation of the urban culture of the city. 
The institutional pictorial mural consists of large dysfunctional murals 
promoted by either public or private institutions usually painted nearby 
its headquarters or agreed locations. Current examples can be the ones 
produced by ‘Servicio Nacional Integrado de Administración Aduanera y 
Tributaria’ (SENIAT) or ‘Oficina Nacional Antidrogas’ (ONA) displaying 
propagandistic messages in an ineffective and poorly curated manner 
(Ejército Comunicacional de Liberación, 2011). 

Additionally, Caracas is covered by a multiplicity of murals that can be read 
according to its position within the city, its materiality and authorship. 
On the one hand, many historical and abstract murals are located in 
renowned buildings, architectural landmarks or transited areas101 in order 
to seek a certain plastic integration and visualisation of intentions. In 
this case, authors are professional artists who have been commissioned 
to promote a certain patrimonial conscience that has helped to its 
conservation; materials are durable and expensive, and the artworks 
display a varied range of techniques. The Venezuelans Régulo Pérez, Pedro 
León Zapata, Carlos Cruz-Diez, among others were recognised artists that 
lent themselves to the elaboration of commissioned murals, as further 
explored. On the other hand, the city is also covered by other works 
made by artists who have not been commissioned and [sometimes] have a 
precarious artistic formation; those are normally displayed in commercial 
stalls, fences, gates or walls that might even display the author’s signature 
and telephone number seeking for any sort of commission. Most of these 
works showcase realistic figurative discourses and even traditional genres 
such as landscape, portraiture, personal messages or religion. 

Nevertheless, a phenomenon detected in the current Caracas is the 
proliferation of many urban agents who work under contract to publicise 
not only cultural events, clothing or food brands but political parties and 
ideologies. As further explored in this chapter, the blatant presence of 
‘the eyes of Chávez’ (García Alcaraz, 2017a) in the public sphere or the 
incidence of Gran Misión Barrio Nuevo –Barrio Tricolor (GMBNBT)102 on 
several buildings are a few examples.
Furthermore, there are many other ephemeral artworks and installations 
that use a wide range of techniques that can be helped with either spray, 
cardboard, projectors or any other resource to expose a message, an 
intention or an idea which can be either political, ideological, ecological, 
social, educational, religious, or historical. These interventions are not 
intended to last as their nature is to use street elements that are normally 
threatened with being torn down or repainted; therefore, these works 
escape the logic of preservation. Sometimes, their anonymous authorship 
and their location give these artworks an insecure sense of survival into the 
city. Hence, the poor quality of the pictorial materials used (oil painting, 
spray, paint…) and their exposure to sun, dust or rain contribute to its 
damage. In this case, artists are not concerned about the conservation 
of their pieces but rather the impact on the viewer; this is, the possible 
modification of citizen’s attitudes and behaviours towards the promoted 
message. Not only that but these artworks can also obey to the simple desire 

101 Many examples are ‘Jardín Lumínico’ in 
Prados del Este highway (Baruta) by Patricia 
van Dalen; ‘Enredadera Geométrica’ in Plaza 
Don Bosco (Chacao) by Alberto José Sánchez; 
the mosaic of ‘Facultad de Humanidades y 
Educación’ located in the Universidad Central de 
Venezuela by Víctor Valera; ‘Uracora’ intervention 
which consist of a mural of 3,000 lineal metres 
long and an extension of 12,000-square metres 
in Avenida Libertador by Mateo Manaure; 
‘Entramados’ (Chacao) by Víctor Hugo Irazábal; 
a colourful mural in Parque Miranda by Fugra 
Muralista and Juvenal Ravelo; many of the walls 
of the Universidad Central de Venezuela such 
as the piece made by Oswaldo Vigas; ‘Módulos 
cromáticos’ in Avenida Libertador (Chacao) by 
Juvenal Ravelo; a geometric mural done in the 
eastern part of Ciudad Universitaria, between the 
Concert hall and the Central Library building by 

Mateo Manaure, among many others.

102 GMBNBT is a nationwide program that was 
launched by Hugo Chávez administration in 2009 
to paint entire façades and buildings. Tricolor 
refers to the three colours of the Venezuelan flag 
(yellow, blue and red), and originally, houses that 
solicited this program were exclusively painted in 

these three colours.
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to embellish a wall by displaying natural motifs or even abstract forms that 
repair plastically a surface. As observed, these artworks are generally located 
in transited areas and central spots within the city, sometimes located in 
specific and recurrent areas such as the adjacencies of Francisco de Miranda 
avenue in Chacao.

In an interview published on ThisBigCity (García Alcaraz, 2014), the 
architect and street artist Félix Molina explained that even though street art 
(as an interstitial practice) is constantly legalised against, its prosecution is 
what provokes and indulges the desire to act in the urban spaces to modify 
perceptions and experiences whether or not these actions are considered 
civic, legal or formal. As Molina explained, the chromatic and symbolic 
irruption of colour in an urban landscape dominated by concrete and 
permanent stress such as Caracas is always well received by passers-by. 

As seen, the ephemeral character of both decorative and propagandistic 
art in the city, known for its changeable and aggressive nature, represents 
a brief note of colourfulness and ingenuity for both passers-by and drivers 
who, in their everyday lives, barely manage to decipher the purpose of 
each artwork that can range from graffiti, street installations, sculptures, 
stencils, murals, events, stickers, street signs, among others.

4.4.2 From art to politics: graffiti and mural territories 

Since earlier times, people have always pursued to control and dominate 
their territories and, at the same time, differentiate them either by its use, 
conception and identification. 
Interstitial practice is seen as an alternative way to read and understand the 
historicity of cities while it is established a relation between citizens and 
the urban space. So, one of the inherent aspects of the interstitial practice 
as a socio-spatial phenomenon is precisely its direct relationship between 
people and places, and the ability to modify conceptions, perceptions and 
the experiences.

As explored, the AMC can be read as a fragmented agglomeration 
consolidated by different spatio-temporal units and, as for social spaces, the 
city can be also read as the formation of diverse territories, each of which 
holds certain characteristics. In regards of territorial  diversity, Andrea 
Mubi writes in ‘On territorology’ about the characteristics of territory 
from a relational, processual and evental perspective, which indicates that 
territory is also conceived as an act or practice rather than an object or 
physical space (Mubi Brighenti, 2010:2). Three points are explored:
First, territory should not be confused with the space it takes place (Mubi 
Brighenti, 2010:5); as appointed by Mubi, “territory is not defined 
by space, rather it defines spaces through patterns of relations” (Mubi 
Brighenti, 2010:6), which indicates that territory is interactional. This 
is, territory results from encounters and from the affect developed during 
those encounters (Mubi Brighenti, 2010:6). 
Second, the territory is an imagined entity. Mubi affirms that when the 
space is delimited to create a territory –which involves the act of boundary-
drawing and boundary-making–, this process implies a fundamental 
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practice is an imaginative mechanism whereby someone is recognised as 
insider or intruder in relation to one’s territory. It is the imagination what 
enables these relationships of distinction, classification and recognition 
(Mubi Brighenti, 2010:7). 
And third, territory has expressive and functional components. The 
expression is what marks the emergence of the territory –understanding 
that a territory emerges when some qualities and properties emerge 
from an environment– and every territory acts on the organisation of 
environmental functions (Mubi Brighenti, 2010:7) such as control, 
defence, order, identity... 

As further explored in Chapter 5, the demise of one specific historical 
territorial formation does not mean that territories end. On the contrary, 
it might indicate the prelude of a transformation and the multiplication of 
territories (Mubi Brighenti, 2010:3) being interstitial practice an indicator 
of their existence. In accordance with Andrea Mubi, it is necessary to look 
at territories in a state of constant proliferation and transformation.
Therefore, the concept of territory not only has to be investigated as a 
specific historical and political construct but “as a general analytical tool to 
describe the social sphere and, ultimately, a social process in itself ” (Mubi 
Brighenti, 2010:4). 
In this regard, the Venezuelan scholar Humberto Jaimes Quero (2003) 
uses the term ‘social territories’ to name the specific relations that occur 
in a particular city fragment linked with its respective political, symbolic, 
social status, values and connotations. In fact, Jaimes uses this concept to 
justify the term ‘graffiti territories’ in a sense that artists can mark urban 
spaces according to the relation they have with the space. 

Already in 1977, the scholar Brizeida Marrón in “Caracas de muro a muro. 
Análisis de contenido del graffiti del área metropolitana de Caracas”, studied 
the content of the graffiti in Caracas in order to corroborate whether or not 
graffiti exposed the social reality of the city. Similarly, Evelyn Núñez and 
Gipsy Torrealba, in “Mensaje y estética en los muros de Caracas”, stressed the 
differences between the graffiti messages found in the east and west side:

[In the East] “love, conservationist, musical, recreational and family 
themes are emphasised whereas the social, labour, monetary, military and 
love themes prevail in the West, which is a constant in the art of graffiti 
in any part of the country”103 (Nuñez, E. Torrealba, G., 1991:32 cited in 
Jaimes Quero, 2003:36. Translated by the author).

Despite the aforementioned studies correspond to the 1970s and 1990s, 
Jaimes Quero (2003) sustains that several observations persist in that it is 
possible to detect an aggravated socio-spatial segregation of the city through 
the messages displayed on walls which shows that graffiti (or paint), urban 
spaces and society are interconnected. 

In this regard, graffiti could be an expression of a conflict understood as the 
writing of what is forbidden. Also, the act of painting or writing on a wall 
may depict a sort of dominance of a social group over an area, such as the 
case of ‘Venezuelan colectivos’ demarcating ZR. This is, the role of graffiti 
in cities not only responds to a cause or event defying authorities and laws 
but also to the appropriation of a territory as a means to dominate it. 

103 [en el este] “resaltan los temas amorosos, 
conservacionistas, musical(es), lúdico(s) y familiares, 
en la zona oeste prevalecen temas como el social, 
laboral monetario, militar y el tema amoroso, que 
es una constante del graffiti en cualquier zona del 

país”. 
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Likewise, graffiti might also represent an existing conflict between groups 
or crews that inhabit the same territory which make use of this practice to 
modify or eliminate the other’s trace. Dominance is noted, for instance, 
when graffiti indicates territories that cannot be crossed (i.e. ZR) or when 
there is an intrusion of symbols from specific groups or individuals. In 
these cases, territory is the effect of a specific social relation which includes 
power relations. 

Despite graffiti is usually associated to street gangs and crews (Jaimes 
Quero, 2003:27-29, Ejército Comunicacional de Liberación, 2011), this 
practice has also gained terrain among political institutions as a tool to 
territorialise power. As observed in Chapter 2, Henri Lefebvre and Edward 
Soja already considered the relationship between space in itself (physical 
and geographical) and political space (structures of power); particularly, 
Soja posits that space itself has its own subject of discourse, able to reveal 
strategies to consolidate influence, power and control. Soja sustains that 
the dimension of the thirdspace is outlined by the spaces of street art 
production, where urban agents can alternatively utilise its existence to 
subvert the dominant order (as further explored and corroborated in the 
case of Zapata’s mural, exposed later in this section). 

At this point, it is essential to comprehend the fine line between street art 
(such as graffiti) and public art. The Colombian philosopher Armando 
Silva first defined graffiti in the 1980s as conforming of marginality, 
anonymity and spontaneity. Yet, Silva insists that in essence, graffiti 
represents the enunciation of the prohibited; it involves illegality and 
freedom of expression. However, when government institutions organise 
graffiti competitions –such as in the case of Caracas or Bogotá– or offer 
financial support to paint certain urban spaces, Silva affirms that this 
practice immediately stops being street art and transforms into urban or 
public art (Armando Silva in an interview with Seijas, 2015). 
Not delving into the art of graffiti (as street art), its role into the city is 
of great importance in this thesis because its message can be done either 
individually or collectively, and it may canalise ideas, concerns and opinions 
of a society in a particular place and time. Thus, graffiti can also help to 
identify new territories and comprehend the logic of certain spaces. In this 
regard, this practice can be a valuable resource to study the historicity of 
the city because it presents territories of permanent social interaction in 
continuous change. 

As appointed in Chapter 2, interstitial practice encompasses from street 
art to public art, and denotes a close relation between people and the 
urban space; that is, there is a sort of sense and meaning of the type of 
intervention made when using a particular space of the city. For instance, 
several city spaces denote specific messages and meanings when protests 
take place and where messages of protests are produced. Yet, there are city 
spaces where protests never occur but other sort of messages are produced. 

In Caracas, it was from the 1930s when public space, messages on walls, 
protests and propaganda became a traditional strategy for political 
organisations. The former ‘Partido Democrático Nacional’ (PDN) already 
used graffiti in 1941 when its militants received orders from Rómulo 
Betancourt to spread pintas in the city in support to his party  (Jaimes 
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Similarly, the Communist Party, AD, COPEI and other organisations such 
as ‘Movimiento al Socialismo’ (MAS) also conceived murals as a way to 
attract people to political organisation. 

At this point, it is relevant to explain the case of MAS, formally founded 
in 1971 when several members of the Venezuela Communist party split 
up. This new group (MAS) declared itself as Marxist-Leninist in a way of 
interpreting reality but, at the same time, this organisation was defined 
as no-dogmatic; its leitmotiv was “Somos comunistas de Nuevo tipo” (We 
are a new-type communists) (Jaimes Quero, 2003:44-45). After facing 
constant electoral failures, MAS conceived street murals as a tool towards 
the territorialisation of its political and propagandistic activity in the urban 
space envisioning murals as mechanisms to get closer to people. In 1970, 
this organisation had already published an instructive guide that aimed 
to create colourful and cheerful murals to be distinguished from the rest; 
instead of writing messages on walls, MAS murals used large-scale images 
to capture people’s attention. 

“El estilo visual del MAS está orientado a la creación y difusión de imágenes 
que expresan la belleza, el optimismo, la fuerza, la alegría, la vida, el renacer, 
la alternativa, porqué estas imágenes expresan de manera sensorial y emotiva, 
los contenidos políticos del MAS como fuerza socialista renovadora, que se 
diferencia de las formas tradicionales de expresión de otros partidos políticos de 
izquierda. Por lo tanto, en nuestras expresiones propagandísticas, sean murales, 
cartelones, espectáculos u otros, deben sentirse color, la belleza, la alegría unidos 
a la denuncia clara y directa” (‘Los Murales MAS. Instructivo Nº2 
(1970:3) in Jaimes Quero, 2003:45-46).

The mural –as a propagandistic tool– allowed to spread intrinsic messages 
in a different manner because this practice was seen as another way of 
doing politics, envisioned as a new discursive form to rewrite and explain 
the history of the place: 

“La realización del mural atrae la atención del público, y constituye en sí mismo 
un acto de agitación. Permite la incorporación de militantes y simpatizantes 
en una tarea creativa concreta. El mural es una transformación del ambiente, 
crea nuevos significados en un lugar que existía desde antes. Un mural bien 
realizado y bello, se introduce en la vida diaria de la gente que comienza a 
sentirlo como suyo, más aún, si el tema que trata interesa o afecta directamente 
a los habitantes de la zona” (‘Los Murales MAS. Instructivo Nº2 
(1970:2) in Jaimes Quero, 2003:46).

This guide also highlighted the importance of a coordinated working 
process to execute murals, the importance to choose the right location and 
the development of the idea behind it: 

“Lo importante es que la pared sea muy visible, donde haya tránsito de carros 
y peatones, no importa si la pared es pequeña con tal de que esté bien ubicada” 
(‘Los Murales MAS. Instructivo Nº2 (1970:4) in Jaimes Quero, 
2003:46).

As documented, the content of MAS murals had to be related to its 
political ideals and portray the common problems of the area where the 
mural was painted, always preserving the same visual style. This guide also 
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alluded to the usage of greys or browns to represent capitalism whilst lively 
colours to socialism. So, the presence of these murals in the city was part 
of a strategic propagandistic campaign of social movements and political 
parties that will be gradually used by popular groups. So, in this case, not 
only murals clearly manifest a territorialisation of ideals but also pursue 
domination and power. 

The Libertador municipality –as a geo-historical scenario– has been the 
original space where first messages on walls appeared in the nineteenth 
century, being the municipality where most pintas are found (Ejército 
Comunicacional de Liberación, 2011). Many researchers sustain that the 
logic behind this might be attributed to the physical allocation of political 
power because the executive, legislative and judiciary branches as well as 
ministries, government institutions and the presidential palace are placed 
in this municipality since colonial times. Hence, entered the twentieth 
century, the ‘West’ became the area where many urban developments 
occurred. Jaimes Quero (2003) also emphasises the presence of ‘Liceo 
Andrés Bello’, ‘Liceo Fermín Toro’ or the UCV104 as an important factor 
to the allocation of pintas. These three educational institutions have been 
involved throughout time in important events regarding national politics 
becoming nodes of concurrence and great influence. Just for that, these 
institutions [and so the West] can be considered a privileged scenario of 
power resistance (Ejército Comunicacional de Liberación, 2011) but also, 
power domination. 

However, as commented in section 4.3.1, distinctions between East 
and West are not simply about the configuration of physical spaces and 
geographical limits but social, cultural and political constructs. For 
instance, Petare, located geographically in the East, is understood as a 
territory of power resistance despite the remaining East is associated to 
power domination:

“La condición de ser del Oeste (…) y la del Este (…) se lleva en la mente (…). 
Este y Oeste no se refieren solo a puntos cardinales sino a formas culturales y 
políticas. La unidad demográfica más al este se llama Petare, y Petare es Oeste” 
(Ejército Comunicacional de Liberación, 2011:14-15).

The analysis developed in ‘Mentalidades, discurso y espacio en la Caracas de 
finales del siglo XX’ by Jaimes Quero (2003) has been key to understand 
graffiti territories and the evolution of the interstitial practice in the capital 
city; however, Jaimes’ discourse is biased towards the attribution of the 
UCV as the precursor of graffiti in Caracas. Jaimes’ arguments strongly 
generalise and prejudge the image of students, topics and locations. He 
writes: 

“[in the message] ‘No al aumento del pasaje’, podemos suponer quién es el 
hacedor y a qué público va dirigido. ¿Quién protesta el aumento del pasaje? Los 
estudiantes de bajos recursos, claro está” (Jaimes Quero, 2003:62). 

Jaimes also considers students from private universities and other 
educational centres in the East less active, even passive, when intervening 
the city due to its socio-economic status and ideological views (2003:59). 
Firstly, a statement that is prejudiced against these institutions and people; 
secondly, taking for granted that only students are graffiti writers, not even 

104  Since its foundation in 1721, the UCV –
formerly named ‘Real y Pontificia Universidad 
de Caracas’ has always been involved in protests 
against governments as well as socio-political 
and economic structures of domination: colonial 
authorities, the Spanish monarchy, ‘caudillos’ 
and dictators. JAIMES QUERO, H. 2003. 
Mentalidades, discurso y espacio en la Caracas de 
finales del siglo XX. Mentalidades venezolanas vistas 
a través del graffiti, Caracas, Fundación para la 
Cultura Urbana.
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graffiti comes from academic fields. Jaimes also sustains that the UCV is 
the main node of this phenomena, what he calls ‘centre of irradiation’; 
that is, the author justifies the appearance of graffiti in Bello Monte, Las 
Palmas, Los Chaguaramos and Sabana Grande areas for its closeness to this 
educational institution. 

The book ‘Mural y Luces’ (Ejército Comunicacional de Liberación, 2011) 
exposes that during the 1970s street art expanded across the city in a more 
spontaneous manner in order to illustrate concrete problems and captivate 
passers-by attention. These spontaneous works coexisted with many other 
murals that promoted historic and political messages, as well as others that 
simply functioned to beautify city spots. 
During the 1980s, the urban scene from the United States (hip-hop, 
skateboarding, street styles, urban tribes, and so forth) influenced greatly 
the cultural scene of the Venezuelan capital so that many artists used 
acronyms, abbreviations and English words on their creations. During this 
decade, the urban spaces of the capital accommodated from indigenous 
and ecologic murals to messages from individuals to individuals (i.e. 
personal propositions and love messages) and others alluding to ‘Yankee 
imperialism’, ‘national liberation’, or ‘free political prisoners’. Furthermore, 
the presence of skaters using particular areas of the city, graffiti writers, 
punks, rockers, and other urban tribes contributed to explode and expand 
diversity and culture across the city, which all together contributed to 
define the urban landscape of the AMC. 
But, the presence of graffiti in the urban sphere particularly increased 
during the 1990s, when mass and violent protests, coups d’état, economic 
crisis, lack of institutional credibility, famine, violence, among others, 
generated a potential discourse that strengthened a collective paranoia in 
some public spaces, and at the same time, the desire and comfort in other 
areas. The successive social and economic crises since the Caracazo of 1989 
until the triumph of Hugo Chávez in 1998, agitated and revitalised the 
traditional graffiti related to popular discontent. 

According to historian Margarita López Maya (1999), the Caracazo was 
the beginning of a ‘protest circle’ of both organised and disorganised 
participation that not only involved many citizens to take the streets but 
the emergence of new forms of protests. On the second day of El Caracazo, 
many messages read: ‘El pueblo tiene hambre’ (people are hungry), ‘basta de 
engaño’ (enough deceit), ‘El Pueblo está bravo’ (people are angry) (Jaimes 
Quero, 2003:120); direct messages that later highlighted other themes 
such as the increase in oil prices, police repression, privatisation policies, 
among others (López Maya, 1999). 

Another important event that will mark Caraqueños (and was manifested 
on walls)  is related to the failed coup d’état ideated by Hugo Chávez in 
February 4, 1992, when this soldier led a group of rebels in an attempt 
to overthrow the government of CAP. A series of setbacks forced Chávez 
to surrender to the authorities and, during his public speech after his 
failed attempt, Chávez used the words ‘por ahora’ (for now), suggesting 
that his battled had not been won yet, which became one of the strongest 
commercial and political slogans during the 1990s. In November 27, 
1992, a second coup attempt took place while Chávez was imprisoned 
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and, even though both coups failed to depose the government of CAP, the 
‘4F’ brought Chávez into the national spotlight. From there, the image 
of Chávez was displayed in national and international magazine covers, 
media, merchandise, walls and murals either in the East and West such as 
the UCV, the 23 de Enero, Sábana Grande or Las Mercedes urbanisation 
(Jaimes Quero, 2003:124-130).

In 1994, Rafael Caldera was elected president and soon afterward, he 
freed imprisoned MBR-200105 members together with their leader, Hugo 
Chávez, who rapidly promoted his Bolivarian cause of social revolution 
around Latin America including Argentina, Colombia, Uruguay, Chile and 
Cuba. In 1998, Chávez cast himself as an advocate of real change for the 
country and the revolutionary discourse gained him support from many 
parties and organisations, becoming president of Venezuela in December 
of that year. 
In his first speech, Chávez stated on the Venezuelan television106:‘Venezuela 
is being born again’ and ‘Once again the people of Simon Bolivar have shown 
themselves to be a grand people’; messages that augured the rebirth of a nation 
and the exaltation of a national hero that will become a fixed national 
identity for the next decades. 

Since Hugo Chávez reached power in 1999, Venezuela followed a critical 
path of state intervention and radical changes, which were aggravated 
after his death with the arrival to presidency of Nicolás Maduro in 2013. 
The Bolivarian revolution ideated by Hugo Chávez would generate the 
institutionalisation of many practices and actions as an effective tool for 
political propaganda empowering not only political and historical figures 
but the local identity of specific peoples and the mother nation (La Patria). 
At this point, the city of Caracas serves as the perfect scenario to analyse 
two actions developed in the public sphere across the capital city as well as 
to understand how interstitial practice can serve either as city strategies to 
dominate certain spaces or mechanisms to empower local social cohesion.

The eyes of Chávez

‘The eyes of Chávez’ is one of the most intrusive forms of territorial 
domination in the urban sphere nationwide by the state through popular 
muralism. 

The ideation of ‘the eyes of Chávez’ initiated during the presidential 
campaign of 2012 as a new motif to promote the image of the late 
mandatary across the urban sphere. José Miguel España, member of Hugo 
Chávez’s campaign, was the designer behind this iconic symbol, which 
consists of an abstracted representation of the eyes of Chávez.
This symbol became first part of the political electoral propaganda from 
The United Socialist Party of Venezuela (PSUV) although later, it became 
the icon of the national government, particularly after the death of Chávez 
in 2013. His successor, Nicolás Maduro, used this image as a stamp to 
showcase authority, dominance and power across the country. This means 
that not only was this symbol displayed in new housing units promoted by 
the State but on t-shirts, flags, banners, billboards, stickers, murals, façades 
and urban spaces, demarcating a sort of ‘Chavista territory’. 

105 The Revolutionary Bolivarian 
Movement-200 was the political and social 
movement that former Venezuelan president 
Hugo Chávez founded in 1982.

106 http://edition.cnn.com/WORLD/
americas/9812/06/venezuela.results/index.html
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it is essential to provide further context. In 2011, heavy rains hit several 
Venezuelan states which rapidly generated the spread of many refugee 
shelters and the deployment of thousands of state workers alongside the 
country. Subsequently, Hugo Chávez launched a national effort to attend 
to the needs of those affected by the heavy rains and flooding: a massive 
housing program called ‘Gran Misión Vivienda Venezuela’ (GMVV) to 
provide a house for people living in precarious conditions. 

One relevant example of the intrusion of this symbolism related to the 
GMVV buildings is observed in 2011 in Las Adjuntas area, in the parish 
of Macarao, in the Libertador municipality.
To contextualise, in 2011 a large industrial estate –located next to the 
old quarter area and several areas of uncontrolled development– was 
expropriated by government authorities in order to incorporate new 
housing units for those affected by the heavy rains that hit the country that 
year. Subsequently in 2012, without prior consultation with local bodies, 
urban agents or professionals working in Macarao to understand the 
local needs and deficiencies of the area (in terms of education, sanitation, 
infrastructure or urban services), several factories and storehouses in Las 
Adjuntas were demolished by national authorities in order to incorporate 
new GMVV units, which consequently caused the total elimination of one 
of the main activities that fuelled the area: the industrial. 
By 2016, 26 high-rise towers were erected in Las Adjuntas overall 
containing 4,056 new dwellings, where there were counted 52 emblems 
alluding the former president. The ‘eyes of Chávez’ appeared, at least, in 
one façade of each tower sometimes next to the late president’s signature 
(also another symbol spread alongside the city). Not delving into the low-
quality housing structure of GMVV’ buildings and the lack to provide 
urban services and infrastructure into the area, it is necessary to mention 
that the introduction of this housing program in Macarao has aggravated 
socially, economically and spatially the area.

As collected, for Sra. Reyna, inhabitant of Macarao and worker of the 
CDI-SEFAR Macarao (Centro Diagnóstico Integral), “the eyes represent the 
urbanism of peace that our commander [Chávez] wanted in life” whereas 
for others, such as Sra. María107, an inhabitant of Baruta employed by the 
govermenent, [this symbol] “is part of the same demagoguery (…) another 
mechanism of oppression” (García Alcaraz, 2017a). Two contrasted visions 
that inevitably generate both appreciation and rejection towards the areas 
where this image appears.  

The case of Las Adjuntas, in Macarao, serves as an example of the spread 
and imposition of an image that, when combined with architecture, is 
enhanced and confined in a specific ‘new territory’, particularly, inhabited 
by the most vulnerable that already has its own symbols, connotations and 
functions. As observed, this case is not an isolated one because the eyes of 
Chávez are found, at least, in most of the GMVV housing condominiums 
across the capital city, precisely where the poorest reside. The GMVV 
condominiums erected in Avenida Bolivar, in central Caracas, designed by 
the Venezuelan architect Fruto Vivas are a relevant example. In this regard, 
new pro-government territories are demarcated through artistic practices 
where architecture is used by main sources of power to dominate the space. 

107 This person reclined to give his/ her name 
for fear of reprisals as it was employed by the 
national government and the name was meant 
to be featured on an international newspaper, 
The Atlantic. GARCÍA ALCARAZ, T. 2017a. 
In Venezuela, Hugo Chávez Is Gone, But Still 

Watching. The Atlantic.
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Figure 4.177: Spatial superposition of 
the GMVV complexes found in the 
valley and the in-between spaces of the 
Metropolitan Area of Caracas. Author’s 

own representation.
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Figure 4.178:  The eyes of Chávez and 
his distinctive signature on the Gran 
Misión Vivienda Venezuela (GMVV)
towers built in Las Adjuntas, Macarao, 
Caracas. Author’s own imagery.

Figure 4.179:  The eyes and signature 
on a social housing complex designed 
by the Venezuelan architect Fruto Vivas 
in Avenida Bolivar, Caracas. Author’s 
own imagery.

Figure 4.180:  The eyes peer out from a 
local landmark, a staircase in the Parque 
El Calvario in central Caracas. They 
were originally painted on the stairs, 
and then a black-and-white mosaic 
replaced the paint. Photography: Jorge 
Silva/Reuters.
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complexes have been built. Taking into account that ‘the eyes of Chávez’ 
are displayed in the premises of all these complexes, it is possible to discern 
its presence into the city.

Another example of the insertion and imposition of this image in the 
urban sphere is the case of El Calvario Park, in central Caracas, where 
the ‘eyes of Chávez’ were originally painted on the main staircase of this 
metropolitan landmark. However, in 2015, in a ceremony that marked the 
second anniversary of Chávez death, the original paint was replaced by a 
black-and-white ceramic mosaic in order to make the eyes ‘perennial’ and 
‘triumphant’ icons for the city (Fig. 4.180). As stressed during this ceremony 
by Jorge Rodríguez –by that time mayor of Libertador municipality–, 
the eyes “would continue monitoring the footsteps of this city and the 
strenuous struggle of president Nicolás Maduro” (García Alcaraz, 2017a).

Oppositely to the case of El Calvario Park, a failed attempt to dominate 
and appropriate a landmark of the city happened in April 2016, when 
the new executive committee of the National Assembly –the country’s 
legislative body led by the opposition party– decided to remove the eyes 
that were painted overnight on the top of the National Assembly building. 
As a response, Freddy Ñáñez –by that time minister of Popular Power 
for Culture– retaliated members of the opposition by ordering publicly 
to ‘Muralistas de la patria’ (Muralists of the Motherland)108 to spread ‘the 
eyes of Chávez’ on other prominent buildings “against censorship” (García 
Alcaraz, 2017a). ‘Muralistas de la Patria’ encompass different groups that 
work for the current government and are in charge of the execution of 
murals across the public sphere. 

As observed through these examples, the image of the ‘eyes of Chávez’ is not 
just the exemplification of the eyes of the late mandatary but a constant and 
imposed reminder of Chávez’s omnipresence in the city, an intangible act 
of domination and control. This symbol has become an effective outreach 
strategy of the Bolivarian Revolution implemented nationwide from the 
state. Thus, this image can be easily and largely spotted across the public 
sphere being its presence associated as the demarcation of new territories. 
This image also represents an  act  that  merits unreserved  condemnation 
from those who are not aligned with the Bolivarian revolution so that its 
imposed presence into the city alienates ‘the other’ rather than coheres. 

‘Drivers of Venezuela’ mural (and the end of the political billboard)

Another example to look at is the impact of an academic mural located in a 
grand wall that is part of the façade of a covered gymnasium, known as ‘La 
Cachucha’, a building located inside the UCV. This perimeter wall borders 
the Francisco Fajardo highway, one of the main arteries of the city, and the 
university, which involved the transformation of an in-between space in 
the northern edge of this educational complex. 

During the 1990s, this in-between space was an ‘unhappy place’ (Jaimes 
Quero, 2003), a vulnerable location to allocate political symbolism and 
pintas of all sorts as it was the perfect scenario to communicate different 

108 To name a few groups that belong to 
Muralistas de la patria: Colectivo Comando 
Creativo, Colectivo Koz-Dos, Colectivo Achote, 
Colectivo Visión Color, Colectivo Bravo Sur- 
Brigada Muralista, Colectivo El Cuarto de los 
Duendes, Colectivo Ejército Comunicacional de 

Liberación, among others.
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messages. By that time, there was an intense political debate that 
compelled many artists to express either their support or opposition to 
political movements and mandataries, generating a new brand of political 
art reflecting and commenting on the political troubles that were emerging 
in the country.

Yet, the privileged location of this site (as it faces one of the main arteries 
of the city) moved the political party ‘Causa Radical’ (or Causa R) to 
display there a gigantic political mural in support of his candidate, Andrés 
Velásquez in 1993. That meant that inevitably, drivers had to pay attention 
to the mural during long hours of traffic congestion. The importance of 
this site was also emphasised by journalist Edgar Alfonzo-Sierra in 1999 
who wrote an article in El Nacional newspaper entitled ‘Una tranca de Arte’ 
exposing that the perimeter wall alongside the highway was one of the 
most visual spaces of the city while driving so that it explained why this 
location became a stand for ideological and political bad taste displaying 
messages such as ‘El pueblo unido jamás será vencido’ or ‘Jaime es como tu’, 
‘Represión no’ (Jaimes Quero, 2003:152).

In order to aesthetically rescue this unattended in-between space on that 
wall, the Venezuelan artist Pedro León Zapata109 was appointed between 
1998 and 1999 to create a gigantic mural. The commissioned mural, 
entitled ‘Drivers of Venezuela’, was an initiative from ‘Fundación para la 
Cultura y las Artes’ (FundArte), the vice-chancellor’s office of the UCV 
and the Caracas City Council (Alcaldía de Caracas) that consisted of an 
enormous ceramic artwork of 1,500 square metres covering the large 
wall of La Cachucha building. It was one of the few occasions where a 
private company, the university and a municipal government concurred 
to crystallise a common idea in order to offer Caraqueños a message of 
unity through arts as well as to upgrade a derelict urban space that was 
previously inundated by political propaganda (Uzcategui, 2015, Jaimes 
Quero, 2003). Rather than displaying a political or electoral message, the 
intentionality of this mural was purely artistic and symbolic. 

The ceramist Ricardo Ceruzzi worked closely with Zapata in the execution 
of this work that was painted on ceramic tiles along the highway depicting 
anonymous drivers together with emblematic Venezuelan figures such as 
Simón Bolívar, Teresa Carreño, Simón Rodríguez, Teresa de la Parra, José 
María Vargas or Armando Reverón. In an interview conducted by Ingrid 
Uzcategui, Pedro León Zapata stated: 

““Conductores de Venezuela” somos todos representados en el mural de una 
manera muy anónima. Se trata de caras que no tienen carácter, que no se 
diferencian notablemente unas de otras, como se supone no deberíamos 
diferenciarnos tanto unos de otros cuando nos vemos como grupo, como público, 
como pueblo que tiene la responsabilidad de conducir su vehículo solamente, o 
también de guiar el país. Nosotros somos los conductores del país y nadie más 
que nosotros debemos ser los que llevemos las riendas del país”. (Uzcategui, 
2015:nc)

As explained in Uzcategui (2015), Pedro León referred to this mural as ‘the 
language of the obviousness’ to construct an identity through polysemic 
and ambiguous images that, at the same time, stimulated the base for new 
relations of recognitions, similarities and differences, which is the key to 

109 The Venezuelan artist Pedro León Zapata 
was also known for his satiric cartoons in national 
newspapers.  He started working first in 1959 
for the ‘Dominguito’ and later in 1965 for ‘El 
Nacional’, creating a column entitled ‘Zapatazos’ 
which became one of the most important places 
for critical commentary of the social and political 
situation in Venezuela. Thus, Zapata’s murals and 
canvases captured the public imagination that 
took on a distinctly anti-government shade in 
Venezuela.
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Figure 4.183: View of Los Conductores 
de Venezuela mural painted in 
1999 on the side of the stadium 
facing the highway. Source: https://

kiosquitocreativo.wordpress.com/ 

Figure 4.181: Detail of the mural 
Los Conductores de Venezuela. Source: 

Caracasshots.

Figure 4.182: View of the mural 
and the pedestrian bridge built years 
later over the Guaire river. Source: 

Wikimedia commons.
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redefine and intertwine the city. Rather than being conceived as another 
artwork that belongs to the university, this mural was understood as a gift 
to the city [due to its position and location] as it establishes a dialogue with 
and towards the outside, precisely because it faces the outside. All citizens 
have equal access to it and, as the artist explained, this piece visually and 
ideologically belongs to all, being art a healing element of the city:

““Conductores de Venezuela” permite ver la ciudad como un hecho estético, 
como un espacio donde un colectivo desarrolla su creatividad y sacia su 
necesidad de rodearse de belleza e incluye elementos de estima, de compromiso, 
de enamoramiento. El mural se hizo para la calle como planteamiento 
moderno, diálogo amoroso-humorístico, un elemento de reconciliación del arte 
como presencia física” (Uzcategui, 2015:nc).

Even though the UCV is considered the space of ‘eternal insurrection’ or 
the ‘space of popular disobedience’ (Jaimes Quero, 2003:154), the location 
of this mural in the in-between space revalued both the wall and its 
adjacencies into a respected area that modified not only the past dominant 
political discourse but perceptions and meanings of the place. Since the 
execution of this mural in 1999, the in-between space became an open-
air gallery as the mural was respected and appreciated, and no political 
propaganda has been placed there ever since. Even though deterioration 
has recently occurred during times of severe protests and revolts (i.e. the 
mural was repaired in 2010 because several tiles were damaged and small 
graffiti was found on the mural), the sense of belonging and respect from 
society has allowed the maintenance of the mural, nowadays still standing. 

During subsequent years, it might have been the presence of the mural 
what also moved authorities to incorporate a pedestrian bridge over the 
Guaire river, specifically facing towards Zapata’s mural. As gathered in a 
conversation with Marianella Mora, part of the architectural team in charge 
of the Guaire river sanitation project, this pedestrian bridge was built to 
palliate large flows of commuters, who utilised the resting space next to the 
highway as a drop-off area; as Mora explained, many people used to walk 
alongside the riverbeds and the borders of the highway to reach either the 
subway or the university. So, the presence of this pedestrian bridge greatly 
reinforced the appreciation of the mural from other angles as well as the 
crossing experience in the in-between space because new pedestrian flows 
were incorporated from and to the UCV and Plaza Venezuela. 

These two examples, ‘The eyes of Chávez’ and the ‘Driver’s of Venezuela’ 
mural, are key to comprehend the role and impact of interstitial practice 
that results as another form to define and re-legitimise the urban space 
of the city. In the particular case of Zapata’s mural, this artwork has 
contributed to shorten distances, to attract many to cross voluntarily the 
in-between space, and to empower the acceptance of different backgrounds 
and identities where all Caraqueños feel represented, far from imposed 
political or ideological views. Contrarily, the ‘eyes of Chávez’ functions 
as a symbol that has become a strategy to demarcate ‘Chavista territories’, 
or areas of great government influence and control. So, if the in-between 
space is envisioned as a sort of borderland that defines relations among 
individuals that are strongly bound to the territory, the eyes of Chávez 
contribute to move away rather than shorten distances because its imposed 
presence into the city alienates ‘the other’ rather than coheres. 
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interconnected.

Nowadays, many urban actors are forging new representational and 
performative practices to reveal what is hidden or normalised in an 
extreme politicised and polarised society. In this regard, interstitial practice 
–particularly in the in-between space– always pivots around a set of 
topics, the majority of which involve the identity issue: a social quality 
which paradoxically contributes to define, demarcate and introduce new 
territories that involve power relations and strategies of control.

4.4.3 An exploration of interstitial practice in the Metropolitan Area 
of Caracas (2010-2016)

There are different attitudes towards the actions that take place in the 
public sphere. At first sight, commercial murals and graffiti writing 
might seem that are on two opposite footings yet, in multiple occasions, 
these actions are executed and envisioned in a similar manner. From 
this point, two different recognised approaches can be identified: one is 
usually carried on legally by powerful economic actors (either institutions, 
privates or corporations) whilst the other is made by unauthorised actors 
who operate according to a non-commercial logic. Nonetheless, in Caracas 
exists a mimetic phenomenon between the two where the artist may work 
in conjunction with an institution, with an advertisement company, or 
with both: 

“During recent decades, [interstitial practice] has gained importance and 
has been more evident within the conventional public space, which has 
generated acceptance of street art in our daily life. Artists have been invited 
formally to exhibit their work in galleries and other spaces; mayors and 
private institutions have played a key role in Venezuela” (Interview with 
Flix in García Alcaraz, 2014).

In conversation with the Venezuelan architect and street artist Félix Molina 
(known as Flix or Fl1x), he exposed that many artists (like himself ) have 
had the opportunity to exhibit their works in galleries and have been 
commissioned by municipal institutions to place their art in the street. 
In this case, both artists and their artworks become part of a subversive 
political strategy that serves and nurtures those in power because sooner or 
later, either their figure, image or their art pieces will be used for electoral 
purposes. As Molina exposes, this fact has generated certain controversy 
within the artistic street movement in the country (García Alcaraz, 2014). 
While many artists have taken advantage of financial support from sources 
of power, others prefer to keep the practice ‘real’ in a sense that their work 
is not constrained by any supporter’s requirements. As noticed, this new 
sort of partnership (between artist and institution) loses the inherited 
transgressive value of anonymity, illegality and spontaneity suggested by 
Armando Silva however it still keeps its efficient communication with the 
viewer through art. 

As observed, this new relationship between art, space and politics has 
appeared as a new phenomenon in Caracas in order to empower and 
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reinforce, most of the times, national and local identities. As previously 
explained, graffiti and murals might be considered key practices of 
collective construction of memory and also, territorial formation; thus, 
their presence help raising important questions about social dynamics and 
issues of recognition and visibility. Even though interstitial practice has 
been understood as an alternative tool to comprehend the historicity of the 
city, it is also important to question the limits of this approach in regards 
of its decriminalisation and institutional support. 

As explained in Chapter 2, interstitial practice falls somewhere between 
legality and illegality, a practice that can be regarded as a seduction of 
crime. In conversation with many urban agents110 (graffiti writers, activists 
and architects), the majority have had trouble with authorities –mainly 
police and the militia– just for the fact to occupy peacefully certain public 
spaces, practise skateboarding, organise a cultural activity in a square, place 
a framed painting onto a wall, or paint an image on an abandoned site. 
In all these cases, interstitial practice is majorly entitled as ‘illegal’ and the 
involved artists are recognised as ‘vandals’. However, this scenario changes 
when public bodies and enterprises grant the same actors to intervene 
–even without licence– the same public spaces and urban elements to 
produce the same type of artwork. In this case, these actions are considered 
‘legal’ and former vandals are called ‘artists’. This means that the right to 
intervene in the public sphere is not about lawful procedures (legal or 
illegal) neither has to do with the formation of the author, content or type 
of the intervention; it rather depends on the authority, power and control 
exerted over certain areas and people. 
This struggle for interpretative power and the right to intervene in the 
public sphere becomes manifested in the in-between spaces of the city 
where these conceptions move to question the ownership of certain spaces, 
the right to use them, and the exertion of power over law.

As gathered, the position of interstitial practice in the in-between spaces of 
the city has helped to comprehend the hierarchical role of certain territorial 
units as well as the ambivalence of certain practices. 
As further explored in section 5.1, the in-between space emplaced at 
the edges of a growth-by-expansion area and an area of uncontrolled 
development in La Castellana urbaninsation serves to evidence the fine line 
that denotes differentiation in the actions and decisions taken to intervene 
the in-between space, particularly from local authorities.
And, as explored by the analysis of the interstitial practice developed in the 
AMC, in-between spaces near areas of uncontrolled development become 
scenarios where cultural memory and identity are mainly emphasised with 
institutional support. A relevant example is the case of the municipality 
of Chacao, where commissioned tiled murals are emplaced next to all the 
sectors of the parish in order to promote their cultural identity (explored 
in section 5.1.4). That is, the territorialisation of power is visually exerted 
through interstitial practice, being authorities (or its subordinated bodies) 
able to use their mechanisms to delimit, control and dominate certain 
spaces and people. Additionally, the new institutionalisation of the practice 
becomes polarised and politicised because both pro-government and 
opposition authorities work in conjunction with artistic groups that are 
eager to its ideology (i.e. Muralistas de la Patria) or with those who share 
common interests and positions. 

110 Among the interviewees are Dr. Penélope 
Plaza, architect; Félix Molina (Flix), street artist 
and architect; José Carvajal (Cheo), journalist and 
urban activist as well as informal conversations 
with anonymous graffiti artists.
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when it comes to paint commissioned political messages –which explains 
why, the State and other government bodies have created their own 
instruments to spread propagandistic messages across the city–. Therefore, 
the interstitial practice can also be regarded as a form of political resistance 
as well as an act of protest against social conditions. 

As mapped in Fig. 4.184, the AMC is covered by a wide range of 
interventions that display a variety of messages through posters, stickers, 
stencils, sculptural objects, muralism, graffiti-stencil, counter-graffiti, 
culture jamming, festivals, street signs, and so forth. But throughout the 
process of investigation, it is found that the interstitial practice in the AMC 
have not been studied in depth yet111. 

Among the interventions observed between 2009 and 2016 across the 
AMC, two tendencies are noticed: one that follows a subjectivist trend and 
the other closer to political propaganda. 
The first takes as references the urban art scene spread worldwide by 
processes of cultural globalisation. This trend uses symbolic constructions 
and messages on posters, stencils, paintings and performances in order to 
express concepts and messages that are subjective, cryptic or ludic; it is 
more related to the notion of culture jamming112 rather than tribal practices 
or partisan campaigns. These symbolic constructions are also expressed as a 
tool for social criticism and can cover counter-hegemonic topics or pacifist 
topics, trying to put off the functionality of political propaganda. In this 
group, urban actors play with words and images, sometimes resorting 
to cinematographic or TV figures to attract the mass. As noticed, these 
expressions and influences are frequently seen in the old quarter area of 
Chacao, Altamira, or in the adjacencies of the Francisco de Miranda and 
Rómulo Gallegos avenues. Urban actors such as Flix, Yaneth Rivas or Ser 
Urbano are included into this group.
The second trend originates from social responses or explicit political 
alignments. Despite many works are also formed from the same cultural 
fields as the first trend, this one is marked by a broader and more 
contemporary sense of agitprop113 and the notion of communicational 
guerrilla, ideated in the May of 1968, followed by the ‘Youth International 
party’ movement (known as Yippie movement), the ‘Zapatista Army of 
National Liberation’ (EZLN), and many other political counter-cultural 
expressions (Ejército Comunicacional de Liberación, 2011). This trend 
proliferates more in the west of the capital city mainly promoted by artistic 
collectives such as La Guerrilla Comunicacional del Ministerio del Poder 
Popular para las Comunas y Protección Social, Ejército Comunicacional de 
Liberación or Colectivo Crea y Combate. 

It is relevant to mention that these tendencies are based on the author’s 
personal experiences in the city, observations and perceptions. Also, it 
is important to highlight that both classifications can be either seen in 
the east and the west of Caracas; however, the first is mainly found in 
Chacao, Baruta, Sucre and El Hatillo, which is close to the subjective and 
ludic urban art with intentions in distancing from political propaganda, 
whereas the second –mostly found in Libertador– departs from the soviet 
agitprop, the situationist détournement, and non-repressive and cultural 
resistance experiences lived in Latin America. This tendency is understood 

111 A few publications supported by government 
bodies collect artworks related to specific 
municipalities: ‘Claves urbanas’  by Diana López 
(former government servant) particularly looks 
at the municipality of Chacao; ‘Intervenciones 
de espacios públicos en barrios del municipio 
de Sucre’ details a number of urban planning 
projects promoted by Alcaldía de Sucre in the 
municipality; or the book ‘Mural y Luces’ displays 
the graffiti, murals and stencil majorly developed 
in the Libertador municipality supported by the 

National government.

112 Cultural jamming was coined in 1985 by 
the US band Negativland. It is the practice 
of criticizing and subverting advertising and 
consumerism in the mass media, by methods 
such as producing advertisements parodying 
those of global brands. In: O. U. P. 2019. Lexico.

com. 

113 Agitprop originates in 1930s, a term that 
blend the Russian term agitatsya (agitation) 
and propaganda (propaganda). Its definition is 
‘Political (originally communist) propaganda’, 

especially in art or literature. Ibid.
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Figure 4.184: Spatial superposition of 
the ninety-two interventions observed 
and found and the in-between spaces 
of the Metropolitan Area of Caracas. 

Author’s own representation.
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as an aesthetic tool of alternative communication where artists behind it 
rely on state funds to promote messages related to emancipation, social 
transformation and to question issues related to political and economic 
power facing neoliberal capitalism. This will be further explored in the case 
of El Valle, in section 5.3.4. 

Instead of the analysis of each individual work encountered in the AMC, the 
aim of this investigation is to offer an alternative vision of the city through 
the interstitial practice found in the in-between spaces, to comprehend the 
purpose of the practice as well as to value its impact over people and places.
It is important to mention that for the aim of this research, it was not 
relevant to quantify nor classify the selected works by theme or authorship 
rather categorise each artwork according to its typology and its position in 
relation to the space. 
A total of ninety-two interventions have been detected, mapped (Fig. 
4.184) and analysed, all of which have been detailed and compiled in the 
annex of this thesis to further explore its impact, position, and location 
within the city. 

The interstitial practice of Caracas can encompass:

- Street art: It groups actions developed in the public sphere considered 
rebellious in nature and illegal in practice. That is, works that have been 
done without the contentment or support of any institution or organisation 
such as messages on stencils, stickers, graffiti, posters or installations. 

- Public art: It groups all actions that have been commissioned by city 
authorities, property owners, companies or other institutions which are 
considered culturally enriching and socially acceptable. This category has 
been established based on the understandings of Armando Silva, who has 
been researching and investigating this phenomenon in Latin American 
cities. Installations, murals, interventions, festivals or advertisement murals 
can be in this group.

- Propaganda: It groups actions that whether deliberately or not refer to 
certain efforts from the government or political parties to display particular 
ideologies to influence an audience and an agenda. 

- Tactical urbanism: It groups low-cost interventions that temporary 
add small changes to the urban environment. Despite this term can be 
ambiguous –because many actions can be understood as tactical urbanism 
(i.e. pedestrian plazas, parklets, pop-up urbanism, D.I.Y urbanism, urban 
acupuncture, etc.)–  this thesis has considered to include in this group 
actions (either commissioned or not) that take place in the public sphere 
and intend to improve city spaces through urban gathering. 

- Facilities: It groups permanent interventions developed by public or 
private bodies. These interventions normally require a technical team 
of professionals to consolidate and build the facility per se, considered 
necessary to improve socially and culturally certain areas of the city. Skate 
parks, community spaces and the upgrading of boulevards and roads 
encompass this group.
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involve the discipline of the Arts. These activities might be promoted by 
public or private entities in order to enrich socially and culturally certain 
areas of the city. Activities that promote reading, sports and leisure 
encompass this group.

As collected, many works are executed and performed to be widely seen, 
to reach a large community group of people, to be blended into the urban 
landscape, to re-value, transform and re-use the public realm, or to claim 
hidden and abandoned spots of the city, all with different functions and 
meanings. But, the ambivalence and ambiguity of the in-between space 
makes it an ideal place to attract large masses as well as to experiment due 
to its apparent lack of authority, ownership or incidence in urban policies. 
That is, it is the in-between condition what moves artists to intervene in 
specific parts of the city.

As explored, interstitial practice is able to modify existing pedestrian flows, 
perceptions and promote interaction between both sides of the in-between; 
therefore, the urban space can be categorised in relation to the position of 
the interstitial practice found there: 

- Transited
Artists select preferential transit and crowded spaces to place their artwork. 
These spaces are considered privileged in a sense that artworks are seen by 
large masses either by automobile or on foot. The aim of the interventions 
developed in transited spaces is to capture the attention of large groups of 
people. High streets, highways and main avenues can fit into this group. 

- Blended
Artists select elements of the urban landscape to emplace their work, which 
is normally mesmerised with the immediate surroundings. In this category, 
urban elements are the support of the piece which is camouflaged in 
urban furniture, kiosks, hydrants, lighting or benches to display a specific 
message (ludic, of protest, educative...). It is usually difficult to detect 
the presence of these artworks because their position does not affect the 
current functioning of the space. 

- Specific
Many agents use interstitial practice to reuse and revalue certain urban 
spaces. Many artists select areas that preserve certain characteristics such as 
low maintenance, antiquity or high rates of violence in order to promote 
a message as well as to upgrade, transform and reclaim the right to use 
the space. As noticed, the interstitial practice detected in Caracas majorly 
pursues to intervene on those spaces to revalue and claim new uses and 
functions. Plazas, streets, parking spots and green areas of the city can be 
an example.

- Recurring
There are specific city spots that attract and have a special value for artists. 
Usually, those spaces are left behind by municipal authorities as well as the 
general public. These spaces don’t necessarily offer any relevant quality to 
the general public –because sometimes can be located in hidden, neglected 
or abandoned city spots– however are constantly intervened by multiple 
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actors. The concrete wall alongside the Guaire river, underpasses, flyovers 
or hidden passages can serve as an example. 

- Landmark
In many occasions, artists select recognised areas of the city in order to 
promote their works or display a powerful message. The space becomes an 
active element of the intervention, which generally offers the possibility to 
be appreciated and recognised by neighbours through art. Generally, the 
interstitial practice modify connotations, uses and functions of the space. 
The ‘eyes of Chávez’ on the main staircase of El Calvario park can serve as 
a relevant example.

- Sectorial
Many urban agents ideate projects particularly addressed to specific groups 
in order to improve urban living conditions and enhance their presence 
in the city. In this regard, the interstitial practice is confined in a specific 
location within a territorial unit either to activate the area, to aesthetically 
change its appearance, to enhance a local identity and sense of belonging, 
or promote coexistence amongst community members. Generally, those 
interventions have the support of local or municipal authorities as well as 
other institutions and entities. 

This classification and descriptions is the result of the analysis of each 
intervention observed and identified in the urban sphere across the AMC 
from 2009 and 2016 (see annex of this thesis). Each intervention has been 
mapped and compiled in a fact sheet that has been designed as follows: 

- Name:  Title of the intervention
- Code:  A combination of initials and numbers    
  (municipality  initials  + correlated number) has been  
  established to facilitate its identification on the map
- Urban agents: Name of the actors involved
- Year:  Year of the intervention 
- Location:  Address or details where the intervention takes place
- Position:  Quality of the [in-between] space in relation to the   
  interstitial practice developed
- Type:  Categorisation by type 
- Description:  Summary that explains what the intervention is about
- Aims:  Purpose of the intervention
- Consequences: Participants involved and immediate reactions
- Impact:  Explanation of the transformations that this    
  intervention generated within the area
- Reflexions:  Evaluation of the intervention from the point of view of  
  the author. 

The analysis, mapping and identification of the interstitial practice across 
the AMC has been essential to relate the in-between spaces of the city with 
this practice. This exercise has proven that many of the in-between spaces 
where interstitial practice is found are interactional, imagined entities, and 
areas of expressive and functional components. Next chapter looks at these 
topics in more detail by exploring three relevant cases in the parishes of 
Chacao, El Hatillo and El Valle concurring that territories are the effect of 
a specific socio-spatial relation which includes power relations through the 
empowerment of identity.
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 4Final comments

This chapter has examined the trajectories and meanings of the in-between 
spaces of the Metropolitan Area of Caracas in terms of its historical, urban, 
social and artistic contexts. It has provided a revision of the main historical 
features, and has particularly focused in understanding the value of the land 
and its occupation to explain the incidence that these processes involved 
on the current debates regarding the socio-spatial relations in the present 
city. It is particularly in the transitional landscapes where these processes 
are notorious and manifested. As city growth gained importance in the 
political and social agenda entered the twentieth century, city debates 
and urban transformations faced the enormous challenge of taking care 
of multiple manifestations that transformed Caracas into a fragmented 
agglomeration at multiple scales.

Through the historical revision, it has been observed how the urban 
structure of the city has changed over time highlighting the role of the 
state, the private sector and city inhabitants in the production of the 
space, which has also been altered establishing deep roots between specific 
configurations of the city, particularly affecting the areas between different 
macro-territorial units. Certainly, the deep socio-spatial and cultural 
transformation experienced in Caracas after the Caracazo and several 
coup d’états, the incorporation of modern principles ideas and plans, the 
stigmatisation and prejudices as well as the incrustation and imposition of 
national identities explain also part of this trajectory.

But the history of ideas and practices of fragmentation is not isolated from 
debates and practices developed elsewhere, particularly in other Latin 
American cities and the borderlands of divided cities and separated states, 
where many of the challenges exposed in this thesis are shared. The role of 
interstitial practice in the borderlands of divided cities is extrapolated and 
applied in the in-between spaces of contemporary cities such as Caracas 
pursuing to open the debate about urban togetherness, which has been 
present amongst the Venezuelan artistic community.

It is worth asking how that determination bears on the territories and 
everyday life of residents as well as why urban art is particularly addressed 
to tackle specific territorial units and communities. As we move forward 
into the description of specific territorialities, it is relevant to embrace this 
institutional context regarding two main features that have become the 
focus of analysis –the territorialisation of power and the politicisation of 
the space–  in the Caracas context. In so doing, we are able to explore 
the implications of this research regarding the (in)tangible lines traced 
over specific territories in which this thesis is based, and investigate wider 
questions about current challenges of space production.
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